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ABSTRACT

Kaho'olawe Island, Hawai'i is a wahi pana and a pu'uhonna, a sacred place and a

place of refuge, according a U.S. Congressional report. Despite this official statement,

multiple, overlapping, and contested views of Kaho 'olawe exist. Different discourses of

nature produce partial, problematic, and situated knowledges of Kaho 'olawe, each with

different material consequences. Chapter 2 discusses discourses of knowledge and nature

as well as the social construction of place, and the concepts of cultural hybridity, Third

Space, and borderlands which help resolve multiple senses of place within overlapping

cultures.

Chapter 3 is a nutshell argument of this dissertation. My interpretation of an

environmental and land use history of Kaho 'olawe describes the sequence of stewards on

the island, each of their dominant discourses of nature, the resulting land use practices and

environmental consequences. Obviously some of these knowledges and practices are better

than others. I use as points of departure the desire to obtain and maintain a more integral,

undegraded physical landscape, and the Native Hawaiian concept of aloha 'aina or

Hawaiian peoples' spiritual and familial relationship to land which vitally links cult\Jral

conservation with biological conservation. The spiritual ecology of aloha 'aina provides a

profound critique of and alternative to destructive and exploitative discourses ofnature.

Chapters 5 and 6 describe the sacred landscapes of Kaho'olawe produced by such a

spiritual discourse of nature. Technocratic approaches to nature such as Western science

and law also provide knowledges and means which contribute to the construction of these

sacred landscapes (Chapter 4 and 7). Chapter 8 describes some of the contested landscapes
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which currently exist on Kaho 'olawe as well as efforts of individuals to cross borders and

exist in several cultures.

Realization that Kaho'olawe is a social construct and a contested place exposes

cultural hegemonies, power relations, and processes which support and sustain them.

Deconstruction of dominant or naturalized views move conflicts to a Third Space to

negotiate meaning and identity. Acknowledgment of nature's sociality from the start of

negotiation is essential for development of official policies and statements.
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PREFACE

Although I explain in Appendix E a little bit about who I am and what biases I have

brought to this dissertation, I have also inserted exerpts from my own journals between

chapters. These are real journal entries which I have kept sporadically over the years for

my own entertainment and to preserve special memories. I am not a writer nor a

compulsive record keeper, and these entries are not particularly insightful or poetic, but they

do serve a purpose in this dissertation. According to Carter (I 987:xxii-xxiii) journals and

letters are ''the literature of spatial history", a form of non-linear writing about history

which evokes "the spatial forms and fantasies through which a culture declares its

presence". Not being written for publication or official record, journals and letters

generally lack style or the illusion of completeness, authority, or other agenda.

Quite the contrary, it is their open-endedness, their lack of fInish, even their search for
words, which is characteristic: for it is here, where fotrnS and conventions hreak down,
that we can discern the process of transforming space into place, the intentkmal world of
the texts, wherein lies their unrepeatability and tbeir enduring, if hitherto ignored,
historical signillcance... It is, must be,like a journey, exploratory. (Catler:t987:xxii-
xxiii) .

This is the story of my journey, a history of my travels and personal evolution through the

exploration of Kaho 'olawe, and how it has influenced the outcome ofthis dissertation. The

entries chosen are not necessarily in chronological order but were chosen instead to reflect

this personal journey and transformation.

Lastly, a disclaimer before I begin. As an employee of Parsons UXB, the

contractor hired by the Navy to cleanup Kaho'olawe, I signed a "gag" order preventing me

from disclosing sensitive information or data belonging to the project. In researching and

. writing this dissertation I did not include any information not available to the general public

or any observant visitor to the island. I may have made some observations while at work
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which are included in this dissertation, but I did not "steal" work time to do my research.

Additionally, lunchtime and helicopter flights to and from Kaho 'olawe were unpaid That

made it my own time. I made it clear when I was hired that my dissertation research was

about Kaho 'olawe, and I was very open about it over the years of my employment. Now,

that said, let's begin the journey...
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO KAHO'OLAWE: A SENSE OF THE
SACRED

Kaho'olawe is a wah; pana and a pu 'uhnnua-a special place with unique and important
cukural, archaeological, historical, and environmental resources of local, national, and
international significance. (Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission, 1993:3)

A few more than five thousand of us-under one percent of the resident population-have
ever set foot on Kaho·olawe. Most know it better as a political symbol than as an actnal
place, and in the pnblic eye it remains small and lifeless and remote, a barren land of
scarred, red earth and windblown dust. (Reeve, 1995:xvi)

The importance of Kaho'olawe to the military is in its "deadness." Arguing that the land
has any "living" value is counter to their pUl]JOses.. .In dying, Kaho'olawe's stalus and
usefulness to America is heightened. The island bas no intrinsic value, but is valued as a
practice site. (Aiu, 1997:95)

INTRODUCTION: RESEARCH PROBLEM

An "Official" Core View of Kaho'olawe

Kaho'olawe, the most studied and written-about of the eight main Hawaiian islands

(Hamilton Library Hawaiian Collection Curator Chieko Tachihata, pers. comm., 1996), is

paradoxically perhaps the least well-known, and one whose significance, meaning, and

representations have been legion, but also the source of great diversity, disagreement, and

struggle. Although the first quote above is a core view of the island which in 1998 has

been largely agreed upon by the various people and institutions that deal with Kaho'olawe,

the general public, few of whom have actually visited the island, still harbors a less

informed and less optimistic image (second quote above). Although Kaho'olawe is no

longer being used by the U.S, military as a bombing range and the island has been

conveyed to the State of Hawai 'i, demilitarization and decolonization is not a complete fact.

The third quote above has been the dominant view of the island for fifty years. It would be
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extremely surprising for such a loug held view to disappear overnight with the adoption of

the core view.

This is in essence the history of the recent events leading up to this core view of the

island (see also Appendix A for a chronology of human events on Kaho·olawe).

Kaho'olawe was a United States military target range from approximately 1940-1990.

Concerted grassroots efforts to protest the bombing of the island by the Protect

Kaho'olawe 'Ohana (PKO or 'Ohana) began in the 1970's. Two decades later, the

bombing was stopped and, after much debate and persuasion between opposing and

supportive parties, Kaho 'olawe was conveyed back to the State of Hawai 'j, Between

November 1993 and November 2003 an unprecedented island-wide environmental and

cultural restoration effort is being conducted as a huge joint venture between a civilian

contractor, the U.S. Navy, and the State of Hawai'i as represented by the Kaho'olawe

Island Reserve Commission (KIRC). Kaho'olawe is being held in trust by the KIRC until

a time when a sovereign Hawaiian nation emerges.

Over the many years of historic and prehistoric human interaction with the island,

Kaho 'olawe has been the topic of song, dance, film, writings, photography, legends, oral

and written histories. The island has been produced and reproduced as a place by a wide

variety of peoples and cultures with equally varied and disparate views of place,

environment, and land. The players who, in the more recent history of the island, have

contributed towards this core view are representative of and perhaps epitomize the vast

differences in cultural views of a place. Reaching an actual agreement for a single official

statement of place based upon such divergent interpretations has been problematic to say

the least.
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Although the core view has been agreed upon by these groups of people, the words

do not mean the same things or have the same significance to the different people and the

cultures, and institutions they represent. The different interpretations result in different,

often overlapping or opposing goals and actions in regard to Kaho'olawe. Although this is

the "official" statement of Kaho'olawe, the significance, meaning, representations, and thus

the landscapes of Kaho 'olawe, are multiple and contested.

Using this core view as a point of departure, this dissertation research asks:

1) How did this core view develop and become agreed upon?

a) How has this core view been interpreted and what are the

implications of the different interpretations?

b) What overlapping and/or contending discourses have contributed to

this core view and in what ways? How do they interact to produce

Kaho 'olawe? How does the manner in which people interact with a

place shape their view of the place?

c) What are the directions, goals, and end results of these different

systems of knowledge production? How does one cultural view

come to dominate another?

The questions can be asked more specifically:

2) What political, economic, and institutional forces are drawn upon by the

different discourses creating the landscape of Kaho 'olawe? How do these

different discourses on nature interact and produce Kaho 'olawe?

3) What are the material consequences on the landscape?
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4) What hidden power relations do they express? What social struggles and

power politics are revealed by the emergence of a dominant discourse?

Bridging the Gaps

This research falls under the branch of geography that deals with the human

environment relationship, or the hw;nan-social interface as Castree (2001 :3) calls it. Castree

recognizes three approaches to the human-social interface in contemporary geography. The

first approach focuses on human interaction with and alteration of nature and its

consequences. Dependent mainly upon the SUbdisciplines of resource management,

environmental management, and science, this approach is dubbed "technocratic". The other

two approaches are associated with critical theory. The "ecocentric" approach stems from

the green movement and seeks to put "nature ftrst" by critiquing and dismantling existing

systems of production and consumption. Lastly, the third approach sees nature as

"inescapably social", as socially constructed to serve specific cultural interests.

Geographer David Stoddart mentions that in recent decades physical and cultural

geography have been drifting further apart (Castree p. 2). My research in part bridges this

gap by spanning the range of approaches described by Castree. Many of my arguments are

from the approach of social nature. I recognize the mUltiplicity of truths and knowledges of

nature and place that this approach entails and the multiple, contested, and conflicting

landscapes that are produced. According to Castree (p. 17) although we cannot know

nature "as it really is", we must remain committed to the idea that some knowledges of and

practices on nature are better than others. He asks (p. 19), "what kinds of nature - or more

properly natures, in the plural- do we want for what kind of futureT
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I argue from the point of departure that the environmental problems we are currently

experiencing are undesirable. My research then attempts to participate in the currently

burgeoning discussions and debates on the relationship between spirituality and the

enviromnenL A spiritual construct of nature, a discourse of nature that sees land, the earth,

and its organisms as sacred, has the most potential to critique and provide an alternative to

the current environmental crisis.. It aims to make explicit a connection between

environmental integrity and spiritual value of the natural world and argues this relationship

may be a counterhegemony to replacement of customary values held by colonialism,

development, capitalist economy, and secularization of the natural world, which, I argue, is

the cause of the enviromnental problems (e.g., Hartmann, 1999; Sponsel, 2001).

While recognizing the multiple landscapes produced by the different discourses of

nature, I also examine the material effects of these knowledges based on technocratic

studies of land use history and physical geographic research. I then make my argument for

what kind of nature for what kind of future is desirable. I argue for an ecocentric approach,

a spiritual nature and a spiritual ecology to achieve a future void of the kind of

enviromnental problems we are currently experiencing.

Theoretical Overview

The overall theoretical basis for this paper is social theory defined by Gregory

(1994:10) as, "a series of overlapping, contending and colliding discourses that seek, in

various ways and for various purposes, to reflect explicitly on the constitution of social life

and to make social practices intelligible." He sees geography as a set of discourses (rather

than a discipline) which (p. 11):

.. .travels instead through social practices at large and is implicated in myriad
topographies of power and knowledge. We routinely make sense of places, spaces, and
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landscapes in our everyday lives - in different ways and for different purposes· and these
'popular geographies' are as important to the conduct of social life as our understandings
of (say) biography and history.

Within the study of social theory is a branch called critical theory (Gregory, p. 10), or

"discourses that seek not only to make social life intelligible but also to make it better" and

which often does this by questioning the normativity of social theories. Gregory expresses

the need to question these common sense understandings and assumptions about social life

and social space (p. 12). This interrogation provides a series of partial, often problematic,

situated knowledges.

Within the study of critical theory, I am particularly interested in postcolonialism

and the critical geographies of nature described by Castree (2001) as social nature and

spiritual ecology. I draw on postcolonial theory in order to examine discourses of

knowledge and nature and to:

• show the history of how the social construction of knowledge and place was used

to appropriate place and space through displacement of traditional values and

customs and hegemony/dominance/colonialism on Kaho'olawe (chapters 3, 7, 8)

• show how different discourses of knowledge and nature have different material

consequences

• acknowledge, describe, and privilege Native Hawaiian representations of

Kaho'olawe (chapters 5, 6)

• try to understand and (re)present this knowledge without appropriating it

(chapters 5, 6)

• show how contemporary power struggles over representation and meaning

continue and their implications for future land use and stewardship (chapters 7, 8)
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I draw on social nature or the social construction of nature to:

• show that places (and Kaho'olawe) are social constructs, thus multiple,

overlapping, and contested landscapes and places exist (Chapter 8)

• show the necessity to critically recognize some knowledges of and practices on

nature are better than other, to open space for negotiation of identity and meaning

of knowledge, nature, and place appropriate for a desirable co=on future and

from the perspective of a hybrid culture or within a Third Space

I use as a point of departure that a desirable future is one in which the current

environmental crises is addressed and ameliorated. I then draw on radical spiritual ecology

to show these overarching points:

• the single most important difference between Western and indigenous

worldviews is that of the sanctity of land

• a spiritual view is connected to environmental integrity and conservation of

biological diversity; a wasteland/resource view of land is a secular view which

allows exploitation, whereas a sacred view of land does not

• a spiritual view is also connected to conservation of cultural diversity

• true rehabilitation of the island depends on incorporating spiritual healing and re

acknowledgment of and land use practices consistent with a sacred view of the

island

• I also make use oftechnocratic approaches to nature in Chapters 4 (science) and 7

(law) in order to show how these also contribute to a sacred landscape.

• I use Kaho'olawe as a case study for my argument.
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BACKGROUND: MORE DETAILS ABOUT KAHO'OLAWE

Kaho 'olawe is the smallest of the eight main Hawaiian islands. It is located near the

islands of Maui, Moloka'i, and Lana'i (see Map 1 inset). It lies about seven miles offshore

of Kihei on Maui and in the rainshadow of Haleakala. Kaho 'olawe was previously settled

by indigenous people, the Hawaiians, around 900 A.D. (KICC, 1993: 18). After Western

contact, missionaries established a small school on Kaho'olawe in the 1800's (KICC,

1993). Repeated attempts were made to tum Kaho'olawe into ranch land (MacDonald,

1972). Over-grazing by herds of livestock resulted in large-scale erosion of topsoil

(MacDonald, 1972: 74; Spriggs, 1991: 98-99; KICC, 1993: 22). At the onset of World

War II, Kaho'olawe was seized by the United States military for use as a training site

(MacDonald, 1972; KICC, 1993). The heavy bombing further exacerbated the erosion and

soil loss.

In 1976 a group of Native Hawaiians landed on Kaho 'olawe to protest the bombing

and military control (KICC, 1993). This brought national attention to the island. Also in

1976, Dr. Noa Emmett Aluli and the newly formed Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana ftled a civil

suit, Aluli et al. vs. Brown, in U.S. District Court seeking compliance by the Navy with

environmental, historic preservation, and religious freedom laws. IIi 1980 the suit was

settled and a Consent Decree was issued which acknowledged the PKO as the steward of

the island for religious, educational, and scientific activities.

Bombing ceased in 1990 when President George H. Bush issued a Memorandum

to that effect. The U.S. Congress established the Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance

Commission (KICC) to study and recommend terms and conditions for the return of the

island to the State of Hawai'i. Kaho'olawe was officially conveyed to the State with the
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Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission (KIRC) as steward, in 1994. Currently,

ecological and cultural restoration efforts are being planned and implemented by the KIRC,

along with a large-scale island-wide cleanup by the U.S. Navy (KIRC, I 995a; Giambelluca

et aI., 1996).

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY

Human-Environment Relationship

The themes of natural lands conservation and human-environment relationships are

common in geographic research. Sneed (1998:14-15), however, recognized the vital

distinction between conservation of natural landscapes versus conservation of the

relationship between people and their environment. Until recently in academia, there has

been a general disregard if not altogether devaluation of the study of the relationship to the

environment provided by non-rational spiritual worldviews. This has resulted in a general

lack of interest, poor awareness, and poor understanding of the relationship between

spiritual beliefs and environmental quality in academia.

The environmental history of Kaho 'olawe has been documented in detail including

descriptions of land use history and environmental degradation (MacDonald, 1972;

Spriggs, 1991; KICC, 1993), an intense cataloging of archaeological and cultural sites

(Reeve, 1993a; and other KICC reports), and two enclycopedic tomes on the wahi pana or

storied places of Kaho'olawe (including many myths, legends, and historical anecdotes)

and place names of Kaho'olawe (Reeve, 1993a, 1993b). The history of the various

stewards of Kaho'olawe is also well documented (King, 1993; KICC, 1993; Giambelluca

et al., 1997). Currently, the importance of the human-environment relationship is
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recognized by both the PKO and the KIRC in their integration (to varying degrees) of

ecological restoration with revival of cultural and spiritual practices on Kaho 'olawe.

What this study uniquely does is make explicit the relationship between the spiritual

values of the various stewards of the island, their land use practices, and the resulting

environmental quality. The history of land use on the island is necessarily influenced by

the steward's idea of their relationship to the land and the natural world in general. The

environmental ethic provided by this relationship dictates what is permissible use of the

land and resources. Since religion provides the basis for worldviews (peoples' concept of

reality and cosmology) and ethics, use or misuse of the land and resources is an

ethicallmoral issue and thus a religious issue. This discussion will contribute to the fields

of cultural geography (human-land relationship, religious geography) as well as spiritual

ecology and sa(.Ted places.

Lastly, examples and case studies from Hawai'i, and more generally, the whole

Pacific Islands region, are conspicuously lacking from literature on spiritual ecology.

Native Hawaiian spirituality and traditions have been largely excluded from the volumes of

collected studies on spirituality, nature, and sacred place. Instead, these studies are taken

largely from North American, Native American, and various indigenous European

traditions (Carmichael, 1994; Lane, 1988; Nabokov, 1986). This is unfortunate, especially

since Hawaiian spirituality presents one of the most clear cut examples of the essential

interconnection between humans, nature, and spirituality.

Scale of Restoration and Renewal

The entire island of Kaho 'olawe is designated a Historic District by the National

Register ofHistoric Places (KICC, 1993). The island-wide environmental remediation
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cleanup and ecological restoration of Kaho 'olawe reflects an unprecedented scale of effort

by military and contracted remediation teams. Uninhabited since 1941, Kaho 'olawe is one

of the only Main Hawaiian islands virtually untouched by the infrastructure of modem

Western development. Cultural revival as well as environmental restoration has potential to

occur on the scale of an entire Main Hawaiian Island. My research thus presents a unique

and exciting opportunity to observe and co=ent on attempts at ecological reclamation and

revival ofHawaiian culture.

Potential for a Postcolonial Alternative to Development

Colonialism in Hawai 'i has been eloquently detailed by Herman (1995) and many

others. Generally speaking, traditional cultural beliefs and rights to ancestral domain had to

be overthrown by colonists before their values and practices of development discourse

could be put into action (see Escobar, 1995; Chun, 1996). Oftentimes, this was

accomplished by denying or separating out the spiritual connection to the land. After

spiritual alienation is attained, what is often put in its place is an attempt to convince

indigenous people of the spiritual morality of Western colonial values. This discourse of

development becomes the "new religion".

The proposed study shows that the colonial re-presentation of Hawai 'i was made

possible in a large part through alienation ofHawaiians from their landbase. The current

cultural revival on Kaho'olawe presents a chance to realize a postcolonial discourse on an

island-wide scale. The process is largely being planned and implemented by the KIRC and

the PKO (see KIRC, 1995a), who represent indigenous people ofHawai'i. It is they who

will decide the future of one of the main Hawaiian islands, which although degraded, has

remained undeveloped. It is they who will reestablish traditions, cultural protocol,
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management and interpretive schemes. This is a situation which has been the exception

rather than the rule (Carmichael et al., 1994).

The case of Kaho 'olawe presents a particularly timely contribution to the rapidly

expanding interest in postcolonial studies, specifically indigenous people's rights and

environmental justice. Historically, academia has tended to not recognize the validity of

indigenous peoples' ability to defme their own cultural realities (Rose, 1992; Root, 19%).

The reassertion of Hawaiian cultural traditions and the ecological restoration and land use

planning by Native Hawaiians themselves represents an important divergence from this

general pattern of cultural appropriation and imperialism. These activities show that a

viable alternative to colonialism and Western development is becoming a reality.

Nor has academia tended to give precedence to the validity of indigenous values,

traditions, and knowledge as a reason for proclaiming land or place sacred and thus worthy

of preservation (Carmichael, etal., 1994). Instead there is a need to search for physical

reasons or geographical characteristics with which to describe and document the special

traits of the site or place. In this research I reiterate that while empirical validation has been

necessary, it should not be held as the ouly legitimate criteria for determining the

significance of sacred places and sites. Sole reliance on empirical validation represents a

furtherance ofcolonialism and imperialism.

Conflicting Values and Multiple Place Images

The large-scale of the enviromnental and cultural restoration isproblematic.

Modern cutting-edge technology and irmovative methods are needed to accomplish the

cleanup effort. Newly developed standards of unexploded ordnance (UXO) clearance

certification are used. Heavy machinery, high tech equipment, infrastructure for these
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technologies, and a sizable work crew are needed on-island. UXO removal is intrusive and

may disturb cultural sites and natural resources. Work crews bring their own, possibly

non-customary values and practices with them which sometimes conflict with or are in

opposition to traditional Hawaiian values.

In addition, Kaho'olawe is held in different types of stewardship by three entities:

the KIRC which represents the State of Hawai 'i and is charged with management of the

Kaho 'olawe Island Reserve (KIR); the 'Ohana who is the recognized hoa'aina (tenant,

caretaker, and occupant) and holds the only "official" access rights to the island, via the

Consent Decree from the u.S. Navy and a Letter of Understanding (LOU) with the KIRC;

and the U.S. Navy itself, which is responsible for environmental remediation and liability

related to UXO hazard on the island and in the surrounding waters. Each of these entities

have disparate goals and activities. These goals affect their images of Kaho'olawe as a

place.

Even where goals coincide (i.e. cultural revival), conflict can exist. For example,

who - the KIRC and/or the PKO - has the authority and right to implement cultural protocol

and perform healing ceremonies for Kaho'olawe? In the Western system of governance,

there is a clear separation of church and state. The KIRC is a state entity and technically

cannot engage in religious activities. Some members of the KIRC staff and commissioners,

however, are also 'Ohana members. Add this to the fact that in traditional Hawaiian

culture, there was no separation of church and state. The situation is nebulous and laden

with conflict.
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Facilitating Mutual Understauding

A better understanding of multiple and/or overlapping views of Kabo'olawe is

realized through: 1) analysis of the relationship between spiritual beliefs and the

environment on Kabo'olawe; 2) the explicit statement of the validity of indigenous cultural

values in assigning importance to place; 3) the revelation of the implications of multiple

discourse and place images. Meeting these goals also promotes cooperation and insightful

negotiations. The case of ecological and cultural restoration on Kabo 'olawe is a model that

could be extended beyond the island to other communities in Hawai'i, or even other areas

of the world in the context of different indigenous cultures. An obvious example is the

reclamation of indigenous lands and cultural values as military bases close down.

Furthermore, this may also serve as a model upon which to base the creation of a new

environmental ethic in Western culture in general, keeping in mind the dangers of co

optation of the Hawaiian cultural traditions and values.

DEFINESACRED,PLEASE

Before continuing on, a definition of "sacred" is in order. It is, however, highly

problematic. Rather than asking, "Is Kabo 'olawe a sacred place?" we would be better

served to ask, "What is meant by sacred?" and, "To whom is Kabo 'olawe a sacred place?"

A Dictionary Defiuition

If you were to look up "sacred" in the dictionary as I have done, using The

American Heritage College Dictionary 3rd Edition (Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston,

New York, p. 1198) you would get these definitions (this is a selection which apply to this

discussion of sacred place):
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• dedicated to or set apart for the worship of a deity
• worthy ofreligious veneration
• made or declared holy
• worthy ofrespect, venerable
• of or relating to religious objects, rites, or practices

To this I add my own definition based upon my research for this project and my

understanding of my own feelings and findings while on Kaho'olawe:

• filled with spirit

Similarly looking up "spirit" in the same dictionary (p. 1313) I found these definitions

which were apropos to this discussion:

• the vital principle or animating force inside living beings
• incorporeal consciousness
• a supernatural being
• a being inhabiting or embodying a particular place, object, or natural phenomenon
• part of a human being associated with the mind, will, and feelings
• the essential nature of a person or group
• a causative, activating, or essential principle
• a mood or emotional state
• a particular mood or emotional state characterized by vigor and animation
• strong loyalty or dedication
• the actual though unstated sense of significance of something
• (v) to impart courage, animation or determination

"The soul considered as departing from a person's body at death" is also a definition which

I did not include. In a Western sense, spirit is the essence of life escaped from death (1.

Goss, pers. comm.). It is present only through death, thus death and life are opposed. In

Hawaiian tradition life and death are part of a continuous cycle of reproduction (D.

McGregor, pers. comm.); a cycling of seasons; of birth, death, and rebirth; a circle of life if

you will. In this dissertation I do not discuss spirit in the Western sense of a soul released

at death, thus I left it off my list of definitions.
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Profanity

At this point it is useful to discuss another duality seen in Western thinking, that of

the sacred and the profane. Mircea Eliade (1987:14-15) recognizes sacred and profane as

two modes of being in the world, ''two existential situations assumed by man in the course

of his history" that "depend upon the different positions that man has conquered in the

cosmos." To Eliade it is the manifestation of sacrality in space which determines the real

world (pp. 20-21):

For religious man. space is not homogeneous; he experiences interruptions. breaks in it;
some parts of space are qualitatively different from others...There is, then, a sacred space,
and hence a strong, significant space; there are other spaces that are not sacred and so are
without structure or consistency, amotphons...this spatial nonhomogeneity fmds
expression in the experience ofan opposition between space that is sacred - the only real
and real-ly existing space - and all other space, the formless expanse surrounding it... lllt
is this break in space that allows the world to he constituted, hecause it reveals the fixed
point, the central axis for all future orientation. When the sacred manifests itself in any
hierophany, there is not only a break in the homogeneity of space; there is also revelation
of an absolute reality, opposed to the nonreality of the vast surrounding expanse. The
manifestation of the sacred ontologically founds the world.

Eliade describes profane space as undifferentiated and neutral, with no breaks of qualitative

differences (pp. 22-23). The experience of profane space to "nonreligious.man" who

rejects the sacrality of the world and accepts only a profane existence is thus existentially

vastly different than that of "religious man". For religious man profane space is neither

created by the gods nor consecrated and thus represents absolute nonbeing.

Eliade states that hnmans also live in two kinds of time, sacred time which is

cyclical and reversible, periodically recoverable during rituals and celebrations which

reenact myths of the creative acts of the gods. This essentially reiterates the cosmogony

and recreates the world (pp. 80-105). Profane time in contrast is linear and exists only in

the "historical present". It is devoid of divine presence and constitntes only human history

(pp. 71, 100). Whereas religious man celebrates rituals and relives myths in order to
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recreate the acts of the gods and thus participate in sanctification of the world by

approaching these divine models, profane man does not recognize the need for periodic

sanctification of cosmic time or the accessibility of the gods through cosmic rhythms of the

sacred calendar. Eliade (pp. 107-113)describes the rejection of traditional religious patterns

and the desacralization of time by certain "more highly evolved" societies of technical elites

in which time is no longer cyclic and allows the periodic recreation of the world. Instead

(p. 113), "[d]efinately desacralized, time presents itself as a precarious and evanescent

duration, leading irremediably to death."

Western societies and discourses generally do not recognize ''religious man's"

reality of sacred space, place, and time. What Eliade also mentions is that religious man

does not recognize the mode ofbeing of profanity. Eliade writes (p. 96):

No god, no culture hero ever revealed a profane act. Everything that the myths have to
tell us about their creative activity, belongs to the sphere of the sacred and therefore
participates in being. In contrast, what men do on their own initiative, what they do
without a mytbical model, belongs to tbe sphere of the profane; hence it is a vain and
illusory activity. and. in tbe last analysis, unreal.

Because the mode of being of profanity was not ontologically established by myth it is

essentially nonexistence. The acts of humans recorded in human history which are so

important to profane man are the very acts that are meaningless to religious man because

they have no divine basis. Eliade gives the example of agricultural work in a desacralized

society (p. %):

...agricultural work is a ritual revealed by the gods or culture heroes. This is why it
constitutes an act that is at once real and significant. Let us tbink, by comparison, of
agricultural work in a desacralized society. Here, it bas become a profane act, justified by
the economic profit that it brings. The ground is tilled to be exploited; tbe end pursued
is profit and food. Emptied of religious symbolism, agricultural work becomes at once
opaque and exbausting; it reveals no meaning, it makes possible no opening toward the
universal, toward the world of tbe spirit.

I return later to a discussion of the implications of the desacralization of space and time.
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A Hawaiian Definition

Now that I have defined "sacred" and "profane" in the English language and

according to the dictionary and Western tradition, let me point out that the Hawaiian

language, tradition, and culture exists within its own separate epistemology and thus have a

different take on the concept of "sacred" (and that of "profane") than the West. A statement

made by the Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana in a critique of a cultural resource management

study done by the U.S. Navy makes this clear (PKO, 1983:17):

The study's approach does not do our sentiments justice in that it only equates the
English concepts of "sacred" with Hawaiian words (not concepts) found in the limited
number ofspecific Kaho'olawe references, and then uses each reference to argue for or
against the application of this non-Hawaiian concept to Kabo'olawe (a framework that
was fmced on the historical infonnation instead of arising from it). This approach of
careless mixing an English concept and the Hawaiian culture was destined to fail.

Bartlett (1998:9-11) points out that traditionally Hawaiians did not recognize separate and

distinct natural and supernatural worlds. She quotes writer and artist Herb Kane who

states, "Polynesians did not share the European vision of the supernatural as a sphere

separate from the natural universe and there is a general absence of equivalent words to

concepts such as divine, sacred, etc. in Polynesian dialects." Bartlett explains, "It seems.

that the separation of the 'divine' and the 'supernatural' from the natural and the mundane

is a construct of the West, not of the Hawaiians. It is a result of the separation of humanity

from the divinity inherent in the translations I have seen of the Bible." That is, the

separation of sacred and profane is a Western construct based upon a Western worldview.

Instead, she cites Handy & Pukui:

A Hawaiian's oneness with the living aspect of native phenomena, that is, with spirits
and gods and other persons as souls, is not correctly described by the word rapport, and
certainly not by such words as sympathy, empathy, abnonnal, supemonual or neurotic,
mystical or magical. It is not 'extrn-sensory,' for it is partly-of-the-senses-and-not-of-the
senses. It is just a paJ;! of natural consciousness for the normal Hawaiian - a 'second
sense'".
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Hawaiians are a part of the natural world which include so-called supernatural phenomena

as well. Traditionally there was no distinction between divine and secnlar and no real

concept of sacred vs. not sacred.

Traditionally all daily activities were informed by spirituality. The entire world was

seen as being alive and Hawaiians had a familial relationship with the world based upon

mutual respect and reciprocity. All phenomena, objects, and creatures were seen as kinolau

or bodyforms assumed by gods or spirits (Handy & Handy, 1972:23) and were seen as

part of normal everyday existence rather than considered supernatural events. The sacred

reality of myths in which the world existed because of actions of the akua or gods, in which

humans were related to and a part of the world which was seen as alive, and in which all

events occur only with the aid of the akua, this reality lends credence and makes sense of a

cnlture which sees all activities as sacred and filled with spirit. And to such a cnlture, the

world and land, all land, is what Westerners would call "sacred". There is no distinction

between sacred and profane land because it is all sacred. This fits in with what Eliade

(1987:116-117) observes about religious man, for whom the only reality is a sacred world:

For religious man, nature is never only "natural": it is always fraught with a religious
value. This is easy to understand, for the cosmos is a divine creation; coming from the
bands ofthe gods, the world is impregnated with sacredness...The cosmos as a whole is
an organism at once real, living, and sacred...

In contrast, Western society parcels out its sacred and profane times as well as

sacred and profane places. We set aside a few hours once a week for spiritual observances

and perhaps incorporate a few other spiritual observances in activities throughout the day

(saying grace or prayers at bedtime). There are a few spiritual holidays (Christmas and

Easter, although these are rapidly becoming more secular and commercial) and a few other

spiritual observances (weddings, baptismals, memorials, although these are also becoming
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more secular). Except for these few instances, our entire day, our entire existence, is

mundane and profane. Thus it is "natural" for us to project the same for other cultures.

"Also confusing the determination of sacred vs. not sacred are the concepts of

"kapu" and "noa". The Hawaiian term "kapu" is often translated as sacred, holy, or

consecrated. It also has the connotation of forbidden, taboo, off limits, and is often seen on

no trespassing signs. Its antonym, "noa" translates as profane, freed from taboo or

restrictions. This complement of words appears to lend support to the Western notion of

sacred vs. not sacred. When compared with the work done on Maori culture by Hansen &

Hansen (1983), however, it can be shown that the concepts of "kapu" and "noa" do not

neatly equate to "sacred" and "not sacred".

According to Hansen & Hansen (pp. 49-50) ''tapu'' is a condition or a particular

state of being. Something is tapu when it is under the influence of the atua or gods, loss of

tapu meant the withdrawal of the protection of the gods. Tapu is spread (pp. 52-61) from

things which were in that state to things which were not, i.e., through contact with tapu

objects, the giving of personal and place names, the creation oflikenesses of the tapu

object, and giving of gifts to atua to attract their attention and gain their aid and mana

(divine spiritual force which animates and live and the universe and out of which the gods

are formed and conceived). Since tapu is readily spread through proximity and contact

numerous restrictions exist to prevent the draining of tapu. At the same time, a constant

state of tapu is not desirable and once the special activity requiring the intense participation

of the atuas is concluded it is desirable to return to a noa state (p. 74). Noa is usually

translated as "common" or "profane" when tapu is glossed as "sacred" (p. 73). A more

descriptive definition is given as "free from tapu or restrictions", the absence of the formal
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presence, influence, and protection of the atuas. Whakanoa agents or rites are used to

remove unwanted or unneeded tapu (p. 75-99).

In this model, tapu and noa are not the equivalent of sacred and profane as is often

glossed. It is my contention that neither is kapu and noa the same. These concepts refer to

a more or less influence and presence of the gods and their mana. It does not change the

basic fact that the world and all daily activities are filled with spirit and the land sacred.

Technically, nothing in the Hawaiian worldview is profane, it is all sacred. Rather

sometimes the world or an object or person or event is imbued with a more or lesser

amount of mana and divinity.

The Immanence of Deity or Sacred Place versus Wahi Pana

If there is no distinction between the "sacred" and "not sacred" in Hawaiian

epistemology, how can I then say that Kaho'olawe is a sacred place to Hawaiians since the

Hawaiians considered all land to be sacred? A recent pagan publication that I sometimes

subscribe to asks the same question: if deity is immanent, that is, present in everything that

exists, then everything is infused with divinity and informed by spirituality. What then is

sacred if everything is sacred?

As explained above, sometimes a place, person, or object could be in a tapu

condition, filled with more mana and divinity. Mircea Eliade would call these sacred times,

when myths are reactualized and the divinity in the entire world reestablished. Thus these

particular places, persons, and objects hold special significance in the creation and

recreation of a sacred world in which deity is immanent. It would be easy for a Western

epistemology to label these places, persons, and objects as sacred and others as profane or

secular.
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Pagans, while believing in the immanence of deity and thus the sanctity of all that

exists, create sacred spaces during rituals and ceremonies. These sacred spaces can be

more or less permanent and physical, i.e. an altar, or non-physical and ephemeral. The

casting of a circle during a ritual is the best example. A ritual or magic circle (or sphere) is

a well-defined but non-physical temple, a sacred space created for meeting with Deity

(Cunningham, 1992:55; see also Galenom, 1998:ChapterJ). According to a leading

Wiccan practitioner (Starhawk, 1989:71-72), "...we define a new space and a new time

whenever we cast a circle to begin a rituaL The circle exists on the boundaries of ordinary

space and time; it is 'between the worlds' of the seen and unseen...a space in which

alternate realities meet..." Circles are cast to keep out negative energy, but more importantly

to contain power so that it can rise to a peak. Thus, while pagans believe that deity is

immanent, they also have a concept of sacred space within a world filled with divinity.

Now, lets consider the Hawaiian term ''wahi pana". The core view quoted at the

beginning of this chapter states that Kaho 'olawe is a wahi pana rather than a sacred place.

Wahi pana does not quite fit the English gloss "sacred place". It translates more accurately

to "storied place". Places are wahi pana because of their present or past association with

deities, their present or past association with human individuals, events, and functions,

because of their exceptional qualities as observation points, or the presence of extraordinary

weather phenomena. Wahi pana might also be pu'u honua, places of refuge, sanctuaries of

safety for spiritual, psychological, and moral cleansing and transformation. Wahi pana

might be permanent places or ephemeral spaces or both may exist in the same location.

What is important is to recognize that wahi pana are special places that exist within a larger

world that is itself sacred.
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Wahi pana, storied places, have stories behind them. John Clark (2002:xii) writes

in his book Hawai'i Place Names, "One ofthe important rules about place names in the

Hawaiian language is that you never know the true meaning of a name unless you know the

mo'olelo, or story, that goes with it." I try in this dissertation to tell the mo'olelo of

Kaho 'olawe, or more correctly of Kohe Malamalama 0 Kanaloa, of the island as a wahi

pana and of the various wahi pana on the island. The "sacred places" and "sacred

landscapes" of the island that I refer to throughout this tome are more accurately called wahi

pana It is in this sense that Native Hawaiian sources use the English gloss "sacred"

throughout this dissertation.

To Whom Is Kaho'olawe Sacred?

In the above discussion on the "sacred", it is obvious that there are different

definitions depending on who is using the word. In my dissertation I examine and contrast

four main groups of people, or CUltures, and their concepts of place and the sacred.

Although I theorize further on place and the social construction ofplace in the next chapter,

I give here a brief introduction to these concepts in terms of these four discourses.

Table I: Four Discourses and Their Views of Place and The Sacred

Hawaiians Science Military Legal

Place empirical, empirical idealism idealism
emotional, research
spiritual

Sacred immanence of scarcity national security official statements,
divinity, wahi and defense, definitions, laws,
pana domination, regulations, and

control edicts
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Traditionally Hawaiians not only have empirical knowledge of place, they also

define place through feelings and emotions, through spiritual and familial connections. The

sacred is immanent in all of creation. Despite this, some times, places, and objects may

have a greater or lesser infusion of mana, and wahi pana are recognized as special places.

In the discourse of Western science, places are known through empirical, objective

research. The sacred is considered to be what has scientific value for further research.

More specifically, those places or objects in places which science has found to be rare or

scarce or unique in some other way are considered sacred.

The military sees places as territories, and deterritorializes places. This is idealistic

in the sense that the territories are models, idealizations, artificial constructs imposed on the

world. Places are spaces determined by national and political boundaries and have value as

homelands (vs. foreign lands). Places which are deterritorialized are sacrificed for

purposes of national security and defense, control, and domination. These are the things

which are sacred to the military.

In a legal discourse, court and legal battles are frequently used to defme and

determine the status of places (i.e., as sacred, or not) and to protect these places. The

outcome of these debates include the artificial constructs of legalese; technical definitions,

such as land surveys and titles, and official statements of value. These rules, laws, titles,

definitions, and statements are sacred to a legal discourse.

These discourses are not exclusive to each other. They may form strategic alliances

in order to achieve a goal. As is described by Kuletz (1998) and also in Chapter 2, science

and the military are frequent bedfellows. Science and the military also often resort to legal

means to gain their goals. Hawaiians have also used scientific and legal means as well as
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their own discourses, Le., to show that a place is sacred. The politics of place and of place

representation are enmeshed in these strategic alliances.

OVERVIEW: THE POLITICS OF CULTURE OR CULTURAL POLITICS?

I find it necessary to give a short summary of the framework for this dissertation,

the points of departure, and points I will attempt to make herein. I do this by reviewing an

on-going debate about Kaho 'olawe generated by the idea of nature and place as socially

constructed. Although I do not focus on this debate in my research I mention it here

because it epitomizes the politics of place, interpretation, and meaning for Kaho 'olawe.

Was Kaho 'olawe "made" sacred for political reasons, to further Native Hawaiian

goals of decolonization, self determination and sovereignty? Is the claim of sanctity a

political strategy rather than an actual fact of authentic Hawaiian culture? This debate is

headed by anthropologist Jocelyn Linnekin and Hawaiian nationalist Haunani-Kay Trask

(see Tobin, 1994; also Trask, 1990; Linnekin 1983, 1991).

Linnekin argues that the sacredness of Kaho'olawe is a recent political invention

constructed in response to the military bombing (1983:246):

Kahoolawe is an effective rallying point for the Hawaiian protest movement, but not
because it was traditionally more sacred than any olher ancieut settlement area and not
because Hawaiians now living regard their actual anoestors as being buried lhere.
Kahoolawe has acquired a new meaning for Hawaiians as a political and cultural symbol
of protest, which is entirely distinct from its historical significance as a tabooed land.
The bomhing ofthe island is a graphic example of disregard manifest by white colonists
for native lands and culture; in this sense, Kahoolawe is an apt focus for Hawaiian
protests.

Linnekin does not claim the tradition of Kaho 'olawe's sanctity is historically false, rather

she uses it as an example of how cultural tradition is used for political ends (Tobin, p. 117).

Linnekin further cites evidence suggesting that Kaho 'olawe was not formerly considered
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sacred (Linnekin, 1983: 247; Tobin, p. 118) in order to make the point that nationalists tend

to mystify and reify their cultural traditions:

...cultural nationalists often invoke a mythic past to legilimize and promole solidarity in
tbe preseut. Hawaiian nationalisls have cbosen from the body of Hawaiian oral traditions
tbe mytbs best suited to rationalize lhe modem significance of Kaboclawe (Linnekin, p.
247).

She also cites literature which translates "kapu" in reference to Kaho 'olawe as meaning the

island was forbidden, as in off limits.

Trask (1990;15-16) conversely claims that Hawaiians care about the island

precisely because it is sacred, the sacredness has been politicized, not the other way around:

...tbe Hawaiian relalionsbip 10 land bas persisled inlO the present. Whal bas cbanged is
ownersbip and use of lbe land (from collective use by Hawaiians for subsistence 10
private use by Whiles and otber uou-Natives for profit). Asserting tbe Hawaiian
relalionsbip in this cbanged context resulls in polilicizaliou. Thus, Hawaiians assert a
"traditioual" relationsbip 10 lbe land not for political euds, as Linnekin argues, but
because tbey continue to believe in tbe cultural value ofcaring for tbe land. Tbat land
use is now contesled makes such a belief political. Tbis distinction is crucial because tbe
Hawaiian cullural motivalion reveals lbe persislence of lraditional values, tbe very lbing
Linnekin claims modem Hawaiians have "invenled."

Tobin states (p. 117), "According to Trask, it is not a case of politics producing culture but

of culture producing politics. It is because Kaho'olawe is sacred to Hawaiians that the

Navy bombing has become a political issue." Trask believes that any part of culture

practiced by its members (Native Hawaiians) is real, whether or not they are intellectually

aware or politically active.

I try in this research to address the issues brought up by this debate and to show

how they continue to be issues for the current stewards of the island, those participating in

the clean up effort and those who are acting to achieve cultural and spiritual as well as

physical restoration of Kaho 'olawe. I attempt to show that the sanctity of Kaho 'olawe is

not a recent invention in response to the bombing but has existed as a fact at least since the
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precontact Hawaiian people first created and passed on mythical realities expressing their

knowledge of the world and of Kaho'olawe as sacred and fJIled with spirit. (Chapters 5, 6).

Linnekin uses the social construction as refutation strategy described by Demeritt

(2001) (see Chapter 2). I do not see the sanctity of Kaho'olawe as a political ideology used

to reify culture but rather as the product of one of many discourses on nature and place,

each of which have different material consequences. I describe in Chapter 3 a nutshell

argument ofthis dissertation. My interpretation of an environmental and land use history

of Kaho 'olawe shows the sequence of stewards on the island, each of their dominant

discourses of nature, and the resulting land use practices and environmental consequences.

Obviously some of these knowledges and practices are better than others. I use as points

of departure the desire to obtain and maintain a more integral, undegraded physical

landscape, as has been the goal of most of the stewards, and the Native Hawaiian concept

of aloha 'mna which describes their spiritual and familial relationship to land and vitally

links cultural conservation with biological conservation. The spiritual ecology of aloha

'mna provides a profonnd critique of and alternative to destructive and exploitative

discourses of nature.

I also use as a point of departure the desirability of Native Hawaiians achieving self

determination through decolonization, healing, recovery, and spirituality. I state up front

the desirability of obtaining and maintaining a more integral and respected spiritual and

sacred Kaho 'olawe. Since Kaho 'olawe has been conveyed to the State of Hawai 'i and is

being held in trust until such time as a sovereign Hawaiian nation is recognized, it is

reasonable that we should privilege Native Hawaiian discourses and truths of nature and

knowledge of Kaho'olawe above others (Chapters 5, 6). Although I privilege Hawaiian
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discourses of knowledge and nature, Western discourses such as empirical science and law

are not invalidated and can also be interpreted so that they contribute towards realizing the

sacred landscapes of the island (Chapters 4, 7).

All discourses on nature and Kaho 'olawe create their own truths. These are

situated, partial, and problematic. They overlap, conflict with each other, and create a

contested place (Chapter 8). What I propose as desirable is perhaps a utopia, but more

accurately a "heterotopia" (Siebers, 1994:20), a geographic location (Kaho'olawe) of mixed

places (or senses of place) and themes (or cultures) where heterogeneity does not inspire

conflict, a borderland where things (cultures) that do not normally go together can be

assembled to create an alternative representation of wholeness, a Third Space comprised of

hybrid cultures. However, I fetishize Hawaiian knowledges and realities in order to

relocate their representational power. This is no longer a marginal element, but The Main

element in the heterotopia.

These are admittedly my biased views and the persuasive arguments I give to this

dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2: KNOWLEDGE AND PLACE

INTRODUCTION

The working premises of this dissertation are: I) environmental integrity is linked

to the spiritual value ofland; 2) the ecological, cultural, and spiritual healing of

Kaho'olawe is desirable and interrelated. These premises are informed by the following

theoretical areas of study: cultural geography and especially the study of geography and

religion, spiritual ecology and sacred places, postcolonialism, and finally, several

geographical concepts of place and landscape. These approaches are used to inform this

analysis of the discourses which create the landscape of Kaho'olawe, and which

specifically create a sacred landscape of the island.

These areas of study are used to emphasize two themes which run throughout this

dissertation. First, I examine the discourses of knowledge and of nature/environment. I

then attempt to show how these discourses of knowledge and nature are used in the social

construction and representation of place, specifically the landscapes of Kaho·olawe. The

social construction of place results in multiple and contested representations of place. I

examine the power struggles over control of meaning and significance of Kaho 'olawe and

privilege representations which resist the dominant cultural views and discourses of nature

and knowledge.

ESSENTIAL VIEWS

The literature review presented below essentializes "Western" and "Hawaiian" or

"indigenous" cultures for the purpose of recognizing the differences between these. I
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highlight those aspects of Western knowledge and culture that have to do with capitalism,

development, and consumerism. I also describe an essential Hawaiian culture that actively

seeks to question, challenge, resist, and provide an alternative to these aspects of Western

culture through its very difference. I do realize, however, that the views which I present are

not monolithic even though through my descriptions they may appear as such.

For instance, although I strongly critique "Western" scientific research, I realize that

objective science is not exclusive to the West. Hawaiian traditions include sophisticated

knowledge of engineering and ecology. Although I have personally become disillusioned

by science, it is because I have realized that it can, and often is, manipulated to support an

agenda or a presupposed outcome. I question this (rnis)use of science rather than its overall

validity as a form of knowledge.

Although I present Western culture as disconnected from nature through their

desacralizeation of the world, I realize that Western spirituality retains a sense of the sacred

in nature. Walter (1999:140) writes:

The way the Aborigines think aboUllandscape, then, may remain constant in human
nature...a quality that resurfaces sunken knowledge.

Western culture has a sunken knowledge of the sacredness of the earth. This is seen in the

romantic writings of poets, transendantalists, discourses about national parks, and even in

tourism (J. Goss, pers. 00=.). The recent proliferation of writings on green psychology

or ecopsychology (e.g., Metzner, 1999) describe humans' spiritual dissociation from nature

as the root of many psychological illnesses. The New Age movement is an attempt to

reconnect to nature. This sunken knowledge is also why I am drawn to paganism.

Although I do not focus on how Western spirituality creates a sacred Kaho'olawe, I do

touch on it in the last chapter.
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Neither is present·day Hawaiian spirituality devoid of other religious influences.

Much of traditional Hawaiian culture and knowledge has been lost through Western

cultural hegemony and replaced with other beliefs (Pukui, et al. 1972; Buck, 1993). What

has survived is often garbled. Western spirituality has crept into areas of traditional

Hawaiian knowledge. David Malo, author of Hawaiian Antiquities, one of the most

respected sources of information on ancient Hawaiian beliefs and practices, was an

ordained Christian minister. Some current-day Hawaiian cultural practitioners are

Christians as well. Although contemporary ceremonies, rituals, and traditions are

reconstructed and recreated through research and from knowledge held by kiipuna (elders),

I cannot say to what extent these are free of other cultural influences.

Lastly I use "Western" or "Euroamerican" culture throughout this dissertation. But

who is the West? Many Asian and Southeast Asian cultures engage in the "Western"

activities ofcapitalism, development, consumerism, and so on. "Indigenous" peoples

include Native Americans as well as non·Western, non·Euroamerican peoples. Hartmann

(1999) uses the terms "Younger Cultures" and "Older Cultures" to differentiate between

dominator, conqueror, expansionist, consumer cultures that see themselves apart from

nature, and those still living in small tribal, cooperative, self·sustaining communities that

see themselves as part of nature. Hartmann's terms and defmitions perhaps better embody

the concepts and values I wish to emphasize when I mention "Western" culture or

"indigenous" culture. However, since "West" and "indigenous" are in more general use, I

chose to keep them in this dissertation.
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WAYS OF KNOWING ABOUT PLACES AND PEOPLE

"Geo-Graphy", "Earth-Writing"

Fellow geographer Doug Herman (Herman, 1995:25) describes the process of

"geo-graphy"f'earth-writing" by which the world and 'people become known:

Here the land is transfonned, rendered, broken up and organized into objects and
relationships within a discourse. This is the kalai'iiina, the hewing of the land into a
mirror of social constitution, wherein human-environment and human economic. social
and political life is based.

The practice of geo-graphy involves the "discursive ordering ofiand, resources,

inhabitants, customs, languages, and cultures that results in discursive economies defming

what a place is" (p. 27). The result is "a geography", a "systematic representation of the

world, a discursive construct of the empirical reality which is 'what we know' about that

reality."

Herman recognizes within any geography a multiplicity of sub-discourses and

conflicted discourses. Rather than posing contradictions or being considered equal parts of

a monolithic system, these different modes of representation allow a series of discursive

practices. He quotes Behdad (p. 27): "What gives [imperialism] its effective discursive

power, what makes it a productive force...is the all-inclusiveness of its epistemological field

and its ability to adapt to and incorporate heterogeneous elements."

I am interested not so much in discourses of imperialism or colonialism, but that of

the sacred in relation to Kaho'olawe. I draw from disparate discourses, privilege Hawaiian

discourses, and show how different discourses conflict. It is the overall, the all-

inclusiveness of these that I use to make the claim of a sacred geography for Kaho'olawe.

First, however, I review different ways of knowing about places and people.
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The discursive (re)construction and (re)presentation of places and people is as much

a part of colonization as physical invasion (Herman, p. 20). Thus geo(-)graphy is

implicated in the process ofcolonization by reconstituting "the entirety of another's cultural

system and its relationship to land." Herman sees the three forces of Western science,

economy (capitalism), and religion (Christianity) as inextricably intertwined in the

establishment of colonialism in the Hawaiian Islands (p. 15). Buck (1993) as well, gives a

Marxist structuralist account of the reconstitution of traditional Hawaiian modes of

production by Western social, economic, political, and religious ideologies. The result is

redefinition of place and people. In Chapter 3, I give my own account of how Western

economy and religion displaced and transformed traditional Hawaiian geography. I turn

now to a discussion of Western science as a way of knowing about and redefining place.

"Natural" History - The Anti-Conquest of Place

...natural history asserted an urban, lettered, male authority over the whole of the planet;
it elaborated a ratioualizing, extractive, dissociative understanding which overlaid
functional, experiential relations among people, plants, and animals. In these respects, it
figures a certain kind of global hegemony, notably one based on possession of land and
resources...(pratt, 1992:38-39)

"Objective" Research

Western research is located in an epistemology of empiricism from which the

scientific paradigm ofpositivism is derived. In this philosophy of science, the only source

of knowledge is that which can be repeatedly observed and measured. These objective data

are used to form theories and scientific laws which "would be progressively unified and

integrated into a single and incontrovertible system of knowledge and truth" (Johnston et

al., 1994:455).
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Despite its philosophical basis of objectivity and detachment, positivistic research is

deeply subject to cultural, political, and social influences. According to Said (1978:201-

202):

...fields of learning...are constrained and acted upon by society, by cultural traditions, by
worldly circumstance, and by stabilizing influences like schools, libraries, and
governments; moreover... both learned and imaginative writing are never free, but are
limited in their imagery, assumptions and intentions; and finally ...the advances made by
a "science" like Orientalism in its academic fonn are less objectively troe than we often
like to think.

Kuletz (1998:xvii) in her analysis of the social and environmental impact of nuclearism on

the landscape of the American Southwest writes:

...examining scientific representations and perspectives as such disrupts the discourse on
objectivity that places science beyond the influence ofculture. Science, particularly
environmental science as it is practiced in this region under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy, is composed of an array of culturally bound knowledge traditions
and practices, The nuclear waste crisis, and the problem of nuclearism in general, thus
has roots not only in Euroamerican political and economic institutions but in
Euroamerican cultural knowledge regimes as well.

She shows that science is a discourse based on culturally bound knowledge traditions and

practices. Her analysis of ecosystems ecology shows a heavy reliance on an Euroamerican

cultural knowledge regime by using numerous economic and social metaphors when

representing nature (Kuletz, 1998:245-282). More importantly, Kuletz describes how

science is implicated, along with militarization and nuclearism, in protection of national

security. Objective, pure science has been "contaminated by the purely political goals of a

highly militarized state" (p. 39). She concludes (p. 284), "By separating science from the

world around it-the cultural and political world-we have misjudged and misrepresented the

role of science and its capabilities."

Pratt implicates science in the anti-conquest of places and people (1992:33-34):

Here is to be found a utopian image of a European bourgeois subject simultaneously
innocent and imperial, asserting a haOllless hegemonic vision that installs no apparatus
of dominatiou...Yet, at the level of ideology, science - "the exact description of
everything," as Buffon put it - created global imaginings above and beyoud commerce.
It operated as a rich and multifaceted mirror onto which all Europe could project itself as
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an expanding "planetary process" minus the competition, exploitation, and violence
being carried out by commercial and political expansion and colonial domination.

Examination of the narratives of this benevolent, non-violent, ideological conquest

additionally points out the existence of an on-going dialectic between research, the

gathering and accumulation of knowledge, and imperialism both in terms of nature and of

people.

Natural Science and the Anti-Conquest of Place

Buck (1993:140-141) shows how the natural history of Carolus Linneus provided a

rational means for identifying, classifying, and naming the natural world in Hawai 'i. It

provides a "chain of being" , an ordering of a fixed and timeless "web of relationships", a

way of causally interpreting the world while remaining distanced from it, by placing

humans at the top oflineal hierarchy. By further hierarchizing humans, Western cultures

were further distanced from non-Western cultures (more on this in next section).

Pratt (1992) describes the Unnean classification system as a way of systematizing

nature based on a "European knowledge-building enterprise ofunprecedented scale and

appeal", a "global resemanticizing" which "extracted specimens not only from their organic

or ecological relations with each other, but also from their places in other peoples'

economies, histories, social and symbolic systems" (Pratt, 1992:31). Yet the global

engulfing of local cultures and histories into nature (natural history) was naturalized by the

(supposed) disinterestedness of science:

...the system of nature as a descriptive paradigm was an utterly benign and abstract
appropriation of the planet. Claiming no transformative potential whatsoever, it differed
sh;uply from overtly imperial articulatious of conqnest, conversion, territorial
appropriation, and enslavement. The system crealed...a utopian, innocent vision of
European global authority, which I refer to as an anti-conquest. (prall, 1992:38-39)

Anti-conquest is "an incipient expansionist project in mystified fashion" (p. 181)

which involves "strategies of innocence" in contrast to older imperial rhetorics of European
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expansionism (see also Herman, 1995 and 1999). The anti-conquest employs strategies of

representation in which imperial powers loudly profess their innocence/ignorance to mask

Western Euroamerican

The Wasteland Discourse

The following description of travel writers exploring Africa in the late 1700's

illustrates some of the strategies by which expansion of Western hegemony and

appropriation of land, places, and natural resources are naturalized and mystified (Pran,

1992:61):

It is the task of the advance scouts for capitalist "improvement" to encode what they
encounter as "unimprove<r' and, in keeping with the terms of the anti-conquest, as
disponible, available for improvement. European aspirations must be represented as
uncontested. Here the textual apartheid that separates landscape from people, accounts of
inhabitants from accounts of their habitats, fulfills its logic. The Enropean improving
eye produces subsistence habitats as "empty" landscapes, meaningful only in terms of a
capitalist future and of their potential for producing a marketable surplns.

Landscape descriptions are often written as an asocial narrative, where the presence of

humans is virtually absent. Pratt states (p. 51), ''The landscape is written as uninhabited,

unpossessed, unhistoricized, unoccupied even by the travelers themselves." These empty

landscapes are open for improvement and development. They are described in terms of

possible resources to be exploited or as possessing features suitable for conversion and

improvement with Western infrastructure which would enable introduction of a Western

economy. The landscape, furthermore, "presents itself' as wide open to these

interventions. In another late 1700's narrative analyzed by Pratt (p. 60), mountains and

valleys "show themselves", ''present a picture". The country "opens up" before visitors

and actively offers itself up to European representation and improvement.

The landscape is sometimes represented as not just empty but as a wasteland:

barren, sterile, unproductive regions. These lands are unimproved, therefore unproductive
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and unprofitable. Natural history and environmental science discourses are typically used

to represent landscapes as wastelands. Kuletz (1998:13) writes about the American

Southwest, "Environmental scieuce discourse often supports the pre-existing settler

discourse about desert lands as barren wastelands by organizing bioregions within

hierarchies of value according to productive capacity." Her analysis of the language

describing ecosystems ecology (Chapter 9) demonstrates the derivation of many of its

terms from a market economy which devalues anything that is not highly productive, thus

setting the stage for the wasteland discourse. These wastelands become targets for

improvement projects or for destructive exploitation of natural resources since they are

already badlands. Alternatively, designation of a landscape as a wasteland becomes a

means of justifying the use of the region as a landscape of sacrifice. In the case of the

American Southwest, desert bioregions are being used for large-scale nuclear waste dumps

and weapons testing ranges.

These strategies of an empty wasteland have been used extensively to justify the use

of Kaho'olawe as a military target (Aiu, 1997) (more on this later). The wasteland

discourse can also be seen in the State of Hawai'i's image of the Kanaio section of Maui as

an "Empty Quarter" (Bordner, 1995). State bureaucracies, which are largely housed in

Honolulu on O'ahu, see the remote Kanaio area as consisting of marginal lands with little

economic value and without a viable voting or visible constituency. This is despite the

bordering ahupua'a of Kahikinui, the largest contiguous Hawaiian Home Lands parc~ls in

the state.
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Anthropology and Archaeology - The Anti-Conquest of People

The appropriation of indigenous peoples and their knowledge is no less mystified

than the anti-conquest of their lands. Objective research in the form of anthropology and

archaeology redefine people by three intertwined strategies: non-Western cultures are

essentialized as Other; Western superiority is established; and these differences are used to

justify Western colonialism. Lastly, research is used to marginalize and exclude non-

Western cultures.

Research Creates The Other

According to Trask (l993a:174) anthropology and archaeology are "integral parts

of the mammoth Euro-American project to dominate the human and natural world." Like

natural history, ethnographic research studies and catalogs characteristics of their subjects.

Pratt writes (p. 64):

The normalizing, generalizing voice of the ethnographic manners-and-eustoms portrait is
distinct from, bnt complementary to, the landscape nanator. Both are authorized by the
global project of natural history: one produces land as landscape and territory, scanning
for prospects; the other produces the indigenous inhabitants as bodyscapes, scanned also
for prospects. Together they dismantle the socioecological web that preceded them and
install a Eurocolonial discursive order whose territorial and visual forms of authority are
those of the modem state. Abstracted away from the landscape that is under contention,
indigenous peoples are abstracted away from the history that is being made...

Thus are humans caught up in the "chain of being" of natural history and classification.

Anthropology frequently uses as a technique of representation the "timeless

ethnographic present" (Fabian, 1983). Encounters or actions are described not as a

particular event in time but as pregiven customs or traits. This temporal distancing

represents indigenous peoples as distinct and different from the Westerner and justifies

intervention and appropriation of their land and knowledge.

As the empty landscape is written by scientific discourse as empty of humans,

therefore, uninhabited and unpossessed, in a similar way, when indigenous peoples are
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mentioned, they are often represented in ethnographic discourse as lacking lifeways,

culture, and civilization, i.e. Western culture and civilization. Natural history, as shown

above, has extracted the people from nature, from their relations to the land, plants, and

animals. This deterritorialization, as Pratt terms it, also dissociates people from economy,

culture, and history and leaves them open to the human version of the improvement project,

the civilizing mission (discussed below).

The discursive strategies which emphasize the difference between Western and

indigenous cultures are an "othering" discourse (see Herman, 1995 for this process in the

Hawaiian Islands, and Thomas, 1994 about colonialism in general). The distinction

between Westerners and indigenous peoples allows a double standard. "Facts" about

indigenous peoples are readily accepted and reiterated as truisms. Trask (1993:170) writes,

"...negative descriptions are believed without the slightest shred of evidence because the

people in question are Natives. Were the same statements to be made about white people,

careful examination of evidence and demands for more of it would be assumed. Not so

with Natives."

The processes and institutions creating and perpetuating a Western discourse about

the Other are organized and systematic. This discourse is created and perpetuated through

"supporting institutions, vocabulary, scholarship, imagery, doctrines, even colonial

bureaucracies and colonial styles" (Said, 1978:2). Not only bureaucratic and government

research, but also academic disciplines including education of "elite" indigenous

intellectuals structure knowledge and ways of knowing about indigenous peoples, thus

further entrenching the imperial project:

Research is one of the ways in which the nnderlying code of imperialism and colonialism
is both regnlated and realized. It is regnlated through the fonnal rules of individual
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scholarly disciplines and scientific paradigms, and the institutions that support them
(including the state). It is realized in the myriad of representations and ideological
constructions of the Other in scholarly and 'popular' works and in the principles which
help to select and recontextualize those constructions in such things as the media, official
histories and school curricula. (Tuhiwai-Smith, 1999:7-8)

Research also perpetuates Western hegemony in the public sphere through writing,

publishing, speaking, and reading (Pratt, 1992:29).

Western Superiority and The Civilizing Mission

Research about indigenous peoples is used to describe, classify, and rank

indigenous peoples. This knowledge is used to reaffum not only the superior status of the

West and the legitimacy of its discourses, but its right to colonization:

The nexus hetween cultural ways of knowing, scientific discoveries, economic impulses
and imperial power enabled the West to make ideological claims to having a superior
civilization. The 'idea' of the West became a reality when it was re-presented back to
indigenous nations through colonialism. By the nineteenth century colonialism not only
meant the imposition of Western authority over indigenous lands, indigenous modes of
production and indigenous law and government, but the imposition of Western authority
over all aspects of indigenous knowledges, languages and cultures. (Tuhiwai Smith,
1999:64)

Bell (1994) describes the sense of Western cultural, racial, national, scientific, and technical

superiority over Third World countries. Bell also describes how the ethnic stereotyping of

people as pathetic, helpless objects of pity and paternalism living in a land of degradation,

desertification, and famine, opens the way for the infantilism of the Other and morally

justifies the colonization of these people under the rubric of "The Civilizing Mission".

These images of the human and physical landscape show a lack Western

civilization. The Western Civilizing Mission is committed to developing the periphery

through: the modernizing and progressive influence of Western science and technology; a

political ideology of national unity and nation building; the creation of an ordered landscape

through more efficient use of land, resources, and labor; efficient economies; and

disciplined societies (Bell, pp. 188-189). Moral justification is found in blaming these
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cultures for their own underdevelopment. These themes have been well played out in the

history of the Hawaiian Islands.

Marginalization and Exclusion

Research is also a mechanism for delegitimating counterclaimS, silencing different

perspectives, and making invisible competing representations and other ways of knowing:

In terms of tbe way knowledge was used to discipline tbe colonized it worked in a
variety of ways. The most obvious forms of discipline were tbrougb exclusion,
marginalization and denial. Indigenous ways of knowing were excluded and
marginalized. Tbis bappened to indigenous views about land for example, tbrongb tbe
forced imposition of individualized title, tbrougb taking land away for 'acts of rebellion"
and tbrougb redefming land as 'waste land' or 'empty land' and tben taking it away.
(Tubiwai Smitb, 1999:68)

Knletz shows how science is used to make indigenous peoples and lands an invisible

presence in military and nuclear regions by privileging Western knowledge and

delegitimating Native American knowledge (Kuletz, 1998:xv). Indigenous knowledge is

often excluded as "scientific evidence" by terming it anecdotal and disregarding it.

According to Tuhiwai Smith (p. 56) the assumed superiority of Western research

determines what counts as legitimate research and who count as legitimate researchers.

Official scientific investigation must be performed by a qualified Western-educated scientist

who will provide expert knowledge and scientific validation. This is costly and requires

specialized skills, resources often not available to indigenous communities. Meanwhile,

indigenous evidence is further diminished by presentation of an overwhelming onslaught of

contrary scientific evidence.

Scientific research also produces copious documentation in the form of specialized

descriptive texts using technoscientific language and terminology which overwhelm and

exclude the non-scientist. Similarly, open meetings in which researchers appear to seek

public input are fraught with obfuscating technical specialized language. Objections and
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concerns based on "simple" fears and commonsense knowledge are countered by expert

knowledge in a show of intimidation rather than supplication. These narrative strategies for

exclusion are "central agents in legitimating scientific authority and its global project" (Pratt,

1992:29). Kuletz also observes, 'The discourses of science...are formidable tools for

legitimating dubious claims and delegitimating counterclaims" (p. 31).

Trask (1993) points out the racist colonialism of foreign (non Hawaiian)

anthropologists and archaeologists who "believe a few years' training in an American

university (or any other university) qualifies them to study, describe, and pass judgment

upon Hawaiian culture and Hawaiian people." She writes:

When criticized by Hawaiians in stnlggle their defense is a retreat into 'science" or
"scholarly endeavor," as if these projects have no historical contexts, and are not
themselves subject to error, racist intent, and political use. Other anthropologists and
archaeologists have gone on the offensive, attacking Natives who oppose them as
"ignorant about their culture" or "romantic and mixed up." (p. 164)

...anthropologists and archaeologists say what they really think: they are the experts on
Native culture; they have superior knowledge of it; Natives, by comparison, are
uninformed and untrained, and should not, therefore have control over their sites and
culture. In this political context, foreign "experts" with the support of local and state
government, including planning and other legal processes, are pitted against "emotional"
Natives who have nothing to rely upon but their personal and cultural integrity in
asserting that their sacred places and beloved lauds must not be damaged. This situation
is obviously colonial. (p. 165)

She also describes how knowledge and values of Native Hawaiian people are publicly

disparaged to stifle resistance io Western cultural domination (pp. 165-6):

The daily experience of resistance for Hawaiians is bitter indeed. Because we are
presumed to be inferior in terms of Western training and concepts, the public dehate
never approaches the issues but always falls back on disparagement ofour psychological
state or our emotional and rational equilibrium. In other words, we are characterized in
terms reserved for the infirm or the mentally incompetent. Many Hawaiians, myself
included, have been branded as "crazies," simply because we assert the priority ofour
cultural values - e.g., laud is our ancestor; burial grounds are sacred - over the American
insistence that all value proceeds from money-making.

The Western institutions of knowledge and authority, through the works of their experts,

act to marginalize and exclude Hawaiians by classifying them as Others and by citing their

inherent inferiority as well as their emotional, non-rational expressions of their indigenous
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knowledge and values. The legitimate experts then are those with the responsibility and

acknowledged authority to study, describe, and make decisions, a neat anti-conquest of

Hawaiian people and lands.

Decolonizing Knowledge

The Cultural Basis of Knowing and Researching

Linda Tuhiwai Smith, in her powerful and insightful book Decolonizing

Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples (Tuhiwai Smith, 1999) writes from the

position of an indigenous Maori in a colonized culture. She describes the relationship

between research, knowledge, and imperialism and its impact on indigenous peoples (p. 1),

"From the vantage point of the colonized...the term 'research' is inextricably linked to

European imperialism and colonialism. .." Decolonizing of knowledge and research is thus

deeply entwined in shedding colonial power and dominance.

As a first step to decolonizing knowledge, the cultural basis of knowledge and

research must be made explicit. Tuhiwai Smith (1999:42) points out the power relations

involved with imposing a universal set of empirical judgments based on a Western cultural

epistemology:

From an indigenous perspective Western research is more than just research that is
located in a positivist tradition. It is research which brings to bear, on any study of
indigenous people, a cultural orientation, a set of values, a different conceptualization of
such things as time, space and subjectivity, different and competing theories of
knowledge, highly specialized forms of language, and structures of power.

Meyer (1998:38) makes a similar statement about Hawaiian education and research and its

implication in maintaining the status quo:

The colonial educational system in Hawai 'i works very hard toward homogenization. It
is not based on Hawaiian beliefs about knowledge, space, cosmology, time, and history,
rather, education is rooted in the apolitical and acultural assumptions ofoppression and
power.
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Thus it is necessary to acknowledge the validity of other ways of knowing and of

indigenous peoples' knowledge in order to expose power relations and recognize the

existence ofalternative realities.

Kuletz (1998) uses a comparative cultural analysis of Western and Native American

Indian ecological knowledge to reveal overlapping but disparate interpretations of the same

landscape. This analysis reveals an alternative landscape to that created by the dominant

Western discourse on nature and points out the necessity of acknowledging the legitimacy

of different ways of representing the natural world. Both Kuletz (Chapters 8 and 9) and

Tuhiwai Smith (Chapter 2) describe some of the differences in Western and indigenous

worldviews and knowledge.

Tuhiwai Smith specifically points out the most fundamental clash between

indigenous and Western worldviews is the indigenous belief that the earth is a living entity

(p. 99). In anthropological terminology this worldview represents an ecocentric ethic.

Kuletz (1998:207) calls this type of relationship of humans to nature intersubjective.

Similarly, Herman (1995) differentiates between "analogic" and "atomistic" ways of

knowing. In analogic thinking, which characterizes the geographies of precapitalist island

societies, the world is seen as a network of interrelationships. There is a fluidity, a

connectedness, between humans and environment, and a lack of land "ownership"

(Herman, 1995; 1999). In atomistic thinking, which characterizes Western geographies, the

world is as assortment of discreet objects which remain distinct and immutable. Human

interactions with nature are alienated. Interrelationships are seen as linear causality. This

allows for land secularization, commodification, and privatization. It is the essential

worldview that allows capitalism. Also, as will be shown in Chapter 3 of this volume, the
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differing worldviews of Hawaiians and Westerners resulted in different land use patterns

and different types of stewardship of land.

Textuality v. Orality

Another difference between Western and indigenous knowledge is their basis in

textuality and orality respectively (see Kuletz, 1998: Chapters 8 and 9; also Buck, 1993:

Chapter 6). Celtic historian and philosopher Jean )\IIarkale (1995: 178) contrasts orality and

textuality:

For what is written is dead, frozen for eternity. It is no more than a seqnence of abstract
concepts whose truth is sometimes upheld, sometimes contested, and always suspect.
What is spoken is, on the contrary, alive, constantly evolving, in harmony with an
individual's deep-seated propensities - his instinct - which is, in the final analysis,
reliable because it is capable of stimulating understanding.

Oral techniques such as rhythm, pattern, repetition, alliteration, and use of formulaic

expressions in standard theme settings are essential for retention as well as transmission of

knowledge and information. This is true for many forms of Hawaiian communication

through chant (oli) and storytelling (mo'olelo).

Buck also points out that a transition from orality to textuality changes the mode of

thinking (p. 126):

By separating the word from living human interaction, by making the word an object on
paper or tablet, writing alters communication over time and space. Consciousness is
restructured when words are transformed into visual objects that can be stored, consulted,
analyzed, compared, and disputed. Writing makes possible complex analytic processes
that a purely oral system cannot sustain. Writing does not simply duplicate speech, it
changes the nature of language use and opens up different modes of thinking and
communication.

As "different perceptions influence the creation of different landscapes" (Kuletz, p. 210), so

does orality produce a different landscape than that of textuality. While written texts

produce a discourse on wastelands, oral traditions create a healing and sustaining land (see

Kuletz, pp. 210-216). Oral histories reveal:
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...a sacred geography beneath the pioneer legacy of death and the struggle against nature
that Western histories commemorate. In contrast to pioneer narratives, Indian movement
through the landscape as depicted in tales and orally transmitted stories reveals a
mythical-spiritual dimension to the ethos of sustainability... (p. 212)

Oral knowledge describes alternate geographies and expresses in animistic and mythopoetic

or metaphoric language the meanings and values of these geographies. The contemporary

use of oral traditions reclaim and remap land that Westerners have appropriated with

imperialist names, narratives, and scientific explanations. Oral transmission ofplace names,

in particular, create an alternative storied landscape, full of life, history, and characters.

Oral stories, tales, myths, songs create what Kuletz calls a mythopoetic knowledge. Oral

narratives convey crucial information about the world and humans' place in it. They

transmit ecological and social rules as well as moral actions or are cautionary, "right living"

standards.

If texts tend to produce wastelands and orality tends to produce vital lands, I hope

(at least in, my case) that this is not necessarily so. Perhaps this disparity is a result of the

fact that Western discourse primarily and historically has used text to produce its discourses

whereas until recently indigenous peoples have primarily used orality. Notable exceptions

include two extensive volumes in which Reeve (1993a and 1993b) writes on Kaho 'olawe

place names and storied places, traditionally a subject of oral histories, and a recently

published collection of writings on and by indigenous Pacific Islands peoples (Hereniko

and Wilson, 1999), in which indigenous peoples enter and attempt to transcend the world

ofWestern textuality.

Non-Rational Ways of Knowing

The experience and perception of place is not just objective and rational, landscape

cannot fully be represented only through academic knowledge. Walter (1988:2) writes:
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In otdmary life, some people still do grasp a place as a whole through a balanced
experieuce of intellect, common seuse, feeling, and imagination, Our technical
languages, however, do not express the unity and coherence of this holistic experience,
which gets factored away by geography, local history, architectnre, city planning,
sociology, environmental psychology, and so forth, Fragmenting the experience of place
in the abstractions ofthe special disciplines reinforces the split between our methods of
feeling and our methods of thinking, It also spoils the human environment...

To experience and understand a place as a whole requires "haptic perception" (Walter,

1988: 133-135). Haptic perception involves grasping, perceiving, and experiencing a place

or environment using the whole body. The entire body senses, feels, moves, and

experiences the place. Walter adds, "It also calls attention to a primitive way of knowing

that resembles mythical thought, in contrast to the analytical stages of seeing, thinking, and

acting - a unified structure of feeling and doing."

Walter could almost be speaking of the differences between indigenous peoples and

Western experience and perception of place. He contrasts "archaic" people and "modern"

people (p. 14), " ...archaic people lived with a magical structure of consciousness, and their

worldview was dominated by the mythical imagination. In contrast, modern people live

with a rational structure of consciousness, a frame of mind dominated by the intellect."

From mythic imagination springs the oral mythopoetic knowledge described by Kuletz.

Using the Australian Aborigines as an example, Walter shows their entire landscape to be

ftlled with features of a mythic and epic history of ancestral and totemic spirits. Walter

writes (p. 138), again showing the tendency of oral and mythic knowledge to reveal

alternative landscapes and knowledge:

For the Aborigines, physical nature is a domain of located experience, Moreover, the
dramatic history of the ancestral spirits - the great mythic persons of the Dreaming - is
also the grand desigu for natnre, society, and place, all contained within a spiritnal
physical nnity",

Psychologist and therapist Stephen Larsen (1990:xvii-xviii) also states the need to look to a

mythic imagination in order to understand other cultures:
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To understand other people and other cultures and the images we share - and fail to share
- with our fellows, we must relearn an aboriginal language: tbe universal tongue of tbe
buman imagination. Witb its inexbaustible vocabulary of symbol and story, it is at once
onr ancestral birthrigbt and the ever-brimming well of dreams into wbicb we look to find
our future. I call this innate resource of ours "the mytbic imagination."

Anzaldua (1987) also describes two "modes of consciousness" (pp. 58-59). The

flfst is the "official" mode in which rationality and reasoning reveals an external reality, the

usual Western way of understanding, perceiving, and experiencing the world. She

describes the "other" mode:

The other mode of consciousness facilitates images from the soul and tbe unconscious
tbrougb dreams and the imagination. Its work is labeled "fiction," make-believe, wisb
fulfilltnent. White anthropologists claim that Indians bave "primitive" and tberefore
deficient minds, tbat we cannot think in tbe bigber mode of consciousness-rationality.
Tbeyare fascinated by wbat tbey call the "magical" mind, tbe "savage" mind, tbe
participation mystique of tbe mind tbat says tbe world of tbe imagination-tbe world of
tbe soul-and ofthe spirit is just as real as pbysical reality. In trying to become
"objective," Western culture made "objects" oftbings and people wben it distanced itself
from tbem, thereby losing "toucb" witb tbem.

Anzaldua points out that this splits not only the brain but also reality into two functions.

People existing in both realities or forced to live at the interface between the two have of

necessity learned to switch between both modes. But perhaps because the interface, the

space where people have learned to exist in both modes is small, a minute borderland

compared to the powerful metropolitan center of Western culture, Anzaldua makes the

following conclusion to the above quote, "This dichotomy is the root of all violence."

Indigenous Representations

Rob WilsoIi writes (1999:8) in the introduction of Inside Out, a collection of

contemporary Pacific literature written by indigenous Pacific Islands peoples:

"For tbe native," as Edward Said reminds..."tbe bistory of colonial servitude is
inaugurated by loss of tbe locality to the outsider; its geograpbical identity must
tbereafter be searcbed for and somebow restored." Tbese lands and places can be restored
initially, as Said argues... through symbolic acts of imagination that help to forge a sense
of place and geograpby long claimed (in state apparatus, tourist fantasy, and culturnl
story) by the "colonizing outsider": "Because of tbe presence of the colonizing outsider,
tbe land is recoverable at first only tbrough tbe imagination," as Said affirms of tbe
writer's labor. Geograpby and a sense of place are crucial to tbe imagination of anti
imperialism in our tourist-driven era,
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The essays in this collection share a twofold dialectic, an active decolonization involving

critical negation and culture-based resistance to "Pacific orientalism" and Western

domination, and also an imaginative recreation, reinvention, and rehabilitation ofplace,

tradition, and geography. The strategy the authors use gives the title to the book (Wilson,

1999:2):

Rather, to be "inside out" is to be impure, working at the borders, risking mixture,
outreach, and inveution; for to be inside out means to be creatively perplexed, upside
down, out of whack, reversible, expressiug the inside wholeness of self and community
in outside masks and distant mirrors, in signs that baffle and menace as much as they
reveal.

Kuletz (1998:142) also recognizes that cultural politics and power struggles occur at the

margms:

Cultural identity often gets constructed and cultural change often initiated at the borders
between different ideological systems· on the borderlands between, for instance, Indian
people and non-Indian scientists, where opposition requires cultural identification. On the
other hand, borders are uever static or absolute, and are always permeable at higWy
contested sites... , opening the way for cultural change through confrontation and
interaction.

It is at these borders, what Pratt (1992:6) calls ''the contact zone", where cultures come in to

contact and clash, where confrontation and resistance occurs, and where decolonization

begins.

Transculturation, according to Pratt (1992:6) is a phenomenon of the contact zone in

which metropolitan representations ofknowledge are received and appropriated at the

periphery and vice versa. Autoethnographic expression (Pratt, 1992:7) is used by

colonized subjects to actively represent themselves and engage with or construct in

response to metropolitan representations. The representation of the colonized to the West

by the West and back to colony opens space for the colonized to insert its own

representation of itself. According to Pratt, (p. 7) this involves partial collaboration with

and appropriation of the rhetoric and language of the conqueror.
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In contrast, based her observations of the recent burst of indigenous peoples'

activities and projects, Tuhiwai Smith (1999:114-118) describes a research agenda for

action leading to an ideal of self determination for indigenous peoples worldwide and

identifies some of the themes and sub-projects. She names four processes which can be

incorporated into practices and methodologies: decolonization (social, spiritual, and

psychological as well as political), healing (physical, spiritual, psychological, social,

collective, and restorative), transformation (psychological, social, political, economic, and

collective), and mobilization (on local, national, regional, and global levels). She also

describes four states of being through which indigenous people move: survival, recovery,

development, and self determination. Tuhiwai Smith points out that there are elements in

this research agenda which make it very different and even at odds with large Western

national science research programs, "much too politically interested rather than neutral and

objective". These issues have to do with the terms healing, decolonization, spirituality, and

recovery. The story of Kaho'olawe and the struggle to negotiate and interpret the various

representations of place showcase these four issues for Native Hawaiian people as well as

how they threaten traditional Western research programs and conclusions.

A Native Hawaiian Epistemology

Wood (1999) recognizes the use of colonizer rhetoric by indigenous peoples in self

representations but critiques these dominant Euroamerican strategies. He examines the

Euroamerican representations of Hawai 'i, claiming that they are limited to visible

phenomena and a single, linear, irreversible history of the islands. This creates a place

knowable through science, scholarship, and reason. In contrast, he fmds in Native

Hawaiian texts another form of rhetoric which emphasizes multiple, shifting, and context-
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specific meanings in its representations. These representations recognize the invisible as

well as the visible world and rely on polylogic, creating multiple realities which are

multilayered, overlapping, and evolving. According to Wood (p. 134) many Native

Hawaiians believe that the contrast drawn here is central to what distinguishes them from

the Euroamericans and Asians who now form the majority population in the Hawaiian

islands.

Manu Aluli Meyer (1998), an Native Hawaiian instructor atthe University of

Hawai'i at Hilo, recognizes the broadening of epistemology to include multiple and distinct

definitions of empiricism which are culturally defmed. She states (p. 39), "How one

experiences the environment plays a huge role in how the world is understood and defined,

and this experience is nursed and fed via cultural practices, beliefs and values." According

to Meyer each culture draws conclusions and creates their own reality based on their

empirical experiences. Knowledge from and organization of sensory experience itself is

culturally variable, dependent upon that culture's specific way of training the senses

according to what is (socially and culturally) relevant to them.

Meyer describes how Native Hawaiians sense and make sense of the world (p. 40),

.....hearing, seeing, touching, and smelling are culturally mediated acts founded on

Hawaiian practices and beliefs...Hawaiians experience their world in fundamentally unique

ways that reflect broader defmitions of rationality in specific and timeless fashion." An

ontological premise in Native Hawaiian epistemology is that the entire world is alive and

filled with meaning and metaphor. Observable as well as supernatural phenomena

contribute to knowledge (p. 40):

Hawaiian empiricism includes experiences during waking and sleeping slates and during
moments of revelation or ho'ike Or through the insights gained by environmental signs,
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bo'ailona...Tbe fact tbat observable pbenomena is mixed witb supernatural ones is basic
for Hawaiians and serves to explain our world.

This is in contrast to Western knowledge which is based on reason and observable

phenomena. (See also Meyer, 2001 for a detailed description of seven themes in a uniquely

Hawaiian epistemology.)

A Hawaiian epistemology, rather than rejecting rational thinking and reasoning,

includes other structures of discourse. Meyer declares (p. 38), "The smoke has cleared

away from science and revealed an insular group that has ignored the facts, logic,

metaphors, and stories necessary for completed human reasoning." Science and research

alone cannot know and describe the full human experience of the world.

Spiritual Ecology: An Alternative Way of Knowing About Environment and
Nature

As [mytbological scbolar Josepb Campbell] put it, .. Mytbological symbols toucb and
exhilarate centers of life beyond tbe reacb of vocabularies of reason and coercion."
Nowadays, it seems, tbis exbilaration is missing from our lives, as many of us try to
frod a meaningful patb tbrougb life in a universe rendered secular, stark, and inbuman
somebow by tbe revelations of science. We migbt feel at times a nostalgia for our old
illusious, perbaps a longing to retum to a vision of tbe universe ensouled, in which the
isolated human adventure participates somehow, in a larger, spiritual ecology.
(Larsen, 1990:4-5)

In precontact Hawai'i, according to Buck's Marxist-structuralist analysis (1993:33),

the mode of production was dominated by religion, "Religion governed the political and

economic elements of the social totality, with all aspects of human relationships and

practices religiously constituted and infused with sacred meaning." Herman (1995:8-13)

describes Hawaiian culture as analogic, a cultural ecology informed by a spiritual

dimension. The concept of a spiritual ecology, the "interaction of ancestral spirits, and/or

other deities, and/or animal powers, and/or other unseen forces of nature - with human

society and nature itself' (p. 9) informs most of this dissertation.
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The Split Between Humans and Nature

According to psychologist Ralph Metzner (1999:99) there is growing agreement

that "the roots of the ecological crisis must lie in the attitudes, values, perceptions, and basic

worldview that we humans of the global industrial society have come to hold." He cites the

philosophical diagnosis of humans' ecological maladjustment as anthropocentrism or

"human imperialism" (p. 83). This assumed superiority of humans and subsequent right to

dominant non-human nature has been thought of as the "root pathology of Western

civilization" since as far back as American Transcendentalism and the European Romantic

period (p. 3). Metzner further develops the metaphor of humansim as a disease:

This leads to the surprising and depressing conclusion that hnmanism, that much prized
core idea of Westem culture, has become a kind of patbological mind-set involving
discrimination, prejudice, and domination, precisely analogous to racism. sexism,
classism, and nationalism. (p. 84)

See also David Ehrenfeld's The Arrogance ofHumanism for further critique on humanism.

Metzner also diagnoses modern humans' relationship to nature in

psychopathological terms including superiority complex, developmental fixation, autism,

compulsion-addiction (overconsumption ofmaterial capitalist goods), anmesia, and

dissociative disorders. In the collective human pathology of dissociation, the culture of

Western industrial society is dissociated from nature. Although we have the knowledge of

and can perceive our negative impact on the enviromnent, we do not connect that

knowledge to other aspects of our total experience (p. 95). This dissociative split between

humans and nature is also seen as a split between the spiritual and the natural. The spiritual

(human) is seen as superior to the natural (non-human nature).

Furthermore, this dissociation and dualism is built in to Western political, economic,

and educational institutions (as shown above) and has been a feature of Western culture for
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centuries or even millennia (p. 95). Metzner (chapter 7) describes the historical roots of the

split between humans and nature since the Middle Ages with the rise of mechanistic

science, Renaissance humanism, the Protestant Reformation, the era of exploration and start

ofcolonization, and the ascendancy of transcendental monotheism. He, as well as other

scholars (Grimassi, 2000; Leeming & Page, 1994; Gimbutas, 1991, 1991a; Cilbot, 1989;

Stone, 1976; and many others) have traced the split JJetween humans and nature even

further back to Neolithic times when the rise of patriarchy brought a decline to matriarchy

and worship of the Great Mother Goddess of Old Europe.

These histories show the existence of cultures in which humans are a part of nature,

not apart from and superior to nature. As Metzner puts it (p. 97):

...the idea that the spiritual and the natural are opposed or that spirituality must always
transcend nature is a culturally relative concept...In indigenous cultures around the world,
the natural world is regarded as the realm of spirit and the sacred; the natural is the
spiritual.

Metzner suggests an antidote to the pathological split between humans and nature (p. 97):

Recognizing and respecting worldviews and spiritual practices different from our own is
probably the best antidote to the West's fixation in the life-destroying dissociation
between spirit and nature.

What other, especially indigenous, worldviews have to offer is a reconsideration of the

relationship between humans and nature, towards a reunification of the sacred and the

natural, a spiritual ecology which is lacking in our Western industrialist worldview.

Religion and Nature

Academically, spiritual ecology has its roots in the controversial essay by Lynn

White (1967) "The Historical Roots of the Ecological Crisis". His thesis is that the

prevailing doctrine or view in the Judeo-Christian religious tradition was responsible for

providing an ethic which encouraged domination over nature and exploitation of natural

resources led to environmental degradation and the current enviromnental crisis. He calls
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for a reinterpretation of JUdeo-Christianity along the lines of the work done by St. Francis

of Assisi, or, alternatively, formation of a new religious tradition. He reasons that because

the cause of the crisis was religious, the solution should also be religious.

Religion is cross-cultural, found in all societies, and not likely to disappear so long

as there are ultimate questions about life, death, and the unknown. It is stable, but dynamic,

and can provide on a long-term basis, environmental ethics for dealing with environmental

problems. Religion also helps to define human's relationship to the world as mentioned

above. It is a powerful intellectual and emotional motivating force which is needed to

convince people and society to make necessary changes. Rockefeller & Elder (1992)

elaborated on this idea, "Ideas of God and teachings about the relations between God and

the world shape human attitudes towards nature. A theology can obstruct development of a

respect for nature or foster it." White's (1967) model of environmental philosophy was that

"what people do about their ecology depends upon what they think about themselves in

relation to things around them" (Callicott & Ames, 1989).

On the other hand, religion is seen as irrational, antiscientific, illogical, and

superstitious (and thus not generally associated with empirical environmental studies and

natural sciences). It has often been the cause of horrible atrocities done to humans by other

humans (e.g. religious jihads, the Crusades, Waco) and can lead to divisiveness and

warfare. As White (1967) pointed out, religion may also cause environmental problems.

Lastly, there is a huge discrepancy between religious ideals in how to deal with the

environmentcand actual practices (Sponsel, 2(01). Geographer Yi-Fu Tuan observed that

"actual environmental practice often glaringly contradicts professed environmental ideals"
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(Callicott & Ames, 1989). Callicott & Ames (1989) also conduded that "developing an

appropriate philosophic orientation, alas, will not be a panacea for environmental ills".

Currently in the United States there seems to be great interest in spirituality and

ecology as evidenced by the plethora of new books being published on the general topic

(pers. obs.). PaganismlWicca, an earth-worshipping tradition, is currently one of the

fastest growing spiritual traditions/religions in the United States (Buckland, 1995). This

seems to be in response to the lack of spiritualism in general in our lives today especially

given the Western world's focus on rationality and efficiency. People are realizing the need

for daily inspiration and uplift. Kellert & Wilson (1993) mention that perhaps there is some

inner need for humans to have contact with the natural world which they call biophilia

This is now missing in many people's lives. People are looking to regain spirituality in

their lives and turning towards the natural world and nature worshipping traditions.

Spiritual Ecology

Spiritual ecology is a subdiscipline of both ecological anthropology and cultural

geography, specifically the study of geography and religion (see Kong, 1990; also Kinsley,

1995). Spiritual ecology seeks to understand, through studying religion or spirituality,

human's relationship to the natural world and how humans have found ways to adapt to

their environmental conditions and the challenges and problems that each provides.

Herman (1995) used this definition ofspiritual ecology to describe Hawaiian's relationship

to the natural world, the spiritual dimension of human ecology. In terms of humans'

relationship to the world, spiritual ecology helps in considering or rethinking whether

humans are part of the natural world or apart from it. It looks at the various environmental

ethics which provide humans with a recipe for interacting with the environment.
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Spiritual ecology propounds an ecocentric ethic. This is in contrast to the dominant

anthropocentric or egocentric ethic of the West, where humans are seen as apart from

nature, dominant over nature, and with the right to exploit it for their benefit. A biocentric

ethic (Deep Ecology) recognizes the inherent worth of all living things, regardless of its use

value to humans, it puts all living things on equal value. An ecocentric ethic is more

holistic, recognizes the inherent worth of non-living things as well as living, and also of

ecosystems, relationships, and processes. It considers humans as part of the world, and

that everything on earth is interconnected and interdependent upon each other.

As an ecocentric approach spiritual ecology goes beyond some of the beliefs of

Deep Ecology (see Sessions, 1995). It is often radical in approach in that it calls for a

revolutionary rethinking of human's relationship to the natural world based on the premise

that the current environmental crisis is essentially an ethical or moral crisis (Wilson, 1992;

Tucker, 1997, Hartmann, 1999; Sponsel, 2002a). It is also radical in the sense that it calls

for changes in individual lifestyle as well as economics and politics on the scale of a

religious conversion (Rockefeller & Elder, 1992; Merchant, 1992; Tucker, 1997; and others

who cite need for radical changes in lifestyle and social structures). Lewis (1992) also

provides a description of this platform but accoIl;lpanies it with a strong critique.

Chun (1996) presents the argument that development discourse purposely alienates

indigenous peoples from their landbase by secularizing the natural world and replacing the

indigenous cultural (spiritual) ecology with development as the "new religion". A radical

spiritual ecology as described above may be used as both resistance and an alternative to

colonization, development discourses, and Western scientific agendas. Additionally,

spiritual ecology also presents an opportunity for Westerninzed cultures to
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reconnect to the natural world and to curtail our consumptive and exploitative habits which

are depleting the world's energy sources and creating widespread environmental

degradation (see Hartmann, 1999).

This dissertation shows the environmental history of Kaho 'olawe as a striking

example of the above argument. The assertion of a colonial discourse, replacementof

indigenous values by Western ones, and subsequent changes in the human-environment

relationship, led to changes in environmental and land-use practices, blatant environmental

exploitation, and accelerated degradation. A spiritual relationship to the land, as

exemplified by the Hawaiian concept and practice of aloha 'aina, is deeply implicated in the

ecological as well as cultural restoration of Kaho 'olawe and may provide a model for an

environmental ethic in Hawai'i and possibly elsewhere in Western cultures.

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF PLACE

These sections address the following themes: how do we perceive place (sense of

place, landscapes), how do we create places (discourses), how do we interpret and create

meaning about place and then communicate about place (representations). I then address

the politics of place. Lastly I consider how representational power can be relocated.

Theories of Place and Landscape

Place

Sacredness of place is related to sense of place, a familiar theme in geographic

studies. "Place" in this context does not mean merely a locality or a specified spot in space.

Kanahele (1986) writes:

The quintessence of place is exclnsiveness, the fact of being restricted and set apart. A
place is distinguished not only by.its relative position but, more important, by it,
distinctiveness or its identity.
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Place is "defined by located experience", places have meaning for people as "scenes of

memorable occurrences" (Kanahele, 1991). Tuan (1974 & 1977), Relph (1976), Kanahe1e

(1986), Walter, (1988), and Jackson (1995) also linked place to lived experiences or events.

(See also Tuan, 1977 for a discussion of place vs. space, and Relph, 1976 for a detailed

description of the relationships between space and place as well as the different components

and intensities ofplace.)

Sense of Place

"Sense of place", at its most basic level, can be defined as "the ability to recognize

different places and different identities of a place" (Relph, 1976). A more profound

defmition is "the sense of continuity of place necessary to people's sense of reality" (Cox,

1968). This definition encompasses a range of possible place awareness (Relph, 1976).

According to Walter (1988:2) a sense of place is twofold: it has both feeling and

meaning to people. In modern Western thinking there is a tendency to "separate the

feelings, symbolic meanings, moral sentiments, and intuitions of a place from the

intellectual, rational features". Places thus tend to "lose an old kind of meaning" which he

terms "expressive intelligibility". In ordinary real life people perceive place as a whole

through a combination of intellect, common sense, feeling, and imagination. This is what

gives place meaning. He described the concept of environmental degradation in terms of

loss of meaning and the need to return to "theoria", or a way of perceiving the whole

experience of place using all of one's senses and feelings.

Tuan (1974) associated feelings of affection and love with place, or topophilia, "the

affective bond between people and place" (p. 3). In his book by the same title he gives a
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framework for discussing different ways people can develop a love of place. See also

Schug (1995) for a detailed literature review of place and sense of place.

Spirit of Place in Sacred Places

Sense of place can also refer to one's ability to "grasp the spirit or the mystique of a

place" (Kanahele, 1991). This is often referred to as sensing the "spirit of a place". Spirit

of place is the "power that is manifested in sacred space" (Hughes, 1991). An argument

can be made that "there is an energy in this land that cannot be defined by man" (Andersen,

1994), that there is a "spiritual, truly profound quality to the nature of place" (Kanahele,

1991). Walter (1988:15) wrote of genius loci or guardian spirit of place, a spiritual

presence that animates and protects place, and symbolizes the place's generative energy.

James A. Swan (1991) sponsored two symposia exclusively on the spirit of place, and

published an excellent anthology on the subject.

Toelken (1975) presented a study equating sense of place and sacredness of place in

Native American spiritual tradition. He also described how sense of place and thus sacred

place is moveable, and can be abstracted through myth and ritual "centering". This allows

continuance of a sense of a sacred place despite physical dislocation from the actual place.

Environmental Perception: The Concept ofLandscape

This proposed study attempts to describe a sense of place for Kaho 'olawe, to

ascertain what makes the place so special, what about the island evokes such feelings of

passion (call it topophilia or aloha 'aina), what provides the motivations for the historic acts

of defiance and resistance, and the current efforts at restoration and healing. What makes

Kaho'olawe a wahi pana, a pu'u honua, and for whom is the island such a place? Bailey
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(1990) asked similar questions about San Juan: what makes it a special place, what

meanings and values went into its sense of place.

Part of the attempts to uncover these perceptions of Kaho 'olawe will be

accomplished by describing the landscape of the island. Meinig (1979a:2) defined

landscape as the unity we see of intermingled physical, biological, and cultural features

given by the impression of our senses, not the logic of the sciences. Landscape is

ubiquitous, it is all around us and we are continuously creating and re-creating it, yet we

"are never in it, it lies before our eyes and it becomes real only as we become conscious of

it". Landscape displays us as cultures, it is the "world of general discourse...the everyday

life of man on earth", the "palpable present".

Tuan (1979:97) described landscape as a fusion of disparate perspectives which can

be seen as a coherent whole through amalgamation of different sets of data (or different

images of place) through an imaginative effort. This attempt at integration to see landscapes

is a struggle to "capture the genius of place". The integration of "diverse clues and

experiences" gives a rich meaning to that image.

The images seen and experienced by different people, however, may be so disparate

as to be in conflict with each other, making integration to capture the genius of place an

improbability. Meinig (1979b) and Frierson (1991) describe at least ten different ways of

seeing the same scene and at the beginning of this chapter, I give three views of

Kaho 'olawe. Multiple senses of place (McDowell, 1994) or multiplicity of place images

(Bordner, 1995; Shields, 1991) are often in conflict with each other and thus are contested

(Bordner, 1995), yet each image is real or valid to the person or group of people who share

that image. Each image holds meaning and significance, is invested with the feelings and
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experiences of those people. The challenge is to integrate these disparate images while

recognizing the validity of each, producing a rich and multifaceted place image, a sense of

place.

Social Construction of Places

A multiplicity of images of one place is possible because place is a social

construction. Empirical qualities of place are interpreted and (re)produced in multiples by

different societies or cultures, and even among individuals from the same society, culture,

or religion. Demerrit (2001) and Castree (2001) give literature reviews of nature as social

construction in contemporary critical human geography according to various definitions of

"nature". I am concerned with "nature" mostly as the physical world and "social

construction" as the construction of the concepts of the world, i.e. of a worldview.

Discourses of Nature

According to Castree (2001: 10) knowledge of nature (and place) ".. .is invariably

inflected with the biases of the knower/so This is the same as saying that there's no

singular, objective knowledge of nature, only particular, socially constituted knowledges,

in the plural." He refers to discourses of nature (p. 12):

.. .all claims about nature are discursively mediated. Knowledge and language are the
tools we use to make sense of a natural world that is both different from us and yet
which we are a part of. There is, therefore, no objective, nondiscursive way of
comprehending nature "in the raw." We have to live with the fact that different
individuals and groups use different discourses to make sense of the same nature/s.
These discourses do not reveal or hide the truths of nature but, rather, create their own
truths.

Discourses are frameworks of knowledge and intelligibility that employ narratives,

concepts, ideologies, and signifying practices to create a particular reality for understanding

the world in which certain ways of acting and thinking seem normal and natural and

beyond which those who have learned to Ihink and exist within this framework cannot
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stray (Barnes & Duncan, 1992:8; Duncan, 1990:16). Between discourses words have

different connotations. These are socially constructed and thus variable. Barnes & Duncan

(1992:8) describe the implications ofdiscourses:

...discourses are both enabling as well as constraining: they detennine answers to
questions, as well as the questions that cau be asked. More genemlly, a discourse
constitutes the limits within which ideas and pmctices are considered to be natural; that
is, they set the bounds on what questions are considered relevant or even intelligible.
These limits are by no means fixed, however, This is because discourses are not unified,
but are subject to negotiation, challenge and tmnsformations. For power relations within
a social fotnlation are communicated, aud sometimes resisted, precisely throngh the
medium of particular discourses.

In addition, the production and reproduction of discourses are also linked to institutions.
Within this context, ~iscourses shape the positioning of individuals in an institution,
and the discourse so adopted, in tum, depend upon an individual's position there. Thus
discourses constitute standpoints that are defined largely by their relationship to other
discourses.

Marxian geographers refer to ideologies of nature which, rather than creating truths of

nature, attempt to conceal true situations to serve specific social interests (Castree, 2001).

My approach refers to discourses rather than ideologies of nature. However, critical

geographers examining both ideologies and discourses of nature agree that ''knowledges of

nature (even scientific ones) frequently express social power relations and...these

knowledges have material effects, insofar as people may believe and act according to them"

(Castree, p. 13).

Construction of Places

What are the specific means by which places and representations of places are

created and maintained, how do people socially construct places? According to Basso

(quoted in Aiu, 1997:4), "...through the manifold agencies of speech, [landscapes are1

'detached' from their fixed spatial moorings and transformed into instruments of thought

and vehicles of purposive behavior." Aiu shows how place is constructed through

·linguistic and physical means. Linguistic means include metaphors and narratives.
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According to Aiu, metaphors are a group of symbols unique to a culture which

structure how people think about the world and guide the way the culture functions (p. 6),

they are the windows to a culture's soul. Metaphors are experiential gestalts which

organize experiences into structured wholes; "a single metaphor may hold the code for an

entire set of related meanings and behaviors" (p. 70). Metaphors shape our communities,

our worlds, our places. At the same time, places (and especially the names associated with

them) are metaphors for peoples' relationship to that place (p. 73).

Place is also constructed and communicated through narratives. Narratives describe

the interweaving ofpeople, community, and place, keep them in tact, and reaffirm identity

(Aiu, p. 12-13). They give meaning to land so that it becomes more than geographical

space. According to Johnstone (quoted in Aiu, p. 13), "Coming to know a place means

corning to know its stories". Narratives show how the land functions to morally guide

cultures to a correct way ofliving or help to make sense of crises or other inexplicable

events. Narratives include myths and legends, chants, songs, and dances. As menioned

above, place names in particular serve as a shorthand for full narratives about places and

people's connection to those places (p. 14).

Discourses are made up of narratives and metaphors; stories, myths, and legends

that describe our understanding of reality and symbols that condense our knowledge of

reality. Together they are a means of constructing and communicating about place. The

narratives and metaphors which (re)construct and (re)present Kaho'olawe as a sacred place

are examined in this dissertation.
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Contested Images: The Crisis of Representation

The explicit recognition of nature or place as a social construction may lead to the

argument that Demeritt (2001) describes as "political refutation." In this line of reasoning,

the denaturalization of the discourse which produced that knowledge of nature, is a

politically motivated strategy used to refute well-established beliefs or supposed "truths"

(pp. 34, 35):

By denaturalizing this thing, the objective is to show that it is bad and that we would be
beller off if it were radically changed, which becomes conceivable once we begin to
understand it as a social construction whose particular form and existence we need no
longer take for granted...mpopular parlance, socially constructed is synonymous with
artificial and untrue. .

Demeritt speaks of denaturalizing or exposing ideologies of nature. In this dissertation, I

do not consider social constructions as false ideologies. I deal with discourses of nature,

each of which, as Castree (2001:12) points out, creates its own truth.

Claiming the existence of more than one truth or reality creates what Duncan &

Sharp (1993:473) call "a Western crisis of representation" in the Enlightenment beliefof an

unmediated knowledge of reality. Arguments about the social construction of knowledge

all pose challenge to the authority of empirical scientific knowledge (Demeritt p. 26) and

provides a postmodernist philosophical critique of Enlightenment presumptions about

knowledge and existence by claiming equal legitimacy and lack of hierarchy in all realities.

This seems to preclude analysis of political standpoints even though colonial structures of

power remain in place.

Haraway (in Demeritt, p. 36) describes how social constructs of nature and place

create situated knowledges in which human knowledge is situated historically and socially.

These situated knowledges may be used to critique cultural hegemonies:

Haraway...has proposed the idea of 'situated knowledge' as a solution to the apparent
contradiction involved with advocating "simultaneously an account of the radical
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historical contingency for all knowledge claims and knowing subjects... and a no
nonsense commitment to faitbful accounts of the real world." Such situated knowledge
is partial, both in the sense of incomplete and of subjectively biased, and yet still critical
and politically accountable because it is reflexive about its own location and
construction.

Additionally, purposefully confronting conflicting know1edges through "a productive

collision of cultural representations" can challenge naturalized assumptions of hegemonic

representations. The anticonquest can be revealed and challenged, facilitating an

undermining of cultural assumptions in representations which until examined have

remained unquestioned. Aiu (1997) does this masterfully in her dissertation by analyzing

the different ways in which two cultures within a social hierarchy communicate about

Kaho 'olawe and by showing the legitimacy of each interpretation within each culture. It is

important to note that demystifying scientific knowledge and demonstrating the social

power relations involved in its construction does not de1egitimate it or render it

unbelievable.

The Politics of Place: Place, Representation, and Power

The Politicsof Interpretation and Meaning

Place defined as located experience, lived experiences or events, is structured space

imbued with meaning and significance, a social construction of land (Boas, quoted in Aiu,

1997:4). Aiu states (pp. 2-3) that a community's ability to create, communicate about, and

define a unique sense of place reflects a community's ability to define itself and

communicate social identity and solidarity. Places shape communities and peoples through

the stories they tell about their geographical area. Thus people create the land and the land

creates the people in an enduring and evolving dialectic. Aiu writes further (p. 4):

The construction ofplace...provides a cultural shorthand for deeply rooted connections to
the tand. It provides a cultural group...with clear national or ethnic symbols which
validate their connection to the land. Places, and more specifically, place names evoke
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both pictures of the future and also ties with the pasi. Places, thus, situate people, both
in place, and in time. Places let people know who they are today.

This on-going dialectic is what creates a sense of place, the feelings, symbolic meanings,

moral sentiments, and intuitions connected to a place, what gives place meaning to people

and how people obtain identity from place.

The crisis of representation emphasizes the politics of place and exposes the

"ethnocentric nature of (re)presentations of the world" (Duncan & Sharp 1993:473):

...recent writers see representation itself as a new site of contested knowledge, a site in
which the history of subaltern groups, formerly the domain of the colonizers, is being
reappropriated...The presumed "authority" and "duty" of the West to represent the whole
world is increasingly questioned both from within and from without its ideological
system~...

Because people create places and places creates people, the process of creating and

representing a place is implicated in struggles for knowledge and power in a cultural

politics of place. According to Rose (1994:47), "Images of place...are understood as both

constituted through social poWel relations and as necessary for the legitimation of those

power relations." Duncan & Sharp (1993:473) describe the process by which knowledge

and representations of place are used to create and maintain power relations:

The representation of Other places and peoples necessarily involves a power relations
mediated through various cultural institutions and practices, class and gender formations,
as well as taken-for-granted assumptions about the nature of history and social
progress...Generally, the types ofobservations that are deemed of interest to observers are
those that are relevant to some extensive political project with which observers are
wittingly, or often unwittingly, complicit. Geographers, for example, have long played a
part in the military machines of political or economic imperialism. The Other has been
homogenized and portrayed in selective detail to serve the often exploitative purposes of
the dominant community.

Thus a model called the Other is created and situated within a social hierarchy which is

maintained by institutions and control of knowledge as described in an above section. Rose

elaborates further (pp. 46-47):

...the representation of place is a cultural practice which must be understood in relation to
stmctural social inequality and geographers have linked practices of representation to
social relations of power by insisting that the question of the representation of place is
also necessarily a question of ideology. In this context, ideology is used to refer to the
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appropriation of meaning by dominant social groups; certain values are rendered
commonsense and this process of discursive naturalization legitimates the social
hierarchy by obscuring its oppressive social relations...[T]he fonn of social power thns
sustained is described as hegemonic. Drawing on these notions of ideology and
hegemony, geographers have interpreted images of place through the social relations of
class, race, geuder and sexuality.

This is the sense in which I refer to further use of "ideology" - as the political use of

knowledge to further a specific social interest, to create and maintain a hegemony - rather

than in the sense of hiding or obscuring an underlying truth. I argue that there are many

truths created by discourses. Ideologies work to hide the existence of other truths. The

ideological appropriation ofmeaning of places and people through discursive naturalization

and legitimation of social hierarchy has already been discussed above as the anticonquest of

place and people (see also Pratt, 1992).

Duncan & Duncan (1988:117) use literary theory to show that landscapes can be

thought of as texts which are transformations of their underlying ideologies into concrete

form. These landscapes can be "read" like texts in order to reveal the authorship of the

ideologies and to explain how these landscapes are incorporated into social process.

Barthes's work (1977) shows how reading landscapes reveals meanings "buried beneath

layers ofideological 'sediment'''. These ideologies naturalize social reality (the

anticonquest). According to Duncan & Duncan, p. 123), .....one of the most important

roles that landscape plays in the social process is ideological, supporting a set of ideas and

values, unquestioned assumptions about the way a society is, or should be organized."

Duncan & Duncan use literary theory to describe the process of reading and the

production and transformation of meaning (p. 120):

In the sense that they are not 'naively given' or read in a predetennined, linear fashion,
texts...appearlike landscapes. For the text has 'backgrounds' and 'foregrounds', different
narrative viewpoints, alternative layers of meaning between which we are constantly
moving...By focusing on silences and absences in texts, the hidden intertextual nature of
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a text, poststructuralists have attempted to demystify the illusion of texts as unified,
original creations of a Cartesian subject. They deuy the authority of the author.

The process of reading is a "complex production of meaning" and texts are not linearly

constructed or read. There is thus an instability of meaning and no interpretation can be a

representation of a "real world". Landscapes are like texts because usually they are also

anonymously authored and "highly intertextual creations of the reader, as much as they are

products of the society that originally constructed them" (p. 120). The range of meanings

or interpretatious is a product of social process, it is bounded by social context,

"Interpretations are the product of social contexts ofhistorically and culturally specific

discourses; they are constructed by interpretive communities and they frequently, but not

always, reflect hegemonic value systems." Meaning is produced, negotiated, transformed,

and contested through social, historical, and political processes. The political appropriation

ofmeaning and interpretation through the naturalization of ideology is a main site for

struggle over power and knowledge. According to Duncan & Duncan (p. 123), "Whose

definitions of reality come to the fore is, however, an inherently political question: a

question of the politics of interpretation."

The use of place images and representations to establish and maintain uneven power

relations is perhaps even more pronounced in attempts to define sacred places. There is a

call for defmition of sacred places and landscapes not through empirical identification by

archaeologists and historians, but based upon intangible cultural values determined by

religious cultural practitioners themselves (Carmichael et aI., 1994). This issue touches

upon many postmodern and postcolonial themes such as the ability of indigenous cultures

to define in a non-scientific and non-empirical way what is important to them in terms

which may not be apparent in a Western viewpoint or reality, the possibility of multiple
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interpretations of one space/placeJlandscape, the validity ofeach interpretation, and

highlights the lack of an overarching theory or definition of sacred placesllandscapes.

Multiple interpretations often lead to conflicting uses or ideas of proper use of places.

Resolution of these issues might begin by focusing on the uneven power relations between

cultures, ideologies and discourses used by each in their understanding and

interrelationship with places, and those used to create the dominant view or representation

of places.

Relocating Representational Power

According to Duncan & Sharp (1993:473):

Victims of colonialism in the Third World and victims of internal colonialism both in
the First and in the Third Worlds have increasingly been retnrning the 'gaze' of Western
powerlknowledge and directly addressing issnes of representation...Nevertheless,
continued investigations into the local and global power structures which enable and
constrain such critical confrontation and dialogue are needed.

What is needed is a relocation of representational power. Challenging dominant naturalized

representations of place is a way ofrelocating power. An examination of representations as

"speaking of' versus "speaking for" people and cultures is another way of relocating

power.

According to Spivak (1998) "speaking of' is a depiction which represents what is

perceived to be the reality of the Other whereas "speaking for" is on behalf of the Other (as

in political delegations). Displacing dominant representations might start with the

recognition that representations are politically contextual and socially produced Both

speaking of and on behalf of Others must entail an examination of their rights and our

responsibilities as well as recognize the impossibility of giving an accurate and impartial

account (Duncan & Sharp, p. 474).
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As well as displacing dominant views, subversive potential may exist in

marginality, in attempts to discursively and geographically relocate the practices of cultural

critique. Kuletz (1998) reveals the power at the margins by making visible the invisible

landscapes of Native American Indians. Literature may also be seen as a site of

representation where voices of the Other can challenge dominant representations of places

and people (Duncan & Sharp, p. 478; see also the anthology on Pacific Island peoples'

literature, Hereniko & Wilson, 1999).

The acknowledgment of place as a site of contested and confrontational discourses

(Duncan & Sharp, p. 478) may also aid in exposing naturalized representations of centers

of power, ''This potentially enabling consciousness of place as a site of confrontational

discourses could help to denaturalize and dereify current conservative conceptions of place

as bounded or defended territory." Duncan & Sharp warn, however, (p. 478):

The empowering function ofmarginal sites of resistance and subversion cannot be
realized, however, if confmed within the reahn of dialogue alone, without access to the
political and economic resources necessary for rectifying the imbalance in the flow of
representational power; if these can be attained, the margins have potential to become
nodes in a more decentered, less binary, and less hierarchical spatial organization of
society and configuration of representational power.

It is important to remember that the speechless cannot force the deaf to give up the last

turtle and recognize the stack of metaphors. Even when speech is heard it is not equally

valued:

...oppressed groups of people exercise their right to freedom of speech within a context of
unequal power relations. Differing speech acts are never equally weighed because
speakers occupy different positions in systems of institutional power. (Fujikane,
2000:167)

Thus it may be advantageous to reappropriate dominant modes of representation to

counter and resist cultural hegemony. An example is Pratt's (1992:7) concept of

autoethnographic expression "in which colonized subjects undertake to represent
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themselves in ways that engage with the colonizer's own terms." Autoethnography

involves partial collaboration with and appropriation of the idioms of the conqueror. It

responds to and engages in dialogue with metropolitan representations. For example,

colonized subjects may research and create their own scientific reports to refute and/or

correct those produced by colonizers and through which to support their own agenda

within a WesternlEuroamerican arena of acceptable knowledge. Similarly, Kuletz

recognize.s a bticolage, a mixture of indigenous and Western ways of knowing and doing

things. This is one way in which subalterns return the gaze of the West.

Hybtidity, Third Space, and Borderlands: The Synthesis of Duality

Rose (1994:45-47) cites a general lack of geographical investigation of the texts and

images produced by "the less powerful", a neglect of oppositional discourses, and "lack of

interest in substantive examples of contestatory cultural work". She explains this neglect

(p. 45-46) by describing the tendency for geographers to assume a bipolar or binary model

ofculture in wbich discourses are either hegemonic or counter-hegemonic and contestatory.

This bipolarity is mapped out by places which become marginal to a dominant cultural

center. There are two reasons for geographical reluctance to address oppositional work: 1)

treatment of ideology as the reproduction of status quo also refocuses interest in power into

an interest in the powerful and their representations; 2) fear of replicating the process of

Othering by speaking of or for the subaltern, fear of the ethical and interpretive problems of

expressing what ''the marginalized" are thinking.

Rose attempts to move beyond an erasure of the marginalized by rethinking the

binary cultural model and suggesting one of hybridity (p. 48):
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Culture'. field. of meaning are much more complex than a .imple twofold divi.ion
between the powerful and powerIes•...power relations do not neatly divide the cultural
field into two opposing camps... the cultural is fractured by a range of social relations.

Debates about the possibility of postcolonialism as a strategy to avoid re-inventing an alien

Other have led to the theorization that (p. 49):

...mauy cnltural identities are hybrid fonn.; marginalized culture are neither the same a.
hegemonic cultures nor entirely different from them; cultures affect one another, cultural
forms are adopted, transformed, returned; and cultural identity is itself constantly
renegotiated through such dynamics ...

Use of autoethnographic expression, a bricolage of ways of knowing and doing things, and

the impure cultures at borderlands, are forms ofhybrid cultures.

In addition to articulating cultural complexity and connectivity (Bhabha in Rose, p.

50), hybridity also involves escape from Othering logic using dominant discursive

structures, and goes beyond challenging hegemonic images with alternatives (this process

remains within the discursive structure of the dominant culture). Instead the politics of

hybridity are excessive as well as oppositional, they entirely displace the structure of

Othering and go beyond its discursive structure and offer a ..third space" which is beyond

the bipolarfbinary geographies of Self and Other. According to Bhabha (1990:211) .....the

process of cultural hybridity gives rise to something different, something new and

unrecognizable, a new area of negotiation of meaning and representation."

For Bhabha (Rose, p. 50) hybridity is "a strategy of critique which desires

transgressive cultural practices at specific moments of politicized struggle." By presenting

many "unpredictable and uncontainable" interpretations, an excess of meanings, the effect is

to refuse establishment of a fmal or "real" interpretation, thus creating or opening space for

discussion and negotiation of interpretation and meaning. A Third Space is created, for

negotiating cultural and political identity (Rose p. 56). Within this Third Space attempts are
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made to create moments when the dominant structures for Othering are displaced, thereby

displacing the binary logic of ''us'' versus ''them''.

Gloria Anzaldua (1987) in Borderlands/La Frontera, presents cultural hybridity

and Third Space as central values of postcolonialist theory through the concept of

borderlands. While a critical examination of the concept of borderlands as places on the

margins reveals the existence of centers of power and opens space for a shifting of this

locus by questioning the validity of representation at the center, Anzaldua (1987) examines

borderlands as a space/place of multiple and shifting identity and belonging, as an

alternative mode of belonging. She speaks of physical as well as psychological, sexual,

and spiritual borderlands (p. 19):

... the Borderlands are physically present wherever two or more cultures edge each other,
where people of different races occupy the same territory, where under, lower, middle and
upper classes touch, where the space between two individuals shrinks with intimacy.

She describes borderlands as uncomfortable spaces/places to be in, places of contradictions,

hatred, anger, and exploitation. Yet these tensions create the impetus for another way of

being:

Living ou borders and in margins, keeping intact one's shifting and multiple identity and
integrity, is like trying to swim in a new element, an ualien" element. There is an
exhilaration in being a participant in the further evolution of humankind, in being
"workedn on. I have the sense that certain "faculties" - not just in me but in every bonier
resident, colored or non-colored - and dotnlant areas ofconsciousness are being activated,
awakened. Strange, huh? And yes, the «alien" element has become familiar - never
comfortable...No, not comfortable, but home.

Anzaldua describes the "impurity of cultures" which exist at borderlands as a migrant

position in which the subject is "suspended between more than one cultural reference point"

in vague and undetermined margins but "as an ideal type at least, is possessed of the

background req\!ired to problematize and denaturalize assumptions of both homes"

(Duncan & Sharp, 1993). Thus a person of the borderlands is in a unique position to seek,
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understand, and create a synthesis of the dualities of both cultures. Psychically, this may be

accomplished through the Coatlicue state of being, an archetype of the psyche represented

by the Aztec earth mother goddess of birth and death. "Simultaneously...she represents

duality in life, a synthesis of duality, and a third perspective-something more than mere

duality or a synthesis of duality" (p. 68). A person whose psyche experiences the

Coatlicue state of being, a person of the borderlands, exists within a Third Space, creating a

whole greater than the sum of its parts, greater than the blending of two contradictory

cultures.

APPROACHES TO RESEARCH: POSTMODERN AND POSTCOLONIAL

Reading Landscapes

It is my hope to describe some of the dominant, multiple images of Kaho'olawe,

and to integrate them to a closer approximation of a "whole", to give a sense of the genius

of place. I also attempt to describe my own interpretation of the landscape of Kaho 'olawe,

based on my experiences, feelings, and meanings I invested into the place, in part to situate

myself within this research. This work is influenced by the approach used by Belden Lane

(1988) in Landscapes ofthe Sacred: Geography and Narrative in North American

Spirituality. He described the expression of spiritual beliefs he saw in the landscape. This

is done by ''reading the landscape" as if it were a book, an unselfconscious autobiography

of the author's culture, a symbolic expression of cultural values, social behavior, and

individual actions, and coded with the cultural and social significance of ordinary but

diagnostic features (Lewis, 1979).

Different techniques exist for landscape reading. Lewis (1979) gives a succinct

methodology in his essay "Axioms for Reading the Landscape". Jakie (1987) analyzes
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landscape as a visual display and identifies visual elements in the landscape in an attempt to

focus on place images rooted in people's seeing of the landscape. Duncan & Duncan

(1988) use literary theory (textuality and intertextuality) to read landscape as a text and to

analyze their ideologies. They identify the authors of landscapes and explained how

landscapes were incorporated into social processes. Mitchell (1986) similarly sees

landscape images as language. Cosgrove & Daniels (1988) interpret the iconography in

landscape to probe its symbolic meaning. They also liken iconography (study of landscape

as encoded texts with meanings) to Geertzian ethnography and "thick description".

Appleton (1990) also analyzes symbols in landscapes for their ulterior meanings. Lastly,

Barthes (1977,1985) and Berger (1977) demystify or denaturalize the landscapes by

revealing their underlying ideologies. Berger is particularly interested in the social and

economic contexts of the ideologies.

I will attempt to describe the contemporary geographic expression of sacredness or

secularity upon the landscape of Kaho 'olawe. Of special interest is the overlap and contrast

ofmaps of the island produced by traditional Hawaiian culture and by the cleanup

contractor. The division of the land, the place names, and production of landscape is

markedly different and clearly reflect two disparate discourses. Hopefully, insight on the

overlaps, user-conflicts, and implications of these multiple landscapes will be very

instructive and useful for future cultural and ecological use, conservation, and management.

Discourse Analysis: Denaturalization and Deconstruction

According to Castree (2001 :12):

Whose discourse is accepted as being truthful is a question of social struggle and power
politics. Furthennore, many nature discourses become so deeply entrenched in botb lay
and expert ways ofthiuking that tbey tbemselves appear oatum!.
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Discourse analysis, or denaturalization of discourses, is an excellent tool with which to

address the questions posed in this research: identification of the political, economic, and

institutional forces responsible for creating the landscapes of Kaho'olawe, describing how

these interact to produce material consequences on the land, and revealing hidden power

relations which may allow one culture to displace or dominate another. Of particular

interest to this research is the identification of different and competing discourses on nature

and their consequences on Kaho'olawe. I especially attempt to denaturalize Western

discourses of nature and Kaho'olawe while identifying, describing, and privileging

discourses which create Kaho 'olawe as a sacred landscape.

Since Kaho'olawe is one of the most studied of the Hawaiian Islands and because

much of the information contained here is based on written knowledge of the island, I use

textual analysis and deconstruction to critically examine these texts and identify the

discourses they represent. The language as well as the visual presentations in texts are

strategically used to present the ideologies and concepts about place embraced by the

different discourses. These representations are used to exercise power over the place.

Deconstructive analysis can be used to expose some of the strategies and naturalized,

apolitical claims used in texts.

Castree (2001: 13) describes deconstruction of knowledges produced by discourses

of nature, "'Deconstructing' theseknowledges ...entails 'denaturalizing' them: that is,

showing them to be social products arising in particular contexts and serving specific social

or ecological ends that ought to be questioned." Deconstruction has a specific political

intent, to search for the roots of the authority in the text, the way in which this authority is

constructed and held in place (Moore Milroy, 1989:314, 317). Deconstruction analysis
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examines the difference between what is said and what is not said in texts, what can and

cannot be said in given circumstances in order to uncover ideas that have been repressed,

left out, marginalized and otherwise lost to awareness, or which are in opposition to what is

being expressed are also important to consider. Deconstruction also asks who is the

speaker, whose voice is the authority, who is accountable, whose voice is silent? Often

texts are agentless (a good example is scientific reports) unless accountability is

advantageous (Le. quoting an authority). Authority and legitimacy are sometimes

constructed in texts by discourses through rules and regulations which establish knowers

and non-knowers in rule understanding, thus marginalizing and concealing special interest

groups. Deconstruction attempts to recognize these strategies for giving the discourse a

voice.

Deconstruction seeks to invert the binary logic of either/or, to collapse oppositions

in ideologies and the rigid boundaries they create between what is acceptable and what is

not, thus opening space for new questions and possibilities. Emphasis is on discovering

the norms assumed by the discourse, what is taken to be normal and how these norm-laden

texts are produced (Moore Milroy, 1989:317). Once the norms are identified "one could

then with awareness and intention take responsibility for shifting conventional views by

reconstituting plausibility".

Characteristically postrnodern, deconstruction denies the surety of a "secure vantage

point from which truth can be seen". It denies the absolute truth of a single discourse.

Rather, according to Moore Milroy (1989:317), deconstruction is involved with "searching

for the tensions between opposites, assuming there will never be an absence of conflict.
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The task of deconstruction is to deal with the tension." This is also a goal of this study, to

deal with the tensions of opposing discourses on Kaho 'olawe.

Writing Exact Fantasy

Jackson (1995:156-157) asks how it is possible to transmit experienced knowledge

into academic writing so that it is understandable and yet without losing the integrity of the

experience. Language and words are limiting when attempting to describe the haptic

perception of Walter, the experienced landscape and a sense of place or the genius loci of a

sacred place. Jackson (p. 160) quotes Michel de Certeau, "Discourse...always excludes

certain experiences from its field in order to constitute it. And it is 'the memory of this

remainder', that haunts us." According to Jackson (1989:2), lived experience and the

concepts that represent them are never identical:

Lived experience accommodates our shifting sense of ourselves as subjects and as
objects, as acting upon and being acted upon by the world, of living with and without
certainty, of belonging and being estranged, yet resists anyone of these modes of
experience in order to make it foundational to a theory of knowledge.

Jackson suggests a methodological and discursive style, radical empiricism, which

recognizes the dialectic between experienced knowledge and discourse and which avoids

privileging either subject or object, theory or practice, social or individual, thought or

feeling, form or process. Radical empiricism is likened to a bridge building which "opens

up the possibility of traffic across boundaries" (Jackson, 1995:164).

Radical empiricism is grounded in actual events, objects, and interpersonal

relationships which make up the quotidian or mundane world. Radical empiricism is a

philosophy of the experience of objects and actions in which the subject itself is a

participant, in which the self is a function of our involvement with others. The researcher's

interactions with the people being studied is important along with clarifying ways hislher
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knowledge is grounded in practical, personal, and participatory experience in the field. The

interaction between the observer and observed is important, not the myth of detached

observation. Reciprocal activity and interexperience is important. Researcher/observers

become experimental subjects themselves and their experiences are primary data.

Radical empiricism is about care, empathy, living field experience, being-with-

others, under-standing, and therefore dismissing the idea of a single modality of

knowledge, and participation in humankind understanding ratber than seeking to arbitrate.

It is the seeking of knowledge as a way of learning to form more caring and fruitful

relationships with others rather than distancing from them in the name of objectivity;

enrichment rather than control. Fieldwork is used to put oneself in the place of others,

learning to live by their social standard, not as a way of finding an objective truth. Thus

ethnography becomes a way of looking at our experiences in other worlds to understand

ourselves, not as a way of representing the world of others.

Writing in academe about lived experiences recognizes the importance of

uncertainty and incompleteness, in participatory knowledge. Jackson (1989:181) questions

our need to believe that the systems of patterns and order that science and anthropology

come up with correspond with the real world, and our need to know the "truth". He

suggests (1995:157-158) rather than seeking to get above and beyond the world, we seek

connections in experiences and activities in different places in the world using metaphors.

He quotes Hannah Arendt, "Metaphors are the means by which the oneness of the world is

poetically brought about." Jackson further comments:

Metaphors mediate correspondences between parts of the world of experience that are not
ordinarily seen as belonging together, such as the human body, the body of a
community, and the body of the land. We make these connections, not in the name of
objective truth, bUlthrough our endeavor to enter into the lives of others, to realize our
humanity more abundantly in the world.
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Metaphors as well as myths and folktales are important for understanding and writing

about knowledge based on lived experience whose foundation is sensual, emotional, and

non-rational.

Jackson (1989:187) emphasizes the dialectical interplay between the rationality of

science and the magical, divinatory, artistry of myth and metaphor, stating that both are

mutually necessary and intimately connected. He describes what he calls "the evolutionary

advantage of the non-truth," likening the dialectic interplay to a string game called eat's

cradle:

Can our discourse be likened to these string figures, a game we play with words, the
thread of an argument whose connection with reality is always oblique and tenuous,
which crosses to and fro, interlacing description with interpretation, instruction with
entertainment, but always ambiguously placed between practical and animonian
ends? ..Like the Kuranko folktale and our own ethnographic discourse, the cat' s cradle is
stretched, tensed, and held between the poles of reality and make-believe. With a single
endless loop of string, the Polynesians could illustrate stories, depict mythological
scenes and persons, or suggest the forms of houses, weapons, articles of clothing, canoe
and adze lashings, landmarks, flora and fauna.

Jackson (1995:163-164) cites Theodor Adorno's concept of writing "exact fantasy" to

describe this kind ofdialectic between "reality" and "make-believe". Exact fantasy is

...a genre of writing that is rigorously empirical, but, without "going beyond the
circumference" ofthe empirical, rearranges constellations ofexperienced facts in ways that
render them accessible and readable. It is a method of writing that repudiates the form of
lineal and progressive argumentation. It is paratactic. No one element is subordinated to
another.

Exact fantasy refuses to reduce lived experience to mathematical, mechanical models

representing the essential character of an experience. It critically challenges instrumental

rationality, the link between preoccupation with order and pattern and the desire for

controlling nature and other people. Thus, this dissertation will draw heavily upon myths

and metaphors, folktales, and exact fantasies ofHawaiian knowledge to describe the lived

experience of Kaho'olawe, its sense of place, and its sacred landscapes.
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Personal Use of "Postcolonial" Methods

As a non-Hawaiian writing about Hawaiians, I try to avoid another colonial

representation of the colonized. I do not claim to speak authoritatively for Native

Hawaiians or other indigenous peoples. My methods for researching the traditional

spiritual heliefs of previous Native Hawaiians, their land use practices, and the

environmental condition rely primarily upon literature review. The land use and

environmental history of Kaho 'olawe is well-studied and -documented. General

information on the spiritual heliefs and practices ofNative Hawaiians are also well

described, including some works by Native Hawaiians themselves (see for example Malo,

1951; Handy & Handy, 1972; Handy & Pukui, 1972; Pukui, etaZ., 1972a, 1972b;

Kanahele, 1986; Kanahele & Wise, 1989; EKF, 1992). I do not make any attempt to add to

this body of literature, especially that of defining or describing Native Hawaiian spirituality.

Rather, I use the existing literature and attempt to correlate these two areas and redescrihe a

chronology of the relationship hetween land use, environmental quality and spiritual heliefs.

The point ofdeparture for this history is the traditional Hawaiian concept of aloha 'iiina

which I attempt to explain based upon Native Hawaiian definitions of the concept.
. '

Neither do I attempt to do extensive interpretations of Native Hawaiian

representations of Kaho 'olawe myself in order to avoid speaking for another culture of

which I am not particularly knowledgeable or a practicing member. As much as possible

explanations of chants, songs, hula, legends, and other non-written representations of the

island produced by Native Hawaiians are either taken from personal interviews with or

press statements produced by the creator of the presentation, or interpretations by

established scholars and practitioners ofHawaiian culture. Personal interpretations and
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impressions are also included but are clearly stated as my own and situated within my

personal experience of the events.

Additionally I tried to "cross borders" (McLean, 1997; see also Chapter 6 of this

dissertation) by undertaking several apprenticeships during my research in an attempt to

learn about Hawaiian culture in a responsible and non-intrusive way. I attempted this by

becoming a participating member of several of the groups of stewards of Kaho 'olawe. I

participated in accesses to the island sponsored by the Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana. I also

worked for several years for the KIRC and later for the contractor doing the cleanup of the

island and occasionally attended public meetings held by the KIRC. While I do not feel that

I became a fully integrated member ofthe 'Ohana, nevertheless I think that I have a better

understanding of some of the myths and metaphors (Kame'eleihiwa, 1992; Dening, 1980;

SaWins, 1981, 1985, 1995; Chapter 6 in this dissertation) employed in Hawaiian culture

and their meanings and significance within Hawaiian culture.

I tried to conduct responsible research that will, hopefully, be of some value to the

people who I imposed upon for interviews and incessant questioning. I presented my

writing and interpretations to the people from whom the information was gathered (Le.

people I interviewed) for feedback, corrections, additions, and/or deletions. Anonymity

was respected as was the desire to strike culturally or personally sensitive information from

my writing. The goal was to produce a document that was done in cooperation with and

has the sanction of the people involved with providing the information. It was my sincere

hope to put myself at their feet and to produce something they can be proud of as well as

use.
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In this dissertation I attempt to remedy the lack of oppositional discourse by

privileging views of the marginalized; I state the differences between an essentialized

Western vs. an essentialized indigenous culture, but also recognize that actual real-life

cultures and representations are hybrid (influenced by Western history and rhetoric). I

privilege Native Hawaiian representations of Kaho'olawe. Native Hawaiians represent

themselves as authoritative sources by virtue of being Hawaiian cultural practitioners and

their representations are given using traditional Hawaiian methods of communicating

knowledge. They are also authoritative sources based on their active political organization

and through academia. Thus they avoid occupying either one of two positions, displace

dominant structures of Othering, and thus open space for negotiation of meaning and

interpretation of Kaho 'olawe as a place. I think space is opened by Hawaiians for

academics and rationalists to enter into negotiations rather than vice versa. Hawaiians have

already realized I) the legitimacy of their own ways of knowing and communicating and 2)

the necessity of embracing Western ways of knowing so they can hold their own in a

hegemonic culture. They opened the third space, now its up to others (the Western others)

to venture out.

I also use the concept of Third Space by presenting an excess of meaning, many

ways in which Kaho'olawe has been considered sacred by different people. Although I

privilege Hawaiian discourses, I also include a chapter based on Western scientific

discourse, realizing that it is still necessary to do so and to show the diversity of discourses

which share the same conclusion regarding Kaho'olawe. Obviously missing, however, is

any attempt to present a view of Kaho 'olawe as sacred based on valuation by a Western
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economic, developmental, or military discourses. Reasons for intentionally making these

ideologies invisible will be discussed later.

Lastly, I am a hybrid researcher trying not to recreate Othering logic or to speak: for

the subaltern. According to Rose (1994:49) a hybrid researcher attempts to:

...focus ou arenas of cultural transaction imagines cultural differences uot in tenus of 'us'
aud 'them' but in tenus of multiple identities aud interdepeudence... [l1bis allows
academics to make certain kinds of modest connections witb and commentaries on
differeut cultural fonus by thinking through our own hybridities

Since I am in the unique position of having moved through the worlds and cultures of the

'Ohana, the KIRC, and the cleanup contractor, I consider myself such a hybrid (see also

Appendix E in which I attempt to situate myself in order to expose my influences and

biases based in part upon my class, race, gender, and culture).
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CHAPTER 3: A mSTORY OF LAND USE ON KAHO'OLAWE FROM A
FRAMEWORK OF ALOHA 'AINA: THE SACRED PLACE

PROLOGUE

In a coopter about history, this is my academic history, how Ifirst came to Kaho'olawe;
the start ofa personal journey.

* * * * * *

"Keep a journal, " Wongie told me. "Wongie" is Phyllis Nakasuji nee Wong, my
10th grade marine science teacher at Kalani High. She was my sponsor the year I was a
cruise instructor (CI)for the Blue-Water Marine Lab (BML), a program which in 1976
was part ofthe University ofHawai 'i. CI's were high school students trained to teach
other students marine sciences on-board a research vessel throughout the school year. It
was the first great adventure ofmy life. We spent the summer of '76 learning marine,
biology, marine geology, physical oceanography, seamanship, first aid, lifesaving, and
hands-on teaching techniques. Only a selectfew were chosen to be CI's during the school
year. After a grueling and intense summer, I was one ofthe Chosen. It was myfirst brush
with real science. I was on my way.

I graduated Kalani knowing I was going to be a marine biologist. I was taking
junior-level courses in marine sciences myfirst year in college at the University of
Hawai'i. On top oftaking as many science classes as I could convince the college that I
had the prereqs for, I enrolled in an intensive program sponsored by the Marine Option
Program (MOP) to train upper division students to participate in a National Science
Foundation grant to study the effects ofsiltation on the marine environment of
Kaho'olawe. What an opportunity! The top ten participants were going to get to dive
around the island ofKaho'olawe, the one main Hawaiian island offlimits to just about
everyone, an excuse to dive a place where no one else has been to. What a feather in my
cap as an ambitious and very promising young marine biologist. And what a coup, as
only the top ten iuniors and seniors were going to be chosen...no undergraduates!

So, in addition to taking way more upper division classes than most upper
classmen were taking, I was determined to be one ofthe top ten applicants, and despite my
underclass status, get on this dive project. I made it on the team and the rest is history.
What arrogance! Being on Kaho'olawe then was a lark, a grand adventure for a
teenager. What did I think ofthe island then? That it was there for us to study, a great
addition to my resume, something I got to do that virtually no one else got to do. This was
the project that was going to launch my career. What did I think about the PKO? A bunch
ofradical activists who were very angry. They were very interested in our research. I
really didn't care that much about the research or its implications or about stopping the
bombing or saving the island. I just didn't want to get blown up during the dive trip, that
sure would've ruined this great opportunity!
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INTRODUCTION

We strongly believe tbat the subjects being discnssed (i,e" values and symbolic
meanings) should be organized and described in a manner that reflects the perspectives of
the culture being described, The author's limited categories, seemingly based on
anthropological and personal views of religion and a few «secnlar" subjects, should be
replaced with those more appropriate to the Hawaiian culture, and the other subjects
regrouped under these headings,

-Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana (1983:3)

The above critique from the Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana is in response to one of a

series of draft cultural significance studies (Keene, 1983) prepared by consultants hired by

the United States Navy in order to help facilitate the Navy's management of cultural and

historic resources of Kaho 'olawe prior to the island being conveyed back to the State of

Hawai'i in the early 1990's. The 'Ohana objected to the Cultural Studies (Silva, 1983;

Keene, 1983 &1985) attempts to present the cultural significance ofKaho'olawe and to

describe cultural values and symbolic meanings associated with the island from an

Euroamerican academic framework using anthropological ethnographic categories to group

and analyze the values being studied rather than Hawaiian concepts. Aloha 'iiina was

suggested as an alternative framework (PKO, 1983:21):

For USl aloha 'ama encompasses so many values and "symoolic meanings" that it
provides a far more substantial framework for analyzing both past and contemporary
values than the non-Hawaiian religious vs "secular" approach chosen by the author.

Keene (1985) attempted to incorporate some of these suggestions. Although this report

contains a lengthy summary of traditional Hawaiian culture, values, and concepts including

aloha 'iiina, it still fails to use these values as a framework for a comprehensive

understanding ofthe overall historical, social, and political context of the events concerning

Kaho'olawe.

The following is my interpretation of a land use history of Kaho 'olawe. I will

attempt to use the traditional Hawaiian value of aloha 'Bina as a framework for my version



of the land use history. I will show how the traditional Hawaiian view of Kaho 'olawe as a

wahi pana was replaced by a Western view of Kaho 'olawe as 'The Island of Death", or

'The Target Isle", and how the resurgence of the traditional Hawaiian view of the island is

facilitating it's healing, restoration, and symbol as a center for Hawaiiau cultural revival.

THE TRADITIONAL HAWAIIAN VIEW OF LAND

Tuhiwai Smith (1999) states the importance and difficulties of acknowledging the

differences between indigenous and Western views of the natural world:

ThO' argumO'nts of diffO'rent indigO'nous !",oplO's basO'd on spiritual relationships to thO'
univO'=, to thO' landsca!", and to stonO's, rocks, in=ts and othO'r things, sren and unsren,
havO' breu difficult argumO'nts for WO'stO'm systems ofknowlO'dgO' to deal with oraccO'pt.
ThO'se argumO'nts givO' a partial indication oflhO' diffO'rent world viO'ws and altO'mativO'
ways of coming to know, and of ooing, which still O'ndure within thO' indigO'nous world.
ConcO'pts of spirituality which Christianity attO'mptO'd to dO'stroy, lhO'n to appropriatO', and
then to claim, are critical sitO's of resistancO' for indigO'nous !",oplO's. ThO' valuO's,
attitude'S, concepts and languagO' O'mooddO'd in bO'1ids about spirituality represoot, in
many caSe's, thO' clO'arest contrast and madi: of diffO'rencO' ootwO'O'n indigO'nous pwple'S and
the We'St. (p 74)

The most fundamO'ntal clash ootweO'n WO'stO'm and indigO'nous bO'1id systO'ms, in [krry)
Mander's view, stO'ms from a bO'1id hO'ld by indigO'nous !",oplO's that thO' O'arth is a living
O'ntity, MothO'r Earth. From this bO'liO'f indigO'nous valuO's and practices, social structures
and relations are derivO'd, which plare indigO'nous viO'ws in direct opposition to WO'stem
values. (p. 99)

The spiritual worldview of many indigenous peoples is not only one of the most difficult

concepts for Western knowledge to understand and accept, it is also ''the clearest contrast

and mark of difference". Small wonder that indigenous and Hawaiian worldviews are so

misunderstood and resisted by Western systems of authority and knowledge, However,

whereas the West may resist understanding and acknowledgment or attempt appropriation

and incorporation of indigenous values, these same values can be a critical site of resistance

for indigenous peoples. Thus, the contiuued use of the Hawaiian language, the revival of

traditional Hawaiian rituals, customs, and ceremonies, the use of Hawaiian values such as
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aloha 'aina in academia as a framework for explaining history, is resistance and appropriate

for writing about Hawaiian history.

A Spiritual Relationship to Land

Tubiwai Smith (1999: 105) writes:

Indigenous peoples have philosophies which connect humans to the environment and to
each other and which generate principles for living a life which is sustainable, respectful
and possible. Jeny Mander's chart of distinctive differences between technological and
natives peoples poses starkly contrasting world views which have generated starkly
different ways of organizing social, political, economic and spiritual life.

The distinctive difference in Western and Hawaiian worldviews makes it essential to

attempt an explanation of the traditional Hawaiian relationship to their land before

attempting a history ofland nse on Kaho 'olawe from a Hawaiian point of view.

The Hawaiians' relationship to land, the 'aina, is spiritual according to traditional

worldview. This worldview includes the concepts ofmalama 'aina (respect and care for the

land) and aloha 'aina (love for the land) which were established at the time of the origin of

humans (Kame'eleihiwa, 1992:25-33). In the tradition of Wakea and Papa (sky-father and

earth-mother, the parents of some of the Hawaiian islands), their fIrst human offspring of

Wakea was a premature fetus, Haloa-naka (Malo, 1951:244). From the spot where he was

buried grew the fIrst taro plant. The leaf was named lankapalili, "quivering leaf', and the

stem was named Haloa. The second child was called Haloa, from the stalk of the taro. He

is the ancestor of all the Hawaiian people. Thus, the taro, as well as being the staple food

of Hawaiians, was also their elder sibling. These traditional beliefs defined the pattern of

behavior in the relationship of Hawaiian people and the land (Kame'eleihiwa, 1992). It

was the duty of Hawaiians as younger siblings to love, honor, and serve their elder. It was

also the reciprocal duty of the elder sibling to feed and protect the younger siblings.

Kamahele (2000:42) also describes this familial and mutual relationship:
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The land is our mother. Native Hawaiians call her Papahanaumoku - "She who gives
birth to lands," As caretakers, Native Hawaiians uuderstand that She is the beneficent
source of all living things. She nurtures life. She protects without the will to master...

As human beings, we understand that our obligation is to serve her. We do so as
guardians and stewards of the land. By our service, we are assured of her care.

...Papahanaumoku nurtures and feeds not only our physical being but also our
psychological and spiritual health; we are born from her and we understand that we will
eventually return to her. Papahanaumoku takes care of us, and we take care of her.

The familial relationship of Hawaiian people to the land can also be seen in the

Hawaiian language (Handy & Pukui, 1972), where many terms for both land and family

are etymologically based on agricultural terms. The word 'aina ("land" or "home-land")

derives from 'ai ("to feed" or "to eat"). 'Ai also refers to poi, "the staple of life" made from

the corm of the taro. The suffix -na signifies "that which feeds or eats". Thus, a person's

'aina or native land is that person's native soil which feeds and nurtures himlher. The word

"kama'aina" nowadays commonly used to refer to residents of Hawai 'i (as opposed to

tourists or newcomers, "malihini"), is more literally "land child" or "child of the land",

referring to a Native Hawaiian born of the 'aina, the land. Similarly, 'ohana ("family") is

based on the word 'oha, the sprout or offshoot of a taro plant. With the -na suffIx, 'ohana

signifies "offshoots" or "that which offshoots", that is, the offshoots of a family stock. The

word kupuna ("elder" or "ancestor") comes from the word kupu ("to grow"). The kiipuna

are the stock from which 'oha sprouts and the 'ohana descends or grows. Hawaiians

traditionally cultivated 'aina (land) through several generations, using 'oha (offshoots) to

propagate taro and produce 'ai, the staple of life, to feed the 'ohana. Thus, Hawaiians are

physically and psychically identified with the 'aina.

Hawaiian language also differentiates between inherent and acquired possessions

(Kamahele,2000:43). Inherent items include parents and land. Neither is an acquired item,

rather they are both sources from which Hawaiians are born. The land is a parent and
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Hawai'i is the homeland. This is another example in which the Hawaiian language shows

evidence of a familial relationship between Hawaiian people and the land.

Hawaiians extended their reverence of the land to the entire natural world. All

natural phenomena, objects, and creatures were seen as kinolau or various forms or body

shapes assumed by nature gods or spirits (Handy & Handy, 1972:23). Dudley (1993:177,

178, 182) gave a summary of this concept:

In ancient Hawai'i, humans, gods, and nature formed a consciously interacting and
interrelating cosmic community...Hawaiians traditionally have viewed tbe entire world as
being alive in the same way that humans are alive...Nature, like bumans, then, had the
conscious ability to know and to act, to watch over. to protect, and to interrelate with
bumans...Hawaiians also viewed the land, the sky, tbe sea, and all the other species of
nature preceding tbem as family - as conscious ancestral beings... who cared for and
protected humans, and who deserved similar treatment (aloha 'iiina) in
retum...Hawaiians know lbal they form a community with nature around them.

Kamahele (2000:42) also describes the location of humans within the natural world:

It follows then, from Hawaiian oral traditions, tbat Papahlinaumokn is a divine living
entity who gives Native Hawaiians tbe natural world and lbe resources therein. All
living lhings are her children, and human beings are but one aspect of the natural world

...She creales a living continuity between tbe natural world and tbe buman world. Sbe is
tbe dynamic energy source lbal powers all life. To practice any aspecl of Hawaiian
culture, Native Hawaiians tum to the land for guidance.

Thus, the ancient Hawaiians believed in a holistic worldview, the interconnection of all

things on earth. All daily activities were informed by spirituality and a worldview locating

people within nature rather than apart from nature. According to 20th century historian

E.C. Handy (in Aluli, 1980:14), "...the Native Hawaiian regards the land as the source,

meaning, and existence oflife--totally..."

Wahl Pana: The Importance of Place

About tbe places wbere the old gods walked, wbere tbe forefathers dwelt, lingered still
tbeir active influence for good or evil; wahi pana (storied places) tbey are called.
(Hawaiian Mythology, Martba Beckwitb; 1970:10)

Some places in Hawai 'i are wahi pana, literally "storied places", which have mana

or spiritual power (Kanahele, 1995). Wahi pana are important to an understanding of
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Hawaiian sense of their place. Without the stories of these places, without "an

understanding of the essence of these places, the life goes out of the land" (Reeve, 1993a).

Some wahi pana are places which are storied because of the presence of the gods,

the akua, and of ancystral guardian spirits, the 'aumakua (Kanahele, 1995; Minerbi, 1993;

Reeve, 1993a). According to Kanahele (1995), "Our ancestors honored the earth and life

as divine gifts of the gods...The gods and their disciples specified places that were sacred."

Sacred places included dwelling places of gods and disciples, temples, shrines, and selected

observation points such as cliffs, hills, and mountains. Places with exceptional weather

phenomena, forests, and volcanoes were also sacred.

To Native Hawaiians, place is also sacred because it tells a person who they are,

where they came from, and who their extended family was (Kanahele, 1995). It tells a

person their individual, familial, and community histories. Nu (1997) stated that "a

community's ability to defme its own places reflects a community's ability to define

itself...A community's very existence may depend on its ability to perform its ceremonies at

a place defined as sacred." For Hawaiians, a person's identity is inseparable from place,

particularly their ancestral homelands (Kanahele, 1991; Minerbi, 1992). George Kanahele

(1986) wrote:

Hawaiian. glorified places by using place names in their chants, proverbs and stories to
a far greater degree than any modern society does...Becanse so much ofthe history ofthe
Hawaiian people was tied to place, if you knew the names of places, you knew, in effect,
your history...Ultimately, only knowledge of your roots can validate and glorify what
you are and can become.

Places are also defined as sacred through their association with individuals, events,

and functions (Kanahele, 1995). Places of exceptional value for fishing, agriculture,

navigational reference or ocean travel, or tool making, for example, were wahi pana Places

where people lived and worshipped were also storied places (Reeve, 1993a). Other special
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places were the pu 'u honua or places of refuge: sacrosanct, inviolable sanctuaries where

fugitives could be safe from death or capture and where people could undergo spiritual,

moral, and psychological cleansing, a place for spiritual and character growth and

transformation (Minerbi, 1994). Kanahele (1995) also linked the gaining of spiritual

wisdom with the reactivation of an ancestral and spiritual sense of place. Thus the concept

of wahi pana merges sense of place and importance of place with spirituality.

Aloha'Aina: The Meaning of Land

At its root, Aloha 'Aina is the belief that the land is the religion and the culture.
(Noa Emmell Aluli, M.D., 1987)

The concept of aloha 'aina, usually translated as "love of the people for the land" is

''interrelated with the views of love of place, people, past, pride, and prospect" (Aluli,

1980). This love is based on the Hawaiian people's spiritual relationship to the land:

It is difficult to understand the feeling of "aloha 'aina" unless you are of the land. A
Hawaiian, because his blood is of the land, uuderstands the meaning of aloha 'aina. It
cannot be defined in the English sense of defmition. Its meaning is not in the breaking
down but the coming together--the togetherness, the wholeness, the unity, the oneness,
the harmony. (Aluli, 1980:27)

According to Gard Kealoha who spoke for the Congress of Hawaiian People (Aluli,

1980:11);

The 'aina , the land, is sacred to Hawaiians. Our people, our mele or song, our oli or
oral tradition, our values and beliefs are all closely intertwined and in complete harmony
with natnre. We call this concept Aloha'Aina. We call it love for our land.

The traditional Hawaiian worldview, their spiritual familial relationship to the natural world,

their belief in the interconnection of all things on earth and their location within nature are

all expressed in the concept of aloha 'aina. The exclusiVity of this value to Native

Hawaiians and the general inability of Westerners and non-Hawaiians to understand its

essence is reiterated.
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Aluli & McGregor (1994:206) further explain the obligations of Hawaiians

according to the concept ofaloha 'aina:

At the foundation of the work of the 'Ohana is the Hawaiian way of aloha 'iiina: love,
respeel, caring for, and responsibility for our land. Tbe 'iiina and all of nature is the
sonrce of existence, not only as the origin of humanity, but also as the source of natuml
resources for day-to-day subsistence. The Hawaiian related to the land as an ancestor and
dear friend, giving its various natuml forms and features descriptive names just as they
named their own children. They honored and worshipped the life forces of nature as
gods. They did not possess or own the land or its abundant resources. This was
inconceivable. Instead, they maintained stewardship over it - planting and fishing
according to the moon phases and the changes from rainy to dry seasons.

This incorporates the Hawaiian value of miilama 'aina or care and respect of the land, the

duty of Hawaiians, the younger siblings, to love and honor their older sibling, to care for,

feed, and protect the land. According to an issue of the Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana

newsletter (PKO, 1981 :2), "Aloha 'aina is our expression for the basic spiritual and life-

sustaining relationship that the native Hawaiian has for land." This relationship included

values such as sharing, cooperation, and conservation practices to ensure that exploitative

practices did not develop. The 'Ohana (PKO, ca. 1984) also defined aloha 'aina,

incorporating Hawaiians' relationship as well as responsibilities to the land, and explaining

its importance in many aspects of Hawaiian lifestyle:

Aloha 'AiDa is a traditional coucept that lays the foundation for Hawaiian religion,
culture and lifestyle. Aloha means love, and 'aina means land. The two words together
express sevemllevels of meaning. At the deepest level the presence ofonr ancestors and
gods of the land are acknowledged, respected and cherished, through ceremonies both
public and private. This intimacy with the 'aina is also expressed in the interdependent
subsistence relationship between man and his island. Man is nurtured with taro from the
land and fish from the sea, and in tum cultivates and nourishes the island. This
relationship is finally symbolized by pride in our homeland-patriotism for this land
Hawai'i. Today, this concept is manifest in our role as ke kahu 0 ka 'aina: Stewards
committed to protect the Island ofKaho'olawe.

This definition, while stating the role of Hawaiians as stewards of the land, also

acknowledge the role of aloha 'iiina in political resistance to domination by Western cultural

values.
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Traditional Hawaiian View of Kaho'olawe

Kaho'olawe is both a wahi pana, a storied place, as well as a pu'u honua, a place of

refuge. Whereas many wahi pana were specific locations, Kaho'olawe is unique in that the

entire island was a wahi pana. The ancient name of the island is KohemalamaJama 0

Kanaloa (Reeve, 1993a; Aluli & McGregor, 1992; Kanahele, 1995). This name refers to a

shining beacon to the left, lit up like heaven - a description of how voyagers viewed the

island upon arriving in the Hawaiian Island chain. This name indicates the island's

significance as an aid to navigation in open ocean voyaging between South Polynesia

(probably Tahiti) and Hawai 'i or maybe as a resting point for the god Kanaloa (KICC,

1993). Kohemalamalama 0 Kanaloa may also be interpreted as the sacred refuge or pu 'u

honua of Kanaloa (Aluli & McGregor, 1992) or as "the shining birth canal of Kanaloa",

referring how the knowledge of Kanaloa and of navigation was born into the understanding

of the people ofHawai'i.

The island is believed to bear the name Kanaloa in honor of the god Kanaloa, one of

the four major gods honored throughout Polynesia (Reeve, 1993a). Kanaloa is the god of

the ocean, navigation, and basal water sources (see EKF, 1992 for details on aspects of

Kanaloa and on Hawaiian naming practices). Kaho'olawe is a kinolau or body form of

Kanaloa (Kanahele, 1995; KICC, 1993; Aluli & McGregor, 1992; EKF, 1992). Other

kinolau associated with Kanaloa (and thus Kaho'olawe) inelude coral, whales, dolphins,

and octopus (Aluli & McGregor, 1992). The island had to be consecrated for the mana of

Kanaloa to be able to dwell there when necessary, therefore the whole island acts as a heiau

or temple (EKF, 1992). Kanaloa, whose spirit is thus embodied in the island, is frequently

invoked in order to "further seek spiritual guidance for ocean tasks and experiences" (EKF,
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1992:19). Kaho'olawe is the only Hawaiian or Pacific island named after a major deity

(Aluli & McGregor, 1992; EKF, 1992).

Chants, legends, and oral traditions confirm Kaho 'olawe as a wahi pana and pu'u

honua. Creation chants describe the birth of Kaho 'olawe to Papa and Wakea and the

island's red color, a color traditionally held to be sacred (Aluli & McGregor, 1992). Others

describe how Pele brought the sea to Hawai'i at Kaho'olawe (KlCC, 1993; Aluli &

McGregor, 1992). Kamohoali'i, Pele's brother and a major shark god, is thought to have

Kaho 'olawe as one of his homes and a major shrine dedicated to a shark god once existed

on the island. There are also two place names on Kaho'olawe associated with Kamohoali'i

(Lua 0 Kamohoali 'i and Kahua Hale 0 Kamohoali'i).

The fishing god Ku 'ula is also associated with Kaho 'olawe. His son 'Ai 'ai is said

to have come to Kaho'olawe and built a shrine to his father (Alnli & McGregor, 1992;

Reeve,1993a). Kupua or demigods also appear in legends associated with Kaho'olawe

(see the account of Kalaepuui & Kalaikiui in Reeve, 1993a). The earliest reference of

Kaho 'olawe as a wahi pana is in the legend of Pu'u 0 Inaina, a giant mo '0 or reptile

(Reeve,1993a; EISC, 1983). Molokini Island, located in the channel between Kaho'olawe

and Maui, is the remains of the mo'o's corpse. As each of the Hawaiian Islands was

discovered and settled by humans, the spirits fled to other uninhabited islands (KICC,

1993). Kaho'olawe, however, was a place where only gods, goddesses, and spirits dwelt.

Humans also playa role in the legendary history of Kaho 'olawe and contribute to

its significance as a wahi pana. During the "great voyaging period" in Hawaiian history

(ca. mid 13th until the end of the 14th centuries according to Reeve, 1993a), ocean

navigators sailed double hulled canoes back and forth between Hawai'i and "Kahiki" in
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South Polynesia. This was a significant era in Hawai'i during which new ideas and beliefs,

new systems of power and rule, new deities, and new bloodlines were introduced and

established in Hawai'i. During this period the channel of Kealaikahiki between Lana'i and

Kaho'olawegainedimportance and prominence. This channel, "The Road to Kahiki" was

the departure point for voyagers heading to Kahiki because of its swift southwesterly

running currents (Reeve, 1993a). Lae 0 Kealaikahiki on Kaho'olawe was identified in oral

tradition as the point of land from which they left, where they waited for the ideal wind and

ocean current conditions (Aluli & McGregor, 1992). The names Kaho'olawe and Kahiki

can be interpreted as "the taking away" or "carrying away", referring to the movement of

ocean currents actively taking something away (EKF, 1992).

Chants and oral traditions also describe the activities of Mo 'ikena and his son the

legendary voyager La'amaikahiki, "Sacredness from Kahiki" (AIuli & McGregor, 1992;

Reeve, 1993a; EISC 1983). In this legend, Kaho'olawe is the key location for navigation

between Hawai'i and Tahiti. La'amaikahiki is also said to have lived on Kaho 'olawe for a

while before returning for good to Tahiti. Papa (earth-mother), after giving birth to

Kaho'olawe, is said to have left from Kealaikahiki, perhaps a portent of its later use as a

point for departure (EKF, 1992).

Kaho 'olawe is also associated with ocean voyaging and navigation in its use as a

navigational training center. The center was located at Pu'u Moa'ulaiki, one of the highest

points on the island (KICC, 1993; AIuli & McGregor, 1992; Reeve 1993a). The name

Moa'ula is also associated with the great voyaging activities to and from Kahiki and is

named after another place in Tahiti, Moa 'ula. Pu 'u Moa 'ulaiki offers a panoramic view of

the other islands, the interconnecting channels and the wind, weather, and ocean conditions,
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as well as astronomical events. These are all the ingredients needed for training navigators.

Besides an actual canoe, this island comes closest to being out on the open ocean. Another

important feature at this navigational training site is the pahaku ahu (stone altar) 'Aikupele

Kapili 0 Keaweiki, a split bellstone altar with the split running North-South. It embodies

the knowledge of Keaweiki, the kahuna or priest associated with astronomy and

navigational training at Moa'ulaiki (KICC, 1993; Aluli & McGregor, 1992).

CHRONOLOGY OF CHANGE IN HUMANS' RELATIONSHIP TO
KAHO'OLAWE

Early Hawaiian Impact on the Environment

Kaho 'olawe was previously settled by indigenous people, the Hawaiians, around

900 A.D. (Spriggs, 1991; KICC, 1993). It was probably one of the last of the eight main

Hawaiian islands to be settled. Initially, communities were established along the coast. By

1300 more permanent settlements were made further inland. The Hawaiians on

Kaho'olawe at this time were probably semi-permanent residents, depending primarily

upon fishing and ocean resources for food rather than agriculture (MacDonald, 1972).

Although they managed to cultivate several dryland crops such as sweet potatoes, yams,

and sugar cane, the island served mainly as a base for a fishing population of not more than

150 people.

Modifications to the environment during this period would have been made

according to the concepts of aloha 'aina and malarna 'aina. On Kaho 'olawe they would

have included construction of coastal dwellings and altars, the establishment of the

navigational school and bellstone, and modest harvesting of ocean resources. Given the

importance of Kanaloa and the ocean to Kaho 'olawe, these resources would not have been
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heavily impacted or degraded, but rather, according to the principles of aloha 'aina, would

have been gathered and managed on a sustainable yield basis according to seasonal and

annual cycles of nature. The inland areas which were not settled until later would probably

have consisted of drylandlscrub forest, with more vegetation on the eastern side than the

west. Kaho 'olawe probably was never at any time in history covered with extensive

forests or had extensive streams due to its location in the rainshadow of Maui.

Between ca. 1400-1600 AD. there was an increase in the population on

Kaho'olawe. Although there would also have been increased fishing pressure as well as

more intensive use inland, the association with Kanaloa was still strong. Kaho'olawe has

long been known for it's excellent fishing grounds. Fish have always existed in abundance

around Kaho 'olawe because of the nurturing ocean form of Kanaloa (EKF, 1992). Further

evidence of the rich and varied fishing resources of Kaho 'olawe are the abundant

construction of fishing shrines or ko'a which circle the island along its coastline like a lei.

The use of the interior areas on Kaho'olawe also increased during this time period

(KlCC, 1993; Reeve 1993a). Hakioawa became a main cultural and religious settlement.

Subsistence agriculture consisting of dryland farming of kipala, a type of sweet potato, was

the main inland activity. There may have been occasional use offrre (Spriggs, 1991) for

either shifting or swidden horticulture in order to promote new growth of pili grass

(Heteropogon contortus)which was used for thatch. This eventually transformed much of

the dryland forest to grassland. Spriggs also noted gathering of wood for frres.

By the mid to late 1700's there was a massive drop in population on Kaho'olawe

probably due to interisland warfare among the ali 'i or chiefs, introduced diseases, and

emigration to other islands (Uina'i and especially Maui where villages were becoming
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major reprovisioning centers for Western whaling and trading vessels) (KICC, 1993;

Reeve, 1993a). Kaho'olawe's population decreased to the point ofbeing virtually without a

permanent population. Most use of the island would have been limited to transient visitors

who were fishing. Still, impact and environmental change would have been minimal.

Post Contact Changes on Kaho'olawe-A Western Environmental Discourse
Emerges

For the Hawaiian people, alienation of the land was the decisive factor in their cultural
disintegration. Without a land base, the Hawaiians lost their identity, their sense of
pride and place, They would no longer be self-sufficient. Taro and sweet potato fields
were transformed to sugar cane and pineapple plantations or ranches. Fishing areas
became military ports and bases; mountain forests appeared as tracts of virgin timber for
aspiring entrepreneurs; and sacred places were develop into luxury accommodations or
military training grounds. (Aluli, 1980:4)

Early written accounts of the island by Westerners started to appear at about this

time (Reeve, 1993a; Spriggs, 1991). These accounts, written by Western explorers such as

James King, James Cook, La Perouse, and others were generally uncomplimentary,

describing the island's barren appearance. An account of this period, however, shows the

continued use of Kaho'olawe as a pu'u honua. In 1781 during a period of warfare,

Ke 'eaumoku (an ali'i or chief) fled from Maui to escape Kahekili's invading army and took

refuge with his family on Kaho'olawe (KICC, 1993; Reeve, 1993a; EISC, 1983).

A major event which marked a pivotal point in the way Hawaiians thought of the

land and their relationship to it occurred in 1819. This event was the 'Ai Noa, the abolition

of the kapu system, the chiefly state religion, by the Kamehameha monarchy under rule by

Liholiho, Kamehameha's heir and Ka'ahumanu, the regent to the young king (see

McGregor, 1996 and KICC, 1993 for details of this event). The central government

formally abolished kapu restrictions and chiefly privileges, burned idols, and destroyed

heiau (temples) and desecrated ancient Hawaiian sacred sites. During this time Moloka'i
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and Kaho'olawe.served as refuges for people who remained practitioners of traditional

Hawaiian values and beliefs (KICC, 1993).

This opened the way for uses of Kaho'olawe which would have been impossible

given the perception of the island as a wahi pana, Hawaiians' traditional relationship to

land, and the concept of aloha 'aina. With the abolition of the traditional kapu system.,

Hawaiian society was ripe grounds for the missionaries to gain converts to Christianity. In

ca. 1828, Reverend William Richards opened a small mission school on Kaho'olawe for

about a dozen students. During the missionary period in Hawai'i religious intolerance was

strong (KICC, 1993) and Hawaiian spiritual traditions were repressed and replaced with

Western values and religion. This imposition of a foreign spiritual and value system on the

Hawaiians introduced not only a new religion, but also civilization, the right of ownership

ofprivate property (a concept not previously recognized by Hawaiians), and the value of

capitalism and economic development (McGregor, 1996; Aluli, 1980; Lind, 1938).

These values and goals conceptualize the natural world and the earth (and also

Kaho 'olawe) in a way which is radically different from that of the traditional Hawaiian

beliefs. Dudley (1993: 177) details some of the differences between traditional Hawaiian

and Western views of nature:

The world today runs according to the Western person's perspective. That perspective
treats nature as a commodity, as scientifically measurable forces, and as resources to be
used, ratherthan as fellow beings in an interrelating world community. What doesn't
correspond with a Western person's world view is seen as of little value and as something
that can and probably should be ignored.

The natural world is objectified as "the environment", that which is exterior to humans.

People were no longer related to the land, but apart from it, in fact superior to it, and

mandated to have dominion over it and subdue it (Genesis 1:28). This is an anthropocentric

enviromnental ethic calling for rational and maximum productivity of the land. This view
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of land and nature leaves it open to over-exploitation to the point of massive change and

degradation.

McGregor (1996) cited several factors which, from 1820-1860, "propelled Hawai'i

onto a capitalist path of development". These were the rise of the whaling industry,

establishment and growth of a settler community of missionaries and traders, and the

development of the United States as the primary market and trading partner for Hawai'i.

Traditional Hawaiian values including aloha 'aina and malama 'iiina were replaced by

materialistic Western values. According to Aluli (1980:3), " ...encroaching foreign interests

advanced the concept of 'private' property, replacing the value of 'communal use' with that

of 'individual ownership.'"

That these new values were foreign and not understood by Hawaiians of that time is

evidenced by the events of the Miihele in 1848, a land reform package which replaced

traditional Hawaiian land stewardship with the Western legal concept ofland ownership.

Many Hawaiians failed to put in claims for their lands, not understanding the concepts of

private property or ownership ofland (see Kame'eleibiwa, 1991). Under traditional

Hawaiian spiritual beliefs, the concept of ownership did not exist. One did not "own" one's

relatives or ancestors, much less divide and parcel them up for sale or profit. Aluli

(unpub!.) wrote of Hawaiians, "They did not possess or own the land or its abundant

resources. This was inconceivable." The events of the Miihele exemplified the growing rift

in the spiritual relationship between humans and nature in Hawai'i, a separation in human's

connection to the land, an alienation from the landbase. As a result of the Miihele,

Kaho 'olawe itself became property, it became "government land" (KICC, 1993).
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In 1832-1853, Kaho'olawe was also used as a penal colony for adulterers and

Catholics (those who converted to Catholicism rather than Calvinism). Not only does this

reflect the new values of the missionaries' Christianity, it also shows lack of tolerance to

other spiritual belief systems. Thus, Kaho'olawe was marginalized, cast outside the realm

of "normal" social structure and value to which everything else belonged.

An important exception to this view of Kaho'olawe was shown by King David

Kalakaua's visit to the island in 1875 in accordance with orders from his kahuna (priest

advisor) to deal with a "spiritually dangerous condition" and to achieve a

spiritual/ceremonial cleansing and healing (KICC, 1993; EISC, 1983). Many past as well

as contemporary kiipuna (elders) continue to see Kaho'olawe as a pu'u honua (EISC,

1983), attesting to the continuing belief ofthe significance of Kaho 'olawe, at least in the

perception of those who still held to the old cultural values and beliefs. It is important to

note that although a new value system was becoming the dominant one, there still existed

an opposing belief system.

Kaho 'olawe's value as potential ranchland was eventually recognized, probably

after more desirable lands elsewhere were gone. The penal colony was shut down and

cattle and sheep ranching initially lasted from 1853-1910 (MacDonald, 1972). Leases

made to various politicians, businessmen, and ranchers, and several attempts to purchase

the island outright show the now dominant concept of land ownership. It was probably at

this time that massive deforestation and erosion began, as the livestock trampled the roots

of the grass, preventing regrowth. Introduction of goats further exacerbated the problem as

they ate everything that did grow. By 1884, more than 9,000 goats and 12,00 sheep were

present on the island. The place name Kaho 'olawe, "the taking away" gained additional
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meaning as topsoil and underlying soil horizons were lost to wind and water erosion (see

MacDonald, 1972; Spriggs, 1991; KICC, 1993 for details on ranching and overgrazing;

also Giambelluca et aI., 1996 for details on vegetative denudation and accelerated soil loss).

In 1893 the Hawaiian Monarchy was overthrown by American businessmen with

backing from United States naval forces. With the demise of the monarchy, assets of the

crown and government "became exceedingly important" to the provisional government

(KICC, 1993). Kaho'olawe was ceded with the rest of the public lands to the United States

in 1898 after annexation and placed under the control and management of the Territory of

Hawai'i through the Hawaiian Organic Act in 1900. Kaho 'olawe became the property of

the United States.

A report to the Territorial Board of Agriculture in Hawai'i in the late 1800's stated,

"as a result of long continued overgrazing this little island, once a valuable asset to the

Territory, has become almost worthless through erosion and loss of soil" (KICC, 1993).

Recognition of the extreme environmental degradation of the ranchlands led the U.S.

government to turn the island into a reserve from 1910--1918. The intention was to

eradicate the goats and replant forest in order to test the hypothesis that forests on

Kaho 'olawe drew the kona rains to them and directed them over to 'Ulupalakua on Maui.

After these early restoration efforts failed due to lack of funds, Kaho 'olawe was

again leased for ranching from 1918-1941, this time to Angus MacPhee and Harry

Baldwin who started the Kaho'olawe Ranch (KICC, 1993; Ashdown, 1979; MacDonald,

1972). Although MacPhee's daughter Inez Ashdown waxed sentimental about her and her

family's love for land ("Papa loved land, any kind of land, because God created it. He felt

that man's greatest job on this earth is the preservation of land and all created things.
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Naturally, being his shadow, I felt as he did": Ashdown, 1979: 33), the love of God's

created land did not prevent Angus MacPhee from making a formal agreement (in the name

of patriotism) with the U.S. to allow the Army Air Corps and U.S. Navy use of parts of

Kaho 'olawe for bombing and target practice, an agreement made prior to declaration of

martial law after the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Interestingly, Inez Ashdown, as a child

living on the ranch, was told by ranch hand Jack Aina that Kaho 'olawe was kapu to

Kanaloa (EISC, 1983), a comment showing the continuing perception of the island as

sacred by Hawaiians in the region.

Military Use of Kaho'olawe-The Wasteland Discourse

The U.S. military declared martial law in Hawai'i and seized Kaho'olawe on

December 8,1941, the day after Pearl Harbor was bombed. by 1945, 532 major ships and

350 Navy, Marine, and Army fIre control officers had trained at Kaho'olawe (McGregor,

pers. com.; see also KICC, 1993). The heavy bombing of the island further exacerbated the

erosion and soil loss. After the end of the war, re-establishment of any agricultural

restoration project was almost impossible due to undetonated ordnance on land and in the

surrounding waters. This (ab)use of the island shows extreme disregard for any aspect of

its sacredness. Bombs are intended weapons of destruction that take life and obliterate

places and landscapes and violently wipe out meaning of the land.

After the war, Navy officials were able to convince the Territorial Government in

Hawai'i of the necessity for their continued use of Kaho 'olawe to order to meet the

demands of military preparedness (MacDonald, 1972) and in 1953 President Dwight D.

Eisenhower signed Executive Order No. 10436 which "reserved Kaho·olawe...for the use

of the United States for naval purposes" (KICC, 1993). When Hawai 'i became a state in
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1959, Kaho'olawe remained under military jurisdiction as a result of this executive order.

This order confIrmed and condemned the island to be nothing more than an utilitarian object

with so little value that it was a wasteland, not good for anything more than target practice.

During the Korean War, Navy carrier planes used Kaho'olawe to practice airfield

attacks and strafIng runs on vehicle convoys and other mock North Korean targets. In

1965, the Navy detonated three rounds of 500 tons of TNT at the southwestern end of the

island to simulate the effects of a nuclear blast on ships anchored offshore. During the

Vietnam War Navy and Marine planes practiced attacks on surface-to-air missile sites,

airfIelds, and radar stations. Targets included fuel pontoons placed on wooden platforms,

rock pyramids, 25 foot diameter rock rings, fuel drums, small bridges, truck convoys, vans,

a camp of Southeast Asian-style huts, and a mock airfield. By the time of the Gulf War,

training had shifted to state-of-the-art electronic target ranges. Some training continued on

the central third of Kaho 'olawe while Explosive Ordnance Disposal personnel cleared

surface ordnance from the other two-thirds of the island.

"Kaho'olawe Target Area" was used as a traininglbombing range for fIve decades.

Every conventional weapon in the U.S arsenal as well as many other foreign rounds were

fIred on Kaho 'olawe. The idea of the island as a destroyed and worthless wasteland was

perpetuated throughout these years to justify continued use by the military. Kaho'olawe

was offIcially referred to as "a very marginal area...and a damn dangerous place" (Smith,

1976:18). The military referred to the island variously as "the rock", a "hellhole", or in

more politically correct terminology, a barren, desolate land which is of course

uninhabitable (Smith, 1976:18). Although this wasteland is too dangerous and desolate for

use or habitability by common people, the Navy claimed the barren rugged condition of the
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island made it perfect for military training. Their defense for this use of Kaho'olawe was

strategic (the island was absolutely essential for training of troops in the Pacific to maintain

proper combat readiness for national defense) and economic (loss of use of Kaho'olawe

would cause in withdrawal of troops from the Hawaiian islands, resulting in a severe

economic drain), reasons which ouly made sense within a Western discourse.

INITIAL EFFORTS TO RECLAIM KAHO'OLAWE

In 1969, Mayor Elmer Cravalho ofMani County (the county which includes

Kaho'olawe) began to actively push for the return of Kaho'olawe to the State of Hawai'i.

He cited the continual erosion and degradation of the island, as well as dissatisfaction of

Maui residents due to the danger and noise of the bombing as reasons for the island's return

(Courson, 1971; MacDonald, 1972). Additionally, MacDonald (1972) also stated that

Mayor Cravalho, who owned considerable acreage on Maui lands adjacent to Kaho'olawe,

was concerned about the impact of the nearby bombing on future financial investments. He

was quoted by MacDonald (1972:78):

Suppose it (the bombing) has an impact on development here. We're talking the
investment of hundreds of millions of dollars on this (Maui's southern) coast in the next
twenty to twenty-five years.

It seemed that these early attempts to get Kaho 'olawe returned to Hawai'i were motivated

largely by the effect that the activity on the island would have on development on Mani

rather than any real concern for the island itself.

With the failure of these attempts, Mayor Cravalho switched his focus to

environmental and moral issues (MacDonald, 1972:79-80):

In this day and age when the rallying cry of our citizen is focusing on the protection of
our environment, as well as a deep and frustrating longing and searching for peace, it is
inconceivahle to me that we have a portion of our country being wantonly ravaged and
destroyed, perhaps, and all in the furtherance of war.
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Although this reasoning had an environmental basis to it, the underlying motives remained

in support of a development discourse. Mayor Cravalho wanted Kaho'olawe under the

control of Maui county, this time for civilian use. In an effort to gain public support, he

proposed a county park along the island's beaches with eradication of the feral goats as a

form of recreation for island visitors (MacDonald, 1972).

In 1970 the Hawai'i Association of Soil and Water Conservation pressured the

State Department of Land and Natural Resources into initiating rehabilitation efforts on

Kaho'olawe. Although their efforts at eradicating the feral sheep and goats on the island

were misguided, inhumane, and ineffective, their attempts at revegetation were more

successful (MacDonald, 1972). It was decided that one-third of Kaho'olawe was to be

reserved for target practice while conservation efforts continued on the rest of the island.

University of Hawai'i Microbiology professor Kaare Gundersen was perhaps

"[u]ndoubtedly the most innovative of those who lust for Kaho 'olawe..." (Courson, 1971).

Gundersen's idea of a productive Kaho 'olawe (Courson, 1971; MacDonald, 1972)

included a large thermonuclear or geothermal power plant, 2,000 acres of aquaculture

ponds, a desalinization plant used to irrigate 15,000 acres of agricultural land, processing

plants for the seafood and agricultural products, a navigable commercial harbor; and a

three-mile airport runway. This proposal most blatantly reflects the discourse of

development informing those who would reclaim Kaho'olawe.

This project received little support but not due to opposition to development

(MacDonald, 1972). No attention was given to hunters and fishermen so Mayor Cravalho

withheld this backing. Lack of a detailed accounting for state expenses prevented
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commitment by politicians. Leading scientists claimed that the program would take too

long to become fmancially self-sufficient and was too idealistic.

In November 1971, Mayor Cravalho and Life of the Land, a grassroots

environmental group, med a suit in U.S. District Court to stop the bombing of Kaho'olawe

and requiring compliance with environmental law by preparing an Environmental Impact

Statement (EIS) for military activities on the island (MacDonald, 1972; KICC, 1983).

Although the case was dismissed, the Navy was ordered to complete an EIS. Although

this was, fmally, a victory in the battle for Kaho'olawe, the motivations for this suit again

reflected a discourse of development rather than acknowledging any inherent value of the

land in and of itself. Life of the Land announced its participation to be "moved by only one

desire - to insure that the State's land resources were properly used and preserved"

(MacDonald, 1972:85).

RECLAIMING SPffiITUALITY ON KAHO'OLAWE-RESTORING THE
CONCEPT OF ALOHA 'AINA

Kaho'olawe is a unique place where one can feel the 'aiua ~ the wiud, the oceau, the
laud, aud the sun -- and its spirit. Plauniug forthis islaud begau with a clear open mind
aud heart iu order to learn from the laud aud the natural forces which iuteract upon its
laudscape. In this mauner, this piau is guided by the aloha 'aiua philosophy.

(Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission Laud Use Plan, 1995:8)

In 1976 a group of Native Hawaiians landed on Kaho'olawe to protest the bombing

and military control (KICC, 1993). This brought national attention to the island. In

January 1976, Dr. Noa Emmett Aluli, a Native Hawaiian physician and a founder of the

Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana ('Ohana or PKO), the grassroots organization formed to call

attention to issues related to Kaho'olawe (KICC, 1993), helped to me a civil suit, Aluliet

at. vs. Brown, in U.S. District Court (see also Ritte & Sawyer [1978] for a description of

the PKO's goals, objectives, and techniques). The suit sought compliance by the U.S.
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Navy with "environmental, historic preservation, and religious freedom laws" (KICC,

1993:27). In 1977, the federal court ordered a partial summary judgment in favor of Aluli

and the PKO. The Navy was required to prepare an EIS and to inventory and protect

historic sites on the island. The entire island of Kaho 'olawe was designated a Historic

District by the National Register of Historic Places in 1981 as a result of this suit.

This was the first real decisive victory in the battle to reclaim Kaho'olawe.

Significantly, this was the first mention of spirituality. The motivations of the suit were

recognized by the court as sufficiently distinct from the plethora of previous pleas to

warrant consideration and action. Unlike the initial efforts at reclamation and restoration of

Kaho'olawe, these philosophies and activities, based on a spiritual relationship to the land,

exhibited adaptive characteristics of spiritual ecology (Sponsel, 2002b).

Furthermore, in 1980, as a result of the suit, a Consent Decree was issued (KICC,

1993:27) mandating the Navy to protect cultural sites, surface clear unexploded ordnance

from 10,000 acres, begin environmental remediation, eradicate the goats, and limit ordnance

training to the central third of the island. More importantly, the Decree "further

acknowledged that the Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana was seeking recognition as 'steward' of

the island for religious, educational, and scientific activities", and in 1982 the 'Ohana was

able to revive Hawaiian religious practices on Kaho'olawe (see the section on the Makahiki

ceremony below). In 1990, President George H. Bush directed the Secretary of the Navy

to discontinue use of Kaho'olawe (Aluli, unpub!.). The Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance

Commission (KICC) was established at this time to recommend the terms of returning the

island to the State. Their [mal report is completed and entitled Kaho 'olawe Island:

Restoring a Cultural Treasure (KICC, 1993). In 1993 the U.S. Congress returned
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Kaho'olawe to the State of Hawai 'i (KIRC, 1995a). After conveyance, the Hawai'i State

Legislature established the Kaho'olawe Island Reserve (KIR) which included the island, its

submerged lands, and waters extending seaward for two miles.

The Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission (KIRC) was then established as the

State of Hawai 'i's "representative in all agreements, plans, and protocols as they relate to

the cleanup and restoration of Kaho'olawe" (KIRC, 1995a:1). The KIRC is comprised of

seven commissioners, three of whom are PKO including Dr. Aluli as the fIrst chairperson,

one member from a Native Hawaiian Organization (initially the Edith Kanalca'ole

Foundation), one OffIce of Hawaiian Affairs representative, the chairperson of the State

Department of Land and Natural Resources, and a representative of the County of Maui.

The KIRC approach thus reflects the input of these constituencies

There is no doubt that spirituality played a key role in the PKO's efforts to effect the

return of Kaho'olawe to Hawai'i and in its subsequent restoration. The KIRC Land Use

Plan (1995a:ll) clearly states that "[r]eligious ceremonies, protocol, and uses of the island's

natural and cultural sites were at the heart of the effort'to stop the bombing and return the

island to the people of Hawai 'i". The concept of aloha 'aina is more thanjustthe

foundation for the 'Ohana's work to reclaim Kaho'olawe:

Aloha 'AIDa is more than a Hawaiian phrase made popular again by George Helm, and
more than a slogan used to rally the grass roots of the Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana to
occupy Kaho'olawe again...Begiuniug in 1976, Aloha 'Aina was revitalized as an
expression for the Hawaiian way of loving, working, and protecting the land, her native
environment.. .At it's root, Aloha 'Aina was a tenet that the land is the religion and the
culture. (Aluli, 1987)

George Helm, an influential 'Ohana member in the 1970's, describes in his diary how his

moral duty to Kaho'olawe followed from a spiritual connection to the island (Morales,

1984: 55):
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The truth is, there is man and there is environment. One does not supersede the other.
The breath in man is the breath ofPapa (the earth). Man is merely the caretaker of the
land that maintains his life and nourishes his soul. Therefore, 'ama is sacred. The
church of life is not in a building, it is the open sky, the surrounding ocean, the beautiful
soil. My duty is to protect Mother Earth, who gives me life. And to give thanks with
humility as well as ask forgiveness for the arrogance and insensilivity of man.

For many other 'Ohana members as well, their feelings for Kaho'olawe stem from aloha

'aina, caring deeply for the island not for it's economic value but for its spiritual value

(Aluli, 1980:27),

Kaho'olawe was recognized in its traditional role as envisioned by pre-historic

Hawaiians as "a sacred form and refuge of the life force and energy of Kanaloa, Hawaiian

god of the ocean, ocean animals, and fresh water found under the earth" (KIRC, 1995a:6).

This perception of the island as sacred and the definition of the relationship of humans to

the natural world by placing humans within nature, as a part of nature rather than separate

from nature, was the foundation for realizing the return of Kaho 'olawe to the State of

Hawai'i. This spiritual ecological view of Kaho 'olawe is currently providing the

framework for contemporary and future efforts at healing and restoring the island.

THE ROLE OF SPIRITUALITY IN LAND USE PRACTICES AND
MAINTAINING ENVmONMENTAL INTEGRITY

Mansberger (1991:12) writes, "Rarely has religion or the sacred formed a

significant component of...environmental history." The historical spiritual ecology of

Kaho'olawe which I have attempted to give above shows the changing meaning of this

place over time. This land use history of Kaho'olawe using the concept of aloha 'aina as a

framework for analyzing the relationship of humans to the land and their subsequent use of

the land shows a vast difference between Hawaiian and Western (post contact) relationship

to the land. In light of the observations made by Tuhiwai Smith that Western and
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indigenous spiritual relationships to the environment are one of their foremost differences

in worldview as well as the statements made by Aluli regarding the difficulty for non

Hawaiians to truly understand the concept of aloha 'ama, this is not surprising. This land

use history clearly shows the land use practices stemmed from the cultural worldview of

the current "steward" of the island and their relationship to the land, whether it located

humans within nature or outside of nature, whether the relationship to land was spiritual or

secular, based on economics, gain, and profit, or on love, nurturing, familial care, respect,

and honoring.

The environmental lessons learned from this land use history point toward a belief

of radical spiritual ecology, that our current environmental crisis has religious or spiritual

roots and the solution for more sustainable and non-exploitative land use must also have a

spiritual solution. This is not to put Native Hawaiian or indigenous values and land use

practices up on a pedestal as those of Noble Savages and to claim that their practices put

them in perfect harmony with nature. All human interaction with nature causes changes in

the ecosystem and the balance, some accelerate the processes of change more quickly than

others, but all interactions cause change.

What is important is to consider is the role that spirituality can play in resolving the

environmental problems of today. Alienation from nature, from the natural world, from the

environment is caused in part by a religious adherence to the goal of profit, development,

and economic growth. What makes these values any more noble or desirable than those of

loving, honoring, and nurturing a respected elder? It all depends on the viewpoint of the

observer, whose cultural glasses you are peering through when you observe the world.

Whose glasses determine what comes into focus, whether an open field looks like a well
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tended, well nurtured place filled with stories of ancient people and events, or a perfect

place for the next location of the world's largest shopping mall.

The lessons learned for conservation of cultural integrity and diversity are also

important. Clearly, the concepts of private and individual ownership as well as introduction

of a market economy have radically altered the Hawaiians' relationship to the land. Aluli

(1980:6) writes:

"Individual" ownership has meant utilitarian use of lands held sacred by Native
Hawaiians. A subsistence economy is prohibited by speculation and profit taking. In a
phrase, the marlret-economy has ensured the destruction of the Native Hawaiian's
relationship and identity to the land.

Aluli adds that alienation of Hawaiian people from the land was the decisive factor in their

cultural disintegration.

The exploitative Western discourse of development, consumption, and progress is

exactly that, Western. It is not indigenous to the culture, society, or politics of ancient

Hawai'i and despite what explorers, adventurers, and missionaries from Western

Euroamerican cultures may think, it is not necessary that other cultures be enlightened with

the values, religion, economy, and materialism and need for progress and civilization that so

characterizes the West and First.World countries. The Global Village and Global Market

may have its advantages by making products and information available around the world at

all times, but where it does not create a homogenized global culture, it commodifies

indigenous resources and culture for consumption in the Global Village by the Global

Market.

In short, the replacement of indigenous culture and values with those of the West is

not necessarily for the best. The greatest detriment is due to the secularization of the

indigenous world by materialistic Western values. Both the indigenous culture and its
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lands, from which cultural and community identity spring, retain more of their integrity if

there is an adherence to or a reclaiming of spirit in land use practices as well as in everyday

ordinary life (e.g. Kinsley, 1995).
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CHAPTER 4: THE SCIENTIFIC CONSTRUCTION OF KAHO'OLAWE: THE
EMPIRICAL PLACE

PROLOGUE

There is more to the world than just scieru:e. I learned to appreciate the natural wonders
ofa special place, Kaho'olawe. Although scientifically it is an amazing place, it is also a
special place that heals the mind and soul. Scieru:e can be used to show the uniqueness of
a place and also to make the place come alive in imagination and spirit.

* * * * * *

Kanapou, Kaho'olawe during Cleanup Project
Thursday, March 9, 2000

We're working near the cliffs. The ocean, coral reef, and tidepools are beautiful. The
ocean is so calm! Extremely peaceful. The cliffs are basalt. This afternoon we found an
arch site near the cliffandwe saw a blowhole. We also saw a honu (green sea turtle), and
a school offlying fish being chased by a mahimahi...

Iggy and P. came to visit us and they saw red and white-tailed tropic birds andflying fish
being chased by ona (wahoo). Wow! The events oftoday are just so wondrous. I think
the ocean around Kaho'olawe is so much more fascinating that the resources ofthe land!
Today was so wondeiful, being close to the ocean, seeing the fish and birds.

R.B. was notfeeling well today but working and taking water breaks along the cliffs made
him feel much better because the ocean is so beautiful and peaceful. It's magic, looking at
the ocean when you're troubled and spiritually exhausted. I've felt that way often myself.
Especially out at Kanapou where it's "the end ofthe world" as R. calls it - it's peaceful
and deserted - no helicopter noise, na endless stream ofvisitors. And the ocean so still
and clear, we could see every coral head, a channel cut between them, sure to be full of
"bugs", the tidepools crystal clear and lighter green. We saw a school offish in one from
way up on the cliff. And when the malolo (flying fish) jumped the whole school flew and the
mahi jumpedfour times after it! You know it must've been huge to be that big from our
height (approx. 80 m elevation)! It was yellow-green and its back blue and it glittered in
the sun. It just amazed all ofus so much. What a magical afternoon at the end ofa long
HOT sweaty day. Kona winds - we could see all the currents and swirls in the ocean. I
wish I could keep this memory with me forever, this synoptic view ofKaho'olawe/Kanaloa,
it's so right, so perfect, so soulful...uplifting...this is why I am here, for moments like this.

* * *
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University ofHawai' i, Dept. ofGeography, Kaho'olawe Field Trip to Study Previous
Restoration Projects
PKO Access, March 28-31, 1996
Thursday, March 27, 1996, Hakioawa

4 p.m. The pii called us for an archaeological tour by R. Trail behind the hale being
reconstructed, goes up into the surrounding hillsides. It was fascinating - hale sites,
petroglyphs, grinding stones, heiau, birthing stones. 1could've continued listening to R.
for much longer but it was 'ao 'ao time. The archaeological richness was staggering.
Every rock tells a story there. It looks so ordinary but R. did some magical storytelling
and the world ofolden Kaho'olawe came alive.

INTRODUCTION

It is my understanding that the island of Kaho'olawe is shaped like the fetus of a child,
with his head at Hanakanaea and his rear at Hakioawa. The piko and umbilical area is
located around Kaueloa Gulch which is north of 'Ale'a1e. I find it of profound
coincidence that during this 1992 equinox of spring, which brings a new awakening to
life and birth, I should fmd myself using my umbilical climbing line at the very spot I
call the piko of Kaho'olawe and witness myself desceuding to the mother sea. On that
day of revelation on Kamohio Bay a mother humpback whale and her precious child
splashed in effervescent life. Just a week before this I had broken a finger and cracked a
few ribs in the remote Hanawi ofEast Maui, yet I had the strength to ascend 'Ale'ale. In
pure honesty, I believe tbere was, and is, another power at work here, which has very
little to do with me. An ancient psalm rolled through my mind...yea, though I walk
through the valley ofthe shadow...thy rod and thy staffcomfort me...thou prepareth a
place before me...the poem was beautiful, I recalled it totally, and yet it came out of
nowhere. Then I saw the Kanaloa, and time was no longer, I call it sacred time, and
there before me was another being I've never seen.

--Ken Wood, National Tropical Botanical Garden, after his first visit to 'Ale 'ale
and discovery of KanaIoa kahoolawensis (Ka Palupalu 0 Kanaloa) in 1992
(Wood, 1998, unpublished report)

This chapter turns to physical geography and other sciences in order to examine

empirical attributes of the island which make it unique and give it a special sense of place

and sacredness. Part of this chapter looks at biological, botanical, and geomorphological

studies which identify unique communities, species, and physical characteristics of the

island. This includes an examination of some of the sacred places on Kaho 'olawe and why

these places are physically unique or special, why they are distinctly suited for the use that

has been made of them. The rest of the chapter focuses on archaeological and
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anthropological studies which point out the historical and cultural significance of

Kaho'olawe.

This scientific construction of Kaho 'olawe shows a dialectic in which the scientific

goals of conservation of biological and cultural diversity create a sense of place and

sacredness on Kaho'olawe. In return, spirituality associated with a sense of Kaho'olawe as

a sacred place enhances bio- and cultural diversity. This chapter attempts to reunite the split

between spirit and nature (Metzner, 1999) since, according to Markale (1995:177), there is

no scientific reality without spirit:

For despite all our research, we do not know what matter is, or even if it really exists.
The only reality we can affirm is that of our thought, for even in denying it one thinks,
thereby affirming it once more. Tangible reality is a formula that means nothing, and the
Celts, who sought pure reality behind the deceptive appearance of "truth," were not
mistaken. But the spirit of "truth," originating in Greece, poisoned the world. Men
have killed each other for millennia for the sake of a ''truth'' that is merely an appearance,
and as such subject to the multiple flnctuations of the moment...Anyone aspiring to the
nemeton must act above all on the level of the spirit, the only scientific reality.

A "nemeton" is a sacred sanctuary, often a sacred wood or magical orchard. It is

sometimes thought of as an ideal projection of a piece of heaven on earth. In order to

understand the sacred geography of Kaho 'olawe, one must combine science with

spirituality. This chapter shows that the Western discourse of science can be used to

identify and describe the sacred. And, as Ken Wood's quote above shows, a spiritual

interpretation of scientific data can reaffirm not only Hawaiian, but also Western

worldviews.

TIIEORY AND APPROACH

The information in this chapter is based on the work of scientific reports and

studies. The scientific method was used to research, analyze, and report these findings.
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These studies show that Kaho'olawe is, scientifically and anthropologically, a special and

unique place.

THE PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE OF KAHO'OLAWE I - BIOLOGY

Physical Setting and History

The Physical Landscape

Kaho'olawe is the smallest of the eight main Hawaiian islands and is located near

the islands of Maui, Moloka'i, and Liina'i (see Map 1 inset). It is 17 km (11 miles) long

and 10 km (7 miles) wide, with a total land area of about 117 square km (45 square miles

or 28,600 acres). It is estimated to be early Pleistocene, approximately 1.5 million years old

(Macdonald & Abbott, 1974). Kaho'olawe is a single shield volcano whose caldera,

located at the eastern end of the island, is about 1.5 km in diameter. Rift zones extend

north, east, and southwest from the caldera.

Major island landmarks include three volcanic craters, Lua Makika, Lua Keiilialuna,

and Lua Keiilialalo, and two cinder cones, Pu 'u Moiwi and Po'u Moa'ualiki. The highest

point on Kaho 'olawe is Pu 'u Moa 'ulanui on the eastern portion of the island with an

elevation of 450 m (1,477 feet). Steep sea cliffs 90-250 m in height occur along the

southern and eastern coastlines. More gently sloping bays and sandy beaches are found

along the northern and western shores of the island where the landscape is heavily

dissected by fifteen major gulches and several minor ones (Rosendahl et al., 1987).

The predominant northeasterly trades of the Hawaiian islands funnel between the

great mountains ofHaleakala on Maui and Mauna Kea on the Big Island of Hawai 'i,

creating a venturi effect and producing a significant increase in wind velocity on

Kaho'olawe. Brisk easterly winds blow across the island during most of the year at a
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constant 25 kts or more (Rosendahl etal., 1987). The average rainfall on Kaho'olawe is a

sparse 508 mm (20 inches) per year as the island is in the rainshadow of Haleakalii. Most

rainfall comes from large-scale storm systems which usually occur between October and

April. Temperatures range from 19-33° C at the coast and 18.5-30° inland (Rosendahl et

at., 1987). There are no permanent streams on the island, but intermittent streams and

ephemeral pools do exist.

The vegetation of Kaho 'olawe was probably once very different from that observed

today (Rosendahl et at., 1987). Recent evidence indicates that a dryland forest similar to

that found at Kanepu 'u, Lana'i, once covered part of the inland area (Murakami, 1983).

Pollen studies and archaeological examination of frreplaces on Kaho 'olawe give evidence

for the possible presence of sandalwood (iliahi or Santatum sp.), 'iiheahea (Chenopodium

sp.), ko'oko'olau (Bidem sp.), alahe'e (Canthium sp.), kului (Nototrichium sp.), and aiea

(Nothocestrum sp).

Currently, the landscape is characterized largely by hardpan desert, kiawe (Prosopis

pallida) scrub forest, barren soil, grassland, coastal strand, and precipitous cliff vegetation

(Figures 1, 2). Most of the vegetation in these zones is alien. The hardpan desert covers

most of the island's interior, while the kiawe scrub forest, which covers a large percentage

of the island, extends from sealevel up to the edges of the hardpan. The expanse of bare

hardpan as well as the existence of large drainage gulches attest to the severity of erosion

by wind and water (Figures 3, 4).

First Recognition of the Scientific Value of Kaho'olawe: Forest Reserve Period

The first written references to Kaho'olawe appeared in 1779. Western explorers

sailing past the island commented on the landscape, its general lack of cultivation,
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unsuitability for such, and uninhabitability due to unproductivity (Spriggs, 1991). Later

descriptions from the 1850's consider the island's excellent potential as sheep pasture.

Records from the 1840's through 1910 give estimates of the numbers oflivestock on the

island and first mention soil erosion problems around 1880 (Spoehr, 1992; Spriggs, 1991).

At that time it was believed that devegetation due to overgrazing was the cause of rain

failure at 'Ulupalakua on Maui (Spoehr, 1992: 7). The Hawai'i Territorial Superintendent

ofForestry, Ralph Hosmer, testified in 1910 for the designation of Kaho'olawe as a forest

reserve using persuasion based in part on the potential benefits to science (Hosmer, 1910):

...an opportunity is afforded in the reclamation of Kahootawe to secure data of great
scientific interest in regard to the much-mooted question of the influence of a cover of
vegetation in producing rainfall. There is much verbat testimony... that in former days
...there were many light, drifting showers at the south end of East Maui, at Ulupalakua,
which otiginated over Kahoolawe and drifted across the channel with the "Naulu" breeze.
In recent years there is said to have been a perceptible diminution of these light
rains...this change is attributed to the destruction of the cover of vegetation on
Kahoolawe.

The Maui News reported (Spoehr, 1992:7), "Kahoolawe, the bare little island under lease

for a sheep run, is going to be made a world experiment station. It is going to be used..•as a

basis or medium for deciding a question on which the scientific world is at war."

Although financial support for this study never materialized and the question was

not resolved, limited progress was made on environmental restoration and the first

quantifiable scientific data were collected during this time (Spoehr, 1992:15; Giambelluca et

al., 1997: 2-12). The rainfall data collected was the first such data of its kind and provides

a historical baseline. The first scientific expedition to the island was completed by the

Bishop Museum. In addition, forestry efforts reduced the number of sheep and goats,

initiated revegetation efforts using spineless cactus, ironwood trees, koa haole, and other

species, introduced the Australian salt bush (Atriplex semibaccata), and conducted grass

planting experiments. Since then, Kaho 'olawe has been visited on numerous occasions for
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the study of its natural environment (see Appendix B for a list of references pertaining to

Kaho'olawe's natural environment, terrestrial and marine flora and fauna, and ground water

resources; see also Giambelluca et al., 1997 for an overview of environmental restoration

efforts on Kaho'olawe up until 1996).

Ecological Terminology for the Uninitiated

One of the most recent and comprehensive studies on the natural resources of

Kaho'olawe is the Biological Database & Reconnaissance Survey done by the Nature

Conservancy of Hawai'i (TNC, 1992). The purpose of this study was to describe the

biological resources of Kaho 'olawe and identify significant areas for preservation,

protection, and revegetation efforts. The following discussion is largely based on this

survey. Some of the terms used below are defined as follows, according to the Nature

Conservancy's Hawai 'i Heritage Program.

Taxa refers to a plant or animal specie, subspecie, or variety. A natural co=unity

is an assemblage of plants and animals occurring together at a site. Identification and

description ofco=unity types is based on the Hawaiian Natural Co=unity

Classification (TNC, 1992:7; see also Wagner etaI., 1990). A natural co=unity is

considered rare if it is known from twenty or fewer locations or covers less than 2000 acres

worldwide. Natural co=unities which are more widespread but which are threatened

with destruction throughout their range are also considered rare and imperiled. A plant or

animal is rare if within the last fifteen years it has been known from twenty or fewer

locations or there are fewer than 3000 individuals. More widespread taxa which are

threatened throughout their range are also considered rare and imperiled. All plant and

animal taxa or populations listed as endangered or threatened or identified as candidates for
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listing by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) are considered rare. Lastly,

additional taxa recommended by experienced persons in the scientific community are also

considered rare.

Native taxa are those which colonized the Hawaiian islands before the arrival of

humans. Some natives are endemic to Hawai'i; since their initial colonization they evolved

into distinct taxa found nowhere else in the world. Others are indigenous, occurring

naturally elsewhere in the world. Non-native taxa or introduced taxa also fall under two

categories. Those introduced by ancient Hawaiians who settled the islands are termed

Polynesian introductions. Taxa which have become naturalized to Hawai'i since European

contact in the 1700's are often called aliens or exotics. Some were purposely brought to the

Hawaiian islands while many others are weeds which were accidentally introduced.

Rare Natural Communities

Sailor's Hat

The reconnaissance survey identified eight native natural communities including

two considered to be rare. It also found thirteen rare plant taxa, six rare animals, as well as

a number of native animals which were not rare but are found on Kaho 'olawe. One of the

rare natural communities is a high-salinity lava anchialine pool located on the west coast of

Kaho'olawe.

Anchialine pools are found in limited~aswhere fresh lava or limestone occurs

adjacent to the ocean. They are land-locked bodies of water of varying salinity with

indirect, underground connections to the ocean, thus showing tidal fluctuations in water

level. These pools provide a habitat for a distinctive assemblage of organisms, some of

which are found nowhere else (Brock & Bailey-Brock, 1993). Of the several subtypes of
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anchialine pools in Hawai'i, the Kaho'olawe example (high-salinity in lava substrate) is

considered rare, with fewer than twenty other sites in the Hawaiian chain (1NC, 1992;

Brock & Bailey-Brock, 1993).

The anchialine pool on Kaho'olawe is a flooded bomb crater 50 meters in diameter

and 5 meters deep (Brock & Bailey-Brock, 1993). It was created in 1965 when the Navy

and the former Atomic Energy Commission detonated a series of three explosions each

using 500 tons of TNT to simulate the effects of an atomic blast on nearby ships (1NC,

1992; Brock & Bailey-Brock, 1993; KICC, 1993). The pool is commonly referred to as

"Sailor's Hat" after the project's name.

Animals observed in biological surveys of Sailor's Hat (TNC, 1992; Brock &

Bailey-Brock, 1993) include the native '6pae'ula shrimp (Halocarindina rubra) and the

serpulid tube worm (Vermiliopsis torquata). Common in tidepools and on shallow coral

reefs, V. torquata is endemic to Hawai'i and has not been observed in other Hawaiian

anchialine pools (Brock & Bailey-Brock, 1993). Its occurrence in Sailor's Hat is thus

unusual.

'Opae'ula is the only species in Sailor's Hat that is restricted to anchialine habitats

(Brock & Bailey-Brock, 1993). It is a fugitive species that colonizes marginal habitats

(which predators are unable to colonize due to physical barriers or because the ecological

conditions are unsuitable) through active migration from the ocean along subterranean

crevices to the pool. Although the abundance of '6pae 'ula is low compared to other

anchialine pools, Sailor's Hat represents a marginal habitat and may be the only site on

Kaho 'olawe where this shrimp has the opportunity to survive.
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There are other anchialine shrimp species which are very rare, occurring in just a

few sites or, in some cases, from a single pool (Brock & Bailey-Brock, 1993). The single

common environmental attribute among these sites with rare species is high salinity. Thus,

Sailor's Hat may also be an appropriate habitat for these rare species. Given sufficient time

and barring human and/or predator disturbance, there is a potential that Sailor's Hat may be

colonized and serve as a habitat for other rare Hawaiian anchialine species in the future

(Brock & Bailey-Brock, 1993).

Ma'o Shrubland

Kaho'olawe has one of the better if not the best ma'o (Gossypium tomentosum or

Hawaiian cotton) community in the state (KIRC, 1995a). Ma'o coastal dry shrubland

occurs along the west coast and lowlands of the island (TNC, 1992). The only other

remnant ma'o shrubland is on the island of Liina'i. This community is rare, extremely

unstable, and therefore critically imperiled. In areas along the west coast of Kaho'olawe

north of Hanakanai 'a the ma'o forms an almost monospecific stand surrounded by kiawe

(Prosopis pallidal forest. At higher elevations, however, the ma'o has been almost entirely

replaced by kiawe woodland and alien grasses such as buffelgrass (Cenchrus ciliaris).

Other threats include fire and human impact due to its proximity to the road.

Biologically Significant Areas

Pu'u Koa'e and 'Ale'ale

The reconnaissance survey also identified several special ecological areas at which

several important native communities are located. Most of the known populations of rare

plants on Kaho'olawe are found along the island's southern and eastern seacliffs. These

include scattered populations ofmaiapilo (Capparis sandwichiana), 'ihi (Portulaca
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molokiniensis and P. villosa), Vigna o-wahuensis, 'akoko (Chamaesyce skottsbergii var.

vaccinioides) and pololei (Ophioglossum concinnum).

'Ale 'ale, a steep-,sided spire almost separated from Kallo 'olawe at the base of the

seacliffs, is the location of the largest known population of the rare native 'ihi (Portulaca

molokiniensis), and the ouly known site of the extremely rare Kanaloa kahoolawensis. The

habitat on 'Ale'ale in which Kanaloa is found is one of the last intact mixed native coastal

shrublands on Kallo'olawe (Lorence & Wood, 1994; Wood, 1998, unpublished report).

This habitat includes 'Hima (Sidafallax), kolomona (Senna gaudichaudii), ko 'oko 'olau

(Bidens mauiensis), Lipochaeta lavarum, and 'ihi (Portulaca molokiniensis) as dominant

species. Associated species are pili grass (Heteropogon contortus), 'akoko (Chamaesyce

celastroides var. amplectens), maiapilo (Capparis sandwichiana), 'uhaloa (Waltheria

indica), 'iwa'iwa (Doryopteris decipiens), 'ihi (P. villosa), koali (Ipomoea tuboides),

Mariscus phleoides subsp. phleoides, Eragrostis atropioides, Panicumfauriei var. latius,

and P. torridum. Many of these plants are rare Hawaiian endemics.

Although'Ale 'ale is not completely separated from the main island of Kallo 'olawe,

it is a sheer pinnacle of land attached to the island by a gap too steep for goats and other

grazing ungulates to cross. This has protected it from a century of overgrazing which has

left the rest of Kallo 'olawe largely denuded and replaced by alien weeds (Yoshioka & Gon,

1992), and explains the existence of the intact native shrubland 'Ale'ale has been

proposed by the Kallo'olawe Island Reserve Commission to designate'Ale'ale as a Special

Ecological Area (SEA), an area with a unique natural resource warranting protection.

Kallo 'olawe is also an important seabird habitat. Po 'u Koa 'e, a southern offshore

islet, is a state seabird sanctuary (TNC, 1993:32) and a nesting site for Bulwer's petrel
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(Bulweria bulwerii), wedgetail shearwater (Puffius pacificus) (PUXB, 2(00), brown

boobies (Sula leucogaster plotus) (TNC, 1992), red-tailed tropicbirds (koa'e 'ula or

Phaethon rubricauda rothschildi), and Harcourt's storm petrels ('ake'ake or

Oceanodroma castro) (Wood, 1998, unpublished report). 'Ale 'ale is also a nesting site for

these species as well. The Navy Environmental Impact Statement's zoological survey

reported other seabirds which included the native black crowned night heron or 'auku'u

(Nycticorax nyctcorax hoactli), and several native migrant seabirds including golden plover

(kolea or Pluvialis dominicafulva), wandering tattler ('iilili or Heteroscelus incanus), the

ruddy turnstone ('akekeke or Arenaria interpres), and the sanderling (hunakai or Calidris

alba) (Rosendahl eta/., 1987). Indigenous seabirds also reported by this study included

the common noddy (noio or Anous stolidus pi/eatus) and the white-capped noddy (noio or

Anous teniurostris melanogenys).

Again, the inaccessibility of both Pu'u Koa'e and 'Ale 'ale make these excellent

refuges for seabirds. Many seabirds are ground nesters and on the main island of

Kaho 'olawe are threatened by predation from feral cats. Eradication or control of the feral

cat population on Kaho'olawe might lead to the entire island serving as habitat for these and

other seabirds. Additionally, bones 'ofboth the endemic endangered nene (Nesochen

sandvicensis), the Hawai'i state bird, and the indigenous endangered 'alee 'alee have been

found on Kaho 'olawe. It is believed that with proper natural resource management, these

and other species may recolonize Kaho 'olawe (TNC, 1992:38).

Beaches

One of the most significant areas for rare native animals are the sandy beaches

along the shores of Kaho 'olawe where honu or green sea turtles (Chelonia mydas) and
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Hawaiian monk seals (Monachus schauinslandi) haul out (TNC, 1992). These beaches

include the entire coast from Hanakanai 'a to Keanakeiki and perhaps further, to shorelines

along Kfiheia Bay, Honokoa Bay, Lae 0 Kuikui, and Hakioawa The endangered Hawaiian

hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus semotus) has also been reported in the area of Kfiheia Beach

and Hakioawa Gulch. All nearshore waters are important for the wintering populations of

humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae). Hanakanai'a Bay is frequently visited by

large schools of the indigenous spinner dolphin (Stenella longirostris). Large schools have .

also been sighted offshore from Lae 0 Kuikui to Hakioawa, and Lae 0 Kuakaiwa.

Although not endangered, dolphins along with the humpback whale and Hawaiian monk

seal are protected under the Federal Marine Mammal Protection Act. Additionally, there

are ten known wetlands on Kaho'olawe (Fabrick, 2002). The beaches at Keanakeiki,

Hanakanai 'a, Kfibeia, and Hakioawa support smal1 wetlands with native populations of

pickleweed or '1ik:ulikuli kai (Sesuvium portulacastrum). Keanakeiki Beach also has a

population of the rare herb (ressa truxillensis, which has only been found in one other

location in the Hawaiian Islands on the island of Moloka'i.

Rare and Endangered Plants, Animals, and Natural Resources

Rare and Endangered Plants

The reconnaissance survey identified thirteen rare plant taxa which are either

presently on Kaho'olawe or were on Kaho'olawe (TNC, 1992). Although ten of these are

either listed as endangered or candidates for listing, two of the ten have not been seen on

the island for over 100 years, one has not been seen in almost 70 years. These are probably

extinct.
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Table IT: Rare Plant Species from Kaho'olawe
(After mc, 1993 and PUXB, 2(00)

Plant Common Name Local Status Federal Status

Capparis sandwichiana maiapilo endemic candidate
Chamaesyce skottsbergii var. 'akoko endemic candidate
vaccinioides
Gouania hillebrandii endemic endangered,

probably extinct
Hibiscus brackenridgeii spp. ma'o hau hele endemic endangered
bmckenridReii
Kanaloa kahoolawensis Ka palupalu 0 Kanaloa endemic endanl!ered
Lepidium bidentatum var. 0- 'anaunau, kunana endemic none
waihiense
Livochaeta brvanii nehe endemic possibly extinct
Neraudia sericea ma'aloa, 'oloa endemic endangered,

probably extinct
Ophioglossum concinnum pololei endemic withdrawn 1993
Portulaca molokiniensis 'ihi endemic candidate
Portulaca villosa 'ihi endemic candidate
Sesbania tomentosa 'ohai endemic endangered
Vigna o-wahuensis endemic endangered

Capparis sandwichiana, maiapilo, is a member of the caper family (Capparaceae).

It is a shrub with fleshy green leaves and large white flowers. It has been observed at

several locations along the southern, eastern, and northern coasts of Kaho'olawe. It has

been observed on Pu'u Koa'e and 'Ale'ale, off the eastern seacliffs at Kanapou Bay, and

on the side of a deep drainage gulch in Hakioawa Valley. It is a candidate for listing.

Chamaesyce skottsbergii var. vaccinioides, 'akoko, is also a candidate for listing. It

is a member of the spurge family (Euphorbiaceae). It is endemic to Moloka'i, East Maui,

and Kaho'olawe and is found in dry grassland and shrubland It has been observed twice

on Kaho'olawe, at Kanapou Bay in 1913, and on the east side of Kamohio Bay in 1980.
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Gouania hillebrandii is a shrub with small white flowers and hairy branches in the

buckthorn family (Rhamnaceae). It was collected from Kaho 'olawe only once between

1851 and 1855 but has not been seen since. It is considered to be extinct on Kaho 'olawe

(PUXB, 2000).

Hibiscus brackenridgeii spp. brackenridgeii is from the mallow family (Malvaceae)

and is Hawai'i's state flower (Figure 5). It is a gnarled shrub with large bright yellow

flowers. It has not been seen in the wild on Kaho'olawe since 1855 but several individuals

were planted in the Lua Makika area in the late 1980's during revegetation trials. Although

these individuals have since died, there are numerous volunteer seedlings (pers. obs.).

The most amazing example of the unique biota of Kaho 'olawe is Ka Palupalu 0

Kanaloa, Kanaloa kahoolawensis. Ka Palupalu 0 Kanaloa, or Kanaloa, is a pea shrub of

the legume family (Fabaceae). It was fIrst observed in 1992 by scientists from the Hawai'i

Plant Conservation Center during the reconnaissance survey. The specimen they collected

turned out to be an entirely new genus, an extremely unlikely and surprising event since a

new plant genus has not been discovered in the relatively well-studied Hawaiian Islands for

more than 80 years (Yoshioka & GOD, 1993). Kanaloa is endemic to Hawai'i and is only

found naturally on Kaho'olawe. Pollen from Kanaloa has been matched with previously

unidentifIed pollen samples found in sediment cores taken throughout the islands (most

notably in Kawainui Marsh cores on O'ahu), indicating that it had once been widespread in

coastal areas. At this writing, Kanaloa is in extreme high risk of extinction as only four

individuals exist in the world. Three are being propagated at the National Tropical

Botanical Gardens at Lawai on the Hawaiian island of Kaua 'i. The other one exists in the

wild on the pinnacle of 'Ale'ale. Kanaloa is one of the most unique members of the
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Genetic Safety Net Species, a group of plants in Hawai'i endangered to the point of having

less than twenty individuals (Wood, 1998, unpublished report).

Lepidium bidentatum var. o-waihiense, 'anaunau, is a subshrub in the mustard

family (Brassicaceae). It is widely distributed along the Hawaiian island chain. A single

plant was reported during the survey, the only recorded observation of the plant on

Kaho 'olawe. It is believed to be a possible escapee from revegetation trial plantings.

lipochaeta bryanii, nehe, is a woody perennial herb from the sunflower family

(Asteraceae). It was collected once on Kaho'olawe in 1931 and has not been seen since. It

is presumed to be extinct in Hawai'i (PUXB, 2000).

Neraudia sericea, rna 'aloa, is a tall dioecious shrub from the nettle family

(Urticaceae). It was collected only once from Kaho 'olawe in the 1860's. There have been

no records of it on the island since, and like G. hillebrandii, it is considered to be extinct on

Kaho'olawe (PUXB, 2000).

Ophioglossum concinnum, pololei, is a fern from the adder's tongue family

(Ophioglossaceae). It is usually seen only briefly during the wet winter season. Pololei

was fust reported from Kaho'olawe in 1992 during the reconnaissance survey. It has since

been observed along most of the southern seacliffs on sparsely vegetated, rocky substrate

(pers.obs). It was withdrawn from candidate status in 1993 when it was found to be more

abundant in Hawai'i than originally estimated.

Portulaca molakiniensis or 'ihi is a succulent herb from the purslane family

(Portulacaceae). It has only been recorded from Molokini, the offshore island between

Maui and Kaho'olawe, Lima'i, and Kaho'olawe. On Kaho'olawe it has been found at the

base of the southern seacliffs, on the east side of Waikahalulu and Kamohio Bays, and on
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Pu'u Koa'e. The population found on 'Ale'ale is the largest known for this taxon. P.

villosa, also known as 'ihi, has also been found on 'Ale'ale as well as the Coast Guard

Reservation on the southwest end of the island, and south of Hakioawa

Sesbania tomentosa, 'ohai, a member of the pea family (Fabaceae), has been

recorded on Pu'u Koa'e. Two to three dozen plants were observed there in 1984 and

sixteen (possibly more) in 1992 by the reconnaissance survey. It has not been reported on

Kaho'olawe since then.

Vigna o-wahuensis is also a member of the pea family (Figure 6). It is extremely

rare and has been collected or reported from several isolated areas on Kaho 'olawe:

approximately 150 meters west of Sailor's Hat, on the upper part of the island between 400

and 410 meters elevation, on the northwest part of the island halfway between Maka'alae

and Lua Keiilialalo, and on a hummock surrounded by hardpan near Lua Makika (PUXB,

2000). Seedlings have been known to germinate after kona rain events. Another seedling

was recently found in Lua Makika crater in March 2002, after a particularly rainy winter

season (peTS. obs.).

Rare and Endangered Animals

The biological reconnaissance survey found six rare animals on Kaho'olawe or

from areas just offshore. Five were listed as endangered, one as threatened. Since then a

seventh has been identified, and subsequently listed endangered as of February 1, 2000.
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Table ill: Rare Animal Species from Kaho'olawe
(Mter TNC, 1993)

Animal Common Name Local Status Federal Status

Asio flammeus sandwichensis pueo, Hawaiian owl endemic endangered on
O'ahuonly

Chelonia mydas honu, 2!een sea turtle indigenous threatened
Lasiurus cinereus semotus 'ope'ape'a, Hawaiian endemic endangered

hoarvbat
Manduca blackburnii Blackburn's sphinx endemic endangered, Feb.

moth 2000
Mef!.aptera novaeanf!.liae koholii, humpback whale indigenous endangered
Monachus schauinslandi Hawaiian monk seal endemic endangered
Pterodroma phaeopygia 'ua'u, dark-romped endemic endangered
sandwichensis petrel

Asio flammeus sandwichensis, pueo or Hawaiian short-eared owl, is endangered

only on O'ahu, but is the only remaining native Hawaiian land bird on Kaho'olawe. Often

active during mid-day unlike most owls, the pueo has been observed feeding and nesting

on Kaho 'olawe. Pueo primarily feed on introduced rodents (house mouse, Polynesian rat).

Prior to human introduction ofrodents, the pueo possibly fed on the extinct flightless rail

and other birds. Human disturbance to habitat and predation by feral cats are threats.

There is little information regarding Chelonia mydas, honu or green sea turtle,

around Kaho 'olawe. Honu have been observed nesting at Keanakeiki beach on the

northwest side of the island (PUXB, 2(00). They have also been seen basking at Kiiheia,

and feeding nearshore at Lae 0 Kuikui and Hakioawa along the northern coast.

Lasiurus cinereus semotus, 'ope'ape'a or Hawaiian hoary bat, is Hawai'i's only

endemic land mammal. Very little is known about its habitat requirements, roosting

behavior, breeding biology, home range, foraging patterns, or food supply. It has been

sighted off Kiiheia and also feeding at Hakioawa.
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Manduca blackburnii, Blackburn's sphinx moth, is the only listed endangered

Hawaiian insect (PUXB, 2(00) (Figure 7). Previous to 1998, the only known surviving

population was from Kanaio on East Maui. A biological reconnaissance in February of

1998, however, revealed a surprisingly substantial population of M. blackbumii, among the

highest abundance observed, according to naturalist and Manduca specialist, Art Medeiros

of Haleakalii National Park. An adaptive shift has occurred enabling the sphinx moth to

survive on the non-native tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) in the absence of its native host

tree aiea (Nothocestrum sp.). Most of the moths were found on the western and southern

slopes of LuaMakika, where tree tobacco is most abundant on Kaho'olawe. It is believed

that the population on Kaho'olawe may be so large due to the absence of a wasp which

often parasitizes the eggs. Thus, Kaho'olawe is a refuge for this endangered insect.

Megaptera novaeangliae, kohola or humpback whale, has been observed in waters

off Kaho'olawe seasonally between November and April during annual migrations to

Hawai'i. The whales tend to use shallow waters within the lOO-foot isobath for breeding

and calving and are particularly abundant in the Alalakeiki channel between Kaho 'olawe,

Maui, Moloka'i, and Liina'i.

One of only two endemic Hawaiian mammals, Monach.us schauinslandi, the

Hawaiian monk seal, breeds exclusively in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands but

frequents the beaches along the southwestern end of Kaho 'olawe from Hanakanai'a to

possibly as far as Hakioawa (Figure 8). These are used as basking sites by the seals.

Additionally, a seal pup birth on the beach near Kealaikahiki was observed in June of 2001.

The successfully weaned pup still frequents that area (pers. obs.). Human disturbance is a

major factor affecting monk seals, tending to drive them from resting sites and disturbing
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nurturing relationships between mother and pup. The isolation of the beaches on

Kallo 'olawe have allowed them to become important monk seal refuges.

Pterodroma phaeopygia sandwichensis, 'ua'u or dark-rumped petrel, formerly

nested on all the main Hawaiian islands, including Kallo 'olawe. It is now restricted

primarily to Haleakala on Maui. In July 1982 'ua'u were heard calling in flight near the

summit of Pu 'u Moa 'ulanui but have not been observed or heard from since.

Endangered Species Critical Habitats

Under the U.S. Endangered Species Act, a critical habitat is identified and

designated as essential to the conservation of a threatened or endangered species. These

critical habitats require special management or protection. The U.S. Fish & Wildlife

Service (USFWS) which enforces the Endangered Species Act is also responsible for

designating critical habitat for endangered species. Proposed critical habitat designation for

Kaho'olawe is currently being considered for 61 species including Manduca blackburnii,

Hibiscus brackenridgeii, and Vigna o-wahuensis (Eagar, 2002; Tanji, 2002). The

proposed areas on KaIlo'olawe for these three species alone effectively include the entire

island as critical habitat.

Marine Resources

Very little is known about the present status of marine species in the waters of

Kallo 'olawe. Until recently, most of the available information was from five studies

(Brock & Bailey-Brock, 1993, Cox etal., 1993; DLNR, 1972, 1993; and Kawamoto etal.,

1981). Despite this fact, the marine environment of Kallo 'olawe is among the most unique

in the main Hawaiian islands and is integrally linked to the cultural significance of the

island.
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The offshore bathymetry of Kaho'olawe generally reflects the coastline character

(KIRC, 1997a). The bottom drops off steeply along the eastern and southern coasts with

little intertidal zone or reef flat. Here the loo-fathom isobath is usually less than three

quarters of a mile offshore. Along the northern and western shores the bottom slopes more

gently and the l00-fathom isobath is about two miles offshore.

High-energy wave impact has been important in shaping mnch of the habitats in

shallow areas around Kaho 'olawe. Oceanic swells from the 'Alenuihlihii Channel created

much of the seacliffs along the southern and eastern coasts. Storm surf generated

throughout the year has reduced habitat heterogeneity and kept much of the fringing reefs

around Kaho'olawe in an early stage of succession (KIRC, 1997a). Most coral reefs

around the island occur as narrow bands parallel to the shore (DLNR, 1993). Live coral

grows on loosely cemented limestone foundations which are weak and brittle, and thus

very fragile. Although large amounts of silt and sediment in the nearshore waters from

eroded soils on land have slowed or restricted coral growth (Kawamoto et al., 1981;

DLNR, 1993), the coral coverage on existing reefs appear to be in good health (DLNR,

1993).

Coral species are limited to robust species tolerant of the silt-laden conditions

(KIRC, 1997a). The KIRC Ocean Management Plan (KOMP) (KIRC, 1997a) reports a

recent reduction in the sediment load to nearshore areas around Kaho'olawe due to

cessation of use of the island as a bombing target, elimination of the goat population, and

initiation of revegetation efforts. The reduced sediment input along with offshore sediment

movement by wave and current action may have resulted in the exposure of hard substrate
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in the nearshore area. It is believed that colonization of these areas by reef corals may have

begun (KIRC, 1997a:2-2).

A recent study by Coles eta!' (1998) assessed the intertidal and subtidal zones

around Kaho 'olawe to determine baseline conditions for introduced marine species in the

nearshore waters of the island. The intertidal community was typical of a Hawaiian

shoreline exposed to high wave energy, comprised of abundant algal mat, neretid, patellid,

and thaid gastropods, and small bivalves. The offshore community was "flourishing coral

reef' with high coral coverage despite the high siltation and a substantial sediment coating

on nonliving surfaces. This study found 300 taxa, 265 of which were new reports for

Kaho 'olawe, indicating marine species diversity is much higher than was previously

thought. These included one species ofreef coral, Leptoseris yabei, which may be a new

report for Hawai'i. No introduced non-indigenous macroalgal or invertebrate species were

found among the 300 taxa identified. The only introduced species were offshore snappers

ta'ape (Lutjanus kasmira) and to 'au (L../itlvus), and a grouper (roi or Cepahlopholis

argus).

Additionally, the massive blooms of introduced algae which are prevalent along

south and west Maui beaches are conspicuously lacking on Kaho'olawe (KIRC, 1997a:l0,

15). Neither Viva nor Hypnea, two of the algae present in the blooms, were found on

Kaho'olawe. Cladophora spp., another taxa which is found in blooms, comprised only a

small percentage of the total algal community on Kaho'olawe. Acanthophora spicifera,

another introduced macroalga which tends to become dominant in many intertidal

environments in Hawai'i, also was not found.
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The lack of algal blooms, the high coral cover, and the paucity of introduced species

indicate that the marine environment of Kaho'olawe has suffered very minimal effects from

human impact, despite the copious siltation and runoff from the land. The noticeable lack

of introduced species in the marine environment represents the marine version of the intact

native shrubland found on 'Ale 'ale. This intact marine environment further emphasizes the

uniqueness of Kaho 'olawe. Coles et ai. (1998) compare this survey with others in Hawai'i

including Pearl Harbor, Midway, and Honolulu Harbor and have found introduced species

to comprise up to 22% of the total taxa found).

Coles et al. (1998) also stress the rare research and management opportUnities

presented by this exceptional marine environment:

The marine hiological communities at Kabo'olawe, despite considerahle stress tbat bas
been imposed by uncontrolled sedimentation and runoff from denuded land areas, are in a
remarlcahly pristine state tbat represent a rare management opportunity for Hawai'i. The
shoreline and intertidal areas bave been minimally impacted by human collecting and are
in a near natural state that can only be perpetuated by controlled access and/or resource
management....This island [alsoI represents an ideal model to understanding algal species
dispersal and the physical mechanisms by which algal propagules travel throngbout the
Hawaiian islands.

The KOMP (KIRC, 1997a:1-9) also expresses this idea:

Kaho 'olawe represents a unique management opportunity for a number ofreasons. Tbe
island is Undeveloped, lacking a permanent population or agriculture. It bas a history of
access management. It represents the only opportunity in the Main Hawaiian Islands to
manage an entire island ecosystem, including both the watersheds and the coastal
waters...There is a unique opportunity to practice and teach traditional methods of
fIShing, fishing implement manufacture,and cultural activities associated with fishing.
There also will arise unique opportunities to research and document the effects of the
revegetation efforts and the management plan on marine fisheries and habitats.

Despite the tendency towards emphasizing terrestrial restoration and research, the marine

environment of Kaho 'olawe remains a hidden treasure, arguably the most unique and

significant natural resource of the island.
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THE PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE OF KAHO'OLAWE n -ARCHAEOLOGY

History Of Archaeological Studies ou Kaho'olawe

The following history of archaeology on Kaho'olawe is largely based on Hammatt

etal. (1996) and PUXB (1998a). I.F.G. Stokes of the Bernice P. Bishop Museum was, in

1913, the rust person to record and map archaeological sites on Kaho 'olawe. Stokes

identified flfty sites which were later reidentified and numbered by Gilbert McAllister in

1933.

Following this, there were no notable studies until the mid 1970's when, in 1976,

an intensive island-wide archaeological survey was initiated. It was sponsored by the

Department of the Navy as part of its responsibilities under Executive Order 11593, the

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation's "Procedures for the Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties" (36 CFR

Part 800). Initially the survey was conducted as a joint effort between the State of Hawai'i

Department of Land and Natural Resources and its sub-contractor Hawai'i Marine

Research, Inc. (HMR). The survey was completed in 1980 under direct contract of HMR

by the U.S. Navy.

This survey of Kaho'olawe (Hommon, 1980) was the rust survey of an entire

major Hawaiian Island. It recorded a total of 544 sites, the majority of which were

associated with prehistoric Hawaiian settlement of the island and which represented ''well

preserved, physical remnants of a total island community" (PUXB, 1998a:D-24). The

survey provided documentation which placed the entire island on the National Register of

Historic Places as the Kaho 'olawe Archaeological District. It also became the basis for all

subsequent archaeological work on Kaho 'olawe. Since the completion of this work,
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numerous other cultural and archaeological studies have been completed, evaluating the

different cultural sites on Kaho'olawe (see Harnmatt et aI., 1996, Table II in Appendix A

for a summary; see also Appendix C, this volume, for a list of references pertaining to

archaeology on Kaho'olawe).

Significance oflUnique Characteristics of Archaeology on Kaho'olawe

The unique characteristics of archaeological sites on Kaho 'olawe present an

important research opportunity. According to Hommon (1980:8-1):

The archaeological sites of Kaho'olawe together constitute a major repository of
infonnatiou about culture and history of pre-Contact Hawai 'i. ..The great variety and
specificity of data detailed in the individual National Register site fonns...have made
possible the construction of a relatively detailed model of pre-Contact Kabo'olawe tbat
describes the history and interrelationsbips of demographic, economic and environmental
variables of an entire Hawaiian island for a span of 800 years.

In the two hundred years since Western contact, most of the land in the Hawaiian Islands

has been developed for agricultural, urban, military, and resort uses. In the process, the

archaeological record of pre-contact Hawai'i has been disturbed and/or destroyed Intact

archaeological patterns of entire ahupua 'a in either coastal or inland areas are rare

(Hommon,1980). Kaho'olawe, since it has never been subjected to large-scale

development, retains the most intact whole-island archaeological record. Hommon

(1980:8-3) recognizes this importance:

The historic resources of Kaho'olawe will make a unique contribution to the
understanding ofancient Hawai'i. Kaho'olawe is the only Hawaiian island (except for
unsurveyed Ni'ihau) with a relatively intact archaeological record. The use of
Kaho'olawe during the 19th and 20th ceutury had limited impact on the pre-Contact
archaeological remains, since the resident population remained small and the land was
never cultivated.

The value of Kaho'olawe archaeology is in the completeness of the archaeological record

making possible analyses of the archaeological patters of the entire island. Thus,

archaeological work on Kaho'olawe has special potential to continue to contribute

important information on specific research issues regarding human ecology, culture history
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and culture process (discussed below) that guide current archaeological work in the State of

Hawai'i.

Another reason for the unique importance of Kaho 'olawe archaeology is the

extensive erosion oflarge portions of the island (Hommon, 1980). Although erosion has

removed the soil context of archaeological sites as well as unknown quantities of artifacts

and other archaeological evidence, it has left the heavier contents exposed on the hardpan

(Figures 9, 10). Previous archaeological research on Kaho'olawe indicates the lack oflarge

stone structures in most features, so that a thin layer of soil and vegetative cover would

have obscured these features. Thus, according to Hommon (1980) virtually the entire

iuland settlement pattern of Kaho 'olawe would remain unknown if erosion had not exposed

these features. The remaining heavier materials allow for studies which would have been

impossible in uneroded sites without large-scale excavations.

Kaho'olawe Contribution to Research Issues

1) Chronology

The completeness of the archaeological record and the exposed nature of the sites

on Kaho'olawe create the potential for important contributions to research issues in

Hawaiian archaeology, cultural ecology, and historical ecology. One of these efforts

focuses on estimating the time periods and sequence of initial human settlement, continuous

habitation, settlement expansion, and eventual abandonment ofKaho'olawe. The

demographic chronology, population growth, age of maximum population, and of

depopulation of the island, is also of importance. Lastly, the time period of the onset of

erosion and environmental degradation is important for restoration ecologists and

remediation specialists.
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According to Hommon (1980:8-16):

The extensive distribntion of basaltic glass artifacts and waste materials in virtually every
ancieutly inbabited part of Kaho'olawe has made possible the construction of the most
detailed chronological framewotk available for any Hawaiian Island.

Chronology from these materials are determined through volcanic glass dating, hydration-

rind dating, and radiocarbon dating (see Spriggs, 1991, Rosendahl etal., 1987, Hommon,

1980). Chronological information is also present in stratigraphic sequences of major soil

formations and burn layers exposed naturally during erosion (Rosendahl et al., 1987). Not

only is there tremendous potential for development of a detailed chronological framework

as described above, the chronological context of historic properties is an important factor in

determining significance of the historic property (PUXB, 1998a).

2) Settlement Patterns

Studies of early settlement patterns including parameters of original settlement,

identification (if any) of areas of permanent habitation, nucleated settlements, and residence

patterns on Kaho 'olawe as well as the influence of environmental variables on these

patterns would be a significant contribution to Hawaiian cultural ecology. According to

Hommon (1980:8-21):

The Kaho'olawe archaeological record offers a unique opportunity for the study of
settlement dispersal and nucleation, and the relationship between such patterns and
socioeconomic and ecological variables.

Investigation of the settlements on Kaho 'olawe would serve as a comparison model for

studies of similar settlements on the other Hawaiian islands.

Based on chronological and settlement pattern studies, Hommon (1980) formulated

a settlement pattern sequence for Kaho'olawe which includes four prehistoric phases of

settlement: 1) initial coastal settlement around AD 1000; 2) inland expansion of

permanent settlement with a presumed agricultural base after AD 1400; 3) rapid
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depopulation and nucleation of settlement in coastal communities; and 4) decrease in

population and abandonment of uplands. This inland expansion theory was developed as

part of a model of Hawaiian cultural evolution based on a study of sites on other Hawaiian

islands. Hommon uses volcanic glass dating to argue for permanent habitation of the

inland areas. He also uses an analogy to other Hawaiian islands to infer that because the

inland zone on Kaho 'olawe was appropriate for agriculture it would have supported a long

term inland occupation.

Rosendahl et ai. (1987) argues against the inland expansion hypothesis, claiming

the inland sites do not represent permanent habitation which instead remained clustered

along the coast. Rather than duration values based on volcanic glass dating, Rosendahl et

aL considered physical attributes of the inland sites such as clustering and nucleation of

features, variety and quantity of artifactual materials, presence, size, and function of

structures as evidence for permanency of habitation. Neller (1982) also disputes the inland

expansion theory, arguing instead for a stable coastal population based on marine

exploitation and little reliance on agriculture.

This dispute continues to greatly influence the theoretical orientation of

archaeological research on Kaho'olawe. The completeness of the archaeological record on

the island facilitates assignment of site categories which can then be used to help

distinguish between permanent and temporary habitation (PUXB, 1998a). This is an

important consideration for the interpretation of settlement patterns and continues to be a

major issue for settlement pattern study on Kaho'olawe. Kaho'olawe also represents the

fIrst opportunity to study the inland expansion hypothesis on an island wide scale

(Hommon, 1980).
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3) Economic Exploitation Patterns and Productivity

Research issues relating to economic patterns reflected in land use include

determination of the scale of agriculture on the island, extent ofexploitation and distribution

(local use vs. export trade) of adze quality basalt, and use of an economic system based on

self-sufficient ahupua'a vs. an island-wide opportunistically-based system. Determination

of economic patterns can be done by identifying and analyzing functions of historic

properties. Again, the completeness of the Kaho 'olawe archaeological record facilitates this

research.

As mentioned above, Hommon (1980) supports the establishment of a permanent

inland settlement associated with agriculture. Evidence from agricultural activities is also

expected to be found in the floodplains in the lower portions of large drainage gulches such

as Ahupii and Hakioawa. Although there is no known evidence for this practice, Hommon

postulates that structural evidence may have been buried by alluvium or swept away by

floods and gully-cutting. Further investigation involving subsurface excavation and

examination of burn layers between soil formations may give evidence of agricultural

activity.

Adze quality basalt is clearly an inland resource obtained from quarries around Pu'u

M6iwi (PUXB, 1998a). Distribution studies of adze basalt as well as basaltic glass based

on identifying source areas could, according to Hommon (1980:8-27):

...contribute significantly to an understanding of intra-island economic exploitation and
exchange systems. Furtber, in conjunction witb otber archaeological and environmental
data, sucb distribution studies migbt aid in the delineation of tbe form and function of
tbe local socioeconomic units.

He also observed that the quarries appeared to be larger than necessary for supplying adzes

to the small population of Kaho 'olawe. The rarity of adzes and adze flakes in comparison
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with other surface artifacts support his observation and lead him to conjecture that

Kaho 'olawe adze quarry products were also involved in inter-island exchange systems.

Additionally, the adze and especially the basaltic glass quarries on Kaho'olawe provide

perhaps the most complete data in Hawai'i for studies of basaltic adze and basaltic glass

tool technology (Hommon, 1980:8-28). Hommon writes:

The adz quarries contain abundant evidence, both eroded and intact, of the manufacture of
adz pre-fonns. The Kaho'olawe adz quarries would provide excellent data for comparison
with extensive data from the Mauna Kea adz quarries on Hawaii island and the
experiments in adz-making now heing conducted with Mauna Kea basalt.

Kaho'olawe also includes data for a major study of the technology of basaltic glass, from
the extraction of raw materials to the manufacture of implements to their utilization.
Little is known of basaltic glass technology and Kaho'olawe may offer the most
complete data in Hawaii for such a study.

Nothing certain is known about the prehistoric land divisions on Kaho'olawe.

Hommon (1980) interpreted a nineteenth century map of Kaho'olawe as showing a series

of ahupua'a. Barrera (1984) thought the island economic system was opportunistically

based. PUXB (1998a) states that at present the divisions shown on the map functioned as

'ili or divisions within an ahupua 'a. Thus the entire island of Kaho'olawe is considered to

be a single ahupua'a of the island of Maui. Legendary accounts indicate that Kaho'olawe

was ruled by Maui chiefs from Honua'ula in east Maui for at least 400 years before

Western contact. Evidence of inter-island trade (i.e. adze trade) between Kaho'olawe and

Honua'ula would provide important information regarding the traditional economic links to

Maui including possible economic exploitation and control or use of resources by non-

residents of the island.

4) Environmental Change

Dramatic environmental changes on Kaho'olawe such as massive erosion, gully-

cutting, alluviation, nearshore siltation, and dramatic vegetation changes have affected
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island settlement and economic patterns (PUXB, 1998a). The actual time period and cause

of the onset of massive erosion and vegetation change is an issue under much debate.

Hommon (1980) places the onset of erosion and native vegetation destruction

prehistorically in the mid 1500's-mid 1600's, as a result of agricultural development in the

uplands. This environmental degradation was a factor in nucleation of coastal settlements

(Barrera, 1984).

Rosendahl et al. (1987) and Spriggs (1991) both dispute this timeline, instead

arguing for historic causes of erosion and environmental change. Spriggs specifically

claims massive erosion and destruction of native vegetation was a result of historic

overgrazing during the ranching period after the mid 1800's. He presents an alternative

chronology (Rosendahl eta!., 1987): 1) 900-1600, initial settlement and low impact

occupations focused on fishing; 2) 16oo-ca. 1778, increased use of inland areas for

agriculture; 3) 1778-1830, population decrease due possibly to warfare, disease or

economics; 4) 1830-1859, Kaho 'olawe used as a penal colony, fITst historic observation

recorded savanna vegetation and presence of goats; 5) 1859-1900, overstocking of island

with livestock and subsequent erosion of topsoil.

Current research issues focus on determining the extent of the effects of

environmental change on demographics and settlement patterns. Important questions

remain regarding whether clearing and burning for agricnlture initiated the massive erosion

and vegetation changes and whether widespread burning was a single or recurrent event.

Again, the erosion itself has exposed stratigraphic soil and burn layers. Murakami (1983),

in her examination ofcharcoal found in inland fITeplaces, has identified dramatic changes in

vegetation, mainly destruction of native dtyland forest. Hers and other paleobotanical
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studies (Athens et al., 1992; Graves & Murakami, 1993) have helped to reconstruct

vegetation patterns on the island, determine the original flora, and identify remaining stands

of native floral communities on the island.

5) Historical Archaeology

Relatively little is known about post-contact archaeology in Hawai'i (Hammon,

1980:8-15). Kaho'olawe offers a unique opportunity to study at least two post-contact

complexes. The complex at Kaulana Bay on the northwest coast of the island is considered

a rarity not only as a probable penal colony but also because it dates from a time period in

Hawai'i (mid 1800's) about which little is known (Hommon, 1980). Another complex is

the Kaho'olawe Ranch headquarters at Kiiheia Bay, also on the northwest coast of the

island. It was used by ranchers from about 1900-1941. Hommon (1980:8-33) stresses the

uniqueness of this historic site, the lack of its equivalent on other islands, and the paucity of

information on other sites from this time period:

The significance of site 175 [Kaho'olawe Ranch headquartersl and the other Kaho'olawe
historical features cannot he easily assessed by reference to the archaeological record of
other islands. Little historical archaeological reseatch has been conducted in Hawaii and
none has focused on sites of the early 20th centnry. or ranch sites. It is unknown
whether comparahle archaeological complexes exists elsewhere in the state.

Significant Archaeological Studies and Findings

It is well beyond the scope of this project to summarize or even exhaustively list the

significant fmdings of archaeological research on Kaho'olawe. Those seeking more

information should consult the various National Register ofHistoric Places nomination

forms or references in Appendix C. It is also beyond the scope of this project to examine

the various site protection and management issues. The reader is referred to Graves &

Abad (1993) and Tuggle & Tomonari-Tuggle (1997). What is presented here is a brief

overview summarizing some of the recent archaeological studies on Kaho 'olawe. This is
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by no means all inclusive and is intended only to give an idea of the complexity and

richness of the archaeological findings on the island which contribute towards making

Kabo 'olawe a unique and sacred island.

1) Ocean Resources

Numerous well-preserved ko'a have been found and recorded on Kabo 'olawe.

Ko 'a can refer to coral, a coral head, or an offshore location where fish naturally aggregate

due to favorable bathymetric or oceanographic characteristics (Reeve, 1993a:4-5; KOMP,

1997). Locations of offshore ko'a are treasured secrets and often enhanced or fed by

fishermen (Le. with palu or chum). Reciprocal heiau ko 'a were frequently located onshore.

Heiau ko 'a were the most numerous of the different kinds of heiau constructed by ancient

Hawaiians and were used for prayers or offerings before and after fishing.

The KIRC Ocean Management Plan (KOMP) describes the significance of the ko'a

on Kabo'olawe (2-5);

The exact number ofancient Hawaiian ko'a sites on Kaho'olawe is uncertain.
Nevertheless, the ko'a of Kaho'olawe are unique from an archaeologica1lbistorical
perspective because of their large number, excellent state of preservation, and the
association of specific traditions with some of them. There may be more intact ko'a
features on Kaho'olawe than on any other Hawaiian island.

The specific fishing tradition associated with Kabo'olawe ko'a is the early development of

the kU'ula practice (Reeve, 1993a:32-38; KOMP, 1997:1-1). In this tradition, 'Ai'ai, the

son of KU 'ula the god of fishermen, taught the ancient Hawaiians to fish, established the

first offshore ko'a, built the first fishing shrines which are called kU 'ula, including one at

Hakioawa Bay on the northeast coast of Kabo 'olawe. Other inland heiau on the cliffs

above Kanapou Bay are dedicated to Kamohoali'i, the shark god brother of Pele (KOMP,

1997). Kanapou Bay is said to be a breeding ground for sharks. Furthermore,
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Kaho'olawe's cultural significance is integrally related to the ocean and seafaring as shown

earlier in Chapter 3 (see also Aluli & McGregor, 1992; EKF, 1992).

2) Petroglyphs

Lee & Stasack (1993) made an attempt to record all of the petroglyphs known on

Kaho'olawe. They recorded at least 423 petroglyphs at 82 locations and conjecture the

presence of more still to be found (Figure 11). Their findings show unique features of

petroglyphs on Kaho'olawe. The cleanup project has also found numerous previously

unrecorded sites including many petroglyphs (pers. obs.).

Lee & Stasack (1993:62) describe Kaho'olawe petroglyphs as "anachronistic and

generally stylistically heterogeneous within each site" but often with "an elusive element of

style and/or technique which comes through--a common thread providing unity and

uniqueness." Although Kaho'olawe petroglyphs most resemble those on Maui and Lana'i,

specific special features on Kaho 'olawe stand out. Some of these are a large proportion of

"unusual" heads including detached, wedge-shaped, and triangular heads, action figures

(running or dancing), bird-like figures, and zoomorphs, probably goats and dogs.

There are few large or deeply cut petroglyphs on Kaho 'olawe due to the fact that

most of the stone on the island is dense basalt. Difficulty in carving the dense rock limits

the size and depth of cut. Cupules or cup-shaped depressions usually cut into pahoehoe are

a rarity on Kaho'olawe in contrast to other petroglyph sites in Hawai'i where they are

ubiquitous. An exception is an inland site on the southwestern slope of Pu'u Moa'ulanui

along the road to Kanapou called Loa'a. Here a large horizontally-oriented boulder

contains a row of 32 cupules along its perimeter extending from northeast to south

southeast. Unlike cupules cut into pahoehoe on the Big Island, these were created through
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great effort, by cutting followed by abrading to smoothness into hard basalt. These cupules

may have a relationship to moon cycles or to retrograde planetary movements (Stasack,

1992). No other similar alignment of cupules exists in Hawai'i.

The petroglyphs at Loa'a also display stylistic unity in design with many lively

active figures, distinctive headdresses, and odd heads. The Loa'a cupule boulder itself is

also a bell-stone which gives off a sonorous bell-like sound when tapped with a stone. Lee

& Stasack (1993:59) state the significance of this petroglyph site:

Because of the proliferation ofcupules on the Loa 'a stone, the imaginative and well
designed figures, and the bell-like qualities when struck, this site stands apart from the '
other rock art sites on Kaho'olawe. The cupules by themselves represent a unique
grouping in Hawai'i. We know of no other single boulder with such a large and ordered
grouping of cupules.

Lee & Stasack (1993:63) summarize the overall significance of Kaho'olawe petroglyphs:

The overall aesthetic quality may not match the exceptional level of some of the
petroglyphs from other islands in Hawai'i but the imagination, inventiveness, and sense
of individuality of many ofthe images holds up wdL.the Kaho'olawe petroglyphs are
purposefal and sincere, revealing the perceptivity oftheir makers.

Stasack (1992) also writes:

The Kahoolawe petroglyphs are undoubtedly a source for cultural and historic
infortD8tion about the Island and, by extension, about Hawaiian petroglyphs as a whole.
They are consistent with and support conventional archaeological f'mdings regarding
occupation periods and radiocarlxln dating at some sites. They may be instrumental for
future dating of occupation periods and as signposts of cultural change...The petroglyhps
ofKaho'olawe are still among the least changed evidence ofthe Hawaiian precontact
period. They must be preserved and recorded while we search out their meaning and try
to understand what they are telling us about ancient Hawaiian culture and history.

3) Pu'u M6iwi Adze Quarry Complex

A resurvey of the Pu'u M6iwi adze quarry complex was undertaken in 1992 by

McCoy et ai. (1993) in order to evaluate the interpretive and research potential of the

complex and to make recommendations for preservation. Pu 'u M6iwi is a cinder cone

located approximately in the center of Kaho 'olawe on the crest of the west rift wne. The

geologic significance of Pu'u M6iwilies in the presence of very dense blue or dark gray
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basalt that was quarried by ancient Hawaiians for adzes. This latest survey reveals

additional adze workshop areas and ritual remains. The artifact study done by this survey

also provided the first quantitative data on the frequency of different adze types as well as

other aspects of adze manufacturing technology.

Pu'u Moiwi is the only known adze quarry on Kaho'olawe and one of relatively

few known adze quarries in the Hawaiian Islands, and for this reason alone deserves

special note (McCoy et aI., 1993). As mentioned above, the adze quarry has great

archaeological and scientific value in its potential contribution to a general understanding of

adze manufacturing technology as well as cultural historical and socio-political significance

in inter-island trade. McCoy et al. (1993) have been able to contribute to several of the

research issues including adze manufacturing technology and the knowledge and skill of

early Hawaiian stone workers, explanation of typological variability of adzes found on

different islands, identification of raw material sources at Pu 'u Moiwi and methods of

procurement, site types, distribution, and activity patterns. They have also proposed the use

of the quarry by two different communities on Kaho'olawe, suggesting the quarry was a

common resource for open exploitation rather than a proprietary resource as in an ahupua'a

The quarry complex, in addition to being one of only a few in Hawai'i, is also

extremely fragile (McCoy etal., 1993). The surface of the complex is covered with small

brittle flakes which are easily broken if stepped on. The cinder cone itself is also subject to

continuing massive erosion. Rain impact, gully formation, wind and rain erosion, and

personnel access continue to threaten this complex. A number of sites in the quarry

complex were placed on an endangered sites list in the early 1980's (McCoy etal.,
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1993:29). The fragility of this unique place on Kaho 'olawe and its potential contribution to

science and archaeology underscores the significance of Kaho'olawe as a whole.

4) Pu'uMoa'ulaiki

Pu 'u Moa'ulaiki is a cinder cone resting on the sloping side of the summit of Pu'u

Moa'ulanui, the highest point on Kaho'olawe. From here is it possible to obtain a

panoramic view of almost the entire island, the channels around it, and almost all the other

main Hawaiian islands (Reeve, 1993a:179):

From the crest ofPu'u Moa'ulaiki oue can look down to where the currents streak the
sudace of Kealaikahiki channel, oroff to where the prow ofLae 0 Kealaikahiki crests the
waves rolling in from the west. Visible from this vantage point are all but one of the
major islands in the Hawaiian chain. To the northeast stands the cloud shadowed slope
ofHaleakala, and beside it the mist wrapped valleys of the west Maui mountains.
Further west lie the smoke blue silhouettes of Lana 'i and Moloka'i. While on a clear
day, rising between them, can be seen the distant shape of O'ahu. Far to the southeast
sleep the twin snow clad peaks of Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa.

The unique geography of Pu 'u Moa 'ulaiki makes it an opportune location for a navigational

observatory (Reeve, 1993a:211):

[Pu 'u Moa'ulaiki] is unique in being the only such high point, on any of the major
Hawaiian islands (with the possible exception of Ni 'ihau), which is cloud free for most
days of the year. As such, it provide, one ofthe few places in these islands where one
can gain an uninterrupted view to all points of the compass...The possibilities for
celestial and navigational observation provided by such a vantage point were not lost on
the ancient inhabitants ofKaho'olawe, and tradition suggests that in centuries past the
peak was used as a natural observatory.

This tradition stems from part of a chant, ''Oli Kuhohonu 0 Kaho'olawe Mai Nli Kiipuna

Mai" ("Deep Chant of Kaho 'olawe From Our Ancestors"), memorized aud translated by

the late "Uncle" Harry Mitchell of Keanae, Maui, "Dust is spreading over Mount Moa'ula.

Gathering place of the kahuna classes to study astronomy. Stone of deep magic of

Keaweiki" (Reeve, 1993a:212). The stone in this chant is located near the northern edge of

the summit ofPu'u Moa'ulaiki. It is a bell stone which was broken in half, carried to the

summit, and placed back together (Aluli & McGregor, 1992). The split in the rock is
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oriented along a north-south axis. The ancient name of the rock is Pohaku 'Ahu 'Aikiipele

Kiipili 0 Keaweiki ("the put together rock that kneads the knowledge of the mo 'okahuna

priest Keaweiki"). Keaweiki was a priest or kahuna associated with a school for training in

navigation and astronomy at Pu'u Moa'ulaiki.

The foundations of a platform used for the navigational school and a housesite for

the kahuna who gave instruction are also present at the summit (Aluli & McGregor, 1992).

Along the crest of Pu 'u Moa 'ulaiki is the remnants of a prehistoric shrine, a large platform

edged with set stones and upon which are fragments of branch coral (Reeve, 1993a). An

archaeological expedition sponsored by the Bishop Museum in 1939 and led by E.H.

Bryan mapped and recorded remnants of three structures and a series of seven ahu

consisting of stone piles. The ahu line up along a northeast-southwest axis aligned with the

eastern edge of the platform. Reeve (1993a) considers these ahu as possible aids in taking

astronomic or navigational sightings. It is uncertain, however, whether these ahu and

remnant structures still exist and how they relate to each other and to other possible sighting

points.

5) Hakioawa

Hakioawa, located on the northeast coast of Kaho 'olawe, is a broad valley with an

olivine sand beach sheltered by rocky headlands and bordered by crumbling lava ridges. A

pair of deep gulches run inland, separated by a gradually widening central ridge (Reeve,

1993a). Hakioawa is the largest and most important pre-contact settlement site on the

island, a major population center. Reeve (1993a:30) writes: "The valley of Hakioawa

survives today as one of the few places left in these islands where one can still see the

relatively intact remains of an entire traditional Hawaiian community." He continues: ''The
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vast majority ofHakioawa's archaeological sites lie along the crest of this central ridge and

atop the headlands which flank the beach." These include numerous stone faced terraces or

foundation platforms for traditional Hawaiian homes, grinding stones used to polish adze

blades, and several petroglyph panels.

There are also numerous religious structures. Regarding these structures, Reeve

notes (1993a:32, 64-65):

The number and size of the religious structures situated within Hakioawa suggest that, at
least for part of its occupation, the valley may have served as the religious and political
centerofKaho'olawe.

Though sizahle religious structures are found elsewhere on the island...nowhere is there a
greater concentration ofthese structures than at Hakioawa, where archaeological surveys
have identified six possible ceremonial sites, three of which...might be classified as
communal temples, mther than simple family or cmft shrines.

Included in these religious structures is one of the first fIshing shrines or kii 'ula established

by 'Ai'ai, son of Ku'ula, the god of fIshermen. According to legend (Thrum, 1902),

'Ai'ai:

...visited Kaho'olawe and established a kuula at Hakioawa, though it differs from the
others, being built on a high bluff overlooking the sea, somewhat like a heiau (temple),
by placing stones in the form of a square in the middle of which was left a space wherein
the fisbermen of that island laid their first fish caught as a thank offering. Awa and kapa
were also placed there as an offering to the fish deities.

Hakioawa is specifically mentioned in legend, and as shown above, the kii 'ula there

appears to be unique among the islands. Although two structures on the southern headland

resemble this description, it is not possible to determine which of the two is the ku 'ula

shrine (Reeve, 1993a).

Another important religious structure is located along the lower slopes of the

northern ridge well back from the beach in a relic sand dune upon which rests a (now

eroded) stone faced platform (Reeve, 1993a:39-45). An additional terrace extends out

below the platform and is also heavily eroded. In 1913 and again in the 1970's excavations
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at this site have revealed fifteen human burials, including women, children, and small

mammals, probably pet dogs, beside their owners. The presence of women and young

children in this burial support the argument that Hakioawa was a permanent settlement.

Additionally, the absence of any identifiable male skeletons suggest that this area was

exclusively for women and their children. At least one oral tradition (Reeve, 1993a:43)

states this site is a Hale 0 Papa, a temple dedicated to Papa, the earth mother of ancient

Hawai'i.

There are also numerous contemporary traditional-style structures at Hakioawa

(Bishop Museum, 1997). One is a piihula, a dance platform, named Ka'ie'ie. It was built

and dedicated in a 1987 ceremony. Another is a hale hiilawai or meeting house constructed

out of 'ohi 'a logs and pili grass. On the ridge facing Haleakala is a stone altar or kiiahu

dedicated to the god of the ocean and seafaring, Kanaloa. On the opposite ridge is a stone

platform, a Mua Ha'i Kiipuna ("place to call ancestors or kiipuna) named Ka Hualele ("the

spreading of the fruit of their work"). It was dedicated during a special ceremony in which

'awa was served to each of the major decision makers for Kaho'olawe. In drinking the

'awa they made an oath to do whatever they could, in their official and personal capacities,

to protect and heal the island. Each person sat on a designated p6haku (rock) which

remains in place on the Mua. Each had to chant their genealogy before entering the Mua.

Remains from Kaho'olawe which were at Bishop Museum were interred in the Mua

Lastly, Hakioawa is the base camp for Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana accesses during

monthly visits to the island for religious and restoration purposes and during annual

traditional Makahiki ceremonies during which offerings are made to the god Lono to help

restore and bring life back to the island.
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6) Kamohio

Kamohio Bay is located on the southern shore of Kaho'olawe near Pu'u Koa'e and

rimmed with steep seacliffs. Although there is no beach at this deepcut bay, along its

western shore near the head of the bay is large sea cave. An old landslide, a collapsed part

of the cliff face, partially covers the mouth of the sea cave protecting it from surf. Within

this cave and along the rocky talus slope flanking it is one of the most unique shrines in

Hawai'i (Bishop Museum, 1997) and one of the most interesting and unusual discoveries

ever made in Hawaiian archaeology (Reeve, 1993a).

Originally a series of five stone faced terraces extending from inside the sea cave

and ascending the talus slope, Kaho 'olawe's unique geography enabled this shrine to

survive untouched until its discovery by the Stokes expedition in 1913. According to

Reeve (1993a: 150):

Unlike the numerous other ancient religious structures, which, in Stokes' day, still
dotted the Hawaiian landscape, tbis small set ofterraces, tucked into the rainshadow of
the overhanging cliff, had survived virtually untouched by the passage of years. With the
exception of a thin layer of dust and rubble, sifted down from the cliff face above, the
site looked exactly as it had wben the last Hawaiians worshipped there, almost a century
before. The site's sheltered location, in the lee of the cliff, had combined with
Kaho'olawe's exceptionally dry climate to preserve tbe wood, leaves and other organic
materials wbich had been left as offerings at the shrine.

This presented a unique research opportunity in Hawaiian archaeology. Reeve writes

(1993a:vii):

This astonishing preservation, so unusual in Hawaiian sites, gave Stokes a unique
opportunity to examine first hand the array ofobjects, botb plant and animal, which the
early Hawaiians offered up to their gods,

Stokes suggested that fishermen built this shrine to honor one or more fishing deity

and used the cave as a camping site (Bishop Museum, 1997). The terraces appear to have

been altars (Reeve, 1993a:152). The organic remains included various bundled offerings

containing sugar cane, ferns, maile, lehua, 'awa, bananas, kukui nuts, ipu or gourd, pili
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grass, tobacco, bamboo, ti, hau, coconut shell, pandanus fruit lei, human and dog hair,

feathers, fish bone needles, coral, and other sea shells (Reeve, 1993a:158). The tobacco

and iron nails which were also found indicate the shrine was used into the early years of the

historic period, possibly as late as the mid 1800's. Other artifacts included a large number

of fishhooks in various stages of production as well as tools used to create them (coral files

and basalt awls) indicating the cave may have been used as workshop for fishhook makers.

The shrine also contained a complete wooden idol wrapped in kapa, the head of

another idol, and a smooth stone resembling a shark. Five sea urchin spines carved to

resemble temple images were also found near the stone which Stokes called "a shark god".

Reeve (1993a: 158) writes of the special significance of these images, "This shrine appears

to be the only site within the Hawaiian chain where carved echinoderm spine images of this

type have been found."

In 1991 after the bombing of Kaho 'olawe was halted, Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana

members visited the shrine at Kamohio and found that it had been vandalized, the site

. randomly excavated and looted, thus destroying valuable information that may have been

discovered had the site been systematically excavated as well as desecrating an important

religious site (Reeve, 1993a:157). All of the artifacts collected by Stokes at Kamohio are

held at the Bishop Museum. Although the site has been restored by 'Ohana members, the

desecration of the shrine shows that Kaho'olawe is no longer protected by isolation. This

event emphasizes the fragility as well as uniqueness and value of archaeological sites on

Kaho'olawe and the urgency to protect and preserve them.
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7) Kahuahale 0 Kamohali 'i/Shark Deity ShrinesIKaho'olawe ImageI'Awa Cup

Kahuahale 0 Kamohali'i, "the housesite of Kamohoali 'i", Pele's brother the shark

god, is located in the western interior of the island by an old 1889 hand-drawn map (Reeve,

1993a:19l). It's precise location is unknown. Possible locations include near or on top of

Pu'u Moiwi, along the coast of Ahupiiiki, or on a small hill just east of Lua Keiilialalo

which has since been bulldozed and a spotting tower and helicopter landing pad built on top

(LZEagle).

Although the location of this site is uncertain, there is evidence. of the existence of at

least one shrine to a shark deity on Kaho 'olawe. A letter written by missionary Reverend

William Richards to the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions

(ABCFM) in 1827 reports that a weathered wooden idol, the "god of the shark", of great

veneration and which had received many sacrifices, had been removed from the island

This idol, like those in the cave at Kamohio, appears to have survived despite the general

destruction of idols decreed by the abolition of the kapu system in 1819 due to the relative

isolation of Kaho'olawe (Reeve, 1993a:196-197).

The present location or continued existence of this image is uncertain. However,

the Bishop Museum has on loan an unusual 'awa cup made of coconut and used in the

worship of the shark god It is the only artifact recovered from the island of Kaho 'olawe

for which there is any written history (Reeve, 1993a:198). The cup is cut vertically along

the long axis from the coconut shell rather than horizontally as might be expected, an

unusual shape which marks it as a cup used by kahuna since only sacred vessels used in

temple rituals were carved this way. Reeve (1993a:199) states:

It is evidepI that this particular cup was used in ceremonies devoted to the worship of a
shad< deity. Since we possess ample evidence that the island of Kaho'olawe was
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strongly associated with the shark god Kamohoali'i, it does not seem unreasonable to
suggest that this cup. and the image collected with it, may have been dedicated to his
worship.

The museum label describing the cup reads (Reeve, 1993a:199):

Awa cup of a kahuna. Kahoolawe; in this every chief or person of distinction who
visited Kahoolawe drank awa to the god of that island as it was believed that anyone not
doing so would be destroyed by a shark on his return.

The cup, amazingly, was removed from Kaho'olawe in approximately 1827, shipped to the

ABCFM in Boston in 1828, loaned then sold to the Bishop Museum in 1895, then sent to

the Historical Museum at Berne, Switzerland in 1903 as part of a permanent exchange. The

cup was returned to the Bishop Museum in 1996 for its exhibit, "Kaho'olawe: Ke Aloha

Kiipa'a i ka 'Aina."

8) Astro-Archaeological Resources

Johnson (1993) attempted to identify and study places on Kaho'olawe with

potential archaeological and astronomical alignments. A number of sites were identified

which were traditionally reported to have importance in regard to migration routes followed

during the discovery and migration periods of ancient Hawaiians from the southern Pacific

Ocean and on interisland trips, and navigational or astronomic training and/or observation

points. Johnson (1993:3) writes of her fmal report:

The reports, in which collected data are assembled and intetpreted from the Kabo'olawe
field excursions, confirm the value of he island of Kaho 'olawe forits strategic location in
relation to other Hawaiian Islands in relative proximity [Maui, Lana'i, Molokiui.
Moloka'i, Hawaiil.

The study team visited Pu'u Moa'ulanui and Pu'u Moa'ulaiki, Pu'u Mo'iwi the

adze quarry, Kealaikahiki, and Hakioawa. Pu 'u Moa'ulanui is the highest point on the

island. From the northeast to eastern horizon at Pu 'u Moa'ulanui there is an unobstructed

view to Lana'i to East Maui (Johnson, 1993:2). There is also open corridor views to

Moloka'i through the ocean channels and an open corridor view to the northern pole across
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the isthmus of Maui between Ma'alaeaIKThei to Wailuku. From Pu'u Moa 'ulanui the

island was used as a compass, not as a physical place, but as a "structural extrapolation of

direction based on celestial observation that does not require the island to be there"

(Johnson, 1993:12). The study team itself used Pu'u Moa'ulanui to establish a compass

center of references, to determine horizon positions of rising and setting celestial bodies and

thus extrapolate meridians and zenith points, identify other stars along the medians and

alignments to other visible island points.

Both Johnson (1993) and Sinoto (1993) report on two sites near Hakioawa located

on a prominent ridgeline inland of Oawawahie Bay on the northeastern coast of the island.

These sites, labeled "Makali'i" and "Makakilo" by Maui historian Inez Ashdown are ahu or

cairn markers. The Makali'i ahu is a natural outcrop, the Makakilo ahu a man-made

ritually-oriented structure. The Makali'i ahu is in line east/west from the Makakilo ahu

along the ridge (Johnson, 1993:12). This possible alignment may have functioned to help

determine the zenith passages of the sun to anti-zenith passages of the Pleiades or Makali'i

constellation (Johnson, 1993;4,12) whose appearance on the horizon at sunset in

November was used to calculate the annual makahiki celebrations. The Makali'i was also

used to set the lunar calendar for the year by its appearance in the east at sunset at the ftrst

new moon.

The Kaho 'olawe meridian alignment or north/south axis to circumpolar stars, the

axle of the earth's rotation, is shown by a probable relationship between ahu sites at Pu'u

Mo'iwi and the Makali'i and Makakilo ahu at Hakioawa ridge (Johnson, 1993:10). The

Hakioawa ahu mark between 1620 and 1720 of the southern rotation of the pole. The

distance between these ahu and Pu'u Mo'iwi represent a radian measure commensurate
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with the "Big Dipper Clock" observation strategy or the length of time it takes the stars of

the Big Dipper to rotate. This is the basis of the "hour-circle" measurement through a 45°

polar ambit of the Big Dipper and equals about three hours.

Johnson (1993:4) also made observations from Lae 0 Kealaikahiki, the western

most point on the island and facing west southwest. The coast is open and flat in a sweep

from east to west, from Hanakanai 'a in the west to Kamohio and Lae 0 Kaka in the east.

The East Maui mountains including Haleakala provide a backdrop against which to watch

the north/south progress of the sun along the ecliptic as well as passages of the moon.

Although the study team searched for compass stones at Kealaikahiki they were unable to

identify any of them, suggesting that perhaps they were covered by brush, thus obscuring

any celestial alignments. Aluli & McGregor (1992:244), however, report the location of

the traditional compass site inland of Lae 0 Kealaikahiki just above the high tide mark. It is

composed offour large boulders and coral paved lines marking the four cardinal directions.

They also report the existence of another key navigational marker, Pohaku Kuhi Ke'e i

Kahiki (the rock that points the way to Tahiti). Now missing, it was located south of Lae 0

Kealaikahiki and marked the edge of the shoals in the channel.

Lastly, Johnson (1993) identified rising and setting stars corresponding with the

diagonal crack across the bellstone Keaweiki at Pu 'u Moa 'ulaiki. She also notes a

north/south alignment of the bifurcated stone at Pu'u Mo'iwi. She, however, does not

elaborate on the navigational or other astronomical significance of these alignments,

indicating throughout her report the need for more research and the tremendous potential of

this field of archaeological astronomical inquiry.
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9) Kiiheia

Kiiheia Bay is a small sandy inlet cut in along low seacliffs and rocky coastline on

the northwest shore of Kaho'olawe. Two shallow gulches are separated by a wide,

relatively flat ridge. During pre-contact times Kiiheia was the site of numerous small

fishing settlements (Bishop Museum, 1997). Kiiheia Bay was also the base of operations

for ranching on Kaho 'olawe from 1858 until 1941 (Tomonari-Tuggle & Carter, 1984).

According to Tomonari-Tugg1e & Carter (1984), this complex is the largest of more

than ninety ranch-related sites reported from Kaho 'olawe. Many of the remains in the

Kiiheia area date from the most recent and intensive ranching period which began in 1918

(for more specific information on the various ranching enterprises on Kaho'olawe, see

MacDonald, 1972; Ashdown, 1979; Tomonari-Tuggle & Carter, 1984; Spoehr, 1992a and

1992b). According to Tomonari-Tuggle & Carter (1984:22):

Although ranch-related archaeological sites are located across the islaud, the complex at
Kuheia Bay is the most coucentrated and well-defmed. Further, it includes a variety of
specialized, task-specific structures, which can be well-defmed through extensive
photographic, written, and oral documentation, as well as archaeologically through
copious structural remains, artifacts, and midden.

The site complex includes remaius of house platforms, specifically a blacksmith structure, a

bunkhouse, and an outhouse, yard and animal enclosures, water control and catchment

devices such as cisterns, numerous walls, fences, and trails, as well as scattered household

and livery-related artifacts and midden (Figure 12),

Tomonari-Tuggle & Carter (1984:20-21) summarize the significance the Kiiheia

Bay ranch complex:

The Kaho'olawe Ranch remains represent one of the most complete and well-preserved
archaeological records of early Hawaiian ranching in the State. As such, it offers a rare
opportunity to examine this little studied period of the Hawaiian past as well as to deal
with a much neglected aspect of archaeological inquiry, namely historical archaeology.
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Additionally, there is very little known about adaptation of twentieth century American

commercial ranching technology to "minimal environments" such as Kaho'olawe

(Tomonari-Tuggle & Carter, 1984:21). The highly eroded landscape denuded of

vegetation, limited groundwater resources, overpopulation of livestock, and lack of large

resident population created a unique challenge to successful commercial ranching. There

are several research questions which would contribute significantly to Hawaiian

archaeology: 1) correlation of historical documents with archaeological fmdings to

develop a cultural history ofranching on Kaho,'olawe; 2) defmition of settlement and

subsistence during the ranching period; and 3) correlation of traditional Hawaiian activities

with ranching activities.

HOW SCIENCE AFFIRMS THE SACRED

The natural science and archaeological studies discussed in this chapter construct a

Kaho 'olawe which is a highly unique and remarkable place in terms of its natural and

cultural history, botany, biology, geomorphology, and archaeology, a place of significant

scientific and research value. Here is hard, empirical evidence based on rigorous research

done in the scientific method that documents physical features of the island which make it a

special place, a place worth protecting and preserving. The act of scientific valuation of

these unique qualities and recognition of an urgent need to protect and preserve them

creates a sense of sacredness, perhaps not in a spiritual sense, but for the scientific

community, in the sense that the place and these features should be inviolable, venerated as

a scientific marvel, and thus consecrated in the interest of conservation of biological and

cultural diversity.
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Spiritual Ecology and Conservation of Biological and Cultural Diversity

Not only do scientific studies construct a sacred place, the sanctity of the place

furthers the preservation of the place. According to a thesis put forth by Sponsel (2002b),

"there is a correlation between the maintenance and conservation of cultural diversity and

biological diversity, and sacred places may playa special role in this." Areas where both

cultural and biodiversity are high tend to coincide. This is because "biodiversity is

ultimately the primary raw natural resource which societies rely on for their subsistence and

economy." Looked at in terms of natural history, diverse ecosystems have many "cultural

niches", thus they provide resources for evolution and adaptive radiation into many

cultures.

Conversely, cultures can also deplete, degrade, maintain, or enhance biodiversity

(Sponsel, 2002b). According to Sponsel (2002b), most traditional indigenous cultures

probably maintained biodiversity. He writes of societies with sustainable subsistence

economies:

Such equilibrium societies possess a wealth ofdetailed, precise, and accurate empirical
knowledge about the biomes, ecosystems, and biodiversity with which they daily interact
on an intimate basis for survival and subsistence. Thus, the cultural and spiritual
ecology of indigenous societies is grounded in the biodiversity of their local ecosystems.

Additionally, he sees their recognition of sacred places in nature as a factor in their

maintenance and enhancement of biodiversity. A pivotal point in spiritual ecology is that

the natural and supernatural can not be separated, but are "interwoven into the very fabric of

human experience and ultimate reality" (Sponsel, 2002b). All of nature and thus the entire

planet Earth is sacred. Humans are an integral part of nature rather than separate and

dominant. Since all of nature is sacred, degradation, destruction, and overexploitation of

the environment is sacrilegious and morally irresponsible. The spiritual reverence of sacred
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places would disallow these kinds of actions and would conserve and protect them, thus

promoting the conservation of biodiversity. Maintenance of the integrity of the ecosystem

upon which cultures are dependent as well as the continued practice of cultural traditions

which are involved in the spiritual reverence of these places also contributes towards the

conservation of cultural diversity.

The following discussion shows how characteristics of Kaho'oiawe, scientifically

recognized as significant and unique, are also seen as spiritually sacred based on traditional

Hawaiian values. Many of these empirical physical qualities were recognized by ancient

Hawaiians and contributed to their conception of the island as a sacred place. It then shows

the dialectic wherein conservation of bio- and cultural diversity and the sense of sacredness

of Kaho 'olawe construct and re-construct each other.

Conservation Of Biological Diversity - Kanaloa kahoolawensis

The incredible existence of Kanaloa, a "natural treasure" (Yoshioka & Gon, 1993),

in a severely degraded environment underscores the uniqueness of Kaho'olawe and its

status as a wahl pana. 'Ale 'ale epitomizes the concept of pu 'u honua, a place of refuge,

keeping this rare plant (and other rare native endemics) safe despite the sustained bombing

of the island and the overgrazing by livestock. KIRC Restoration Ecologist Paul Higashino

(pers. comm.) sees Kanaloa as a powerful symbol representing the steadfast ability to

persevere and survive despite the most improbable odds. Botanists and naturalists consider

Kanaloa to be the signature plant of Kaho 'olawe (TenBruggencate, 2000). The continued

existence of Kanaloa, however, is threatened by erosion of the loose talus slope upon

which the plants exist on 'Ale'ale. They are in constant danger from falling rocks and

during the summer from unusually large southern ocean swells.
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Kanaloa, through the etymology of its nomenclature (Lorence & Wood, 1995), is

considered sacred, i.e, through its name association with the Hawaiian akua Kanaloa who is

closely associated with Kaho'olawe. In Hawaiian legend, Kanaloa used Kaho'olawe as a

place where he could rest and restore his energies (Lorence & Wood., 1992; Perlman,

1992). The ancient name for Kaho'olawe, Kohe Malamalama 0 Kanaloa, can be translated

to mean "the place or womb for the resuscitation of Kanaloa" (Lorence & Wood, 1992;

Perlman, 1992). Kanaloa also means "secure, fIrm, immovable, established,

unconquerable", traits which are essential for the survival of this plant despite severe

environmental hardships and degradation (Lorence & Wood, 1992). The Hawaiian name,

Ka Palupalu 0 Kanaloa, means "the gentleness of Kanaloa", a name given by the late

Hawaiian cultural practitioner and educator Parley Kanaka'ole. Kanaloa's sacred status

awards it protection against future exploitation or disturbance by humans, in effect

providing a sort of conservation ethic for one of the rarest plants in the world. Together

with ongoing conservation efforts of the KIRC and the National Tropical Botanical Garden,

spirituality makes an important contribution towards conservation of biodiversity on

Kaho'olawe.

Conservation or Cultural Diversity - How Archaeology (Re)Creates the Sacred
Landscape

Some historic properties are signifIcant because they symbolize cultural identity and

historical continuity of Native Hawaiians (Ahlo & Hommon, 1982). According to AhIo &

Hommon (1982:26-27):

Such historic properties engender feelings, beliefs and associations pertaining to the
Hawaiian ethnic background and the history of the Hawaiian people as a group through
concepts such as aloha 'lUna (love of the land), the sanctity of ancient religious
stmctures and respect for the dead.
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The Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana has thus voiced their concern that preservation and

protection of historic properties be the U.S. Navy's guiding criteria for future use of the

island. The 'Ohana ''view[s] the island as an integrated whole - the removal of any part of

which will result in a serious rent in the fabric of the island's cultural environment" (Ahlo

& Hamilton, 1982:27). Hommon (1980:8-34) also voices the need to view the whole

picture:

Fundamental to tbe significance of the archaeological resources of Kaho'olawe is the fact
that together they constitute a detailed and complex record of nearly 1000 years of the
human history of tbe entire island. Each archaeological site is inextricably linked to the
whole pattern by history, function and environment. While the quantity and quality of
information varies from site to site, the usefulness of this information for illuminating
the Hawaiian past is fully dependent on its spatial, temporal and functional position
within the pattern as a whole.

Other archaeologists and researchers recognize a spiritual component to their work

and findings. They acknowledge the sanctity of certain places on Kaho 'olawe and the

special importance of the island to traditional Hawaiian culture. Lee & Stasack (1993:59)

write about the Loa'a petroglyph site:

...the petroglyphs at this site are quite nicely designed...The distinctiveness of some,
suggested by the headdresses and the odd heads, contributes to the possibility that this
was a sacred site. There is no nearby water source and it is a good distance from the
nearest settlement, Hakioawa. There is a noticeable feeling about this place, perhaps a
wahi pana, which is enhanced by the presence ofthe bell rock and the near shrine-like
character of the setting of the boulders.

In this passage from a scientific report, Lee & Stasack not only acknowledge the existence

ofsacred places, but include along with their objective observations (the location of the site,

its distance from a water source or nearby settlement) their subjective feelings, the feel of

the place and its shrine-like character. Lee & Stasack (1993:63) also state that the

petroglyphs themselves possess spiritual power:

The Kaho'olawe petroglyphs were undoubtedly made for the same purposes as those of
the other islands. It seems evident that they possessed mana, or spiritual power...These
symbols carved in stone are the tangible remains of a much broader ceremonial that
included chant and prayer. It is onr firm belief that they were neither idly nor casually
made but are silent reminders of past spiritual power and belief.
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The study of storied places or wahi pana ou Kaho 'olawe also link the spiritual and

the scientific through the correlation of archaeological records with myths, legends, and

other traditional folktales. This body of information which Hommon (1980:8-13, 8-14)

calls "traditional history" contains references to cultural practices, specific places, historic

trends, and a chronology, valuable information to archaeological research. The linking of

these stories to places also gives life to them and helps us recognize and conserve Hawaiian

culture as Reeve (1 993a:iii-iv) attests:

Some of the stories linked to tbese places tell of tbe gods and legendary figures wbo
visited or made tbeir bome on Kabo'olawe. Otbers speak of more buman affairs; of
places wbere tbe island's inhabitants lived and worshipped, of good planting areas or
fishing holes. The life of Kabo'olawe, and of her people, is reflected in these stories.

Each ofthese storied places, tbese wahi paM, is important to our understanding of what
Kaho'olawe is in a Hawaiian seuse. They can help us both to unlock the secrets of the
island's past and to preserve, and pass on, her history... [Wjithout these stories, witbout
an understanding of the essence of tbese places, the life goes out ofthe land.

Traditional Hawaiian Knowledge and Conservation ofDiversity

An example of the correlation between maintaining cultural and biological diversity

is seen in the attempt to integrate traditional Hawaiian ecological knowledge with the

restoration and revegetation of Kaho'olawe as is shown in the K1RC's KOMP and Land

Use Plan (KIRC, 1997a and KIRC 1995a). Kanahele (1986, Part 3) has shown that

precontact Hawaiians were accomplished scientists and engineers. A consultant report

completed by The Nature Conservancy Heritage Program for the K1RC ecological

restoration program entitled "Application of traditional ecological knowledge and practices

of indigenous Hawaiians to the revegetation of Kaho 'olawe" describes traditional Hawaiian

ecological and technical knowledge and how it can be integrated into conservation and

restoration activities. This project gathered together scattered and obscure information

regarding traditional Hawaiian land management practices from literature, Hawaiian
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language sources, oral histories, and chants for use along with the current attempts to

restore and revegetate Kaho 'olawe. The report recognizes the need to integrate physical

practices and techniques with spiritual protocols (TNC, 1997:2), "All aspects of Hawaiian

life, including activities in agricultural and natural settings, required ritual protocol that

integrates the spiritual and physical condition of the land and its living occupants, including

people." This statement recognizes the concepts in spiritual ecology that the natural and

supernatural are not separate and that humans are part of the natural world, not separate and

superior to it.

The TNC report states that restoration activities on Kaho'olawe should be

conducted within the traditional Hawaiian world view. It emphasizes the active role of

humans in the growth and fertility of nature (TNC, 1997:13-14):

Man is more tban observer in tbe growtb and fertility of nature. Tbere are examples of
observances wbich limit buman action or require him to engage in much effort to benefit
nature. These were undertaken as ethical and natural obligations, man doing bis part in a
communal relationship with the natuml world.

The report also documents traditional agricultural practices and knowledge of the ancient

Hawaiians such as ecological zonation, mulching and fertilizing, propagation, irrigation,

soil retention, weeding and pest control, disease control, harvesting, attention to weather

and seasons. The use of traditional ecological knowledge in the restoration and

revegetation of Kaho 'olawe ties together spiritual ecology, the recognition of the land and

Kaho 'olawe as sacred, and the conservation of biological and cultural diversity. Traditional

cultural knowledge is perpetuated and practiced, thus conserving the cultural practices while

restoring the environment and conserving biological diversity.
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CHAPTER 5: INDIGENOUS REPRESENTATIONS OF KAHO'OLAWE: THE
RECLAIMING OF PLACE

PROLOGUE

After I became disillusioned with science and became interested in sacred places through
my own spiritual searchings, I began to learn about Hawaiian cultural and sacred
traditions and was fortunate enough to be able to participate in a few ceremonies and
rituals. Even as I felt the wonder and empowerment ofthese experiences, I felt
uncomfortable about it. These are, after all, traditions ofNative Hawaiian people. I may
be pagan, but I am not Hawaiian.

* * * * * *

Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission Trip to Kaho'olawe to Kill Fountain Grass
March 22-25,1998, Honokanai'a
Wednesday, March 25

Got into J'sjeep with A and L Went down Rocky Road. The legendary road. A. calls it
Ke Ala 0 'Ai Ka'a - The Road that Eats Cars. Past the ma'0 fields. There really are a lot
ofma'o. The second largest stand in the islands. It's all dried up though, looks like a
savanna, but no zebra! J. says he'd never take his own car on this road...

A. was also talking about M.K. or whatever his name is spelled and how he's the only
Hawaiian A knows that is really trying to learn sciencelbotanyfrom him and his (A. 's)
desire to leave his knowledge with a Hawaiian, so they can start to pass on that knowledge
themselves, andfunction with power in a Western world. Not exactly his words, but I
know what he means. He told how M. got real pissed at this other guy who called some
plant he was telling the Latin name, a weed. He said, "You don'tfucking get it do you?
This is our heritage!" So it is, and so A. feels about science and its necessity. I get the
feeling he's going to really blast mefor going too far in rejecting science. Well,first
trained, I'll never be free ofit. I'm just learning to trust my intuition more andfollow my
spirit and I guess I'll go back to science with more tolerance later. Besides, it seems now
that I've disinherited myselffrom science, the job offers in that area are just lining up.

* * *
Makahiki Access: Nov. 21-24, 1996
Thursday November 21, 1996, 5:45 p.m., Hakioawa

After dinner people were asked to volunteerfor ho 'okupu. Whoever didn't volunteer got
volunteered by the committee...Some ho 'okupu got three people as three are given, one
each at the men's and women's heiau and one at Moa'ulaiki. I suspect I'm L 's alternate
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as she may IWt be thrilled about that hike. It seems kinda unreal, like this shouldn't be,
wouldn't be if there had been a proper large group to pickfrom... Even so it's an
unexpected hOlWr. I have mixedfeelings, some trepidation, some confusion.

The hi'uwai got explained to us again in greater detail Wake-up pii at 4:30 a.m. Moon
shauld've set by then. Walk down the path til where C. is holding a coconut shell bowl with
'jjlena and limu kala water and take a sip. Ditch your clothes and immerse in the ocean...

The 'Olena water symbolizes release, cleansing, letting go, purification, that's the kaona of
kala - as in kala mai, to forgive ...While in the ocean we're supposed to focus on ourselves,
the past year, release, let the ocean water wash away negative thoughts, so we can focus
on happy thoughts and good things...We're to look around us, at the sky, stars, at nature,
observe the surroundings, laok for a h6'ailona, a sign. The Mo'ololWS would be looking
too, that will be their signal to blow the pii and end the kapu period. C. said it would be
the same sign we saw. R. whispering to me we could be in the water a very long time.
Somehow I don't think so. I don't know why. Maybe I'm sure the Mo'olono know what to
laokfor, and how much cold the group can take! After the pii C. will yell
"Lonoikamakahiki" and we respond with three replies. Then we'refree to bodysurf,
splash and yell.

This reminds me ofJ. and J. 's friend M. from SCA. She told me about a trip she made
with "her group" to Kaho 'olawe and how they did a predawn cleansing ceremony in the
ocean. She was able to float on her back and see the stars and they all saw a moonbow 
or maybe she said a nightbow. A night time rainbow. Wow, back then returning to
Kaha'olawe was a half-baked dream, not ever likely to become reality. I remember
thinking what an ultimately special wonderful ritual that would be, so close to nature, to
the land, the~. It can only have been the hi 'uwai. And yet, here I am, about to do it
myselfand too chicken about being cold to revel in it!

Ah, C. also said this is a ritual that anyone can add to their personal repertoire of
ceremonies or personal activities, regardless ofwhat our personal religion was. Anyone
ofus could use it any time successfully. But where do you ever get the chance to immerse
at predawn at a beach anywhere on O'ahu without worrying abut being mugged or
worse? Where else do you trust anyone, everyone you're with, klWw everyone you're with
and know absolutely that you're safe? Shit, so why can't I relax and take this in? There's
!!!!. other opportunity like this.

INTRODUCTION: A NATIVE HAWAIIAN RECOVERY PROJECT

He Mele Pana no Kaho'olawe
A Place Name Olant ror Kaho'olawe

Hlinau 'ia ka pua 0 ke kai, '0 Kanaloa
Ke keiki i'a a Papa, a Haumea, a Hina
'0 na makua wahiue e ulu ai
'0 ke kai '0 Kealaikahiki ke kako'okua

noia

The progeny of the sea, Kanaloa, w as born 
The fish child of Papa, Haumea, and Hina
Matrons of protection
The sea of Kealaikahiki is his backrest
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'0 ke kai '0 'Alalakeiki ka noho no ia
keiki mokn

Ua hui pii 'ia '0 Kohemalamalama iii
Laeokaule

Puka mai '0 Kanapou
Nii pali kii no ke akua Kamohooli'i
OIa no kona mau kino ma laila
Aia na mano, 'au i ke kai
Ki'eki'ekekuahiwi 'oLuamakika

Aia ka piko 0 ka moku
Noho ka hoa 0 Luamakika i kona alo

'0 ia no '0 Moo'ula
Ha 'a '0 Moa'ula i ka makaui
Aia ka uka '0 Pu'umoiwi
Me Kealialuna laua '0 Kealialalo
'0 keia mau mea ke knalono loa no

Kaho'olawe
Aia iho ke awa '0 Kamohio
Nolu 'ehu i ka 'ehu kai
'Au n1i nai'a i ke kai 0 Honokanai'a

Ua haIa akn nei i ke awiiwa '0 Waikahalulu
'0 KealaikahOO ka Iae a'e
Ke knhikuhi akn nei i ke ala loa i KahOO
He pa'o 'oi'oi no ia keiki
Kaulana '0 Kuhe 'ia kokoke i nii mahoe
'0 ia ho'i '0 PapakaOO laua '0 Papakauui
Malamalama ke knkui 0 ka Iae '0 Kuikui
E \awe mai ana i nii wa'a kaulua
I nii hono a Pi'ilani
Ke ho'olawe 'ia kau nei ka 'aina ma

Haki'oawa
Eomaie Haki'oawa
E ho'okanaloa hou iho no makou no,

a ba'i!

The sea of 'A1alakeiki is the resting place of
this island child

Kohemalamalama co-mingled with
Laeokaule

Kanapou issued forth,
The upright cliffs for the god Kamohoali'i
Long life for his body forms there -
The shalks, swimming in the ocean!
The upland ofLuamakika is the highest

point
The navel of the island
The companion ofLuamakika sits in his

presence
This is Moa 'ula
Moo'ula dances in the breeze
The upland of Pu 'umoiwi is there
With Kealialuna and Kealialalo
These are the long ridge hack for

Kaho 'olawe.
There below is the valley of Kamohio
Moist with the sea spmy
The porpoises swim in the ocean of

Honokanai 'a
Just past the valley ofWaikahalulu
KealaikahOO juts out there.
Pointing out the long road to Kahiki
This is a pointed-headed child
Famed Kuhe'ia is close to the twins
Papakaiki and Papakauui
The light at Kuikui Point burns brightly
Bringing the double-hulled canoes
To the hays ofPi'i1ani
The land at Haki 'oawa is being taken

Answer, Haki'oawa!
Re-establish yourself for us, and return!

Composed by noted Native Hawaiian scholar and kumu hula (hula teacher) Pualani
Kanaka'ole Kanahele, and fIrst offered at a healing ceremony for Kaho'olawe held on
island in August 1992.

The previous chapter used empirical rese~ch to document the scientific value of

Kaho'olawe. The goal of conservation of diversity creates a sense of place and sacredness

based on a Western discourse of knowledge. Although, as shown in the last chapter, these

unique physical qualities of the island are also recognized as spiritual and sacred

characteristics by traditional Hawaiian values, the indigenous Hawaiian viewpoint has

historically been given disproportionately less regard and legitimacy by scholars and
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researchers entrenched in Western academic tradition. This and subsequent chapters look at

Native Hawaiian research and projects which reclaim and reconstruct a Native Hawaiian

view of Kaho'olawe from the obscurity in which Western discourses about the island have

buried it.

Wood (1999) recognizes qualities which separate indigenous ways of knowing

from that of Western ways of knowing. These include mythic cognition and imagination,

recognition ofreciprocity and intersubjectivity between the past, places, spirits, and people,

animation and recognition of the landscape through place names, stories, and myths, and

the perception of places through feeling, emotion, experiencing, and doing. Traditional

indigenous ways of knowing and transmitting knowledge is most effectively presented

through non-written means, through songs, chants, prayers, oral genealogies, dances,

music, stories, myths, and place naming. These indigenous practices are a legacy as well as

a project of maintaining and strengthening a viable alternative Hawaiian reality while also

interrogating non-Native dominant forms ofrepresentation. Wood (1999) calls traditional

indigenous practices a project for maintaining and strengthening an alternative and viable

Hawaiian reality.

Manu Alull Meyer's article (1998) from the journal Cultural Survival Quarterly in

a special section on "Reclaiming Native Education" also sees the acknowledgment of a

culturally defmed knowledge as a project, an opportunity for reclaiming Native Hawaiian

education by recognizing a specific Native Hawaiian epistemology or way of knowing, of

defming themselves and the world (p. 40), "Cultural epistemology is no longer a novelty, it

is a fact, and the time has come to expose its suppression and non-reflection in our

American educational system." She describes how a Native Hawaiian epistemology can be
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used to resist non-Native dominant forms of knowledge and create a viable Hawaiian

reality (p. 40):

Visions play an important part in this discussion of [Hawaiian] epistemology because
they challenge fuudamental principles ofempiricism both via the cultural-sensory
argument and now, in a whole new way. They challeuge the assumption that we learn
only by observable sensory input and not in a more mystical phenomeuological way.

However, the challenge of resisting dominant non-Native forms of representation

and maintaining a viable alternative Hawaiian reality based on spirituality and mysticism is

difficult. Tuhiwai Smith (1999:74) explains:

The arguments of different indigenous peoples based on spiritual relationships to the
universe, to the landscape and to stoues, rocks, insects and other things, seen and unseen,
have been difficult arguments for Western systems of knowledge to deal with or accept.
These arguments give a partial indication of the different world views and alternative
ways of coming to know, and of being, which still eudure within the indigenous world.
Concepts of spirituality which Christianity attempted to destroy, then to appropriate, and
then to claim, are critical sites of resistance for indigenous peoples. The values,
attitudes, coucepts and language embedded in beliefs about spirituality represent, in
many cases, the clearest contrast and mark ofdifference between indigenous peoples and
theWes!.

In the case of Kaho'olawe where the cultural significance of the island to Native Hawaiian

people is based in largely upon Hawaiian spiritual values and cosmology, the ground is

fertile indeed for misunderstanding, disagreement, and contention. This is the contact zone,

where Native Hawaiian culture and Western culture meet and clash, where Kaho'olawe is

defined, its meaning appropriated or used to resist Western cultural domination. The

meaning, definition, and representation of Kaho'olawe is an issue which crystallizes the

differences between Native Hawaiian epistemology and that of the West. Thus it should be

no surprise that the research and representation of Kaho 'olawe by Native Hawaiians within

a Native Hawaiian epistemology would be an central strategy through which Hawaiian

identity as well as spiritual beliefs and practices can be recovered, reestablished, and

perpetuated.
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APPROACH AND METHODS

Reading and Interpreting Non-Written Native Hawaiian Texts of Kaho'olawe

I am not aNative Hawaiian, therefore any attempt on my part to interpret and

explain Native Hawaiian research and representations of Kaho 'olawe creates a predicament.

A dissertation submitted to a traditional Western institution of learning necessarily is

primarily textual and mnst be presented in a traditional Western academic format. In doing

so, I fulfill my educational requirement but revise and co-opt the Hawaiian representations

and recreate them within a Western form ofknowledge and explain them within a Western

epistemology, thereby destroying their integrity and uniqueness, changing and re

presenting the image and the thing itself.

While this is unavoidable within the format for this dissertation format, I attempt to

situate my interpretations and explain my re-presentations. I give a short description of the

uniqueness of Hawaiian language and poetry and its importance to Hawaiian culture, oral

history, and literature. I then attempt to present some of the oral traditions and to explain

their significance to Kaho'olawe. I also try to interpret other non-written representations

including hula performances, ceremonies, and rituals. I situate my interpretations and

written explanations of these non-written representations ofKaho'olawe by treating them

as texts which can be read and interpreted.

Barnes & Duncan (1992:5-8) describe texts as including, besides writing, other

forms of cultural productions such as paintings, maps, and landscapes, as well as social,

economic, and political institutions. I also consider the Native Hawaiian oral traditions,

ceremonies, rituals, and performances to be texts. These cultural productions are
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intertextual practices of signification, that is, they are based on and embody other cultural

texts. According to Barnes & Duncan (1992:8):

Places are intertextual sites because various texts and discursive practices based on
previous texts are deeply inscribed in their landscapes and institutions. We construct
both the world and our actions towards it from texts that speak of who we are or wish to
be. Such 'texts in the world' then recursively act back on the previous texts that shaped
them.

Creation of texts and their expression in the landscape is an on-going dialectic. The texts of

Native Hawaiian oral traditions and practices create the landscape of Kaho'olawe and the

island acts back on them.

I attempt to read these texts through an intertextual approach. Stephen Daniels

(1992) analyzes a landscape painting using an intertextual approach in which he referred to

other paintings by the same and other artists, as well as poetry, prose, histories of the city in

the painting, biographies of the artist, and contemporary political documents to read and

interpret the painting. Similarly, I refer to other texts to read these non-written texts on

Kaho 'olawe. These include interpretations by Hawaiian scholars, interviews with

participants or composers, references to the political and cultural histories of Kaho 'olawe

and to other oral traditions. Additionally, I have been fortunate enough to participate in a

few oeremonies on and about Kaho'olawe (several PKO accesses including one attended

by Chinky Miihoe and his haIau hilla, and also the Ke Ao 0 Ka Lewa ceremony), thus

participating in some small way and witnessing the creation of the landscape of the island

through that text at that time. I emphasize that these are my interpretations and regret the

necessity of having to reinterpret the non-written representations in words. I refer the

reader to video and audio recordings of some of these texts and strongly recommend them

(see Appendix D for a videography and discography of films and songs about

Kaho'olawe).
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Hawaiian Language and Poetry

Pua Aiu's dissertation This Land is Our Land: The Social Construction of

Kaho 'olawe Island, looks at how different cultures communicate about and thus socially

construct place. She recognizes that communities use various linguistic and physical means

to communicate place (Aiu, 1997:5-6). Two linguistic means identified by Aiu are

metaphor and narrative, while physical means include social drama, demonstrations, shows

of power and authority, rallies, rituals, and civil disobedience. Communication of

knowledge and place in Hawaiian tradition, even today, is passed on not through writing

but in chants, song, dance, storytelling, legends and myths, proverbs, and genealogies. Aiu

also states that studies of the ethnography ofcommunication show communication by

different communities or cultures differ, speech patterns and meanings differ and are unique

among different communities and cultures. Hawaiians, therefore, traditionally pass on

knowledge in ways that are unfamiliar to Western thinking.

Ancient Hawaiians, according to Plews (1933) had a oral literature commensurate

to that of Western written literature. She describes an honored class of poets, genealogists,

and story-tellers attached to the courts ofhigh chiefs:

The Old-time Hawaiians, betonging to this ctass, were skilled to receive and hold the
spoken word, that is, to memorize instantly, at first hearing. One man would recite or
chant for two or three hours at a stretch, and when he had fmished, the anditor would
start at the beginning of the chant and go through the whole mele without missing or
changing a word...These trained men received through their ears as we do through our
eyes, and in that way the Hawaiians had a spoken literature much as we have a written
one.

According to Plews (1933), "The mele is interwoven in Hawaiian culture with the hula and

the kaao - that is, poetry is interwoven with the dance and with mythology. Rhythm of

utterance, music and motion are the three things that express and rule the emotions." Thus,

the conveyance of oral history could not effectively be separated from music and
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movement. Sound, motion, and the experience of receiving the presentation were necessary

in communicating knowledge. This is a sort of haptic perception involving mythical

imagination.

The importance of different oral techniques of retaining and transmitting knowledge

has already been described above. Additionally, voice itself is important in Hawaiian

orality. Karnahele (2000:43), a Native Hawaiian hula practitioner, describes how her voice

plays a central role in chants requesting permission to gather resources of the land:

As a chanter, I give the gift of my voice to the spiritual guardian of the forest or the sea.
Once my presence is established, I ask permission to take one ofthe "children" of
Papahlinaumoku in the name of hula to adorn another one of her "children" in a
performance. I express through the words of the chant my deepest appreciation for this
appropriation of the living resource of the land. I kuow that the gift of my voice
possesses a mana or powerful spiritual life-force that offers a replacement for the mana of
this other life. It is almost as if I am giving life for life. This life that comes out of me
is the sound of my voice, my breath, my chanting, my thoughts, and the words that will
invoke the guardians who protect that area.

Ha, the Hawaiian word for breath, also can be translated as "life" (Pukui et at., 1972:43).

The hii is life-giVing, thus when sound is breathed into a word it is infused with mana as

well as meaning and intent (Kanahele, 1986:45). Spoken words have a power of their

own, the power of life.

Kimura (1983: 176) states, "From a Hawaiian viewpoint, the factor that gives the

Hawaiian language its most important cultural function is the philosophy of power in the

Hawaiian word itself." This is codified in the proverb "i ka 'ole1o ke ola; i ka 'olelo ka

make", or "language contains the power of life and death". According to this belief, saying

a word gives power to cause action or influence events. The power of the word is

increased by the manner and form in which it is offered, such as in a chant, formal speech,

story, or legend. Kimura (pp. 177-180) gives several examples in which the poetic usage
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of Hawaiian words, when translated to English sound silly and lose their poetic

associations.

Poetry, or the ''magic music of words", according to Plews (1933:170) is"a

transfiguration of life, an imaginative presentation of it - that is, a picture of life - addressed

to our nobler emotions, and expressed in language of appropriate rhythmic form. The

music of the words and the beauty of the images they bring to mind move our feeling and

give us delight." Traditional ancient Hawaiian poetry in oral traditions is singular in that it

is particularly imagistic or figurative, with inner hidden or secret meanings which contain

knowledge or significance only to the initiated or those with special understanding. Plews

attributes this to the lack of abstract words in the Hawaiian language (174-175):

But the main thing that Hawaiian poetry has to offer an outsider is the clear and flashing
images tbat it is in its power to produce. Tbe languages of tbe Pacific...bave no abstract
tenDs. Ifan Hawaiian wants to refer to my ignorance be speaks of me as having the
entrails of night; if be wants to speak of someone's blindness he will bring in eyes of
night. Abstractions became images in the Polynesian language...And their language
forces them to an imagistic expression. Their poetry, tben, when it is at all descriptive,
is full of clear and defmite images.

Hawaiian language, according to Kimura (pp. 181-182), unites the base culture of

daily lifestyle and values to aesthetic culture which includes ceremonies, philosophy, and

literature. Aesthetic culture reinforces values inherent in the base culture through proverbs,

stories, sayings, and traditional customs. Language plays an important part in aesthetic

culture and protects the daily lifestyle by giving it status, and legitimizes change and

adaptation within a traditional framework. When Hawaiian language, however, is replaced

with English, a language foreign to Hawaiian culture, the Hawaiian tradition becomes

redefmed as aberrant. According to Herman (1999:96), the replacement of the Hawaiian

language with English "played a key role in dismantling Hawaiian geographic discourse, in

the commodification of land and resources, and in the internationalization of the Islands to
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the point of annexation." Contemporary use of Hawaiian language can be used to resist

damaging and radical cultural change brought about by adoption of English language and

Western cultural values. The publication and recognition oflegitimacy ofHawaiian

histories recorded in Hawaiian language is a form of resistance.

NATIVE HAWAIIAN REPRESENTATIONS OF KAHO'OLAWE

The Reality of Myth: Mo'olelo of Creation Tales!fhe Birth of Kaho'olawe

Myths, folklore, and legends are most often thought of as fantastic, made-up,

absurd, and unverifiable stories with no basis in reality. Western empirical research

certainly takes this view:

Myths were often explained as primitive superstitions, or as irrational, anthropomorphic,
or anthropopsycbic representatious of natural phenomena, and it was thought that through
rational and scientific understanding these primitive forms would cease to exist. It may
be pointed out that this view of myths itself often served as myth for many scholars
because such a view was u.sed to defme humanity in a way that provided coherence and
meaning for them as "rational scientists." (pandian. 1991:132)

Yet Joseph Campbell, renowned world authority on myths, sees myths as ''facts of the

mind made manifest in a fiction of matter". Whereas myths are stories which cannot be

interpreted as physical historic facts and might therefore be considered "false", these

symbolized facts of the mind which spring from mythic imagination are interpreted literally

by the mind. Campbell describes the important implications (1972:10):

Now the peoples of all the great civilizations everywhere have been prone to interpret
their own symbolic figures literally, and so to regard themselves as favored in a special
way, in direct contact with the Absolute...For not only has it been the way of multitudes
to interpret their own symbols literally, but such literally read symbolic forms have
always been - and still are, in fact - the supports of their civilizations, the supports of
their moral orders, their cohesion, vitality, and creative powers. With the loss of them
there follows uncertainty, and with nncertainly, disequilibrium, since life, as both
Nietzche and Ibsen knew, requires life-supporting illusions; and where these have been
dispelled, there is nothing secure to hold on to, no moral law, nothing film.

A properly functioning living mythology served certain functions (p. 215): 1) the mystical

function "to waken and maintain in the individual a sense of awe and gratitude in relation to
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the mystery dimension of the universe, not so that he lives in fear of it, but so that he

recognizes that he participates in it, since the mystery of being is the mystery of his own

deep being as well."; 2) "to offer an image of the universe that will be in accord with the

knowledge of the time, the sciences and the fields of action of the folk to whom the

mythology is addressed."; 3) "to validate, support, and imprint the norms of a given,

specific moral order, that, namely, of the society in which the individual has to live."; 4) "to

guide him, stage by stage, in health, strength, and harmony of spirit, through the whole

foreseeable course of a useful life." As Barthes (1977:109) writes, "...myth is a system of

communication...it is a message...since myth is a type of speech, everything can be a myth

provided it is conveyed by a discourse...." Myths function as discourses, to create reality

for understanding the world in which certain ways of acting and thinking seem normal and

natural and beyond which those who have learned to think and exist within this framework

caunot stray.

Beyond these practical functions of myths, they are also poems which give

spirit and meaning to life. According to Campbell (p. 257):

Mythologies...and religions, are great poems and, when recognized as such, point
infallibly through things and eveuts to the ubiquity ofa "presence" or "eternity" that is
whole and entire in each. In this function all mythologies, all great poetries, and all
mystic traditions are in accord; and where any such inspiriting vision remains effective in
a civilization, every thiug and every creature within its range is alive. The fIrst
condition, therefore, that any mythology must fuillll if it is to render life to modern lives
is that ofcleansing the doors of perception to the wonder, at once terrible and fascinating,
of ourselves and of the universe of which we are the ears and eyes and the mind.

Carl lung (Campbell, p. 14-15) sees the imageries of mythology and religion as serving

positive, life-supporting ends. According to lung our outward-oriented consciousness of

everyday life tends to lose touch with the inward forces of our being. Myths, when

correctly read, are a means to bring us back in touch:
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They are telling us in picture lauguage of powers of the psyches to be recognized aud
integrated in our lives, powers that have been common to the human spirit forever, aud
which represent that wisdom of the species by which man has weathered the
milleniumns. Thus they have not been, and cau never be, displaced by the rrodings of
science, which relate rather to the outside world than to the depths that we enter in sleep.
Through a dialogue conducted with these inward forces through our dreams ·aud through a
study of myths, we cau learn to know aud come to terms withthe greater horizon of our
own deeper aud wiser, inward self. And aualogously, the society that cherishes aud
keeps its myths alive will be nourished from the soundest, richest strata of the humau
spirit.

Myths help people to know themselves and to realize their spiritual lives in a way that

rational science and empiricism cannot.

Myths, according to Mircea Eliade, another well-known authority on world myths,

represent a sacred reality. They constitute a history of the acts of gods which is regarded as

absolutely true and sacred. Eliade (1987:95) writes:

The myth relates a sacred history, that is, a primordial event that took place at the
beginning of time...The myth proclaims the appearance of a new cosmic situation or of a
primordial event. hence it is always the recital of a creation; it tells how something was
accomplished, begauto be. It is for this reason that myth is hound np with ontology; it
speaks only of realities, of what really happened, of what was fully mauifested.
Obviously these realities are sacred realities, for it is the sacred that is pre-eminently the
real.

Myths are sacred narratives that represent reality.

Eliade (p. 101) explains that the retelling and reaetualization of myths through

celebrations and rituals is necessary in order to "evoke the primordial event that established

the present condition of humanity." Similarly Kanahele (1986:51-52) describes how

Hawaiian people "live" the sacred realities of myths in the recognition and retelling of the

myths:

...in one way or auother a person "lives" the myth, in the sense that he or she is seized
by the sacred, tbe holy, the exalting power of the events recollected or reenacted. ''Living
a myth" implies a genuinely "religious" experience, since it differs from the ordinary
experience ofeveryday life. This religious experience is due to tbe fact that a person
reenacts "exalted" events or witnesses enactments of the creative deeds of the gods, aud in
so doing ceases to exist in the everyday world and enters a "transfigured" world
permeated with the presence ofthe "supematnrals".

Myths are reenacted in the retelling and symbolically in everyday life. As explained in

Chapter 3, the myth of the creation of the ftrst humans and their familial relationship to the
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taro plant is the basis for the Hawaiian concept of mlilarna 'iiina and the traditional

Hawaiian ethic of caring for the land as an elder relative. People live myths and myths help

people live.

Seen thusly, myths about Kaho'olawe keep the island and its spirit alive and help us

Western readers who will be the primary reading audience of this dissertation open

ourselves to the wonder of the place, "at once terrible and fascinating", and experience the

sacred reality of Kaho'olawe as described and danced, chanted, sung, reenacted, and

imagined into being by the mythic imagination, facts of the mind, and actions of the

Hawaiians. The use of myths here is twofold, it privileges Hawaiian discourse within

academia and shows how myths give Kaho'olawe (and thus people and community) life,

spirit, and sacred meaning.

Loosely translated, the Hawaiian term for myth is "mo'olelo". Mo'olelo can be true

narratives about historical figures or the gods or both. They can also be secular narratives

including folklore, legends, and family stories. Traditionally mo 'olelo were oral. Mo'olelo

could be mele (songs), oli (chants performed without dance), stories, or hula (dance).

Although the written mo 'olelo loses much of the meaning and Iiuance that the spoken word

possesses, the history it tells provides an alternative reality from a Hawaiian worldview.

Mo'olelo about places preserve names and stories of wahi pana, literally "storied

places", or legendary, celebrated, sacred places. Mo'olelo about wahi pana preserve stories

and place traditions of the past and pass on history (Reeve, 1993a). Mo'olelo about places,

like place legends described by Kuletz (1997:211), mythologize features or places in the

landscape and recognize them as places of origin or otherwise describe their significance as

places which provide material conditions for sustained life. Kuletz (p. 211) gives an
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example of the (Native American Indian) Timbisha's narrative of their homeland which

corrects the Western written and archaeological records of the origin and significance of

that place and thus serves as a defiant statement to Western, non-Native knowledge.

Many myths and mo'olelo are related to the "creation" of something by telling how

it came into existence or how a pattern, behavior, institution, or custom was established

(Kanahele, p. 51). By knowing the myth of such an origin, the thing could then be

controlled and manipulated at will. Kanahele writes (p. 52), "Myth is also about power,

or mana, and the laws that determine human destiny." Creation stories are therefore very

powerful, full of intent and purpose, the meaning behind ritual found in every aspect of

everyday life of traditional Hawaiian culture. The act ofcreation also expresses the idea of

"magic and the prestige of origins" (Kanahele, p. 147) in which "Every mythical account of

the origin of anything presupposes and continues the creation." Creation myths in

particular reveal sacred realities as described by Eliade (1987:9-97):

The myth reveals absolute sacrality, because it relates the creative activity of the gods,
unveils the sacredness of their work. In other words, tbe myth describes the various and
sometimes dramatic irruptions of the sacred into the world.. .it is the irruption of the
sacred into the world, an irruption narrated in the myths, that establishes tbe world as a
reality. Every myth shows how a reality came into existence, whether it be the total
reality, the cosmos, or only a fragment - an island, a species of plant, a human
institution. To tell how things came into existence is to explain them and at the same
time indirectly to answer another question: Why did they come into existence? The why
is always implied in the how - for the simple reason that to tell how a thing was born is
to reveal an irruption of the sacred into the world, and the sacred is the nltimate cause of
all real existence. Moreover, since every creation is a divine work and hence an irruption
of the sacred, it at the same time represents an irruption of creative energy into the world.

Thus the recognition and retelling of some of the creation mo'olelo of Kaho 'olawe in

particular reveal the "irruption of the sacred", the work of the akua in the world, and show

Kaho'olawe to be a wahi pana, a Hawaiian sacred place.

The following mo'olelo are creation stories of Kaho 'olawe. They reclaim the

island, the story ofit's creation, existence, and essence of it's being, from Western science
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and reinterpret it from a Hawaiian viewpoint. Origin mo 'olelo create and continue creating

the island as a Hawaiian reality. As is typical of the polylogic of indigenous ways of

knowing, many versions of the creation of Kaho 'olawe exist. Each uniquely explains the

origin of the island. An early example is a chant by Piiku'i, a renowned chanter and kahuna

or priest of the eighteenth century. In the last part of this chant, Kaho'olawe is the fmal

child of Papa and Wiikea, the progenitors of all the Hawaiian islands. (Silva, 1983:11-2;

Aluli & McGregor, 1992:240; Reeve, 1995:5):

Ka Mele a Piiku'i
(The Chant of Piiku'i)

Ka 'ahea Papa iii Kanaloa, he moku
I hlinau 'ia he punua, he nai 'a
He keiki ia na Papa i hlinau
Ha 'alele Papa, ho'i i Kahiki,
Ho'i a Kahiki Kapakapakaua

Papa was prostrated with Kanaloa, an island,
Who was born as a birdling; as a porpoise;
A child that Papa gave birth to,
Then Papa left and went back to Kahiki,
Went back to Kahiki of Kapakapakaua

In this chant Kaho 'olawe is referred to by its ancient name Kanaloa, tying it to the akua.

The fledgling and the porpoise are kinolau or sacred bodyforms of Kanaloa. Hawaiian

historian Thrum (Silva, 1983:1-2) explains the fledgling as symbolic of royal care and the

porpoise as one who continuously dodges difficulties but is seldom caught.

Another chant recorded by David Malo in Moolelo Hawaii describes Kaho'olawe

as red, traditionally a sacred color (Aluli & McGregor, 1992:241; Reeve, 1995:vii):

Lili 'opupunalua '0 Papa iii Ho'ohokukalani

Ho'i hou '0 Papa noho iii Wiikea
Hlinau '0 Oahu, he moku
Hanau '0 Kauai, he moku
Hanau '0 Ni'ihau, he moku
He 'ula a '0 Kaho'olawe.

Papa became jealous at the partnership with
Ho'ohokukalani

Papa returned to live with Wiikea
Born was O'ahu, an island,
Born was Kaua'i, an island,
Born was Ni'ihau, an island,
Glowing fiery red was Kaho'olawe.

According to Silva (1983:2) the red color is a mythological reference to the sacredness of

Kaho 'olawe, "a sacredness traditionally manifested in this 'fiery, burning redness. ",
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Another mele ko'ihonua or creation chant composed around the eighteenth century

attributes the birth of Kaho 'olawe to chiefly families from a distant land. In this second

part it describes the origin of Kaho'olawe (Silva, 1983:4; Reeve, 1995:12):

Ea mai Hawai'inuiiikea
(Then arose Hawai 'inuiiik:ea)

Na Keaukanai i moe aku,
Moe ia Walinu'u 0 Holani,
He keakea kapu no Uluhina. .
Hanau Kaho'olawe, he lopa.
Ki'inaaku Uluhina,
Moku ka piko 0 ke kamaiki,
Ka 'iewe 0 ke keiki i lele
I komo i loko 0 ka 'ape nalu,
Ka 'ape'ape kai 'ale'ale,
Loa'a ka malo 0 ke kama.
o Molokini ka moku
He 'iewe ia, a. He 'iewe ka moku.

It was Keaukanai who had married,
Had married with Walinu'u from Holani,
The sacred albino of Uluhina.
Kaho 'olawe was born, a foundling.
Uluhina then was called upon,
The navel of the little one was cut,
The afterbirth of the child that was thrown
Into the folds of the rolling surf,
In the froth of the heaving sea,
Then was found the loincloth for the child.
Molokini the island
Is the navel string, the island is the navel

string.

In this version, Keaukanai and Walinu 'u from Holani, a mythical land in Kahiki, gave birth

to the island/child Kaho'olawe, he lopa, a foundling, or tenant farmer. This suggests a

dependent relationship to Maui (Reeve, 1995:12). When giving birth, Walinu'u summons

a very high ranking chief, Uluhina, whose duty it is to cut the navel cord and dispose of the

afterbirth. He wraps the placenta in a malo or loincloth and casts it out to sea where it

becomes the islet of Molokini.

A contemporary epic genealogical chant was composed by Pualani Kauka'ole

Kanahele.

He Ko'ihonua no Kanaloa, He Moku
(A History for Kanaloa, an Island)

'0 Wakea-kahiko-Iua-mea
'0 Papa-hiinau-moku ka wahine
Hanau kapu ke kna koko
Ka'ahea Papa ia Kanaloa, he moku

It was Wakea-kahiko-Iua-mea
The wife was Papa-hanau-moku
The sacred birth pain was born
Papa was weak with Kanaloa, an island
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I hanau 'ia he pooua he nai 'a
He keiki i 'a na Papa i Mnau
Holo '0 Haumea i ke keiki moku
He moku kapu na Haumea na Kanaloa

Ho'ono'ono'o kona 'ano wahine
Kapa 'ia '0 Kohemalamalama 0 Kanaloa

E ulu i ka lani a Kane
E ulu i ke kai a Kanaloa.

Holo mai Pele i ka huaka'i
Ka huaka'i 'imi noho no ka 'ohana

Ako 'ia ka ewe, '0 Pu 'uinaina
Na Pele i ho'olawe i ke keiki
Uaho'olawe 'iaikekaio 'Alaliikeiki

He hei kapu na Kamohoali'i
Kapa 'ia '0 Kaho'olawe.

E lana i ka lani a Kane
E lana i ke kai a Kanaloa

Kaulana '0 Kanaloai na mea lawai'a
He 'upenakahe no namakai'a
'0 Kll'ula ka maka i 'a no keia pae moku
Ua hahai ke keiki 0 Kll 'ula
KllkuIu a'e kekahi ho'a i'a
Alaila no, koho '0 'Ai 'ai ia Haki'oawa
Ho'omaopopo ia Kll 'ula kai, he makua.

He mau maka i ka lani a Kane
He mau maka i ke kai a Kanaloa

'0 ke au mehameha '0 Kaho'olawe
'0 ke au na ali'i '0 Kamehameha
Ua hO'ea mai na po'e haole i keia 'aina
Aleila, ua lele na kapu akua
'0 keia ke au 'ai noB, 'ai hele
H5'ea mai i Kaho'olawe na mea pa'a ka

'aina
Kapa 'ia keia '1i.ina, Hale Pa'ahao.

It was born a fledgling, a porpoise
A fish child for Papa was born
Haumea travels to the island child
It was a sacred child for Haumea, for

Kanaloa
Reflecting her femaleness
It was known as Kohemalamalama 0

Kanaloa.

To increase towards the heavens of Kane
To increase in the seas of Kanaloa

Pele travels abroad
An exploration in search of a family

residence
The placenta of Pu 'uinaina was plucked
Pele took the child
It was taken to the sea of 'AlaIiikeiki (the

crying child)
A sacred place for KamohoaIi'i
Known as Kaho'olawe.

To float in the heavens of Kane
To float in the sea of Kanaloa.

Kanaloa is famous for fishing techniques
A flow net for fish
Kii 'ula is the revealer of fish for our islands
The child of Kii 'ula reflects his father
Building fishing memorials throughout
'Ai 'ai chooses Haki 'oawa for this shrine
In remembrance of the parent, Kii 'ula of the

sea.

Eyes in the heavens of Kane
Eyes in the sea of Kanaloa.

The time ofloneliness for Kaho'olawe
It is the time of the offspring of Kamehameha
Strangers arrived upon this land
Then the Godly laws vanished
This was the time of free eating, eating about
People arrived on Kaho'olawe to stay

This land was known as the prison.
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Va pa'a i ka lani a Kane
Va pa'a i ke kai a Kanaloa.

He 'ama miilama ko Makee 'iiilana
Miilama i na po'e kao, pipi, lio, 'ilio

Ho 'ololi i ke ali'i kupa i ke ali 'i haole.

Va lawe 'ia mai na moku kaua
Moku lawe hae, moku lawe koa
Moku lawe kI hii pu
Ho'olawe ka moku, 'au i ke kai.

Hana'ino i ka !ani a Kane
Hana'ino i ke kai a Kanaloa.

Va ala Hawai'i mai ka moehewa mai
Ho'omaopopo i ke keiki i'a a Papa
'0 Kanaloa
Ke moku hei a Haumea
'0 Kohemiilamalama
Ke kino 0 Kamohoali'i
E hQ'ola kiikou ia Kaho 'olawe.

ola i ka lani a Kane
Ola i ke kai a Kanaloa.

Va kiihea 'ia '0 Lono i ka makahiki hou
Ma ka Hale Mua 0 Lono i kiihea 'ia ai
Vakanaloa '0 Kanaloa i Kohemiilamalama

Puka hou a 'e ka mana 0 Kanaloa
Va kani ka leo pahu i ka miilama 0 Hoku

KUwawa i ka houpo a Laka
Va ala '0 LakaiKa'ie'ie rna Kanaloa.

Ala i ka lani a Kane
Ala i ke kai a Kanaloa.

Vaho'eakalaho'iho'i 'ea
Ka Iii ho 'iho 'i moku
Kala ho'iho'i mana kupuna
Aia ka Mua Ha'i Kupuna e hanau nei
E Kanaloa 'ia ana i ka piko 0 ka pae 'ama

Kept permanently in the heavens of Kane
Kept permanently in the sea of Kanaloa.

A land of caring was MacPhee's island
To care for animals, goats, cattle, horses,

dogs
The old chiefs lost their status, new chiefs

ruled.

The warships were brought
The carriers
The gun boats
The island eroded, washing out to sea.

Mistreated in the heavens of Kane
Mistreated in the sea of Kanaloa.

The Hawaiian woke from the nightmare
Remembered was the child of Papa
o Kanaloa
The sacred land of Haumea
o Kohemiilamalama
The bodyform of Kamohoali'i
Save Kaho'olawe.

To live in the heavens of Kane
To live in the seaof Kanaloa.

Lono was summoned for a new year
At the Hale Mua of Lono, He was called,
Kanaloa was reconf"rrmed to

Koherniilamalama
The energy of Kanaloa was revita1ized
The voice of the drum sounded in the care of

HokU
Resounding in the bosom of Laka
Lawa awoke at Ka'ie'ie at Kanaloa.

Awaken in the heavens of Kane
Awaken in the sea of Kanaloa.

The day for sovereignty is at hand
The day to return the island
The day to return the ancestral influence
It is at the Mua Ha'i Kupuna where it is born
To be established in the navel of the islands
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He 'liina kiipa'a no naHawai'i
E ola i ka Mua Ha'i Kiipuna.

A mau loa i ka lani a Kane
A mau loa i ke kai a Kanaloa.

A steadfast land for the Hawaiians
Give life to the Mua Ha'i Kupuna.

Forever in the heavens of Kane
Forever in the sea of Kanaloa

This oli was fIrst chanted in 1992 at a healing ceremony held on Kaho'olawe and again

later in 1994 at another ceremony which transferred control of the island from the u.s.

Navy to the State of Hawai'i. The fIrst part of the oli is similar to Ka Mele a Piiku'i

(above) describing the birth of the island. It then goes on to describe more recent events.

According to Reeve (1995:97-99) this chant was composed to honor the island and

chronicle its history:

Like mele ko'ihonua proclaiming the ancestl)' and accomplishments ofa ruling ali 'i, this
chant begins hy recalling Kaho'olawe's "lineage" and relationship to the gods.
Throughout its early verses, Kanahele's mele borrows from (and, in so doing, pays
trihute to) the chants of earlier composers such as Pa1<u'i. It also touches upon the
various tales and traditions which relate to the island...As the chant continues, it makes
reference to significant events of the post-contact period, including the rise of the
Kamehameha dynasty, the ahandonment of the ancient gods, and the casting down of the
kapu-the system of traditional social and religious laws that governed Hawaiian society...

Against this backdrop is the stol)' of Kaho'olawe's recent histol)': the island's use first
as a penal colony, then as a ranch...and finally as a milital)' bombing range and training
area. In its closing verses, the chant recalls the ceremonies that have been held on
Kaho'olawe over the past decade to revive the life of the island. These include the annual
Makahiki festival, reconsecration of the island to Kanaloa, dedication of a pii hula (hula
platform) named Ka'ie'ie, and the 1992 healing ceremony involving the newly
constructed Mua Ha'i Kiipuna '0 Kahualele (platform of remembrance forthe ancestors).

In his analysis, Reeve refers to several histories of the island, a land use history as well as a

political history and the chronicle of traditional cultural perception and the rebirth of ancient

practices.

Wood (1999:131-132) discusses the significance of Kanahele' s work as aform of

resistance to and an alternative for traditional Western representations of the island:

Kanahele's oli uses the Hawaiian word "koihonua" in its title, a term that is usuaily
translated as "genealogical chant." In her own English translation, however, Kanabele
chooses the word "histol)''' instead. This signals, I believe, Kanabele's resolve to reject
the monorhetorical perspective that would dismiss her oli's representation of the island as
being mythological or less than concretely real...for Kanahele the invisible is as palpable
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as the visible. When she writes that, for example Kaho'olawe is "the physical
manifestation ofPele's great brother", she offers simultaneously botb a literal and a
figurative claim...

The history Kanahele tells in "He Koihonua No Kanaloa, He Mokn" combines references
to greater and lesser akua with accounts of poslcontact and thus, metropolitan,
monorhetorically acknowledged events...Distinctions between the mythological and tbe
historical collapse. ''The island is eroded, its fertile land washed OUlto sea" speaks of
visible events acknowledged as real by geologists and other monorhetoricians, jnst as
"Papa is weak with the island Kanaloa, I who is hom small, a porpoise" described
equally actual events for Kanahele-the birth of a an island as a porpoise through the
womb ofPapa, an akua.

It is not only the visihle and invisible that intertwine in Kanahele's history. The oli
relies ona polylogic ofhothland for the present and for the past as well. Born ofWakea
and Papa, Kaho'olawe remains their child yet today. Those sites on the island that Pele
visited retain her mana (power) for those people who recognize her presence there. Places
on the island manifest as vibrant, multilayered sites speaking of their stories to those
who listen, assisting those who know how to ask. Kanahele' s chant makes clear that
neither the island itself nor any particular place on the island can be accurately rendered
by any single story or myth. Names for the island are as multiple as the stories, for
islands exist in polyrhetoric as a collection of shifting relationships-of the past with the
present and future, and of people with their ancestors, descendants, and innumerable
'aumakua and akua.

Wood thus describes the political significance of this oli as well as its place in the revival of

traditional Hawaiian cultural practices. The oli presents aNative Hawaiian history based on

a Hawaiian understanding of their world. Based on a political and cultural history, it also is

a political statement and a cultural production.

Another example of a mo'olelo is a creation myth or story which, told in prose

form, describes important events or the origins of places or special physical features. This

creation story tells about the creation ofMololdni, the islet in the 'Alaliikeiki Channel

between Maui and Kaho'olawe (Reeve, 1995:40). It was originally recorded in 1921 by

Thomas Kelsey who heard it from J.P. Hale, a kupuna from MauL

He Mo'olelo no Milui
(An Account of Maui)

I ke au kahiko loa ua hele akula ke kupua Milui me kana makau '0

Milnaiakalani ma ka mokupuni '0 Kaho'olawe. Kiikil ihola '0 ia me nil
akua, a ho'oholo like ihola i ko liikou mana'o e huki i ka mokupuni '0

Kaho'olawe a ho'opili pO me ka mokupuni '0 MauL Ho'olou ihola Milui I
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kana makau i ka mokupuni '0 Kaho'olawe, a ho'omaka akuia Hikou e huki.
A '0 ka manawa a lakou e huki nei, i ka pO no ia. Aia lakou e huki ana, aia
ho'i ua Ma'ama'ama 'e a'ela ia manawa. 'Ike maila na kanaka e noho ana
maHonua'ulaikeia 'ainae 'oni aku anai loko oke kai, aho'omakaa'ela
lakou e ua. A '0 ia ka manawa 0 na akua i huli ai a nana i hope. A i ia wa
koke no i naha mai ai kahi i lou 'ia ai ka makau. Aia ho'i, ua ka'awale maila
kern 'apana 0 ka mokupuni '0 Kaho 'olawe a kii ihola I loko 0 ke kai rna
waena 0 Kaho 'olawe a me ka mokupuni '0 Maui, a i kapa 'ia ho'i i keia
manawa, '0 Molokini. Ai ka 'ike 'ana 0 na akua ua pahemo mal ka makau,
nka mea he kanawai pa'a ia, '0 iaho'i, 'a'ole huli hope i ka manawaehuki
'ia ai kekahi mea, ua ho 'omaka a'ela lakou e kiimakena. A pern i kapa 'ia ai
kela awa kii moku rna Honua'ula, Maui, '0 Kiimakena, rna muli 0 ke
kiimakena 'ana 0 na akua. '0 ia kahi 0 na akua i pae aku ai.

In very ancient times, the demigod Maui traveled around the island of
Kaho 'olawe with his hook Manaiakalani. He talked with the gods, and they
decided to pull Kaho 'olawe and join it together with the island of Maui. So
Maui connected his hook to Kaho 'olawe and they began to pull. At this
time the night was dark, but while they were pulling, it prematurely became
light. The people living at Honua'ula saw this land moving along in the sea
and began to clamor. The gods turned to look back, and at that point, the
place where the hook was connected broke off. Then that section of the
island separated from the rest of Kaho 'olawe and stood in the sea between
Kaho'olawe and Maui. It is now called Molokini. When the gods saw that
the hook had come loose, though it is a fIrm rule not to turn back while
pulling something, they began to lament. That is how the harbor at

.Honua'ula came to be called Kiimakena [lament]. That is the place where
the lamenting gods came ashore.

He Mo'olelo no Maui also explains the origins of some of the place names on Maui as well

as the origin of Molokini. In geological history, during the ice age when sea level was

much lower than present, the islands of Maui, Moloka'i, Lana'i, and Kaho'olawe, and also

probably Molokini, were joined together as one land mass known as Maui Nui. When sea

level rose, Maui Nui became separated into the various islands. Note in one of the above

versions of the creation of Kaho 'olawe, the tradition of Opu'ukahonua describes the origin

of Molokini as the afterbirth or navel string of Kaho 'olawe after it is born to Walinu 'u and

Keaukanai. The piko (navel) and 'iewe (afterbirth or placenta) connotate important
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meanings to Hawaiians. Both are associated with attachment, especially that of mother to

child and in relationships between ancestors and descendants (Pukui et aI., 1972:182-183).

Molokini is thus mythically important to Kaho 'olawe, representing the oo=on origin of

all land and perhaps refening also to the familial relationship between humans and the

'aina.

Mele: Songs, Music, and Chant

On November 5, 1999, Deputy Fire Chief John Clark from the Honolulu Fire

Department attended a public meeting of the Kaho 'olawe Island Reserve Commission

(KIRC, 1999). Also a writer and well-known author of several books (Beaches of0 'ahu,

Beaches ofMaw County, Beaches ofthe Big Island, and Beaches ofKaua 'i), Clark had

recently rediscovered an old Hawaiian fisherman's pule or prayer at the Bishop Museum

Library. He composed music for the pule and the resulting song, "E Hua", was recorded

by Loea, a group whose members included himself and several other Native Hawaiian

firefighters. At the public meeting, Loea performed "E Hua" for Commission members.

Clark then explained that he felt the pule epitomized the concepts of aloha spirit, aloha 'aina,

and what it meant to be Hawaiian. He offered the use of the pule and/or song to the

Commission as it saw fit, for ceremony or to assist in restoring the island. Commission

Vice Chair Colette Machado (who is a Native Hawaiian and long-time OHA or Office of

Hawaiian Affairs trustee) co=ented that Clark's biggest gift was in choosing to offer the

song to the KIRC as part of its on-going Hawaiian cultural and ceremonial efforts. She

expressed great appreciation to Clark and Loea for bringing life to Kaho'olawe through

song and prayer (see Appendix D for a list of other songs associated with Kaho'olawe).
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"E Hua" can be considered a Hawaiian folk song, part of a folk tradition within the

context ofHawaiian culture. These types of songs, according to Pi 'ianai 'a (unpublished

manuscript, p. 1), "comprise a common body of knowledge shared by many people who

are, or who consider themselves to be, Hawaiian". Although written for specific purposes,

events, or persons, folk songs are those which have become well-known, everyday tunes

and thus "constitute and express a shared experience for many Hawaiians" (p. 2). In

addition to embracing part of Hawaiian folk knowledge, some songs have roots in the

"sacred, ancient tradition of Hawaiian culture" (p. 1). Pi 'ianai 'a (p. 2) further explains the

significance of folk songs in Hawaiian culture:

...there is an ineffable feeling which seems to exist when these songs are shared amongst
individual Hawaiians. Music is an important facet ofcontemporary Hawaiian life;
songfests are common at family or other types of social gatheriugs. Political, religious
and community association meetings which are predominantly Hawaiian almost always
begin and end with songs. Knowledge ofHawaiian songs qualifies one as an Hawaiian
in many settings; in fact, it seems that one is expected to know most popular Hawaiian
folk songs just as a fact of having grown up within the Hawaiian community.

One of the suggested uses for "E Hua" was as a pule to begin KIRC meetings.

The poetry of songs often contain a double or hidden meaning or kaona (pp. 7-8).

Plews (1933:174) indicates every Hawaiian poem has at least four different meanings, the

meaning of the words, a vulgar double meaning, a mythological-historical-topographical

meaning, and a deeply-hidden meaning. Kaona is an integral part ofHawaiian poetic

forms. Kaona may show humor or cleverness of the composer. The use of kaona to create

symbolic images and veiled references also imparts a subtlety and personalization which is

highly favored in Hawaiian language (Kimura, 1983):

A further complicating factor in Hawaiian culture is that suhtlety and personalization are
highly favored. This leads to the use of symbolism and veiled references in ordinary
speech as a device for emphasizing a point without blatant bragging, criticism, or
questioning. The use of symbolism and veiled reference is especially evident in the
poetry utilized in the chants that are used in everything from ordinary greetings to the
recitation ofgenealogies. Subtlety and personalization are further accomplished in chant
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by using special grammatical and pronunciation complications that make the message
even less flat or blatant.

Use and understanding ofkaona thus presupposes knowledge of place, history, and

personal relationships (Pi 'ianai 'a, p. 8). Pi'ianai 'a gives the example that to avoid naming a

lover, reference was made instead to flowers, wind, or seaweed.

Kaona allows for interpretation of songs on several levels, leading to difficulty in

understanding by the uninitiated or layperson. Sometimes interpretation ofkaona is the

right only of the composer. Similarly, songs often "belonged" to families or specific

individuals (p. 6). Singing them without permission violated the kapu surrounding the

songs.

Many Hawaiian folk songs are devoted to honoring places or refer to places in the

context of other themes. Place names are often mentioned in songs. Pi'ianai 'a quotes from

Place Names ofHawaj'j by Pukui and Elbert:

The Hawaiian cuh of genealogies is paralleled by the cult of place names, Both required
feats of memory, both were links with the past, and both were connected with the inner
man, The genealogies were expressions of respect for rank and divinity (these concepts
were related), and the place names were expressions of man's closeness to the earth and
love for home. Some songs seem to have been excuses for naming beloved places.
Emerson",gives a song with 31 lines containing 29 place names, and elsewhere",witbin
14 lines there are 13 locations named,

Hawaiian folk songs exhibit attitudes towards places and the cultural context of the

meanings of these places. Pi 'ianai 'a gives a typology of songs based on their reference to

places: 1) songs about the major Hawaiian islands; 2) songs about one island; 3) songs

about specific places on an island; 4) songs about home; 5) songs about foreign places;

and 6) songs with places as secondary themes. This typology shows a continuum from a

very general geographic representations to very specific ones, from stereotypes of place

based on ancient, sacred Hawaiian traditions to very personal expressions of very specific
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places imparting an intense and detailed sense of place. Additionally, Pi 'ianai 'a notes (p.

14-15):

All of the songs dealing with the islands exhibited a profound familiarity with the
physical conditions in particular areas. Winds, rains, and tbe cbaracteristics of tbe ocean
associated with various areas are constantly used and can be traced back to classical
knowledge, sucb a, the ancient chant,. Poetic epitbets for places ,eem to have arisen
from awareness of tbe personality ofthe area.

The tone of the songs is quite homogeneou, in the sense that there is a definite lack of
negative or pejorative reference,. Good qualities are extolled aud bad one, never
mentioned. The expression of place is filled witb affection and praise; landscape
de,criptions are based on beauty ratherthau barrenness or hostility. Grief, sorrow,
de,pair and unpleasantness are not part of this poetic.

Note that this is in direct contrast to the wasteland discourse of the U.S. military narratives

about Kaho 'olawe mentioned above.

Perhaps the most well-known song about Kaho'olawe among those who continue

to work towards the restoration and healing of the island is Mele 0 Kaho 'olawe, written and

composed by Uncle Harry Kunihi Mitchell, aNative Hawaiian kupuna or elder from

Ke'anae, Maui. The song is a tribute to those who have and continue to reclaim the island.

Mele 0 Kaho'olawe

Aloha kn'u mokn '0 Kaho'olawe
Mai kinohi kou inoa '0 Kanaloa
Kohema lamalama, lau kanaka 'ole

Hiki mai nii pua, e ho 'omaIu maio

Alu like kiikou liihui Hawai'i
Mai ka Iii hiki mai ka Iii kau a 'e
Kiipa'a a hahai, ho'oikaika nii kanaka

Kauli'i miikou, nui ke aloha no ka 'aina.

Hanohano nii pua 0 Hawai 'i nei
(Hui AlaIoa)

No ke kaua kauholo me ke 'aupuni

Love for my island, Kaho'olawe
From the beginning your name was Kanaloa
You are the southern beacon, barren, without

population
Until the rescue of nine people to grant you

peace.

Let us band together people of Hawai'i
From sun up to sun down
Stand together and follow, be strong young

people
We are but a few but our love for the land is

unlimited.

Popular are the young people of Hawai'i
(Hui Ala Loa)

For the civil strife against the government
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Pa'apii ka mana'o, no ka pono 0 ka 'aina

Imua na pua, lanakila Kaho'olawe!

Imua na pua, lanakila Kaho'olawe!

Together in one thought for the good of the
land

Go forward young people, bring salvation to
Kaho'olawe!

Go forward young people, hring salvation to
Kaho'olawe!

This song about Kaho 'olawe, like other songs about a single island that Pi 'ianai 'a

analyzes, does not mention any specific places on the island, is relatively general in

representation, and does not impart a particularly detailed sense of place. It does, however,

employ a bit ofkaona in the phrase "Kohema lamalama" (translated as "You are the

southern beacon"). An ancient name for Kaho 'olawe is Kohemalamalama 0 Kanaloa

(Reeve, 1993a; Aluli & McGregor, 1992; Kanahele, 1995). Along with the previous line

of the song "Mai kInohi kou inoa '0 Kanaloa" the phrase shows an interplay of words

based on this ancient name.

An interpretation of this name is rich and complex in meaning and symbolism and

serves to impart a sense of place and sacredness. Most obviously, the name ties the island

to the god Kanaloa. Kohema lamalama can be interpreted to mean a shining beacon to the

south, lit up like heaven, referring to the description of how ancient Polynesian voyagers

viewed the island upon arriving in the Hawaiian Island chain and indicating the island's

significance as an aid to navigation in open ocean voyaging between South Polynesia

(probably Tahiti) and Hawai'i or maybe as a resting point for the god Kanaloa (KICC,

1993). The reference to Kaho'olawe as a beacon towards which navigators look rather

than the point of departure, gives a positive connotation, and as a beacon for a god, the

island is both blessed and a blessing (Aiu, 1997). At the same time, Kohe Malamalama 0

Kanaloa may be interpreted to mean the sacred refuge or pu'u honua of Kanaloa (Aluli &
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McGregor, 1992) or "the shining birth canal of Kanaloa", referring to how the knowledge

of Kanaloa and of navigation was born into the understanding of the people of Hawai 'i.

These meanings hidden in this phrase refer to a sacred place, a beacon calling to na

pua, the young people of Hawai'i because it is barren, without population. It is a place in

need of rescue, of salvation, of peace. The nine people who rescue Kaho 'olawe are the

"Kaho'olawe Nine", nine people who landed on the island in 1976 to protest the bombing.

Hui Alaloa (Group of the Long Trails) is a grassroots activist organization formed on the

island of Moloka'i in 1975 to gain access to mountain and beach trails that had for years

been closed off to the general pUblic. In many ways this organization presaged the

formation of the Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana Three of the members, George Helm, Walter

Ritte Jr., and Dr. Emmett Aluli became leaders for the 'Ohana and were among the nine.

The song presupposes knowledge of these events. It is to these people as well as those

who currently strive to reclaim the island and its lands that the song is dedicated.

According to Pi 'ianai 'a (unpubl., pp. 2-3) pre-eontact (pre 1820's or the time of the

arrival of the missionaries) Hawaiian music was basically comprised of chants. "Music" in

the Western sense did not exist. A mele is a song, poetry, or chant of any kind that mayor

may not be accompanied by music and dance, whereas an oli is a chant that was not danced

to. One of the most well-known chants about Kaho'olawe is Oli Kalwlwnu 0 Kaho'olawe

mai nii Kapuna, an oli recorded from memory by Uncle Harry Kunihi Mitchell in the early

1980's. Uncle Harry learned this chant from his grandmother's cousin. He states that it is

an ancient chant "from the beginning of creation" (Reeve, 1995:43).
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Oli Kilhohonu 0 Kaho'olawe mai na Kilpuna
(Deep Chant of Kaho 'olawe from our Ancestors)

'U'ina, kaulona i ka pil waikaua
Wehewehe mai nei kahi ao
Kil mai na wa'a kaulua
Pile ke kanaka mai ka wa'a mai
Kilkulu ka iwi 0 ka 'aina,

'Ailana Kohemalamalama
Ho'ohiki keia moku ia Kanaloa
Akua 0 ka moana 'iii, moana uli
Ke holo nei me ka au kahili
'Ohaehae mai ka makani
'Alala keiki pua ali'i
Ka piko hole pelu 0 Kanaloa
Kahua pae 'iii kihonua ahua
Puehu ka lepo 0 Moa'ula
Pu 'uhonua mo'0 kahuna kilo pae honua

Pohaku ahu 'aikilpele kapili 0 Keaweiki
Kau II lua ka makani ke hae nei
Kawelehele nei '0 Hineli'i, napo'o ka

la i Kahikimoe
Nue mai ke ao Lanikau

Kapu mai kahonua, kilpa'aloa
Pau ka luhi 'ana 0 ka moana
Mana'o haIana pil i ke Akua
He aloha pili kau no keia 'aina

Aloha no ka mana 0 na kilpuna

'U'ina, listen to the conch shell
Dawn is breaking
Two double-hulled canoes are sighted
The men cheer from the canoe
Land is sighted, to your left it is like heaven

all lit up
We dedicate this island to Kanaloa
God of the shallow and deep ocean
We are running in an errant current
The wind is blowing from all directions
The chief's child is crying
The curled navel of Kanaloa
The channel is shallow
Dust is spreading over Mount Moa'ula
Gathering place of the kahuna classes to

study astronomy
Stone of deep magic of Keaweiki
The wind that tears along is chilly
Light rain is falling, the sun is setting towards

Kahikimoe
The glow after the sunset is like the colors of

the rainbow
The world seems to be standing still
We shall no more labor on the ocean
My thoughts are enlightened towards God
My love for this land will always be deep

within my heart
I love the knowledge and power of my

ancestors

Like Mele 0 Kaho'olawe, the verses of this oli contain ancient names for

Kaho'olawe "from the beginning of time" (Reeve, 1995:43). Kaho'olawe is linked to the

akua Kanaloa, and also to the name Kohemalamalama, which Uncle Harry translates as "to

the left and lit up". The oli also contains names ofwahi pana, sacred or storied places, on

the island: Kahikimoe, where the sun sets; pohaku ahu 'aikilpele kapili 0 Keaweiki, the bell

stone at the summit of Pu 'u Moa'ulaiki which is also the pu'uhonua mo'o kahuna kilo pae
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honua, the gathering place of the kahuna who study astronomy. The tenth through twelfth

lines of the oli are a word play on 'Alaliikeiki, the name of the channel betweeu

Kaho'olawe andMani and which embraces the islet of Molokini, ka piko hole pelu 0

Kanaloa, the curled navel of Kanaloa. Hineli'i, another ancient name, refers to the light rain

that falls on the island.

This oli documents the special places and characteristics of Kaho 'olawe, links the

island to Hawaiian gods and spiritual events, and locates Kaho 'olawe within a traditional

Hawaiian spiritual worldview and reality. The Edith Kanaka'ole Foundation comments on

the chant explains this well (EKF, 1992:25-26):

The elemental scenario maintains the navigational theme for Kanaloa. The image of
double hnlled canoes, the kahuna class, the use of Moa'ula for the study of the stars. the
Kuabu or stone altar for sacred food, the mention of Kohemalamalama and the natural
movements of the waves, currents, winds, rains and finally the land, the ki'i or
embodiment of Kanaloa. The culmination of navigational milieu found in this chant
supports the notion of training potential po'e ho'okele moku or navigators and sailors on
the island ofKanaloalKaho'olawe...

The chant documents the use of Kaho'olawe as a sacred navigational training school and

shows the island itself was treated as a kuahu or ki'i, an embodiment of Kanaloa The

chant also mentions the presence of places used as kuahu or stone altars and other heiau or

worshipping sites (EKF, p. 25-266):

There were a great number of worshipping sites on the island of Kanaloa...The function
of worshipping sites are to draw in the kinetic energy of the essence to which you
appeal...If the island of Kanaloa was treated as a kuabu or ki'i, then it would he
advantageous to utilize some of the residual mana or energy of the island for other
purposes. Therefore, the amount of heiau on the island is not surprising...This numerous
amount of worshipping sites on this island reveals the vim and vigor for spiritual
reciprocity practiced by the people who populated the island in the earlier days.

This chant is often cited as a source of oral knowledge documenting the traditional

significance of the island and confirming the status of the entire island as a wahi pana (see

for example Aluli & McGregor, 1992).
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Hula: Dancing the Island Alive

Hula, the traditional folk dance of Hawai'i, is an interdisciplinary art which

embraces literature, mythology, genealogy, language, protocol, botany, and craftsmanship

ofmusical instruments and lei making (Enomoto, 1999). The movements pantomime the

text of the mele to which it is performed. Beyond entertainment, however, the dance fulfills

far more functions than Western society expects (Bartlett, 1998). According to Emerson

(1997:11-12):

The hula was a religious service, in which poetry, music, pantomime, and the dance lent
themselves, under the forms of dramatic art, to the refreshment of men's minds. Its view
of life was idyllic, and it gave itself to the celebration of those mythical times when gods
and goddesses moved on the earth as men and women and when men and women were as
gods. As to subject-matter, its warp was spun largely from the bowels ofthe old-time
mythology into cords through which the race maintained vital connection with its
mysterious past. Interwoven with these, forming the woof, were threads of a thousand
hues and of many fabrics, represeuting the imaginations of the poet, the speculations of
the philosopher, the aspirations of many a thirsty soul, as well as the ravings and flame
colored pictures of the sensualist, the mutterings and incantations of the kahuna, the
mysteries and paraphernalia ofPolynesian mythology, and annals of the nation's history
- the material, in fact, which in another nation and under different circumstances would
have gone to the making of its poetry, its drama, its opera, its literature.

Momiala Kamahele (1992:40-41), a Native Hawaiian nationalist and hula practitioner

describes the role of hula in Hawaiian culture:

As a form ofexpression of a people's identity, a kind of collective consciousness
externalized, the hula expressed a visual panorama, a human story of struggle with
nature, of struggle with human beings. Sometimes this drama extolled life and death;
sometimes tbe story described the people's environment; many times it entertained the
past genealogical exploits of the movers and shakers of Hawaiian society with the current
audience. The hula held the attention of its viewer so as to bring about mutnal and
involved pleasure and enjoyment in life. And often the story explicated the complex and
sacred sexual desires and practices of the Natives. The message instructed, entertained
and was part of the cultural rhythm of daily and seasonal life. But it was also fun and
amusing. Thus, for my people, the hula carried the dramatic message of life: human
affairs and their surroundings and the intimate, reciprocal relationship between the two.

Hula is a ritual conducted through motion, an expression of myth through dance (Kanahele,

1986:130):

Since the role of ritual is to represent reality expressed in myth, no more perfect
instrument for doing that could have been invented than dance. For dance is motion,
which is the state of being of all things. The sand, rocks, air, mountains, trees, water 
all forms of energy - arc made up of vibrating, moving molecules and atoms. They are,
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in effect, all dancing. While the picture of moving molecules and atoms is a product of
modem physics, the idea of an animated world in which all things are alive or dancing,
as it were, was Dot strange to the Hawaiians...

Since the world itself is animated, alive, and dancing, hula as a danced ritual is the perfect

vehicle for conveying the myths which celebrate and honor the land and Hawaiians'

relationship to it (Kamahele, 2000:42):

The relationship between Native Hawaiians and the land is a familial reciprocal one.
Papahanaumokn is our ancestor, our elder to whom we turn for sustenance, strength, and
spiritual grounding. We demonstrate our service in familial ways. We show her respect
and revere all her varied aspects from the mountains to the sea and all life in between.
That is why our chants and hula celebrate and commemorate the beauty and lushness of
our land, its bounty and ahundance. That is why in perfonnance of our chants and dance,
we follow a certain spiritual protocol...

As myths help people live and people live myths, so too does hula convey myth as

well as come from myth. Myth, ritual, hula, and honoring the land are inseparable

processes. A number of differing accounts trace the origin of hula to mo 'olelo or myth (see

Kanahele, 1986). According to the Pele and Hi'iaka myths (Kanahele et aI., 1989), it was

the gods who created the hula, played the ftrst musical instruments, and taught these skills

to humans. According to Kanahele (1986:129):

Myth, ritual, and dance are indivisible parts of a single process. As dance, hula is ritual
because it imitates what the gods have done. The myth tells of divine deeds in words,
while dance portrays those deeds in movement, rhythm, and gesture.

Thus, since the gods are embodied tbroughout nature in the forms of their kinolau, hula

also recreates the acts of nature.

Legend tells of the start of the fust hillau hula or hula school (Enomoto, 1999:15-

16):

Laka, a spritely and vivacious goddess, was summoned on day by her elder sister,
Kapo'ulakina 'u, on Moloka'i.

"Hele rnai - come here," Kapo said. "I want you to teach the people of Moloka'i how to
chant and dance.

"But remember," Kapo cautioned, ''they must learn my kapu, my rules. They must make
an ahu (altar) and bring pleasing plants, a pig and black 'awa (kava plant), And they
must learn the proper chants for offering these ho 'okupu at the ahu."
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Laka - who also went by the names Nawahineli'i\i 'i (the small women) and Ulunui
(abundant growtb) - bad been the first to dance the hula on Ni'ibau. $he olxoyed her
sister Kapo and taught the Moloka'i people to chant, build an ahu and gather appropriate
plants. These included maile, lehua, pala'a ferns, 'ie'ie vines, halapepe, breadfmit,
mountain apples and pili gmss.

Every hlilau has an ahu, a "visible temporary abode of the deity, whose presence was at

once the inspiration of the performance and the luck-bringer of the enterprise" for "the hula

still continued to maintain the form ofdivine service and still appealed to them [gods and

goddesses] for good luck" (Emerson, 1997:14-15). Laka is the patron goddess of the hula,

to whom special prayers and sacrifices are offered. The ahu is set up in her honor and "the

wealth of flower and leaf used in its decoration was emblematic of her beauty and glory, a

pledge of her bodily presence, the very forms that she, a sylvan deity, was wont to assume

when she pleased to manifest herself' (Emerson, 1997:23). Additionally, a block of sacred

lama wood wrapped in yellow kapa cloth is placed conspicuously on the ahu to further

emphasize the fact of her real presence at the ahu. The plants with which the ahu is

decorated, themaile••ie.ie. lehua, pala 'a, halapepe, and lama, are kinolau or sacred

bodyforms of the goddess. When collecting these plants for the ahu, the body of the

goddess is being despoiled, thus gathering must be done with grace and etiquette (p. 16).

Prayers, songs of praise and adulation, were chanted while gathering.

According to Kanahele (1986: 130-131) hula is mimetic, that is, it imitates actions,

events, animals, people, and deities. By imitating something, the performer can possess or

control it, or bring about desired events by reproducing them in dance. Kanahele states,

"through the power of dance and ritual the dancer performing the movements becomes

those things depicted. Costume as well as movement helped to ensure the presence of
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deities. Dancers are adorned in greenery which are kinolau of akua or 'aumakua in their

chant and hula Emerson writes (p. 16):

It would seem as if the physical ecstasy of the dance and the sensuous joy of all nature's
finery had breatbed their spirit into the aspiration and that the beauty of leaf and flower,
all of them familiar forms of the god's metamorpbosis - accessible to their touch and for
tbe regalement of their senses - had brought sucb nearness and dearness ofaffection
between goddess and worsbiper...

Adornment with the kinolau of the akua or 'aumakua further instills in the performer the

quality of the deity, the ability to emulate and pantomime the characteristics of that deity, to

give presence to and become the deity or to manifest the events requested of the deity in the

hula and chant. Color (Bartlett, 1998) also plays a role in transmitting knowledge and

transforming consciousness.

Western contact destroyed the early perception of hula as described by Kamahele.

Missionaries in the early 1800's saw the hula as savage works of the devil and sought to

suppress the "evil" practice. Despite a ban on public performances, hula persisted and was

later embraced and revived six decades later during the reign of the "Merrie Monarch" King

David Kaliikaua. Despite more recent commodification and commercialization of

stereotyped hula by tourism, the hula has survived oppression and transformation (see

Buck, 1993) and, according to Kamahele, "is a form ofresistance against an all-haole,

English-speaking American government and economic power base" (p. 43). Hula enjoys a

modern renaissance dating from the 1970's. The annual Merrie Monarch Festival in held

in honor of King Kalllkaua and is sold out year after year. Kumu hula (hula teachers),

'olapa (accomplished dancers), and ho 'opa'a (drummer/chanter) maintain the ancient

traditions, and are "the keepers of the knowledge" (Enomoto, 1999:18-19). The knmu hula

ofHiilau 0 Kekuhi, Pualani Kanaka'ole Kanahele and Niilani Kanaka'ole, represent seven

generations and 125 years of hula in the Pele tradition.
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Kaho'olawe has often been celebrated and represented by chants or mele and hula.

Several hula for Kaho 'olawe were performed during the ceremony which conveyed the

island back to the State ofHawai 'i. One of the kumu hula (hula teacher), H6kiilani Holt-

Padilla, whose hiilau (school) performed at the ceremony, served for a while as the cultural

coordinator for the Kaho 'olawe Island Reserve Commission. Another is the well-known

singer/songwriter/composer Keali'i Reichel. Yet another, Chinky Miihoe, went on to

receive top honors in the 1997 Merrie Monarch Festival hula competition while performing

hula about Kaho 'olawe. In 1998 the Merrie Monarch honors were also won by a halau

hula which had performed hula about Kaho'olawe. Members of both Chinky Miihoe's

Hiilau Hula 0 Kawaili'ula in 1997, and Sonny Ching's Hiilau NaMamo '0 Pu'uanahulu in

1998 spent four days on Kaho 'olawe experiencing the place and preparing for the

competition. I believe that it was the experience of this special and sacred island that made

the difference in their performances and allowed them to sweep the competitions.

Hakioawa is where Sonny Ching first stepped ashore on Kaho'olawe in 1997 with

the Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana. This visit profoundly affected Ching and inspired him to

dedicate a significant portion ofhis Merrie Monarch performance to Kaho'olawe and to

compose He Lei No Kaho'olawe (Lum, 1998). Ching summarizes his feelings and

emotions and intention for composing mele:

This is an expression of what lfeelfor Kaho'olawe, the places 1have seen, have learned
about, places 1have felt. For Kaho'olawe touches something inside ofanyone who
visits. What that something is, is different for each person, for each visit. For me it was
a feeling of rebirth, of excitement mixed with awe and reverence, and sadness. It was
anotber way of connecting witb my ancestors, my cult, my bistory. For tbe island
exudes mana-strength, yet the burt and the pain reverbemtes through its core. It is an
island that is ricb in cultuml and religious sites, and I bave tried to recall some of these
in this "ka'apuni". Tbe whole island is considered an altar if you will, to the god
Kanaloa. And is the only island tbat bears the nllIl\e of one of the major gods, tbus
sbowing its higb significance. I have tried to use some of the kino lau of Kanaloa in tbe
mele for it belps to give description to some of tbe characteristics of Kanaloa tbe god.
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He also took his halau to visit the island in order to experience for themselves the places of

the mele and to strengthen the bonds of trust and mutual support between the dancers.

During their visit to Kaho'olawe, the haIau hiked up to the top of Pu'u Moa 'ulaiki and

chanted an oli and watched while a mist of clouds descended upon them. Lopaka Igarta-

Devera, one of the students remembers the moment (Lum, 1998):

You could feel the mana up there...The wind was just Whipping. We were having a hanl
time stauding aud then the mist came over like bauds, down into the valley and went
right through ns. Now, for a hula daucer, especially when you're doing something in
nature, that is a very special feeling to have that run right through you. You have a
better understanding of what you're daucing about and what you're cbauting about. That
was wonderful.

Ching added (Lum, 1998), "it was an awakening. It gave life to what they learned about,

and what they experienced. The act of the mist coming down upon them triggered all these

things into life."

Emmett Aluli, one of the founder of the Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana has observed

that just being on the island of Kaho 'olawe can be a religious ceremony (Aluli, unpubl).

The profound personal and spiritual experiences of the haIau and of Kumu Hula Sonny

Ching while on Kaho 'olawe are embedded in the mele and the actual performances at the

Merrie Monarch competition. Their perceptions, their sensations, their emotions and

reactions, their memories are engraved in their actions and in their song, in the words,

because of what they experienced, thus communicating more than just empirical facts about

the island, more than just gestures and movements symbolic of little or unknown places of

some distant island. The dancers wore costumes they created from cloth dyed in ocean

water with red dirt from Kaho'olawe (the ocean being the realm of Kanaloa and red being a

sacred color, ceremonial purification of a haIau site accomplished by aspersion with

seawater mixed with 'olena (turmeric) or red earth-Emerson p. 14). John Ka'imikaua,
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another kumu hula, also expresses the transformation that a mutual relationship with a place

creates in a performance:

Without my counection to the spirit essence of the land, I would be void of the land's
spiritual influence, and I could not breathe life and spirit into the practice ofchant and
hula. Without the familiarity and intimacy with the plants and creatures of the
environment, I could not teach my students to go beyond imitating nature through the
motions of the dance, but to become the very element or entity spoken of in the hula.
Without my recognition of, and relationship with my ancestors past whose spirit essence
is an indelible part of the landscape from the mountains to the sea, I would not receive
the privilege of their guidance, or feel the power of their presence in the chant and hula.

The hiilau, the hula, and mele communicate and represent history by those who experienced

it and in a way that written word alone cannot convey. The island lives in the mele and

hula, is reclaimed within a traditional Hawaiian cultural practice and within a Hawaiian

epistemology.

The performance by Hiilau Na Mamo '0 Pu 'uanahulu included a hula kahiko

(ancient dance) performed by the women to He Lei No Kaho'olawe, an original

composition written by Souny Ching:

He Lei No Kaho'olawe

He lei, he aloha, no Kaho'olawe

Ke kama'ula a Papa i hanau
Ke kino moku kapu 0 Kanaloa
Pti 'ia i ke kai holuholu la, 'ea Iii, 'ea Iii, ei!

Hiinau ka Palaoa 'au i ke kai
Ka'i ka'i i ke kai '0 'Alalakeiki
Hekeikiali'i 'okanai'a
Ua hili mai nei, mai Hanakanai'a Iii,

'ea Iii, 'ea la, ei!

Kii uaki mau '0 Pu'u Moa'ula
Kuamoanaha lana ('0) Kamohio
Ua noweo 'ula I ka la welo
Ua pi'i '0 Makali'i i ka lani la,

'ea la, 'ea la, ei!

A lei, an expression of affection for
Kaho'olawe

Red child born to Papa
The sacred body of Kanaloa
Dwells together with the moving current of

the sea

Born is the Palaoa, living in the sea
Parading through the waters of 'Alalakeiki
A chiefly child is the nai'a(dolphin)
Arriving from Hanakanai'a

Always standing guard is Pu'u Moa'ula
Kuamoanaha is there with Karnohio
Bright red is the setting sun
Makali'i has ascended the heavens
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Me he waha ala '0 Kanapou
'0 Kamohoali 'i (ka) makahiapo
Va ho'okuapOla'o'o Ka'ehuiki

Akaku 'u mai ke ali'i oka manola,
'ea Iii, 'ea Iii, ei!

Aia i ka uka 0 Pu'u Moiwi
Nii p6haku pa'a i ka lua kliko'i
E aloha mai e ka manu 'iwa ho 'ola'i
Lanalana i luna 0 ka LaeokUka 'iwa Iii,

'ea Iii, 'ea Iii, ei!

Eia a 'e '0 Lono-i-ka-makahiki
Keliliawai a Pu 'ukamama

Va lako pono ka wa'a pomaika'i
Ho'oku'u 'iama Kealakahikilii,

'ea Iii, 'ea Iii, ei!

Ua 'ike konale 'ia mai ka honu
Ma Ahupii ho a'o Wa'aiki
Mii'ama 'ama '0 ka Lae Kuikui
Hull ho'i no a Hakioawa Iii, 'ea la, 'ea Iii, ei!

Hea i ka niiulu i ka hale 0 Lono

Ho'ola ana i nii pua hinahina
He lei, he aloha, no Kaho'olawe

Ke kino moku kapu, 0 Kanaloa Iii,
'ea Iii, 'ea Iii, ei!

He inoa no Kanaloa

Kanapou is like a mouth
Of Kamohoali 'i, the fIrst born
Ka'ehu (Ka'ehuikimanoopu'uloa) pays

tribute
The chief of the shark is appeased

(Kamohoali'i)

There in the uplands of Pu 'u Moiwi
Are the basalt stones in the adze quarry
Love to the 'iwa soaring in the calm
Soaring above Laeokiika'iwa

Here is Lono, Lono-of-the-makahiki
Crossing the ridges of Keliliawai and

Pu'ukamama
Filled is the canoe with abundance
Released at Kealakahiki

The honu is seen
First at Ahupii then at Wa'aiki
Kuikui Point lights the way
Returning to Hakioawa

The niiulu rains are summoned at the Hale 0

Lono
Giving life to the hinahina blossoms
A lei, an expression of affection for

Kaho'olawe
The sacred body of Kanaloa

In the name of Kanaloa

This mele reclaims the island of Kaho 'olawe from a Hawaiian point of view, a

Hawaiian worldview. The mele falls into Pi'ianai'a's typology of a song about specifIc

places on one island. It represents a "ka'apuni", a tour around the island (note that this is

also the name of a hula step Called "around the island"). He Mele Pana No Kaho'olawe (A
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Place Name Chant For Kaho 'olawe) written by Poa Kanahele for the rededication

ceremony of the island (see quote, beginning of chapter) is another mele similarly

composed in this style. The reference to the creation of the island ties Kaho'olawe back to

a Hawaiian history, a Hawaiian genealogy, a Hawaiian worldview and cosmology fIlled

with Hawaiian akua. Within a Hawaiian epistemology, a Hawaiian reality, Kaho 'olawe is

an altar to the god Kanaloa Kaho'olawelKanaloa does not exist just as the visible island

but beyond the apparent, the readily observable and empirical island, it is also in a spiritual

sense the kinolau of Kanaloa" ke kino moku kapu 0 Kanaloa, the sacred body of the god in

its multiple forms: the nai 'a or dolphins which dwell at Hanakanai 'a the bay of dolphins,

the palaoa and the kohoHi, the whales which pass through the waters of 'Ala11ikeiki, the

channel between Kaho 'olawe and Maui, and the honu or turtles which are frequently seen

along the western shores of Ahupii and Wa'aiki.

The mele travels around the island visiting many of the wahi pana or storied places

on the island, telling of the exploits of the men and gods in these places, or of the special

physical characteristics of the landscape. As Ching states, the ka'apuni starts and ends at

Hakioawa on the northeast coast of the island. The mele also describes the ancient practice

of makahiki observance which has been reinstated on Kaho'olawe. Part of the ceremonies

include a procession around the island which also starts and ends at Hakioawa The annual

celebration commences with the [lIst observance of the Makali'i (verse 3), the constellation

Pleides, in the evening sky. The procession, led by Lono-i-ka-makahiki, Lono god of the

makahiki, crosses the ridges Keiiliawai and Pu'u Kamama, visits Po 'u Moa 'ulaiki and Po'u

Moiwi, and ends at Kealaikahiki where a canoe filled with ho 'okupu or offerings is set

asea. According to Ching, the imagery of crossing ridges and the release of the canoe at
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Kealaikahiki continues the idea of movement throughout the mele and reaffums the

navigational significance of Kaho'olawe.

According to Ching, the honu in the seventh verse symbolizes the return of people

to Kaho 'olawe. Pu'u Kuikui (kuikui is an old form of kukui referring to the candlenut

plant, or to light) lights the way back to Hakioawa with the light of knowledge "in our

understanding not only of Kaho 'olawe, but in all our efforts to preserve and live the

traditions of our forefathers." Hakioawa, prehistorically the cultural and political center of

the island, is once again becoming the center for cultural revival and perpetuation on

Kaho'olawe.

Hula has become so much a stereotypical part of Hawai 'i, one cannot think about

hula without automatically associating it with Hawai 'i. Most visitors to the islands expect

to see some sort of hula performance during their stay here. They may be surprised,

however, in the message and depth of emotion and meaning conveyed in what is too often

thought of as a tourist spectacle. In the spring of 1998, U.S. Supreme Court Associate

Justice Ruth Ginsburg visited the University of Hawai'i's School of Law. She was

entertained with a performance by the school's halau hula (which included fellow U.H.

geographer John Egan) under the direction of law student and apprentice kumu hula Koa

Paredes (Malamalama, 1998). The chants and dances were all about Kaho 'olawe, preceded

by a narrative of the island's history. The performance "brought tears to students' eyes and

prompted Lawrence Foster to comment that it was one of his proudest moments as the

school's dean". This anecdote is significant for several reasons. That a nationally ranked

law school, an undeniably Western institution, should have a halau performing traditional

hula and chant (as opposed to commercialized hula for tourist consumption) for the
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edification of a U.S. Supreme Court Justice seems an incongruity. It is an overt expression

ofhula as resistance, through perpetuation of the traditional dance form within an otherwise

completely Western context, and through it's presentation during a key visit by an

important and influential dignitary. The representation of Kaho'olawe through dance and

chant for a federal official, a lawyer, a person whose life is surrounded by specificities in

definition, is a statement as strong as that of letters written to congress or protests of civil

disobedience. Furthermore, these are not just students taking hula as extra curricular stress

relief after a grueling day in law school classes. The law school, like the hlilau of Merrie

Monarch honorees Chinky Mlihoe and Sonny Ching, visited the island that spring with the

Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana and were invited to perform during the access. Hardly an

honor to be given to "after school kids" playing at hulal

Ceremony: Ritual for the Sacred

According to Eliade (1987), ceremonies and rituals are the reactualization of

primordial events in the sacred history of the gods and divine beings and which are told of

in sacred myths. By reactualizing the myths, people reenact or repeat paradigmatic

gestures, activities, and events of the gods. The ritual occurs in sacred time, the time of the

gods, the time of origins sanctified by the gods. Participation in the ritual allows people to

become contemporary with the gods, to live in their presence, to act and thus to become like

them. The reenactment of sacred time and events is a repetition of the creation of these

events. As these events or actions are recreated or reborn, so are rituals opportunities for

regeneration and purification, the expulsion of sins or demons or misdeeds, a chance to

restore current conditions to that of the original, more "pure" time and condition.
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Kumu hula John W. Ka 'imikaua describes some of the elements of a ceremony

performed by Native Hawaiians and how they correspond with Eliade's concept of ritual

(Ka'imikaua, n.d.):

The land is sacred and as a pmctitioner of early Hawaiian chant and dance, tbe very
essence of this ancient art form draws inspiration from tbe living spirit of the eartb; tbe
elements and forces of natnre: tbe plants and creatures of tbe environment. and from the
ancestors of centuries past wbo dwell, layer upon layer, among tbe spirit intelligence of
tbe land ...

Ifwe cboose to perceive tbe land only witb our intellect, we will never be acquainted
witb, or come to a full understanding of tbe spirit essence of tbe land. The buman
intellect allows us only to perceive tbe pbysical form of the land, and it does not allow
us to perceive beyond tbe tangible...

We chant througb tbe land, and tbe land chants througb us. We dance tbrougb tbe land,
and tbe land dances tbrougb us. The land, tbe cbanter, and tbe dancer are intricately
linked to form a sacred union between man and nature tbat reveals itselftbrougb tbe
vibrating pulse of the cbanter's voice, and in tbe flowing movements oftbe bula. We
must strive to preserve tbe environment, and to continuously acknowledge our
interdependence upon nature, so tbat tbe ancient practice ofcbant and bula may retain its
spiritual tradition in tbe likeness of tbe ancestors. By preserving tbe environment of the
land. we preserve the spirit essence ofmankind.

Performing chant and hula then is a way in which a person acknowledges, reaffIrms, and

honors humans' place in nature, a connectedness and interdependence, a way in which

people preserve and practice their spiritual traditions, a way to preserve the land, to create,

recreate, and reclaim the land. Hula and chant in ceremony is thus appropriate and

necessary, a religious devotion, a Hawaiian way of chanting and dancing the land,

Kaho'olawe, to life after decades of neglect, desecration, and misuse by Western culture. It

is the reaffumation and reclamation, through a Hawaiian way ofknowing and

communicating, of the sacredness of the island through the mythic reality which describes

the relationship ofhumans to the land.

Ceremony and ritual itself is magical and mystical. It reaches beyond the tangible,

the visible, and embraces emotion, harvests and concentrates unseen energies, and

manifests these into reality, creates and recreates tangible and visible results and solutions.
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According to Adler (1986: 162) ritual and ceremony allows co=unication with hidden

portions of the self:

Ritual seems to be oue method of integrating individuals and groups into the cosmos,
and to tie in the activities of daily life with their ever present, often forgotten,
significance. It allows us to feel biological connectedness with ancestors who regulated
their lives and activities according to seasonal observances. Just as ecological theory
explains how we are interrelated with all other forms of life, rituals allow uSlo re-create
that unity in an explosive, nonabstract, gut-level way. Rituals have the power to reset
the terms of our uuiverse until we fmd ourselves suddenly aud truly "at home".

In order to reach beyond ordinary consciousness, that of logical thought on mundane and

everyday possibilities, in order to go beyond Newtonian physics and grasp the energies that

manifest the goals ofrituals and ceremonies, techniques are used to access that part of the

psyche and consciousness, the subconscious that perceives the intangible, draws these

energies, focuses, and forms them. Cabot (1989: 16) describes some of these techniques:

Magic is knowledge and power that come from the ability to shift consciousness at will
into a uonordinary, visionary sate of awareness. Traditionally certain tools and methods
have been used to cause this shift: dance, song, music, colors, scents, drumming,
fasting, vigils, meditation, breathing exercises, certain natural foods and drinks, and
forms of hypnosis. Dramatic, mystical environments, such as sacred groves, valleys,
mouutains, churches, or temples, will also shift consciousness. In almost every culture
some form of visionary trance is used for the sacred rituals that open the doorways to the
Higher Intelligence or for worlcing magic.

Bartlett (1998:13) describes the combination of color, sound, and movement in hula:

The hula must always be accompanied by chanted sound after all, and the link between
words and creatiou is well known. Sound acts as the mouthpiece for light and its filter,
letting through the iridescent color. This is achieved through harmonic resonance or the
quality of sound within sound. In English this is called "coloc".

Ceremony and ritual is not ouly a way of manifesting goals and solutions, it is also a way

ofco=unicating about place and co=unity, as mentioned earlier from work done by

Aiu (1997). Ceremonies exist in a dialectic, they are a product of and a producer of

cultures, a creation of and a creator of place.

Traditional as well as contemporary ceremonies and rituals have been and continue

to be used on Kaho'olawe to create, recreate, reclaim, and heal the island. Three
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ceremonies will be discussed briefly here. A fourth, the annual Makahiki celebration on

Kaho'olawe, will be discussed in greater length in the next chapter.

In 1992, a healing ceremony was held on Kaho'olawe to rededicate the island to

Kanaloa and to begin the healing of the island (see EKF, 1992). It was for this ceremony

that the genealogical chant by Pua Kanahele, He Ko'ihonua no Kanaloa, He Moku, was

composed and first chanted. Hula and chant were performed at the pii hula Ka 'ie 'ie. One

of the most important functions of hula is connected to religious rites of fertility and

agricultural production (Kanahele, 1986; Garcia, 1996). Laka is the sister and wife of

Lono, the Hawaiian god of rain, agriculture, and fertility. Together they are invoked to

ensure productivity ofland and people. Lono is often invoked in ceremony on Kaho'olawe

to bring back the rains, to regreen and heal the land.

In 1994, Kaho'olawe was returned back to the State of Hawai'i in a conveyance

ceremony held on the beach at Miikena. Following 100 soundings of a pii (conch) and 50

beats ofa pahu (ceremonial drum), He Ko'ihonua no Kanaloa was chanted Ho'okupu or

symbolic offerings were presented by politicians, Navy officials, and Hawaiian community

leaders. Uncle Harry Mitchell's kitchen table was used to sign the deed transferring the title

for the island and the State-Navy Memorandum of Understanding. Chants and prayers

were performed followed again by the pii and pahu. Lastly, hula for Kaho'olawe were

performed by five hiilau and Mele 0 Kaho 'olawe, the mele composed by Uncle Harry, was

performed. The ceremony ended with food and music. Thus sound and movement, pii,

pahu, chant, mele, and hula, made up the substance of this ceremony.

The third ceremony I discuss was held in 1997, Ke Ao 0 Ka Lewa ("cloud in the

heavens"), a ceremony to begin the restoration of Kaho 'olawe (Figure 13). The ceremony
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was held at Pu'u Mlihoe at 'Ulupalakua on Maui. A clear view of Kaho 'olawe is visible

from this location. An ahu or a stone shrine was constructed at Pu 'u Mlihoe. Two similar

ahu were built on the highest point of Kaho 'olawe, at Pu'u Moa'ulanui. The purpose of

the ahu (and the ceremony) were to encourage the Naulu rains to return to the island. The

rains had once stretched from 'Ulupalakua to Kaho'olawe in a continuous cloud chain

which was shattered with the extensive erosion and degradation of the environment on

Kaho 'olawe. Again the ceremony started with the pii and pahu and oli (chanting without

hula), and ho 'okupu were presented. Native plants, sacred to Lono and symbolic of

growth, were blessed and planted as special ho 'okupu by visiting dignitaries while other

participants chanted Pule Ho'ouluulu 'Ai Iii Lono, a chant to encourage growth of these

plants dedicated to Lono, the god of growth, rebirth, and regreening. The chant was

repeated over and over until the last plant was in the ground.

These ceremonies recreate Kaho'olawe to the time of the akua and a time of origins

sanctified by the akua in which the island was blessed with the Naulu rains, green, fecund,

and productive of land and people. The island is resanctified, taken back to a time before

the lands were devastated by ranching, overgrazing, and bombing, before the land was

profaned and used as a prison or considered to be nothing more than a barren wasteland.

The island is rededicated to the akua which give protection and sanctity to it. Kaho'olawe

is remade, reborn, purified, and sanctified, existing in the presence of the akua once more.

Sound and movement, chanting, music, dance, ritual gestures and actions, are used to evoke

this extraordinary level of consciousness which manifests the desired results of each

ceremony. Physical objects such as the rain ahu, the hula pa, and Uncle Harry's table, are
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reminders, monuments to the outcome of the ceremonies. Kaho 'olawe, in these

ceremonies, is recreated, reclaimed, and in part, healed.

Use of High Technology and Cyberspace to Reclaim Hawaiian Representations of
Kaho'olawe

These are just a very few of the mo 'olelo, mele, hula, and ceremonies dealing with

Kaho'olawe. It is not the intent here to give an exhaustive depiction of the representations

of Kaho 'olawe. More comprehensive collections of mele and mo'o1elo about Kaho 'olawe

exist. Of special note are several extremely well researched and comprehensive volumes

edited and/or written by archaeologist and Kaho'olawe historian Rowland Reeve. Reeve

has researched and written two other important documents, The Place Names of

Kaho 'olawe: A Study ofThose Place Names KTUJwn from the Island ofKaho 'olawe, and

Nli Wahi Pana 0 Kaho 'olawe: The Storied Places ofKaho 'olawe. These reports combine

many of the mo 'olelo with archaeological studies, detailing the history of Kaho 'olawe from

both Western and Hawaiian traditions and bringing the island to life with more

completeness and vividness than is available in other, less multifaceted histories of the

island

Reeve also edited and contributed to Kaho'olawe: Nli Leo 0 Kanaloa, a collection

ofphotographs, traditional, ancient, and contemporary mele and mo'oleIo about

Kaho'olawe with the intent to convey a sense of place, a sense of the sacredness and of the

spirit of the island, a sense of the life of the island. According to Reeve (1995:xvi, xix) the

contributors have stepped aside to let the island speak for itself as directly as possible

through the voices of Hawaiian poets, historians, storytellers, and photographers:

Those who have the privilege of spending mncb time on Kabo'olawe tend to be deeply
affected by the experience. What it is tbat we fmd so moving is bard to express.
Perhaps it is the island's pbysical beauty, its mingled sense of tragedy and hope, or the
powerful, lingering presence ofka po'e kaJUko, the people of old. Though the printed
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page can never fully convey the mana of Kaho'olawe, the words and images of this book
may at least offer a sense of the island's breadth, beauty, and spirit.

This introduction to the book recognizes the intangible, emotional quality of the island, the

spirit of the place that touches visitors, yet which defies defmition and codification in a

Western epistemology. It also admits the limitations of a book to convey this special

power, this intangible something, the mana of the island, which so profoundly affects

people who go there. Yet, the attempt is still made, using Hawaiian mo'olelo and mele as

well as the technology of photography to evoke the spirit of the island, to describe the

feeling, the sense of being there through a readily accessible medium ofWestem culture.

Emmett Aluli, one of the founders of the Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana who has spent a

considerable amount of time of the island from the 1970's until present, has this to add

(xiv):

KaJw'olawe: Nil Leo 0 Kanaloa evokes the feeling of being on the island. Its words
and photographs reveal the spirit, the power, the sensations tbat we experience there. Nil
leo, the voices, of Kanaloa take many forms-the wind, the pounding waves, the smell of
the ocean, the heat, the visions that come to mind...Each of us, in some way, bas heard
the varied voices of the island, has felt tbe pull to come hack to care for it, has kept
being drawn into a tighter connection with the island and with each other. We've each
bad a feeling, a response, a reaction, a calling to this island and to the cause of belping to
save it and helping to lay a firmer, more secure foundation for the generations ahead. To
ourneXl generations we say... [h]earand feel those voices.

Dr. Aluli's comments refer to the saving and reclaiming of the island for and by future

generations, a cal] for action and perseverance. It is therefore appropriate that the mele and

mo'olelo are published primarily in Hawaiian followed by translations in English. The

privileging of Hawaiian language over English establishes the integrity of the mele and

mo'olelo in its original language and resists appropriation by English translation and

representation.

Modern technologies make readily available methods for recording and preserving

non-literal forms of expression, representation, and communication, those spoken, chanted,
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sung, danced, acted, emoted, non-written forms of conveying history and of self

representation so prevalent in traditional Hawaiian culture. In addition to the attempts such

as Na Leo 0 Kanaloa to transcend the limitations of written histories, some of these modem

technologies allow non-written representations of Kaho 'olawe to be made more readily

available to the general public and more readily preserved and accepted as legitimate and

authoritative history. Kalw 'olawe: Ke Aloha Kupa'a i ka 'Aina, is an exhibit originally

. developed and shown at the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum in Honolulu, Hawai'i from

January-May 1996. The goal of the exhibit was similar to that of the bookNa Leo 0

Kanaloa and featured many of the photographs from it. The exhibit attempted to simulate a

visit to the island similar to that which one would experience while with the 'Ohana. Upon

entering the exhibit, visitors first arrived at a display of the 'Ohana shelter at Hakioawa,

complete with a picnic bench, tarp shelter, and plastic five-gallon buckets which are used to

transport clothes, camp supplies, and sleeping bag from the boat to shore. Further along

the tour of the exhibitlisland, photographs, descriptions, and mo'olelo about many of the

wahi pana or storied places on the island were presented. Also on display were some of

the artifacts collected on the island by archaeological studies such as the coconut 'awa cup

used to worship Kamohoali'i the shark god, and items from the cave at Kamohio (see

Chapter 4). The exhibit also explained the history of the island and the decades-long efforts

to halt the bombing and return the island to that state. A film clip showed parts of

ceremonies including chant and hula during which the island was rededicated to the

Hawaiian akua Kanaloa. In addition to display at Bishop Museum, the exhibit has traveled

to the other Hawaiian islands. The exhibit allowed people to take a simulated visit to the

island and experience a bit of the place as well as acknowledging and presenting some of
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the history of the island from a Native Hawaiian point of view in a Western establishment

of learning, education, and preservation of history and culture.

As mentioned above, many songs, both traditional and contemporary, about

Kaho'olawe have been recorded by numerous artists. Recording technology is such that

nuances of voice, pitch, timbre, emotion, and feeling can be captured, preserved, and re

presented at will. Film and video technology similarly can preserve non-verbal events as

well such as dance, storytelling (where facial expression, emoting, and gesture are

important), and ceremonies where chant, dance, movement, and surroundings are all key

factors of the event.

The fJ.1m Kaho'olawe Aloha 'Aina was produced by the Protect Kaho 'olawe

'Ohana and is a documentary on the efforts to reclaim the island. It includes interviews

with 'Ohana members and kiipuna or elders as well as dance, chant, and clips from

ceremonies. The video documents the history of Kaho 'olawe from the point of view of the

'Ohana and uses as a point of departure the presumption that the island is sacred and was

wrongfully desecrated by the U.S. military. Kiipuna and 'Ohana members give statements

giving evidence for this view. The clips of chant and dance are from ceremonies

rededicating the island to Kanaloa and from annual Makahiki celebrations. 'This mm, a

Western-style documentary, uses Hawaiian cultural practices and Native Hawaiian experts

to testify and validate a representation ofKaho'olawe based on a Hawaiian epistemology

and worldview. This film has received, if not widespread distribution, at least some

measure of acceptance as an "official" documentary of the island's history. This is the film

shown in the Bishop Museum exhibit. A shortened version of this film is also used as part

of the Cultural and Historic Orientation training required for all members of the
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Kaho 'olawe cleanup project before they are ever allowed on the island. Another video,

Kaho 'olawe: Kohemalamalama 0 Kanaloa Hou Ana Ka Maoli Ola, produced by Kalama

Studios under contract to the Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission also attempts to

document the history of the island. Again videoclips of ceremonies, chant and dance are

shown and narrative is given in Hawaiian language with written translation in English.

Although less widely distributed and aired than Kaho 'olawe Aloha 'Aina, this video

debuted during the 1998 Hawai'i Film Festival on both 0 'ahu and Maui and thus received

exposure as a "serious" film (see Appendix D for a list of films associated with

Kaho'olawe).

Cybertechnology offers yet another outlet for representing Kaho'olawe and

perpetuating Native Hawaiian culture. A web site designed by University of Hawai 'i

geography graduate student Cristina Lumpkin (Lumpkin, 1996) offers a virtual tour of

Kaho'olawe. Cybertechnololgies, according to Wood (1999, Chapter 8), may help

indigenous peoples form coalitions to resist globalization and to perpetuate their own

cultures. According to Wood (p. 155), representations of Kaho'olawe in cyberspace

illvolve swiftly evolving information and communication technologies and networking

infrastructures which are increasingly playing an important role in self-determination and

self-representation of indigenous peoples. Cybertechnology (George P. Low, quoted by

Wood, p. 158-159) encourages "multivocality, open-endedness, multilinear organization,

greater inclusion ofnontextual information, and fundamental reconfiguration of authorship"

and thus has potential as a much more suitable media for representations using Native

Hawaiian cultural practices than more conventional print and broadcast media. Electronic

hypertexts, with no clear beginning or end tend to destabilize traditional texts, disrupting
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their linearity and undermining the ideological commitment to a single fixed meaning. This

multivocality, open-endedness, and multiplicity of meaning "fits" well with Native

Hawaiian types of representation and, for example, could be used to represent the multiple

versions of the origin of Kaho'olawe.

If the accessibility of the internet makes it possible for indigenous peoples with

limited resources to post on the web alternative self representations of their culture which

counter and resist mass media and Western stereotyped representations, then it also makes

accessible to surfers on the web a dizzying array of images and information. New media

technologies allow non-verbal events to be recorded and give increasing importance and

legitimacy to visual images, films, and videos. In what Martin Heidegger calls "the

conquest of the world as picture" (Wood, 1999: 163), reality is identified with what can be

seen and recorded by cameras. Although this excludes what is felt or emoted as part of

reality, 1argue that viewing of these preserved images can convey emotion and feeling in

them and evoke them in viewers. Additionally, current technology makes it increasingly

easier for laypersons to alter voices, faces, surroundings, backgrounds, or just about any

aspect of video recordings in both private and commercial productions. This creates what

Wood (p. 163) calls a suspension of reality as well as an increasing acceptance for what is

invisible or not seen there.

THE SACRED LANDSCAPE CREATED BY NATIVE HAWAIIAN
REPRESENTATIONS

A Native Hawaiian epistemology creates and reclaims a Kaho'olawe which is a

mythic, mystic place of legendary people, deities, deeds, and events, a sacred place where

the facts of the mind of Hawaiians are embodied in the landscape. This sacred landscape in
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turn contains the history and identity of the Hawaiian people, the facts of the landscape

inform Hawaiians of who they were and are. Within a Native Hawaiian epistemology,

such a sacred mythic landscape can best be conveyed and communicated through non

textual means, through voice and movement, song, dance, chant, rituals and ceremonies

which reach the deeper consciousness, stir the emotions, and touch the spirit of people and

land in a way that words on paper cannot.

The landscape created and communicated by Hawaiian ways of knowing is best

understood by participating in and experiencing these ways of knowing. Even as an

outsider, one not of the Hawaiian culture, it becomes apparent that there is something more

being communicated, something deeper than just the words of the chant. The power of the

drumbeat as it vibrates in your gut, the soulful blowing of the pii (conch shell) tonches a

melancholy note and tugs at a dimly perceived emotion, the heady scent of maile mixed

with native flowers, the sight of dancers and participants in ceremonial garb, the smell and

faint taste of ocean spray, hot sand nnder your bare feet, the poignant sound of the

chanter's voice with it's raw emotion, these assault all the senses and this time evokes a

more visceral emotional response even thongh you don't understand the words and don't

share the cultural memories or understand the symbolism. Yet you realize that something

special and significant was just communicated to you, something sacred about place. As a

Westerner, how do you interpret it, how do you understand what you experienced, and

how do you explain it to others within your own system of knowledge and

communication?

The Hawaiian representations described above create a sacred landscape which is

best understood within a Hawaiian epistemology. It exists but seems to disappear when
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viewed through Western eyes. It becomes invisible when seen through an epistemology

which does not recognize these ways of knowing of communicating. Or if seen at all, it is

misinterpreted as falsehoods, fantastic tales of nonsense. Beyond mere recognition of the

existence of a Hawaiian epistemology, a Hawaiian worldview, there must also be

understanding of the metaphors, the symbols which are the backbone, the essence of these

ways of communicating about place. Beginning to recognize and decipher these metaphors

make the myths and legends more comprehensible to outsiders and make the land come

alive with more meaning to the uninitiated so that they can finally give words to their

experience ofplace.
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CHAPTER 6: METAPHORIC CONSTRUCTION OF KAHO'OLAWE: THE
SYMBOLIC PLACE

PROLOGUE

I'm starting to get it...a little!

* * * * * *

University ofHawai 'i, Dept. ofGeography, Kaho'olawe Field Trip to Study Previous
Restoration Projects

PKO Access, March 28-31, 1996
Friday, March 28, 1996, 10 a.m., Hakioawa

Woke up at 5 a.m. this morning. Clear sky, no wind, bright stars. Just had to get up
walked down the path as the sky slowly brightened behnd Haleakalii. The pu blew so 1
went to the kitchen where Kumu K. from Roosevelt [High Schaol] was waitingfor her
students to gatherfor E Ala E on the bluff. We walked over, everything in sharp outline.
Maybe a dozen ofus gathered in two lines, slowly wandering in along the path. J. made it.
K. started us with the clap, then the chant. We chanted a good halfhour before the sun
rose. What a buzz! People slowlyfiltered up to the bluffand joined in. As more people
chanted and clapped1 was able to finally coordinate it. At last, getting to use the chantK.
taught us [in Hawaiian language class] (or real. Not everyone in harmony but 1felta
connection, 1 felt the people joining us as they arrived even though we were all looking
eastward. When the sun cracked the horizon after 30+ minutes ofchanting it was
glorious, like we really had made the sun rise. The chant had life and meaning like it did
not in Webster Hall. I thank K. for this chant and K. for making it happen...K.'s students
ended us as the orb cleared Haleakalii's flank. We turned around and I was amazed at
the size ofthe gathering even though I knew they were there, as I knewfrom the dream
vision last night they would be. Many ofthe girl scouts too including the K.family. We
circled and pule-ed. K. led us - it was their first E Ala E too. It was beautiful.

INTRODUCTION

MeleKomo
Request to Enter

He hald nu 'anu 'a nei kai
'0 'awa ana i uka
Pehea e hiki aIm ai
'Okaleo
Mai pa'a i ka leo

Indeed a rongh and crashing sea
Echoing into the uplands
How is it that the one lands
It is the voice
Please don't hold back the voice

Chant used to request permission to land onto KanaloalKaho'olawe (EKF, 1992)
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The goal of this chapter is twofold. I use metaphors to understand and describe

Kaho'olawe and at the same time try to explain what Kaho'olawe is a metaphor for. I start

with a discussion of how metaphors can be used in researching other cultures. I then

attempt to describe and interpret some of the metaphors and symbols through which

Kaho'olawe is represented and understood by Native Hawaiians. I look at two specific

examples. The fust is George Helm, one of the founders of the Protect Kaho'olawe

'Ghana. I examine his impact on the events surrounding the island, it's return to the State,

and it's ongoing symbolism to Native Hawaiians and Native Hawaiian culture. I also

describe the annual Makahiki festival celebrations. I end with remarks about the sacred

landscape on Kaho 'olawe that these metaphors and symbols create and perpetuate.

THEORY AND APPROACH

Metaphors For Understanding Metaphors

metaphor - application of a word or phrase to an object or concept which it does not
literally denote, in order suggest comparison with an other object or concept.

myth - a traditional or legendary story, with or without a determinable basis of fact or
natural explanation especially a traditional or legendary story that is concerned with
deities or demigods and the creation of the world and its inhabitants.
- Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language, 1989

For if the entire history of landscape in the West is indeed just a mindless race toward a
machine-driven universe. uncomplicated by myth, metaphor, and allegory, where
measurement not memory, is the absolute arbiter of value, where our ingenuity is our
tragedy, then we are indeed trapped in the engine of our self-destruction. (Schama,
1995:14)

How does a non-Native attempt to learn about Native Hawaiian values, cultures,

and meanings? Trask writes a scathing critique of previous attempts to study indigenous

cultures (1993a:166):

While Hawaiians suffer this colonial yoke, anthropologists deny the very methodology of
their work is exploitative. To Native peoples, anthropology is based on a peculiarly
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Western belief that studying books and learning to do field work bequeaths a right to go
halfway round the world to live with, observe, and write about another people.
Moreover, this exploitation of a people's hospitality and generosity does not carry with it
any responsibility of repayment in kind, or of privilege and privacy. At some time in
their professional lives, anthropologists live with Natives who are in struggle,
dispossessed and, in some cases, endangered. But in the interests of knowledge or
science or some other abstraction, the anthropologist has no obligation to aid the people
he or she studies, to withhold information which threatens the people or is considered
sacred or privileged to them, or to be a part of their struggles whatever they may be. In
other words, the anthropologist is a taker and a user. And if the people who are taken
suffer from the anthropologist's work, too bad: there is no moral responsibility which
attaches to the anthropologist.

She further claims the impossibility of non-Natives truly understanding Hawaiian cultural

values (1993b:248):

Immigrants to Hawai'i, including both haole (white) and Asians, cannot truly understand
this cnltnral value ofmalama 'ama [to care for the land] even when they feel some
affection for Hawai 'i. Two thousand years of practicing a careful husbandry of the land
and regarding it as a mother can never be and should never be claimed by recent arrivals
to any Native shores. Such a claim amounts to an arrogation of Native status. Beyond
this, non-Natives who msist they too feel malama 'aina reproduce American ideology
and its racist insistence that all people within America's borders are the same.

So how do I avoid a duplication of colonial research and representation in this chapter?

Reilly (1995:21) describes an alternative entry point for non-Maori researchers attempting

to write a Maori history. He cites Spivak's concept of a "subaltern history" which seeks to

dissolve the dichotomy between colonizer and colonized. Spivak instead locates the writer

within the writings. In my self-reflection included in Appendix E and in the exerpts from

my journals between chapters, I hope to have accomplished this task.

McLean (1997) focuses on two metaphors which may be used for research done by

pakeha (non-Maori) on Maori people. The ftrst is the concept of "crossing borders", the

adoption by the researcher of an inclusive hybrid bi-culturalism that encompasses both

indigenous and non-indigenous cultures. This is to be attained by crossing the border into

Maori space and engaging in a long apprenticeship, after which the researcher is able to see

through Maori lenses and "speak for" them (McLean, 1997:3). As mentioned above, Trask
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does not believe this possible and I concur that even a long apprenticeship does not give

one the right to speak for others without their consent.

The other metaphor is building a responsibility structure in which research is done

in a Maori context, according to Maori cultural practices, and in which commitment is made

to Maoris as full research partners and their concerns taken seriously and acted upon.

Access to research fmdings are to be controlled by them in order to safeguard

confidentiality and intellectual property rights. An important part of doing research in a

responsible, non-intrusive way requires learning by listening (McLean, 1997:8; Tobin,

1994:124-125). Nabokov (1986:486) prescribes a similar list of recommendations for

researchers studying Native American Indian spiritual geographies: learning everything

possible about the culture via exhaustive personal contact, and learning within the context

of that culture's ways of transmitting and using knowledge. He calls this ''putting oneself

at the feet" of the other culture, an analogy I find particularly instructive.

Dening (1980), a non-Marquesan, attempts to interpret the historical actions of

Marquesans and the meanings they gave to their own actions by drawing upon both

Western and Marquesan sources and defming a critical distinction between "metaphor" and

"model" in reconstructing the past (Kame'e1eihiwa, 1992:4). Dening differentiates between

cultural metaphors, which are understood only within that culture, and models, which are

generalized perceptions and constructions that are imposed upon a culture based on outside

observations (Kame'eleihiwa, 1992:4; Dening, 1980:86). Dening comments upon how

two cultures in contact can know each other (p. 6):

To know a culture is to know its system of expressed meauings. To know a culture i. to
know the mi.readings of meauing., the transformation of meauings, the recognition of
meaning....to know them in their meeting.
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Because metaphors are unique and understood only by members of a particular culture or

group, they also create a boundary which outsiders find very difficult to cross. Dening also

uses the metaphors "islands", or cultural worlds constructed by people, and "beaches", the

boundaries that have to be crossed to enter or leave an island (p. 3). This is very similar to

McLean's use of the metaphor of border crossings to understand another culture.

Metaphors are composed of many layers. Dening (1980:86) likens this layering to

a myth of the world which stands on a turtle standing on a turtle standing on a turtle all the

way down. Meanings upon meanings, metaphors upon metaphors. Dening writes (pp. 86-

87):

It is the outsider, the observer, who says he has seen the last turtle and describes it,
draws a model, calls an end to the infinite progression, says he has caught an essence and
translates what is particular, active, unbroken and complex into something general, static,
structured and simple...Metaphor is an instrument of daily understanding in a closed
system.

Aiu recognizes negative implications of the specificity of metaphors (p. 70-71):

Not understanding...key metaphors renders one deaf. Inversely, subgronps who utilize
experiential gestalts that are different from the dominant culture are rendered speechless.
Since the dominant group has no compelling reason to decode the gestalt, they do not
understand the "minority" experience as part ofa structured whole. Whatever is said is
rendered senseless because it is interpreted with a different set of understandings.

Thus rendered speechless by the deaf and dominant, minorities and colonized indigenous

cultures are silenced and made invisible. Outsiders who find no reason or are unable to

cross boundaries, to examine another culture's metaphors, also create an interpretation or

understanding of that culture and its cultural productions based upon the outsider's own

knowledge and world view. The outsider creates a model without understanding the

metaphor, claims to have identified the last turtle at the bottom of the stack, the ultimate

"truth" or "reality", without having crossed the beach to find the turtle. This description of

the last turtle "bears a relationship to the observer; it is an object of his knowledge"
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(Dening, p. 87). Thus the ethnologist creates the Other, a model which "possesses a

quality above and beyond the metaphor".

Sahlins (1981, 1985, 1995) uses metaphors in a structural anthropological approach

to interpret the interaction between two cultures as well as specific historical events. He

uses patterns established in traditional Hawaiian myths as a guide to interpreting specific

events, most notably, the perception of Captain Cook by Native Hawaiians as the God

Lono and his subsequent death. He calls these recurrences or reproduction of patterns from

myths "historical metaphors of mythic realities". Sahlins recognizes the limitations of a

purely structural approach and acknowledges the changes in both cultural models and

metaphors over time at the point of contact between two cultures, the "structure of the

conjuncture"(Sahlins,1985,1995; Kame'eleihiwa, 1992:7).

Kame'eleihiwa (1992) draws upon both Sahlins and Dening. She constructs

models of Hawaiian metaphors found in Hawaiian language, literature, and poetry in order

to access an understanding ofhistorical events relating to the Miihele from a Hawaiian point

of view. She identifies three historical metaphors: 1) m1ilama 'aina, "caring for the land";

2) 'aikapu, or separation of male and female elements and the creation of order in the

world; and 3) niaupi'0 mating or chiefly incest.

Crossing the Beach

My sources for understanding the symbolism of Kaho 'olawe include textual

analysis and personal interviews. From a collection of statements which refer to

Kaho'olawe as a symbol, I have attempted to identify categories in which statements fit. I

then examine what I consider to be two of the "master metaphors" of Kaho 'olawe, 'Ohana

co-founder George Helm, and the annual Makahiki festival celebrations. My interpretation
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of George Helm as a symbol is based mostly upon historical accounts, written statements,

and personal interviews.

My understanding of the Makahiki festival and ceremonies on Kaho'olawe is based

upon: 1) accounts pertaining to traditionally practiced (pre 1819) Makahiki festivals

written by renown Hawaiian scholars (Malo, 1951; Beckwith, 1951, 1970; Kepelino and

Karnakau in Sahlins, 1981, 1985, 1995); 2) accounts of the origin, meaning, and

description of the Kaho 'olawe Makahiki festival by people who were instrumental in

researching, reviving, and reestablishing the Makahiki on Kaho'olawe; and 3) participant

observation work done by myself during the November 1996, January 1997, and

November 1999 opening and closing Makahiki ceremonies on Kaho'olawe. During the

opening ceremonies I was fortunate enough to be a participant in the ritual processions. I

otherwise conducted my research by listening to the Mo'olono, the administrators and

keepers of the ceremonies (L. Aiwohi, K. Fairbanks, A. Makanani, C. Neff) who spoke at

some length about the reason for and meaning of the Makahiki on Kaho 'olawe. I also

gained information in this manner from other knowledgeable people who have been

intimately involved in the political struggle for Kaho 'olawe and the cultural, spiritual, and

ecological revival (N.E. Aluli, L. Busby-Neff, D. McGregor, R. Reeve), who spoke about

the historical events of the struggle to gain Kaho 'olawe's return from the U.S. military, as

well as various myths and legends associated with some of the sacred and cultural sites on

Kaho'olawe.

My interpretations are based upon Kame 'eleihiwa's metaphor of maIama 'iiina as

well as her explanation of the 'imihaku concept. I also draw upon Dening (1980) and

Hansen & Hausen (1983) for their further elaboration of the metaphors of kapu (tapu) and
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noa. I attempt to identify some of the smaller metaphors within the Makahiki festival on

Kaho'olawe and to situate them within these "master metaphors". I attempt to do this aided

in part by Pukui et al. (1972a, 1972b), who compiled a two volume source book, Nana I

Ke Kumu ("Look to the Source"). Written primarily for non-Hawaiians who work with

Hawaiians in their professions and based upon information gleaned from Hawaiians in

interviews and case studies, these volumes are intended to "clarify distorted beliefs, suggest

the rationale behind Hawaiian ritual, and convey some of the poetic imagery of ancient rites

and their underlying concepts" (Pukui, et al., 1972a:x). In other words, these are

documentation of Hawaiian metaphors across history and culture. My interpretation of the

sacred landscape which the Makahiki inscribes upon Kaho'olawe are my own insights and

should not be thought of as based upon a Hawaiian source or point of view. I also use an

approach similar to that of Buck (1993), a poststructuralist examination of discourse,

particularly that concerning the human-environment relationship on Kaho 'olawe.

Lastly, I tried conduct responsible research on Kaho'olawe. The chant at the

beginning of this chapter, Mele Kama, is used to request permission before landing on

Kaho 'olawe. I tried to remember to use it whenever I visit the island. I looked forward to

crossing the beach attempted an apprenticeship at the feet of those who are the Hoa'iiina,

the Keepers of Kaho 'olawe.

METAPHORS OF KAHO'OLAWE

E Hii Mal
(Grant Us)

E hO mai ka 'ike mai luna moo e
a namea huna no'eau
o nii melee
E ho mai, e ho mai, e ho mai e

Grant knOWledge that filtefll from above
Of the hidden things, the wise things that

are concealed in the chant
Grant us, grant us, grant us

-Edith Kanaka 'ole Foundation
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By coding and categorizing statements referring to Kaho 'olawe as a symbol I have

identified three broad categories. The first sees Kaho 'olawe as a focus for political action

and Hawaiian rights, the second as a symbol for the rebirth of Hawaiian culture. The last

category sees Kaho'olawe through the eyes of military discourse as a wne of sacriftce. For

reasons discussed later (Chapter 8) this research does not focus on military metaphors of

Kaho'olawe and will be dealt with only briefly.

Focus for Political Action

Smith (1976:17) writes, "Kaho'olawe, the martyred island, stripped by the ranchers

and brutalized by the military. It is hard to imagine a more perfect symbol." The perfect

symbol indeed, a symbol of the misuse of land by militarism and capitalism, a focus for

environmental action and remediation, for restoration and healing, and a focus for

challenging Western values and lifestyles and for creating an alternative to development by

reestablishing a Hawaiian nation and Native Hawaiian rights.

The environmental history of Kaho 'olawe (see Chapter 3; also MacDonald, 1972

and Spriggs, 1991 for environmental history) clearly shows the destructive land use

practices advocated by Western discourses and the degradation of the environment on

Kaho 'olawe. Initial and many subsequent efforts to halt the military use of the island

included arguments based upon environmental degradation and destruction of important

cultural sites. Shimabukuro (1977:9) writes, 'The fact that Kahoolawe is a symbol for

Waiahole-Waikane, Hokule'a and, by extension, dying whales, dying seals, polluted seas,

polluted skies and the dying Hawaiian culture unsettles the heart and rattles the mind." As

early as the mid-seventies, Kaho 'olawe had become a symbol of land misuse equaled only

by other well-known national and international environmental disasters.
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The environmental degradation of the island made it easy for the military to justify

continued use of Kaho 'olawe as a bombing target based on their perception of the island as

a barren wasteland (see Chapter 3 on Wasteland discourse), a zoue of sacrifice for the

benefit of national security. This martyred island, an isle of death (Ashdown, 1979), was

likened by the military to a good citizeu who gives up his life for his country (Aiu, 1997).

The 'Ohana, however, sees the island as a land desecrated, a sacred place

appropriated by the military as many other lands in Hawai 'i have been forced to be ceded to

the United States. The struggle to stop the bombing, to end the desecration and heal the

damage, to gain the return of the island back to the State of Hawai 'i and ideally to the

Hawaiian people, is symbolic of a larger struggle to reestablish Native Hawaiian rights, to

gain the return of other ceded lands, to restore and heal the lands, and to use these lands as

a landbase for a Hawaiian nation. Aluli & McGregor (1994:207) write:

Kaho'olawe helped to activate and organize Hawaiian gmssroots movements for aloha
'dina and rural island community concerns on all the islands...The Protect Kaho'olawe
'Ohana wants Kaho'olawe to set a precedent for a sovereign land base that would
eventually come under the jnrisdiction ofa re-established Hawaiian nation.

Adler (1993: 204) also writes:

...Kaho 'olawe [is] the most abused island in the Hawaiian archipelago and the most
obvious symbol ofD.S. domination. More than any other piece of land, the rescue and
restoration of Kaho'olawe should serve as the beginning of a formal apology to the
Hawaiian people.

The return of Kaho'olawe to the State of Hawai 'i and the commencement of the

Kaho'olaweCleanup Project by the U.S. Navy, to date the largest environmental

remediation undertaken by the U.S. military, is a major victory for this larger struggle.

The unprecedented conveyance and cleanup of Kaho 'olawe is also the first real

opportunity ofrealizing an alternative to Western development and capitalism. Burlingame

(1999:2) writes, "Kahoolawe became the public symbol of choice to illustrate Hawaiian
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issues. Used by the military to practice bombing, and denuded of vegetation by a runaway

goat population, Kahoolawe was a totem of everything derided about Western civilization

and imperialism." In interviews with Hawaiian people a State of Hawai 'i special legislative

report (SOHLC, 1977:242-244) recognizes the struggle over Kaho'olawe as a challenge to

Western values:

In terms of spiritual challenges, a challenge to today's values, the most obvious symbol
is Kaho'olawe. It is through this cause that many Hawaiians of all ages have agaiu
gmsped a piece of their history and culture. p. 242

Others view Kaho'olawe as a symbol of the "misuse of land" and feel that today's
Hawaiians are making a last slaud against the complete loss of the cnlture. p. 243

Some view Kaho'olawe not merely as a Hawaiian symbol. but as a potentially universal
symbol of man helping man through a reclamation project that would see the Island
reborn rather than eroded to death. p. 244 .

The Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission Land Use Plan (KIRC, 1995a) envisions the

island as a cultural and spiritual reserve to be used in training Native Hawaiians about their

culture and traditions. Hawai'i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-260 in describing

permitted and prohibited uses of Kaho'olawe includes:

Preservation and pmctice ofall rights customarily and tmditionally exercised by native
Hawaiians for cultuml, spiritual, and subsistence pUlJlOses; preservation and protection of
its archaeological. historical, and environmental resources; rehabilitation, revegetation.
habitat restomtion. and preservation; and education.

These are the first steps towards realizing the goal of a living Hawaiian culture, an

alternative to Western development and modern values which dominate on all other islands

in Hawai'i.

Rebirth Of Hawaiian Culture

Many more of the statements about Kaho 'olawe see the island as a symbol of the

rebirth ofHawaiian culture, the perpetuation of traditional spiritual beliefs, and an

opportunity to realize one's Hawaiian roots and to participate in a living Hawaiian culture.
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The master metaphor of aloha 'iiina and what Kaho'olawe symbolizes within this metaphor

are also often expressed sentiments.

Morales (1978:21) recognizes that ending the bombing on Kaho'olawe is a hollow

victory without also reestablishing and perpetuating Hawaiian culture and spiritual beliefs:

The naval bombardment of an uninhabited island seems an unlikely catalyst for a
regeneration of the Hawaiian community. Jobs, housing, education, land - to mention
only a few - are the immediate needs of Native Hawaiians. Cessation of the bombing of
Kahoolawe would be strictly a symbolic victory. Even members of the Ohana speak of
the island as a refuge for the Hawaiian spirit ratherthau as a source ofsustenance for
daily life.

Healing and restoration of the environment parallels restoration of Hawaiian culture and

spirit. Keene (1983:46) writes:

The preeminent symbol in the culture and religion of Kaho'olawe is the island itself.
Kaho'olawe is eroding after over a century of misuse and neglect. Many of those
involved witb it believe that the island can be revegetated, made productive, and its
temples, shrines, bomes, and work areas preserved aud restored. It does not seem too
much to say that regeneration of the island symbolizes, parallels, the "Hawaiian
renaissance."

Smith (1976:17-18) also expresses this sentiment:

"Kaho'olawe is like we are just coming out of the ocean and walking on new lands," says
Emmett Aluli, the softspoken, Part-Hawaiian doctor who was tried and acquitted for
trespassing on the Island in January. "These lands weren't all green and beautiful
either...they were made of lava. It has no value to the non-Hawaiian. But to us it is a
place where all these things inside of us can be planted and can flourish and grow,"
Literally, this means, rehabilitating tbe Island's ecology, making it an inhabitable place,
but on another level it means that the Island shall act as the flesh incarnate for a
regeneration of the Hawaiian spirit. Like the ecology of the Island, the Hawaiian culture
has been uprooted and systematically destroyed. The Island would serve as a vehicle for
the voyage of rediscovery.

A voyage of rediscovery here refers to a rediscovery, reclaiming and revitalizing Hawaiian

culture and spirituality. Aluli & McGregor (1994:207) see Kaho'olawe as the symbolic

center for this rediscovery:

Kaho'olawe is a microcosm of Hawaiian history that reflects the many problems and
issues concerning the Hawaiian people. The island continues to be a focus for Native
Hawaiian political action to restore control of Hawai'i's native resources to the
Indigenous Hawaiians, and over the past twelve years, since the Protect Kaho'olawe
'Ohana has assumed stewardship of the island, it bas become a center for the perpetuation
of Nalive Hawaiian spiritual beliefs and practices".
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Today is a real new age for Hawaiians. Young and even old, want to go back to their
roots, want to get to understand their genealogy, knowing that they are descended from
the gods. Kaho'olawe has been central to cultivating this kind of awareness. Just being
on Kaho'olawe is actually a religious ceremony for a lot ofpeople...

Revitalization and perpetuation of traditional Hawaiian culture and spirituality on

Kaho 'olawe allows Native Hawaiians the opportunity to really live and be Hawaiian

outside of and despite the Western cultural hegemony elsewhere in the Hawaiian islands.

This is an often expressed idea:

Within the 'Ohana, Kaho'olawe represents many things.. .it is a maximum assertion of
ethnicity...Kaho'olawe is not just a piece of inanimate real estate to be haggled over with
the navy, but an evocation of deep mcial memories, a way of life in which the heart
blood ofan entire culture can be renewed...Kaho'olawe represents all of these tmditional
and contemporaneous thoughts brought together. It is a vision based on hunting,
fishing, farming, and living on the land in the manner of one's ancestors. (Adler,
1993:204)

...The 'Ohana also wants to recognize traditional and spiritual Hawaiian customs, beliefs
and pmctices on the island. Native Hawaiian gathering and fishing rights in natural
areas, land and marine reserves may get special standing and acknowledgment for the first
time. Kaho'olawe is a place that will always teach us about being Hawaiian - even in the
modem Hawai'i we live in today...E Jw'amiilamalama hou ka mauli ola
Kohemalamalama - the quality of native life style will again shine forth at
Kohenialamalama." (Aluli & McGregor, 1994:207)

Wben Ron Jacobs asked what some of the long-rnnge plans are for Kaboolawe, Helm
answered, his voice trailing off to anotber dimension: a "spiritual haven," a place wbere
the Hawaiians can "discover themselves:~ to "experience the ocean l and the aina," to
"spread ourtbongbts out, see and experience ourselves as Hawaiians." (Sbimabuknro,
1977:9)

One man testified tbat be could see the original pragmatism of using tbe Island, but tbe
years have passed and tbings bave changed. Hawaiians have felt an alienation in this
their homeland and are now seeking roots. The young are searching and re-identifying
with the things that they learn. And the old are once more teacbing... (SOHLC, 1977:
243)

The elders or kiipuna are once more teaching traditional Hawaiian ways and spiritual

beliefs, people's place as part of the natural world (rather than apart from nature):

After the missionaries arrived in Hawai'i, many of the spiritual teacbings of the ancient
Hawaiians were forced underground. Tbe ancient religion was banned, as were tbe
ancient religious practices; and Cbristianity was imposed on the community. Secretly,
bowever, the rigbts bave been banded down througb certain Hawaiian families, and one
of those publicly known to practice tbe old ways is Aunty Emma deFries, one of tbe
cbief advisors to tbe 'Obana. Aunty Emma speaks of "calling tbe energies" to be part of
oneself, being in toucb witb nature. It was in part due to her ministrations and imparting
of knowledge tbat tbe 'Obana took sucb a strong interest in tbe spiritual aspect of old
Hawai'i...The long dormant feelings of love for nature were stimulated as tbe
understanding of the 'Ohana grew. They learned about calling to tbe winds, tbe min, the
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ocean, the sun, the sky, and the land itself. They learned to revere and respect all living
things and to abhor desecration. As they learned the old ways, their hearts cried out all
the more for the torture suffered by Kaho'olawe. (SOHLe, 1977:87-88)

These teachings stem from the concept of aloha 'mna, Hawaiian's love for their land, the

'mna, and the mutual respect and care they give to the 'mna based upon their familial

relationship to the land (see Chapter 3 of this dissertation).

A brochure put out by the Protect Kaho'olawe Fund (PKF, 1978) reads,

"Kaho 'olawe is but a catalyst for aloha 'aina--the expressed feelings for the "love of the

land" that is Hawai'i Nei." Keene (1983:46) also acknowledges the importance of the

association of the concept of aloha 'aina with Kaho 'olawe:

Aloha 'aina, literally "love (of) land," is a doctriue of harmony with. and care for, the
environment. Kaho'olawe provides a focns for snch heliefs and practices. People say,
"the island is alive." This notion is also implicit in the kind of love that is meant by
aloha 'ainu. The symbolic connection between Kaho'olawe and life is expressed in the
belief that the island is a woman or a haby.

As all land is the elder sibling of Hawaiian people, it is not a great leap to see Kaho'olawe

as a baby:

Emma de Fries, a Hawaiianologist and one of the persons invited on the Island in
February to perform a cleansing ceremony, says that Kaho'olawe is the "child-Island-its
shape is that of a sleeping fetus," and that it represents the sacred union of the supreme
being with his consort, the land. (Smith, 1976:18)

Ifone were to look at a map of Maui, as it faces Kahoolawe ..., Maui does take on the
shape of a mother, full breasted, looking longingly at her child (Kahoolawe is fetus
shaped). The PKO, then functions as the umbilical cord trying to provide life to the
unnurtured island. The surrounding ocean is the womb. (Morales, 1984:32)

The land is also seen as capable of feeling pain and suffering. "The Island is weeping,", the

kupunas (elders) on Maui say, when the red cloud hangs above the Island" (Smith,

1976:18). It is also interesting to note that the name of the channel between Maui and

Kaho'olawe, Alaliikeiki, can be translated to mean "the crying child".

Aiu (1997) describes two metaphors "Kaho'olawe is a relative" and "Kaho'olawe

is a kupuna" which also stem from the familial relationship of Hawaiians to the land. The
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Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana is based upon the concept of an extended family. According to

Aiu (p. 77, 80):

The name "Protect Kabo'olawe 'Ohana" implies both that the group is an extended
family, and that they are family to Kabo'olawe, and are thus responsible for acting to
protect the land...The metaphor KAHO'OLAWE IS A RELATIVE forms the basis of the
mission and style of the PKO, which went hack to its Hawaiian roots when it took the
name, "Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana." The name was given to them by one of their
kupuna, who suggested that they needed to be family to both the island and to each
other. In Hawai'i, one is not connected unless one can point to an ancestral place of
residence, and to one's 'Ohana. The island had no family, and so in a sense, the naming
of the PKO allowed an adopted, or hanai, family to be created to care for the land.

Furthermore, the ability to trace one's relationship to the land is also a validation of that

person's claim to the land. The ability to recite one's genealogy is also the ability to

legitimate one's claim. As family to the island, Hawaiians have the responsibility to

assume stewardship over the land. This responsibility also extends to the ability to speak

on behalf of the land and was the basis for many of the testimonies during the public

hearings held by the Kaho 'olawe Island Conveyance Commission to decide whether or not

to convey the island back to the State of Hawai 'j,

The idea of family also extends to anyone who goes to the island, particularly with

the 'Ohana. Aiu writes (p. 78):

At another level, the act of going to the island makes you one of the Protect Kaho'olawe
'Ghana. ''Family,tf for Hawaiians functions as an economic"and emotional support
group. Those who go to Kabo'olawe become, in essence, a family for the weekend
because they must depend on each other for food, water, and survival in relatively harsh
conditions. Furthermore, because each person goes 10 make a connection with the island,
they, in essence, become the family of the island.

Each person who has ever gone to the island with the 'Ohana is family to the island and

thus also responsible for its stewardship, at least for the weekend. For many people,

however, their stewardship voluntarily extends well past the weekend.

Kaho 'olawe also serves the role as a teacher and keeper of Hawaiian culture. In

this sense the island is a kupuna, an elder who in Hawaiian culture is of the grandparent's
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generation and the keeper of traditions. Like a kupuna, the island is a focal point of a

family, the PKO (Aiu, p. 82-83):

... the island draws its family to it and serves as a focal point, as does a beloved kupuna.
Like a kupuna, and like going to grandma's house, or going back to the original
residence of one's family, the land is a physical repository of cultural practices and serves
as a focal point for those practices, which simultaneously serve to reaffirm the
togetherness of the family group.

Also, like a kupuna functions to keep family intact, the island "calls" Hawaiian people to

connect with 'ohana: (p. 84-85):

... the land calls them and fills them with aloha or love. Many people were called to
Kaho'olawe without ever having been there before. Like a grandparent one has never
met, the island beckons and feels familiar...Within a traditional context, Kaho'olawe as a
kupuna functions to keep her "family" intact. On the one hand, the island is cultural
repository. Not only is it rich in architectural sites, but it is also a place where
Hawaiians can practice and grow their culture. Furthermore, the way witnesses speak of
the island calling to them also fits within a traditional narrative form of the land
"speaking" to individuals.

Kaho 'olawe as well as being a relative and kupuna to Hawaiian people, is also the

embodiment of various bodyforms or kinolau of the god Kanaloa. The shark or mano and

the nai'a or dolphin are both kinolau of Kanaloa. Kamohoali'i, Pele's brother and a major

shark god, was thought to have Kaho 'olawe as one of his homes. Two place names on

Kaho 'olawe are associated with Kamohoali'i (Lua 0 Kamohoali'i and Kahua Hale 0

Kamohoali'i). Honokanai 'a ("bay of the dolphins") another place name, when considering

all the possible euphony and meanings associated with the sounds, is also referential to

honu or sea turtles, another kinolau of Kanaloa. These and other place names related to the

ocean (see Alu1i & McGregor, 1992) "celebrate the body forms of Kanaloa who is the life

force for ocean forms" (EKF, 1992:29). Photos of the island show it to be "long and

humped, like the back of a whale, from the sea" (Smith, 1976:18), like the koholii or

humpback whale, yet another kinolau of Kanaloa. Lastly, the he'e or octopus has eight
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tentacles and when stretched out represent the eight compass points, the eight directions of

winds and basic directions of ocean currents (EKF, 1992:6):

The compass points, wind and ocean currents are all elements critical for navigation.
Therefore, the relationship between Kanaloa, the he 'e, the wind and the ocean cnrrents,
the compass points and navigation are all one and the same. Kanaloa's body form, the
ocean, is the roadway for the navigator and his canoe, the he 'e lays out the movement
patterns of the wave/ocean currents and the winds which impacts upon the canoe's
direction.

The island is intimately associated with the ocean, with Kanaloa the god of ocean and

seafaring, and with his various kinolau.

As part of a family to this island so intimately associated with nature and the ocean,

Hawaiian people are also related to and part of the natural world. It is therefore easy to see

revival of Hawaiian culture and spiritnality on Kaho 'olawe as an extension of this

relationship and as an example of their harmony with nature. Shimabukuro (1977:9)

shows this in a 1977 statement made in reaction to a question about the fate of Kaho'olawe

should it be conveyed back to the State of Hawai'i:

"But what are you going to do with Kahoolawe after you get it?" is a non-Hawaiian
question. You shouldn't have to do anything with Kahoolawe. It is a very small shrine
to the once-perfect harmony between man, sea and sky. To desecrate it with bombs for
the sake of target practice is a gross deviation from life. And for the U.S. Government to
drop their bombs for the sake of preserving life is contradictory in the profoundest sense.

Kaho 'olawe is a symbol of harmony with the land and the natural world, a symbol of life.

Sacred places are symbolic monuments, reminders of a virtue or a sacrifice, or

warnings of events to be avoided, according to Foote (1997:8). They are "fields ofcare,

portions of the landscape that are set apart and tended with special attention" (pp. 9-10).

The sacred-place-as-symbolic-monument, set apart and outside of mundane or secular place

and time, is like a myth, which in anthropological psychological analysis and explanation of

myths claims their purpose or function in culture to validate and prescribe right conduct by

expressing, enhancing and codifying belief and safeguarding and enforcing morality,
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vouching for the efficacy ofritual and containing practical rules for living, projections of

social conventions which ensure the maintenance ofdominant values (Pandian, 1991:134),

geographic instruction for long term survival (Kuletz, 1998:207). This island-as

monument is itself a myth, focusing on moral instruction regarding what constitutes

morally correct behavior towards the natural world and itself, the island. It stands as a

monument reminding people ofthe sacrifice of its environmental integrity and destruction

of its historical and cultural sites. It also stands as a warning of such events to be avoided

in the future, of practical rules for living and maintaining a living culture and a healthy

environment. These rules would be those embodied in the metaphors of aloha 'aina and

malarna 'aina. The island itself is a myth, a huge metaphor for these ideas.

GEORGE HELM

Mystery At Sea

On a coastal trail from Hakioawa to Hakioawaiki along the northeast coast of

Kaho'olawe is a small shrine and two memorial plaques dedicated to George Helm and

Kimo Mitchell (Figure 14). Both were lost at sea off Kaho 'olawe in 1977. Kimo Mitchell,

the son of "Uncle" Harry Mitchell, was a commercial fisherman, planter, and community

leader in Hana on MauL George Helm, originally from Moloka'i, was a well-known

singer and musician (see Appendix D for a list of music by and about George Helm) as

well as the charismatic co-founder and chief spokesman for the Protect Kaho'olawe

'Ohana. He, more than any other person, is associated with a multitude of symbolism

relating to Kaho'olawe.

Well versed in religion, philosophy, mythology, psychology, and Hawaiian culture,

George wanted to understand why the traditional Hawaiian psychology and religious ways
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did not seem to fit in the modern world (Morales, 1978:21). He frequently sought the

company and spiritual guidance of kupuna including Edith Kanaka'ole and Emma deFries.

As spokesman for the 'Ghana (Morales, p. 21):

...he traveled at his own expense throughout the Islands, exhorting people with any drop
of native blood and othe[ll who shared the spirit of the Native Hawaiians to do their best
to preserve and enhance what they thought was tmditionally and uniquely "Hawaiian" 
the special spirit of coopemtion amongst people and the recognition that the land and the
sea of Hawaii are limited resources that must be treated with respect and love, not with
abuse.

He was among the "Kaho'olawe Nine", the first nine people who landed on the island in

1976 to protest the bombing. In 1976 he also drafted a letter to the Navy expressing the

sincerity of the desire of the 'Ghana to go to Kaho 'olawe to perform religious ceremonies,

stating the ceremonies were necessary to cleanse the island of evil and to symbolically

accept the responsibility of caring for it (Morales, 1984:20). George also met with

legislators, worked with a legislative special committee that was formed to address issues

relating to Kaho 'olawe, gave interviews, sent out press releases, and appeared on the Ron

Jacobs radio program, the number one show on the air in 1977.

In February 1977 he led a group of 'Ghana members on a march to the State

Capitol to pray for two members who were on Kaho'olawe to protest the bombing.

Despite their presence on the island, the bombing continued. Later that month, in an

unprecedented event George Helm became the first non-member allowed to address the

legislature, resulting in the adoption of a House resolution to halt the bombing. A few days

later he and Frances Kauhane traveled to Washington D.C. to meet with President Jimmy

Carter on the same matter. They had sent a telegram to him earlier that month and had

received no response. They returned without success.
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By March the two 'Ohana members were still on Kaho'olawe, had not been

resupplied with food or water, and were in danger from the continued bombing.. George

Helm, accompanied by Kimo Mitchell and Billy Mitchell (no relation) landed on the island,

not knowing that hours before they had given up and been picked up by a Coast Guard

helicopter. Mter searching unsuccessfully they were unable to return to Maui because their

pickup boat had been sabotaged and did not arrive. They supposedly decided to swim back

to Maui and entered high surf at 3 a.m. on two surlboards. George Helm and Kirno

Mitchell disappeared. The lone survivor Billy Mitchell said he last saw them struggling in

the surf near Molokini. He returned to Kaho'olawe and was later found and transported

off island. A collective search by the U.S. military, the 'Ohana, water rescue specialists,

family, and friends failed to find them.

Mystery surrounds the disappearance of George Helm and Kimo MitchelL It is

uncertain why they decided to leave the island in high surf and gale force winds rather than

wait for the pickup boat. George was said to have thought of Kaho 'olawe as a baby and

knew how to find food and water on the island (Morales, 1984:32). It was also said that he

was wracked physically and mentally by spirits during the trip and also for several days

prior. When Honolulu newspaper The Hawaii Observer declared George Helm as man of

the year in 1978, it was written of him (Morales, 1978:21):

The spiritual intensity which characterized Hehn during the fmal months of his life,
though unusual, is not unprecedented. Prophets frequently appear in periods of political
or cultural turmoil. And mana, as spiritual power was known to the Polynesians, is
often manifest in people far from the centers of power.

At The Helm

Two decades after his loss at sea, the memory of George Helm is still strong.

AlthOUgh one newspaper columnist (Burlingame, 1999) dismisses his importance ("He
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came to be known primarily as a martyr") he lives on as much much more. He is

remembered as a leader, one way ahead of his time, and with great influence as an activist

who did his homework (Tanji, 1997; Monson, 1997). Morales (1984:23) writes:

He spent much of his time bringing and keeping people together. He could sit and talk
with the old, run and play with the young. Whether singing or speaking, Helm always
seemed to hit the right notes. The natural, easy-going wannth that characterized his
approach, and the fact that he did his homework made whatever he'd say ring true.
People listened to him. People believed him. And believed in him. George Jarrell
Helm, Jr., had become the voice and soul ofthe body politic, expressing the collective
angst of the disenfranchised.

EKF (1993) recounts the events of 1976 as pivotal to resurgence of Hawaiian culture:

January of 1976 was the pivotal point leading to the development of native Hawaiians
refocusing upon the elemeutal Gods of our anceslors...Many people contributed of their
time, talents, money and in some cases their lives for the return of the islaud of
Kaho'olawe. This was the time to fight and to win back the true spirit and culture of the
native Hawaiian. The struggle included court hall1es, educating the geueral public of
their rights to challenge the political system, reinvestigate the sacredness of land,
couvince other Hawaiians who did not believe in the rich cultural connectiou of this
islaud to the southern Polynesian group. And develop tbe sources of leadership among
the kumu hula and kupuna who will help support this effort...

George Helm's efforts epitomize this quote of struggling young Hawaiian warriors. "At

the helm was George", writes Monson (1997). Various contemporary Hawaiian activists

and leaders remember George Helm (Tanji, 1997):

George would have provided leadership to the Hawaiians. He could pull people together.
-WalterRille

Things would have happened faster ifGeorge were around.
-Dr. Emmett Aluli, co-founder PKO

Helm had such a vision, he truly would have beeu a leader.
-Colette Machado, OHA Trustee

George Helm had a strong desire to not just stUdy and know about Hawaiian

culture but also to live it (Morales, 1984). Monson writes, ''He made the transition from

being just George Helm to being a Hawaiian George Helm." As a co-founder and chief

spokesperson of the Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana, George Helm is intimately associated

with the metaphors of the island and their meanings to Native Hawaiians. He is the

spiritual as well as secular, political leader of the movement to reclaim and revive a living
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Hawaiian culture. His actions and life (for a detailed description of George Helm's

background see Morales, 1984) are the essence, a master symbol, of all Hawaiians'

struggle for self identity and self determination, for Native Hawaiian land and cultural

rights. He struggled to understand how traditional Hawaiian ways fit into the modem

world as did all other Native Hawaiians, to understand his place in the modern Hawai'i.

He immersed himself in study ofHawaiian culture and acted without reserve, to the point

of giving his own life, on his beliefs. George Helm is the shining beacon, the leader who

showed the way and gave hope to those who didn't know what to do or were not able to

act themselves.

George Helm's death is the crisis point, the turning point for many Hawaiians

involved in the struggle for Kaho'olawe and for Native Hawaiian rights (Aiu, 1997:113

115). His death crystallized the Kaho 'olawe movement. It made people question what they

were doing with their lives and the way they accepted the status quo. A lot of people

became interested in Kaho'olawe and the larger Hawaiian rights issues surrounding it. As

a charismatic leader he was an example to other young Hawaiians of positive ways to

channel energy by learning about the island and joining in the efforts to restore it to the

Hawaiians.

MAKAIllKI AND KAHO'OLAWE

The myths and metaphors of the Makahiki festival on Kaho 'olawe can be examined

from two perspectives. The rust is that of Sahlins (1981,1985,1995), in terms of

structural anthropology. He uses patterns established in traditional Hawaiian myths as a

gnide to interpreting specific historical events. He calls these reproductions of the mythic

patterns "historical metaphors of mythic realities". Walker (1985), in an approach similar to
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that of Sahlins, uses Maori myths to show how knowledge was defined, gained, and

transmitted through repetition of patterns established in the myths.

The Makahiki festival on Kaho'olawe can be seen as a historical metaphor of

traditional, pre 1819 Makahiki celebrations in Hawai'i which had been done away with

after a religious battle in 1819 (EKF, 1992). The victors abolished the formal religious

system which included the worship of Lono and the Makahiki. For descriptions of the

traditional practice of Makahiki, see Malo (1951), Beckwith (1951, 1970), Kepelino and

Kamakau in Sahlins (1981, 1985, 1995).

The traditional Makahiki is itself a historical metaphor for a mythic reality inscribed

in the creation chant, the Kumulipo (Sahlins, 1985, 1995). The Kumulipo set the origin of

the universe at the autumnal rising of the Makali'i, the Pleides constellation, at sunset

(Sahlins, 1985). Very generally, this cosmogonic myth tells of the transition from the time

of pO, the long night of self-generation of the world, to the time of the 00, or "day", or the

world as known to humans. The Makahiki festival also started with the sighting of the

Makali'i at sunset. According to Beckwith (1951:18) the word "makahiki" can be

translated literally to refer to the rising of the Makali'i ("maka" or eye refers to the Makali'i,

and "hiki" connotates movement). The Makahiki marked the beginning of the Hawaiian

ritual year ("makahiki" can also be translated as "year"), and had a sense of eternal return,

the rebirth of the world in the change of seasons from a time of shortening days and

lengthening nights to lengthening days and shorter nights (Sahlins, 1985). The highlight of

Makahiki rituals usually occurred on or near the date of winter solstice, which in many

cultures is celebrated as the return of the sun. Thus the Makahiki is a metaphor for the

annual creation of the world, a transition from darkness to light.
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The Makahiki acknowledged these events by honoring the presence of the akua

(god) Lono, the god of agriculture, productivity, and fertility (see Beckwith, 1970:31-33;

EKF, 1992: 51-56; and PKO, unpubl. for detailed characterizations of Lono). He is the

return of the sun, and also the seasonal winter rains. He reestablishes the vitality of the

land, the revival of nature, the renewal and rebirth of the world in the birth of a new year

and a new season. The Makahiki was thus an occasion for celebration and rejoicing.

Lono appeared to humans as ho'ili10na, signs or revelations (see Pukni, et al.,

1972a:53-57; Pukui, eta!., 1972b:Ch. 4) in the physica11andscape (Beckwith, 1970:31-32;

PKO, unpub1). He was associated with or visualized as clustering or dark clouds, thunder,

lightening, the rainbow, strong winds, waterspouts, and earthquakes. He was also the red

mountain stream (stained with red soil) and the gushing mountain springs (Beckwith,

1970:31-32). His kino1au or body forms, plants and animals that were representative of

Lono, (see Pukni, et al., 1972a:125-126) included 1aua'e (maile-scented fern), la'l (ti leaf),

kukui, 'a'ali'i, lama maile, palai (fern) , 'ua1a (sweet potato), some types ofkalo (taro), the

black pua'a (pig), 'aweoweo (a red fish), and kumu (another red fish) (PKO, unpub1.).

The [mal genealogy of the Kurnulipo was dedicated to the infant Lonoikamakahiki

(Beckwith,1951:18). Beckwith (1951:19) conjectured that a human manifestation ofLono

had appeared perhaps in the person of some voyager who brought gifts, introduced athletic

sports, and perhaps the custom ofho'okupu or tributary offering, and then left, promising

to return next year. The customs of sports, ho'okupu, and the idea of an annual return were

all associated with traditional Makahiki festivals.

The Makahiki celebrations on Kaho 'olawe were first reinstated in 1980 by

members of the Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana in response to the Consent Decree which
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allowed extra access days for special Hawaiian ceremonies and holy days of ritual (D.

McGregor, pers. comm.). The 'Ohana researched and learned the ceremonies for the

Makahiki rituals by reading traditional accounts and by talking to kupuna or elders and

kumu hula who had living experience healing the land (EKF, 1992:41; Hartwell, 1996:198)

with the goal of reenacting the ceremonies as closely as contemporary realities allowed

(Hartwell, 1996). Recreation and facilitation of these were in a large part the efforts of

Edith Kanaka'ole and her daughter Niilani Kanaka'ole (PKO, unpubl.; EKF, 1992:46;

Hartwell, 1996:205).

The Makahiki on Kaho'olawe was reinstituted as part of a fIrst step to aid in healing

the island along with the people who experienced Kaho 'olawe during this time (EKF,

1992:57, 59). It was an opportunity to celebrate and show appreciation to Lono for the

land, for the past year's harvest on home islands, and for the rains (PKO, unpubl.). It was

also an opportunity to petition Lono to come again and with greater abundance, for Lono's

presence in the gentle rains for the greening of the land and to raise the water table, for

assistance in healing and revegetation of Kaho 'olawe. The primary goal was not to stop the

bombing or regain the island from the U.S. military, but rather healing and revegetation

(EKF,1992:42):

As the political struggle [to regain the island from the U.S. military1ensued the care of
the island was placed under the God Lono. This deity was the manifestation of the body
forms which would aid in the revegetation of the land.

Lono as the god of peace, cleansing, and healing, as well as fertility and productivity, was

the ideal metaphor for the 'Ohana efforts to rehabilitate Kaho'olawe.

Helm himself was often associated with Lonoikarnakahiki. The 'Ohana orientation

for Makahiki participants reads (PKO, unpubl.), "Makahiki was a directive from George

Helm, and in a sense, he is our Lono-i-ka-makahiki." Monson (AZ) quotes Dr. Noa
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Emmett Aluli, a current leader of the 'Ohana, ''George's thing was thegreening of the

is1and...He always wanted to see it green." Morales (1984:27-28) also notes Helm's

connection to Lonoikamakahiki:

Helm saw Lono-i-ka-makabiki - god of agriculture, stonn rain, and music - as a
benevolent god and wanted to petfonn a ho'okupu in bis bonor. Helm bad beard bis
Auntie Apolonia Day talk of an ancestor by tbe name ofLono-i-ka-makabiki and tbought
be may be a descendant of Lono and bad been researcbing bis genealogy in an attempt to
confinn this,

George Helm, musician, grassroots activist and leader, deeply involved both politically and

spiritually with reclaiming and healing Kaho 'olawe can thus easily be seen as a metaphor

for Lonoikamakahiki.

As in traditional times, the Makahiki on Kaho'olawe begins in late October or early

November with the fIrst sighting of the Makali'i on the horizon at sunset. Celebrants travel

to the island in November during an access period pre-approved by the U.S. Navy to open

the Makahiki season. For those interested, Hartwell (1996:195-217) gives a detailed

account of his experience during the Makahiki.

The fIrst rite is the hi 'uwai, a pre-dawn ceremonial cleansing in the ocean, which

everyone is asked to participate in. It is conducted before the offIcial start of the Makahiki.

It is a form ofkapu kai (Pukui, etat., 1972a:122-123), a ceremonial bath to cleanse and

purify oneself after evil or deftIement, to remove the kapu one comes under after such

contact. The hi'uwai on Kaho'olawe starts with the blowing of the pii, the conch shell

trumpet. This signals the start of a kapu period where silence must be maintained and one

begins to focus on the upcoming ritual. Participants walk down to the beach and receive a

sip of water mixed with limu kala (Sargassum spp.) and 'olena (tumeric). The 'olena

symbolizes cleansing, and the limu kala forgiveness and release ("kala" means to forgive,

excuse, release, let go, and is the root of the idiom "e kala mai ia'u" or excuse me; limu kala
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is also frequently found free-floating in the ocean, i.e. as in the Sargasso Sea, having let go

or released itself from the ocean bottom).

Everyone then enters the ocean to immerse themselves. The ocean ritually washes

off old problems and negative feelings of the past year. Everyone must take on a new soul

through a changed perspective, and focus on good or pono thoughts, energy, and balance,

and reflect upon the coming year (EKF, 1992:48). It is a time for quiet reflection and self

meditation, a time to focus on the up-coruing Makahiki and to look for ho'iiilona signaling

the arrival of Lono. In the traditional Makahiki, the conclusion of the hi 'uwai coincided

with the first appearance of the Lono image, a 16 foot pole with a crosspiece hung with

white kapa (tapa), ferns, and feather streamers (Malo, 1951:143-144; PKO, unpub!.).

Blowing of the pfi and cheering three times, "Lonoikamakahiki!" signals the end of

the hi 'uwai and the official start of the Makahiki festivities. People are encouraged to

splash and frolic in the ocean (hi'uwai is literally "splashing water"). The completion of the

hi'uwai also signals the start of another, longer kapu period. During Makahiki, no one is

allowed to do, say, or think anything negative or uncharitable, but instead the focus is on

good thoughts and deeds.

The next ritual involves preparation and offering ofho'okupu or tributary gifts for

Lono. The term "ho'okupu" means "to make something grow" (Kame'eleihiwa, 1992:29).

In traditional Makahiki festivals, ho'okupu in honor ofLono were presented during the

annual clockwise procession of the Lono image around the island. They were "fed to

Lono" in a hanaipfi ("feeding together") ceremony to make the mana or divine power (see

Pukui, et aI., I972a:149-155) of Lono grow (Kame'eleihiwa, 1992:29-30). Lono in turn

would make life grow on the land and in the people. Thus, a cycle of fertility and of mutual
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empowerment existed. According to Kame'eleihiwa (1992:30), 'Their 'Aina had been

revitalized by the Akua in whose honor they had given tribute. The 'Aina could now feed

them, because it had been touched by the Akua - who was Lano..." So long as the people

love and cared the land, their elders, it would do the same for them. Thus, the giving of

ho 'okupu, the feeding of Lano, ensnred growth of his mana and his bestowal of fertility on

the earth, the divine female 'aina, by his presence (Kame'eleihiwa, 1992:29).

This reciprocal responsibility derives from the master metaphor of malama 'aina

(Kame'eleihiwa, 1992:25-33) as described above. George Helm coined the term aloha

'aina for the 'Ghana activities surrounding Kaho'olawe. Emmett Aluli says 'lIe coined

what we were doing as 'aloha aina' (love of the land). We needed to call it something in

public. He made the movement around us" (Monson, A3). It was Helm who fnrther

researched the political implications of this phrase (Morales, 1984:19-20):

The re-emergence of this tenn takes on an added, mystical dimension. Helm said that
during the initial landing on Kahoolawe, he and others began saying "aloha 'aina" - out
of the blue. They bad no knowledge of the implications of the phrase, not its historical
significance. Later, while doing some research, Hebn discovered that "aloha 'aina" was a
commonly used tenn around the time of Queen Liliuokalani's overthrow in 1893. There
was a newspaper, Ke Aloha 'Aina, started hy Judge Joseph Nawahi, and "aloha 'aina"
was the password the night that Royalists, counter-revolutionaries loyal to the queen,
attempted but failed to restore the Hawaiian monarchy.

Thus Helm also directed the 'Ghana towards a masler metaphor which informs their

spiritual as well as political activities on Kaho 'olawe.

Ten ho'okupu were prepared and given to Lano by ten men and len women. Some

of the ho'okupu were kinolau of Lono or else specific varieties offoods dedicated to Lano.

The Ten Ho'okupu for Makahiki
(after PKG, unpub!.)

1. niu hiwa (black coconut) - cracking of the niu signified opening of ceremonies

2. lama (lama wood) - for enlighlenment
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3. 'awa - favored drink of the akua

4. pua'a (pig) - ceremonial food of ancient Hawai'i, kinolau ofLono

5. kalo - staple food of ancient Hawai'i

6. 'ulu (breadfruit) - symbolizes growth

7. 'uala (sweet potato) - signifies human's relatiouship to the alma; also one of the
dryland crops traditionally grown on Kaho 'olawe

8. roai 'a (banana) - a variety is sacred to Lono, kinolau of Lono

9. i'a 'ula'ula (red fish) - preferable 'aweoweo or kumu, kinolau ofLono

10. ipu 0 Lono (gourd of Lono) - gourd containing fresh spring water; a symbol of
fertility and sustenance of the hind; also a kinolau of Lono (Beckwith, 1970:32)

The ho'okupu are ceremonially presented at a special imu (underground oven), cooked,

then rewrapped in fresh ti-leaves. The ho'okupu are then presented at the women's heiau,

the Hale 0 Papa, and the Hale Mua, the men's heiau. The procession lines up with a man

and woman each carrying one of the ten ho 'okupu The pii again signals the start of the

ceremony, the cessation of speech and a focusing on the meanings and reasous of the

rituals. This is a time to be more aware of the presence of Lono, of the ho'iiilona of Lono.

The procession leads up to the Hale 0 Papa first, where the women present their

ho 'okupu. The Hale 0 Papa represents Haumea, another form of the earth mother, the

female energy needed for the restoration apd revegetation of Kaho 'olawe (EKF, 1992:49).

This recognizes the importance of women's roles as mothers, as creators and procreative

forces of the earth. The procession then leads to the Hale Mua where male life force is

similarly acknowledged. During the Makahiki, the Hale Mua is off-limits to women, and

they do not proceed up to the threshold of the heiau during the rituals. Outside of Makahiki

season, this restriction is not in effect.
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Prior to the blowing of the pil to signal the end of the presentation of the ho'okupu,

both at the imu and at the heiau, the kapu period is further structured by chanting. The

"Kihapai 0 Lono" chant refers to many of the kinolau of Lono which are the manifestations

that encourage growth (EKF, 1992:50-52). It recognizes the gods of the elements,

accounts their origin, enumerates the ho'okupu offerings, and gives the reason for the

prayer. It ends with a release from the formal communication with the akua. This is a

formal statement of release from the kapu of the ceremony.

Kihapai 0 Lono
(PKO, unpubl.; EKF, 1992:50-52)

Ekeakua
Eke akua ao loa
E ke akua ao polo
Eke akua I ka wai ola a Kane
I ke kai ola a Kanaloa
I ke ao 'eka'eka 0 Lono
Kilkulu ka ipu 'eka 'eka 0 Lono
Ho mai ka ipu lau makani 0 Lono
Iii hiki mai ka ua 0 Lono
Ho 'oulu ke ea
Ho'oulu ke kupu
Ho'oulu ka wai nape i ke kama 0

Ho 'ohOkillani
Ia hiki mal ke ala a Makali'i i kahikina

Eia ka 'awa i lani
'Awa i Kfi, 'awa i Hina
Eia ke kupu pua'a
Eia ke kalo 0 Lono
Eia ke kupu aweoweo
Eia ke kupu kino lau

Ko hanai 'ia ke akua mai ka lani nui a
Wiikea

Ko hilnai 'ia na akua 0 kona hanauna

Ho 'oulu mai ke kupu 0 ka 'aina
A uanoa - a ua noa - a ua noa.
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o god (Lono)
God of the long cloud
God of the short cloud
God of the living waters of Kane
Of the living sea of Kanaloa
Of the dark clouds of Lono
The dark ipu of Lono grows
Lono's ipu of many winds goes forth
Upon the arrival of the rain ofLono
Life is encouraged
The budding shoots creep upward
The undulating water induces growth

for the child of Ho'ohOkfilani
Upon the appearance of the Makali'i

in the east
Here is the sacred 'awa
The 'awa of Kfi, of Hina
Here is the pig, bodyform of Lono
Here is the taro of Lono
Here is the aweoweo bodyform
Here are the many manifestation of

Lono
The God of the great expanse of

Wiikea was fed
The Gods of his generations was fed

hope
The fruits of the land shall grow
It is free - it is free - it is free.



Another ceremonial offering of ho 'okupu occurs the following day at Pu 'u

Moa'ulaiki, one of the highest peaks on the island. Moa'ulaiki is considered to be the po'o,

the head, the most sacred part of Kaho'olawe (K. Fairbanks, D. McGregor, pers. comm.).

This entails approximately a three-hour hike, during which participants are

considered to be in procession although there is no need to maintain silence. Ho 'okupu

presentations occur here as described above. The pii is blown when the procession reaches

the base of Moa'ulaiki. Here as in the other processions, the participants are garbed in

traditional malo (for men) and kIkepa (for women) and barefoot. The procession leads to

the top of Moa 'ulaiki where the ho 'okupu are presented, "Kihapai 0 Lono" recited, and the

pii blown to signal the end of the ceremonial kapu. At this time most participants choose to

don footwear for their descent down Moa'ulaiki.

During the opening ceremonies, everyone then returns to the base camp at

Hakioawa. The Makahiki season on Kaho'olawe is officially open. The rest of the stay on

Kaho 'olawe is spent playing music, dancing, and singing, playing traditional Hawaiian

games or sports such as konane and 'ulumaika or swimming and spearfishing, and

otherwise relaxing and enjoying the festive nature of the season.

During the closing ceremonies in January, in addition to the above rituals, there is

another presentation of ho 'okupu at Lae 0 Kealaikahiki Beach on the other end of the island

from Hakioawa. Instead of turning back at Moa'ulaiki, the procession continues on to

Kealaikahiki. This takes them across the interior of the island and then along the beach for

about the last two miles. After an ocean bath (all participants bathe in the ocean prior to the

start of each ceremonial procession except for that at Moa'ulaiki, a sort of mini-hi'uwai),

everyone puts on their ritual wear, the pii blows, and the ho'okupu are placed in a small
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canoe and set adrift for Lono who is now considered to be back on his way to Kahiki until

his return next year.

The crossing of the island represents the traditional clockwise circumambulation of

the island in traditional Makahiki festivals. For obvious reasons of safety, the Kaho'olawe

procession is restricted to areas of the island that have been cleared of ordnance.

Kealaikahiki can be translated to "the pathway to Kahiki or Tahiti". This was thought to be

a traditional starting off point for ocean voyagers traveling to Tahiti due to favorable

currents. Thus, it is an appropriate launching point for the canoe and the closing of the

Makahiki.

HOW MYTH, METAPHOR, AND MAKAHIKI CREATE A SACRED
LANDSCAPE ON KAHO'OLAWE

Kame 'eleihiwa (1992:1) states that "[i]n traditional times, the telling of any

Hawaiian history began properly with traditional beginnings. She starts her book with the

Kumulipo from which came the lesson that "every aspect of the Hawaiian conception of the

world is related by birth" (p. 2). It is then no surprise to find the mythical realities of the

Makahiki festival in the Kumulipo. Makahiki festivals, including those held on

Kaho 'olawe, are a birth of the world in the cycling of the seasons, a historical metaphor for

the creation of the world in the Kumulipo. Lono, the akua honored by the Makahiki

festival, is a personified metaphor for the return of the sun, the productivity of the earth,

and rebirth of the world. Lono impregnates the earth with his rain~ and makes it fertile (D.

McGregor, pers. comm.). The hi'uwai ritual is a metaphor on a personal scale, for the

renewal and rebirth of one's soul with a new perspective in the new year.
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Patterns upon which Hawaiians model their behavior are also derived from the

deeds of their ancestors. Malarna 'mna is a historical metaphor, a lesson learned from the

deeds ofWlikea and Papa. As already mentioned, the Makahiki on Kaho'olawe falls under

this master metaphor. The giving of ho'okupu is a powerful way of practicing malama

'aina, of honoring the reciprocal responsibilities between humans and the land or 'aina

The giving ofho'okupu at separate men's and women's heiau also ackuowledges both

male and female principles necessary for procreation.

The concept of kapu is also prevalent throughout the Makahiki. Hansen & Hansen

(1983:49-50) considered anything under the influence of atua (akua or god) to be tapu

(kapu). The actions of atua accounted for anything that was otherwise unexplainable

human phenomena (p. 41, 42). Thus, the growth of crops was due to the influence of atua,

as was generally the growth of most things. The head was the most tapu portiou of a

person's body because growth of hair and also of kuowledge occurred there (p. 50).

Although a Maori metaphor, this perhaps helps understand the perception of Pu'u

Moa'ulaiki on Kaho'olawe as the po '0, the most sacred spot of the island.

Although the influence of atua accounted for a person's ability to operate effectively

in life (p. 42), a constant state oftapu in a person or object was restricting and not always

positive or desirable (p. 74) (e.g. tapu gained from handling the dead). It was thus

necessary to have whakanoa agents and ceremonies to remove unwanted or unneeded tapu

(p. 75). It has already been shown how the "Kihapai 0 Lono" chant at the end of all the

ritual ho 'okupu giving ceremonies fmishes with the line "a ua noa", it is noa, it is free; a

release from formal communication with akua. The blowing of the pO also signals the start

and end of kapu periods i.e. during processions and rituals, during the hi 'uwai. The
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removal of the kapu releases everyone from the restrictions that need to be observed during

the rituals, such as the prohibition against speech, the prohibition against negative thoughts

and deeds, the direction to focus on Lono and the petitions to him, and the need to wear

ritual clothing.

Kapu extends to place as well as time. As mentioned earlier, the Hale Mua is

limited to the presence only of males during Makahiki. At other times it is noa and anyone

may approach. Kapu in space and time plays an interesting role in the ceremony held at

Pu 'u Moa 'ulaiki. The procession up to the peak occurs during a time of kapu and everyone

participating in the ceremony must walk up barefoot. The pO signaling the end of the

ceremony is blown while still up at the peak. Everyone may descend wearing shoes

because it is no longer a time of kapu Moa 'ulaiki, while still sacred, is no longer kapu.

Makahiki activities create a sacred landscape on Kaho 'olawe. While the island of

Kaho'olawe and 'aina in general in Hawai'i is sacred, there are different degrees of

"sacredness" of the various places on Kaho'olawe both in time and space. If "degree of

sacredness" can be equated with a state of kapu from being infused with mana from akua, it

can be seen from the above examples that sacredness varies in time and space on

Kaho'olawe.

Furthermore, the pathways used during the Makahiki processions create a sacred

network on the island. Recall that although a prohibition against speech is not in effect,

hiking the trails to Pu'u Moa 'ulaiki and Kealaikahiki is still considered part of the

procession. The hike from Moa 'ulaiki to Kealaikahiki necessarily follows a military jeep

road, which has been cleared of ordnance. The route continues as far as the military base

camp at Hanakanai 'a and the along the beach to KeaJaikahiki. The roads, paths, and ritual
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areas are also traced by travels of military EOD (Explosive Ordnance Disposal) personnel

prior to the Makahiki procession in routine re-inspections of the areas. The procession

route as well as the locations where ho'okupu are given thus creates a sacred network of

paths and nodes which is superimposed upon a military map of areas and roadways that

have been cleared of ordnance and are thus safe for people.

These multiple overlapping maps of the landscape on Kaho'olawe have implications

for the meaning of the Makahiki festival revival, for the political struggle for the island, and

the struggle for Hawaiian cultural revival and cultural identity. Although the primary goal

of reinstating the Makahiki festival was not to stop the bombing or to achieve the return of

the island from the U.S. military, the revival did have profound political and cultural

implications. A modem recovery of native gods has never before been accomplished in the

Pacific (EKF, 1992:42). The reestablishment of the Makahiki festival reintroduced a

traditional Hawaiian value system where: 1) the cycle of life is adjusted according to the

season and the god of each season; 2) there is a respect for the equality of humans, plants,

animals, and the earth; 3) there is a sense of aloha 'aina and equality in caring for the living

things of the earth and also the space above; 4) there is a reaffirmation of the validity of

knowing the physical and non-physical worlds through one's 'aumakua (guardian spirits)

and a reaffirmation of cultural spiritualism (EKF, 1992:44-45). It has allowed Hawaiians

to return to the ways of their ancestors The courage of the 'Ohana in reinstating the

Makahiki led other Hawaiians to ignore criticism and incorporate traditional religious rites

into their own modern ceremonies (Hartwell, 1996:198).

The search for a source of mana was traditionally called 'imihaku in Hawai'i

(Kame'eleihiwa, 1992:45). There were two paths to mana, one was through Lono. The
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other was through his antithesis, the alma Ku, the god of war, political power through

warfare, the use of violence to gaiu material wealth and promiuence. Today only the path

of Lono has survived with any strength (p. 49). The path of Lono through the metaphors

of aloha 'aina and mwama 'iiina is the foundation of PKO efforts to stop the bombing on

Kaho 'olawe lind is the basis for the Makahiki festivals on the island. The kaona for the

Makahiki is to reclaim the island for Lono, for healiug, for peace, not destruction and war

(D. McGregor, pers. comm.). Morales (1984:28) recounts an exchange between George

Helm and scholar Rubellite Johnson regarding Lono:

Rnbellite Kawena Johnson, a noted Hawaiian scholar, once told Helm that they were
looking for the same thing - she throngh the Kumulipo, the ancient Hawaiian creation
chant, he through Kahoolawe -wno-i-ka-makahiki...HeIm later stated he believed the
time of Lono was to return, not in the form of a god, bnt in concept. The time of Ku,
the god of war, was over, and Lono would return, 200 years after Cook, in the spirit of
aloha 'aina. "Kahoolawe can teach the rest of the world aloha 'aina and save us from
becoming evolutionary dropouts."

The path of Lono certainly seems to be the appropriate one for the restoration and

rehabilitation ofKaho'olawe. Lonoikamakahiki! Lonoikamakahiki! Lonoikamakahiki!

EPILOGUE

KeNol'A'sms
Request for Release

'0 'awekuhi 0 kai uli
Kuhikau, kuhikau
Ehomaii 'a'ama
I 'a'amaaha
I '8'ama 'ia au

Pointing tentacle ofthe deep sea
Direct, direct
Grant also an 'a'ama [release1
Au 'a'ama for what
Releasing me from my obligation as

your guest.

Chant used to request departure from Kaho'ojawe each time a party prepares to depart. (EKF, 1992)
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CHAPTER 7: LEGAL CONSTRUCTION OF KAHO'OLAWE: THE
"OFFICIAL" PLACE

PROLOGUE

As an employee ofthe cleanup project, I began to see and experience another side, another
culture ofKaho'olawe. I began to try to make sense ofworking for a military contractor.
Previously most ofmy time on Kaho'olawe had been with the PKO or KIRC, people who
know that the island is a sacred place. I now existed in a culture that does not take this on
faith. While my experiences with the 'Ohana and KIRC were still my strongest
impressions ofKaho 'olawe, I began to realize the complexity ofthis place, and wonder at
which ofthese two views will become the "norm". After all, isn't the island legally defined
as sacred? I'm starting to see the rift between "official" external reality and reality
created by imagination and images ofthe soul.

******

Letter to LEK written between Aug. 8-12, 1998 from the field during the start offieldwork
for the Kaho'olawe Cleanup Project

8/5/98
Well, here I am, sitting in the jeep on Kaho'olawe. Well, it's not moving yet but I'm hiding
from the sun and bees - which are swarming like crazy. It's 7:45 a.m. Too early for
pissed offbees.

I'm loving this job. My spirit is soaring. I started reading this book "Anatomy ofYour
Spirit" or something like that. She says to find out what makes your spirit strong, gives it
power. For me its being out here. Actually, anywhere outdoors, but it's a dream to be
getting I!!E!l to do this! I'm waking up in the mornings actually looking forward to the day.
I can't remember last time I was excited to get up in the morning! It's been too long.

818198
A typical day is get up before dawn to be at the heliport/office at 6:I5 or 6:45 depending on
when our helicopterflight is - we check in 15 minutes ahead offlight time so the flight
coordinator can check our shoes and clothes for alien seeds and dirt and so we can put on
our lifevests. Then we get on the damn thing andfly over to Kaho'olawe. This is all time
we don't get paidfor, BTW. Our time starts when we get offthe heli on island. Our time
stops when we get on it to leave. Add on to this the fact that I usually get there even earlier
to gather up myfield stuffand ease myfeet into my shoes. Then there's always debriefing
at day's end with project managers - more unpaid time. Plus we don't get paidfor lunch.
This makes close to a twelve hour day rather than ten.
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Then there's the helicopter itself. Despite having been on it several times with T. 's project,
I'm still not thrilled about it. Plus they pack us infive or six at a time. And the guys are
huge. We had a horrible helicopter safety class as part ofour training, which made me
feel much more paranoid than "safe". For instance, there's a whole section on "in case
ofcatastrophic engine failure". We saw a video that showed us how to shut offthe battery,
fuel, and throttle, and how to deploy the EPIRB and use the fire extinguisher. I asked why
we had to learn this and why the pilot wouldn't be in charge - this is all in case the pilot
gets knocked out. I guess it's a distinct possibility. Plus they told us ifwe ditch in the
ocean the heli will most likely flip over, especially after the pontoons inflate - then we'll be
floating upside down. After that the thing starts to sink within 6-8 seconds!! But we can't
open the doors to escape until the heli fills up with water - we have to wait for the pressure
to equalize. Sheesh. ..

My team is "Assessment l". There's also a survey team "Survey I" that's working in our
area. The survey team is staking out 100 m x 100 m grids and we come after them and do
"area assessment" - checkfor rare and endangered spies and the archaeologists look for
rocks and stuff...

Last week Survey I's bomb guy got pulledfrom the field for medical reasons and so we got
their surveyor and arch [archaeologist]. We did seven grids in one day whereas we did
three the day before, and I had been considering writing my dissertation in the field. With
A. things went way faster, plus he showed M. some tricks. But get this, at least once a day
we get visited by these "snoops" - quality control (QC) people hired by the contractor, or
Navy snoops, or people from K1RC. The QC people are highly paid specialists (there's
one for each type ofjob personnel) that they send out to check on us to make sure we're
doing what the SOP says to do. It's so childish. Talk about dead wood at the top...But
what really got me was on the day we got the extra help, we got written up for sOP "non
compliance" for having two surveyors. I was livid...

8/12198
Well, still have this out in the field with me. A bit ofa slow dayfor me. The guys are
hacking through brush with machetes. I feel useless. It's lunchtime - everyone's dozing...

I don't know - it seems I've been on the dead career path for so long now, it's still a
wonderful dream to be here. Lunchtime is the most contemplative - we sit under the
ironwood and tamarisk trees in the needles and listen to the wind. It's heavenly. Of
course the archs are used to being outside - I'm still savoring every moment. This
morning it was brisk, windy, and hazy. Molokini looked like it was floating in the sky...

Anyway, time to mail this. Sorry for the poor condition. Think ofit as a field journal.
Take good care! Alii
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter looks at legal and political means through which the island is

recognized as sacred. Although legal, political, academic, and other "official" documents

have evolved to recognize the significance of Kaho 'olawe, this is done grudgingly and

usually only within a broader viewpoint, as if recognition of the sacredness of Kaho 'olawe

to Native Hawaiians and other people of Hawai'i is not enough in and of itself. This

chapter looks at the political and legal forces which have created the landscape of

Kaho'olawe, the discourses they use, and the power relations which create and recreate

these landscapes.

THEORY AND APPROACH

It is well beyond the scope and interest of this chapter to exhaustively read and

analyze all the legal and political documents pertaining to Kaho'olawe (see Appendices 7-9,

KICC, 1993 for a list of executive pronouncements, legislative actions, and court

decisions). Appendix A shows a chronology of the chain of title to Kaho 'olawe as well as

a parallel chronology of significant events and legislation, including efforts to protest the

bombing of Kaho 'olawe and to get the island returned to the state of Hawai'i. Documents

chosen for review are from a cross section covering important events and legislation listed

in the table. Documents were analyzed by picking out rhetoric that represented various

discourses about the island as sacred or otherwise, and which indicate contested

interpretations of place and power struggles over those interpretations. Additionally,

metaphors and narratives about Kaho 'olawe which were used to create representations of

the island were identified and compared. This was based on work done by Aiu (1997) and
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Wood (1999). Analysis of the power relations revealed by a critical reading of the

documents is based on work by Kuletz (1998) and Rose (1994).

Aiu (1997) examines the social construction of place through an ethnography of .

the layers of symbolic meanings associated with Kaho 'olawe. She looks at how place is

communicated, the counections between community and place. She describes a dialectic in

which the social construction of place provides insight into how those people see the land.

In turn, how people see place is influenced by the narratives they tell about that place.

Furthermore, very different stories of the same place exist for different people.

Understanding the relationship of a community to place is crucial where contested

interpretations of place exist and one is dominant and/or discounts the others. Appreciating

and understanding differences opens communication.

Place is constructed linguistically through narratives and metaphors. Narratives

about place tie together metaphors into a meaningful whole. They interweave and preserve

people, community, and place, affirm their identity. Narratives create a sense of community

and of place. Looking at stories and narratives people tell about their places gives an

understanding ofhow these people are connected to the place, their relationship to it.

Wood (1999) describes three rhetorical situations within which concepts and

discursive practices can operate i.e. to create representation of people and places. One is

monorhetoric, in which non-Natives nse Euroamerican assumptions, tropes, and narratives

to analyze how Euroamericans represent Hawai'i and Hawaiians. In the second situation,

Native Hawaiians use mostly non-Native monorhetoric to challenge or oppose non-Native·

representational practices and to create self-representations. Polyrhetoric, the third
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situation, is the use of traditional Hawaiian rhetoric by Native Hawaiians and is generally

not understood by those who only comprehend Euroamerican monorhetoric.

Monorhetorical representations of places create a "linear, irreversible history

associated with visible phenomena", a singular, visible reality based on fixecI meanings,

stated exactly once and forever, understood in only one way. It creates places which are

knowable through visible representations of the place such as maps, photos, and charts, and

through the disciplines of science, scholarship, and reason. Alternately, polyrhetoric

intertwines the visible and invisible, relies on polylogic, creating overlapping realities with

multiple, shifting, context-specific meanings. Meanings and realities are multilayered and

evolving, they become altered as they are successively added to through their

interconnections. Emphasis is not on separate elements but on sharing a "related

complexity", interconnections without defmite boundaries or solitary authors.

Wood states that opposition to the dominant culture and decolonization are not

likely to come about as a result of traditional practices alone. Instead he advocates use of

monorhetoric by Natives and non-Natives in a "critical localism", "a program of nourishing

alternative spaces, sub-languages, and local identities", "multiple, alternative, and dissenting

traditions". These alternatives would draw upon traditional Hawaiian rhetoric and cultural

practices to purposely oppose Euroamerican defmitions of what is real and moral.

Rose (1994) describes what geographers call a "cultural politics of place" in which

representation of place is recognized as a cultural practice which is constituted by and

legitimates social power relations (Rose, 1994:46). Representation of place is a question of

ideology, the appropriation of meaning by dominant social groups and naturalization of

certain cultural values. This legitimates the social hierarchy by obscuring its oppressive
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social relations creating a hegemonic social power. The process itself of place

Tepresentation is thus the focus of poweT struggle. Rose suggests the concept of hybTid

cultures, which recognizes the constant renegotiation of cultural identity through interaction

with otheT cultures, the subsequent adoption, transformation, and Teturn of cultural ideas

between cultures. She uses ideas of multiple identities and interdependence to study

examples of resistance and to provide an oppositional discourse.

Kuletz (1998), in her study on the social and environmental impact of nuclearism on

the American West, describes the political, economic, and institutional (scientific and

military) forces which are responsible fOT the creation of the landscape she obseTVes. She

also describes mechanisms of power and of exclusion, of visibility and invisibility, of

knowledge, power, and marginalization that are seen in the landscape. Like Aiu, she also

acknowledges the social construction of place through narrative by different communities

and the conflicting ecological perspectives these narratives reveal.

These ideas are used to analyze the chosen documents, to look fOT rhetorical fOIms,

discourses, metaphors, and narratives about Kaho'olawe, and to describe the poweT

relations related to these forms and narratives, the dominant landscape that emerges

politically and legally, and sets the stagefOT the next chapters on Native Hawaiian

traditional and non-literary fo.rms which create and recreate the sacred landscape of

Kaho 'olawe. The rust set of documents examined are those Telating to the chain of title to

Kaho 'olawe. Following that is a critical reading of documents and legal actions to stop the

bombing, return the island to the State ofHawai 'i, and commence OTdnance cleanup and

environmental restoration.
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Using Aiu's defmition of community in her analysis of the KICC public hearings

(Aiu, 1997:48), I have also focused on two groups in looking at this legal history of

Kaho'olawe. "Hawaiian" or "Native Hawaiian" refers to those with a traditional Native

Hawaiian point of view, cultural values, and worldview, regardless of whether they are

ethnically Hawaiian or not. "Euroamerican" refers to those who have a Western patriarchal,

capitalist, technological paradigm and a largely Judeo-Christian worldview. This is the

viewpoint expressed by those who support military control of Kaho'olawe.

CHAIN OF TITLE: FROM 'AINA TO LAND AND BACK?

Upon examining two versions of the chronology of title change for Kaho'olawe (a

chain of title flowchart in State of Hawaii Legislative Committee (SOHLC), 1977, based on

the U.S. Memorandum of Title; and a chronology based on land records in Silva, 1983)

and comparing it to a brief history of Kaho'olawe given in an informational brochure

produced by the Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana (PKO) ca. 1984, an interesting observation

strikes me. The 'Ohana history starts with fIrst settlers to the island in 1000 AD whereas

the other chronologies begin in the 1800's, with title to the island belonging to the

monarchy. The chronologies are based upon historic written documents, and like most

legal, academic, and other "offIcial" documents, include only what has been observed or

could be empirically proven. These thusly confirmed truths are what is considered suitable

to be written down as history. Many histories of Hawai 'i (e.g. Kuykendall, 1938; Dawes,

1%8) begin with the European "discovery" of the islands by Captain James Cook, as if the

islands and the people living there did not exist before European knowledge and

documentation of them. (For a critical look at histories of places, discovery, and

exploration, see Paul Carter's The Road to Botany Bay.) In contrast, McGregor's (1996)
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history begins with ka po'e Hawai'i, the Hawaiian people, whose origins are traced by oral

traditions through chants, legends, myths, and genealogies as living descendants of Papa

and Wiikea, life forces of nature itself (1996:335).

Following the precedent of Euroamerican histories, the chain of title to Kaho 'olawe

(and to the rest of the lands of Hawai 'i) originates with this legislation (SOHLC, 1977):

Title to lands in the State of Hawaii officially became a reality at the time of the
Enactment of the Law creating the Bollfd of Commissioners to Quiet Land Titles,
December 10,1845...

Land title is thus an "official reality" only with the passing of law. This law certainly did

not recognize the traditional Hawaiian system ofland tenure which existed before

Kamehameha united all the islands in 1790. According to Kame'eleihiwa (1992:51), under

this system, control of land was recognized as the basis for sovereignty and was vested

within the mo'i or chief of each island. Control ofland did not mean ownership, a Western

capitalist concept. Land was given away but neither bought nor sold. The land, all

products of the land, and life itself originated from alcna, gods, thus land and its wealth

"belonged" to the alcua. These traditions were displaced by foreign Western capitalist

concepts of ownership and commodity lqld were not recognized by laws. Thus the official

chain of title to Kaho'olawe does not list the mo'i who were known to have ruled there (see

"NaMoi 0 Kahoolawe", Hawai'i State Archives, n.d.; also McKinzie, 1992). Western law

in the 1800's did not recognize the Hawaiian metaphors of aloha 'aina andmiilama 'aina,

their familial relationship to the land, or its spiritual significance.

With the overthrow of the Hawaiian Nation in 1893 the succession of title to

Kaho'olawe under the monarchy effectively ended (SOHLC, 1977). Control of

Kaho'olawe passed to the Provisional Government and then to the Republic ofHawai'i.
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The island was then ceded with the rest of the crown and government lands of the

Kingdom ofHawai 'i to the United States in 1898 after annexation and placed under the

control and management of the Territory of Hawai 'i through the Hawaiian Organic Act in

1900. From thence Kaho'olawe was leased out to various interests until 1941 when it was

fmally seized by the U.S. military for use as a target. Presidential Executive Order 10436

in 1953 allowed that Kaho'olawe, due to necessity and in the public interest, be taken and

reserved for the use of the United States for naval purposes and placed under the

jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Navy. The 1959 State of Hawai 'i Admissions Act

included Kaho 'olawe with the military lands under the federal government. For nearly a

century, control of Kaho'olawe fell under a land system which did not recognize its

existence, its alternate reality through the Native Hawaiian world view. A part of the

Native Hawaiian ancestry was deeded, leased, attempted to be bought and sold, seized,

commodified, and bombed.

Title X DOD Appropriations Act in 1993 authorized the conveyance of

Kaho 'olawe back to the State of Hawai 'i. Although the document acknowledged

Kaho 'olawe as an historic land with a "long documented history of cultural and natural

significance to the people of Hawai'i", it places the conveyance in a broader framework of

national interest and obligation under law rather than in recognition of the island's intrinsic

significance and sacredness to Native Hawaiians and people of Hawai 'i:

It is timely and in the interest of the Ullited States to recogJIize and fulfill the
commitments made on behalf of the UJtited States to the people of Hawai'i and to return
to the State of Hawai'i the island of Kaho'olawe...Congress fmds that control,
disposition, use and management of Kaho'olawe is affected with a federal interest. It is
also in the national interest and an obligation undertaken by Congress and tbe United
States under tbis and otber Acts, and in furtherance of the purposes of Executive Order
10436 (1953), to recognize the cultural and humanitarian value of assuming meaningful,
safe use oftbe island...Collgress also finds it is in the lIatioual interest and an essential
element in tbe fedeml government'. relationsbip with the State of Hawai'i to ellsure that
the conveyance, clearance or removal of unexploded ordnance, envirollmental restomtion,
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control of access to the island and future use ofthe island be undertaken in a manner
consistent with the enhancement of that relationship, the Department of Defense's
military mission, the federal interest, and applicable provisions of law.

Title X also does not explicitly recognize the interest of the State ofHawai 'i, only that the

federal government is concerned with keeping a good relationship with the State. Although

the act recognizes the "longstanding interest in the return of the island to State sovereignty",

it does not mention the interest of Native Hawaiian people themselves or their longstanding

mterest in Hawaiian sovereignty and the large role Kaho 'olawe plays in that interest.

Not until 1993 did there appear a document which was a strong legal statement of

the land as conceived by Native Hawaiians and not a state or federal property or

commodity. Chapter 6K of the Hawai'i Revised Statutes unequivocally states that

Kaho 'olawe is to be held in trust as a landbase upon recognition of a sovereign Hawaiian

entity:

Upon its return to the State, the resources and waters of Kaho'olawe shall be held in trust
as part of the puhlic land trust; provided that the State shall transfer management and
control of the island and its waters to the sovereign native Hawaiian entity upon its
recognition by the United States and the State of Hawai 'i

Although a landmark piece oflegislation, this still places Native Hawaiians under Western

law and subjects them to recognition by state and federal authorities rather than allowing

self-determination.

CHAIN OF EVENTS: FROMKAHO'OLAWETARGET AREA TO
KAHO'OLAWE ISLAND RESERVE

It is in the legislation and political actions to stop the bombing, return Kaho 'olawe

to Hawai'i, establish terms and conditions for use of the island, and facilitate cleanup and

restoration that is found strong uncomprornised declarations of Kaho 'olawe as a sacred

place and of its significance and value. Although legislation and other published

documents do acknowledge Kaho'olawe's sanctity, this recognition still falls under the
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dominant Western hegemony of representation, recognition, and validation. As a Native

Hawaiian kupuna (wise elder) resigned to this necessity states (SOHLC, 1977):

Hawaiians bave been asked to fittbe Il)old of the West, yet their culture is different; so
tbey get into trouble. Now they have 10 use wbattbey learned from tbe West fortbeir
own benefit: courts~ laws, etc.

These examples show how Kaho'olawe as a sacred place is reconstructed through legal and

official means as well as political actions.

Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana

Although succession of title to Kaho 'olawe under the monarchy effectively ended

in 1893, civilian and governmental concerns and complaints about the island were not

documented until the late 1960's. These concerns were all based on secular offenses to

Western sensibilities or threats to Western expansion in Hawai'i. None really questioned

the use or control of the island from a spiritual or Native Hawaiian viewpoint until 1969,

when Inez Ashdown was quoted by a Honolulu newspaper in the fIrst printed statement of

Kaho'olawe's sanctity (Keene, 1985:50): ''the Navy was bombing 'kapu areas, sacred to

the Hawaiian people"'.

In January 1976 Charles Maxwell of the ALOHA organization led a symbolic

occupation of Kaho'olawe by nine people. After observing heiau used as targets and large

boulders split by the bombing, the "Kaho'olawe Nine" sent a telegram to President Ford

protesting the "desecration [of the land] and downgrading of native Hawaiians" (Keene,

1985:51). In Honolulu newspapers, they also spoke of the island's beauty, asserted the

rights of Native Hawaiians on ancestral soil, and urged the cessation of bombing. These

messages implicitly state the sanctity of Kaho 'olawe as ancestral land and concern over the

presence of sacred objects, the stones and heiau. These statements also point out the fact
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that desecration of the land is equivalent to degradation of Native Hawaiians themselves,

the children of the 'iiina.

Later that same month another landing was made on Kaho 'olawe. Walter Ritte and

Emmett AIuli, who were among the original nine, were arrested and faced criminal charges

because it was their second arrest for ''trespassing''. Ritte won his court case on a

technicality but AIuli challenged the courts on the grounds ofreligious freedom (Morales,

1984:20). He won the case, an important legal step in perpetuating Hawaiian religious

rights and affuming the right to access Kaho 'olawe.

In August 1976, U.S. District Court Civil Suit No. 76-0380 was filed by Emmett

AIuli, Walter Ritte, Loretta Ritte, George Helm, and Charles Maxwell against Secretary of

Defense Rumsfeld and other naval officers. The suit made thirteen claims for violation of

laws and executive orders pertaining to historic preservation and environmental protection.

It also claimed violation ofFirst Amendment freedom of religion rights by barring AIuli

and Ritte, after their second arrests, from attending ceremonies on Kaho'olawe held earlier

that year in February. The suit was later changed to A/uti et al. vs. Brown.

In September a federal judge found the Navy had indeed broken environmental and

historic preservation laws, including parts of the 1953 Executive Order reserving

Kaho'olawe for use by the Navy and also parts of the National Environmental Policy Act

(Keene, 1985:56). The judge ordered the Navy to comply with the B.O. and to "act for the

protection and Enhancement of the Cultucal Environment" by submitting nominations of

archaeological sites already identified to the National Register of Historic Places rather than

waiting for the entire survey to be completed. In December 1980, a Consent Decree and

order was signed recognizing the Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana as stewards of the island and
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giving provision for land and ocean management, limitations on the kinds of ordnance

used, creation of an archaeological management plan, and allowing access for "religious,

cultural, scientific, and environmental purposes" (Keene, 1985:58).

Although a victory for the 'Ohana, there was disappointment that the use of the

island as a bombing range would not be stopped. Some 'Ohana members argued that the

Navy should not be able to control "when and where a Hawaiian could practice his religion

and that the bombing was a continuing sacrilege against a sacred place" (Keene, 1985:70

71). The decree acknowledges the cultural and spiritual value of Kaho 'olawe to Native

Hawaiians and orders compliance with laws and regulations, but does not recognize the

island as having any intrinsic spiritual or sacred value.

George Helm and the Hawai'i State Legislature

State legislation, however, went much farther in recognizing the sanctity of

Kaho'olawe. After George Helm's address during the 1977 legislative session (SOIaC,

1977; Morales, 1984; Keene, 1985), the House of Representatives adopted H.R 321

"House Resolution Requesting a Solution to the Problems of Kaho 'olawe" requesting the

Navy to stop the bombing and restore the island to a condition safe for human habitation,

and H.C.R 80 "Observing the Navy's Violation of Executive Order 11593 and Requesting

Congress to Halt the Bombing of Kaho'olawe" which asked U.S. Congress to stop the

bombing and begin an archaeological survey. The Senate adopted S.R 392 "Senate

Resolution Requesting a Solution to the Problems of Kaho 'olawe" asking for DOD

compliance with President Carter's request for a feasibility study on using non-explosive

ordnance and development of a program for restoration and return of the island.
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These three resolutions, as do the consent decree, recognize the cultural

archaeological value of the island and the need for historic preservation and environmental

protection. These, however, go much further in that they unequivocally state and recognize

the value of aloha 'iiina, the love and respect of Native Hawaiians for the 'iiina, the spiritual

ancestral connection of Native Hawaiians to the 'aina, and the spiritual value and sanctity of

Kaho'olawe. Aloha"iiina and spiritual value of the 'lUna is stated strongly in H.R 321;

WHEREAS, while the silvery hinahina and the rich gray colors ofKahoolawe
were always represented at the parades of the islands, it was only deep within the hearts
of the people that a true love and respect and a hidden sorrow forthe 'aina remained; and

WHEREAS, there has been a growing awareness of the importance of land
whether it is dry, wet, arable, or rocky to tbe people of Hawaii; and

WHEREAS, tbe people are justly disturbed, for so much in Hawaiian cubure
centers on the 'aina and the spirit of the land; and

WHEREAS, as tbe kopuna again retold the legends of the land and taugbt its
value, a new spirit was reawakened, and people began to question wby they were being
kept oUl of lands that were inhabited by their ancestors, simply because a new people
came. imposing new laws; and

WHEREAS, the destruction by the military of land rich in history and ancient
Hawaiian sites is unbearable to the people of Hawaii".

S.R 392 gives a similar strong statement of the spiritual value associated with Kaho 'olawe:

WHEREAS, the Kaboolawe Aloha 'Aina 'Oharra has refocused attention to the
spiritual values that are inhereut in Kaho'olawe, symboliZing the deep love and respect
fortbe 'aina that remains in the hearts of Hawaii's people; and

WHEREAS, the fundamental spirit of Hawaii and the movement among
Hawaiians to regain tbeir culture and to belp regenerate the roots of that culture by
opening up access to native lands is at the core of tbe Kahoolawe movement; and

WHEREAS, the continued bombing of Kahoolawe deeply disturbs tbose who
treasure the history and traditions embmced in ancient Hawaiian sites; and...

The resolutions all passed unanimously, an unmistakably clear and strong pronouncement

by the political authorities in the State ofHawai 'i attesting to the spiritual and cultural value

of 'iiina and of Kaho'olawe.
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Kaho'olawe: Aloha No

As a result of Helm's speech, "mass legislative interest was rekindled" (SO~C,

1977:15). The legislature formed a special committee to investigate some of the issues

explained by him and other 'Ohana members (SO~C, 1977). This study led to a

legislative report Kaho'olawe: Aloha No, A Legislative Study ofthe Island ofKaho'olawe.

This report, based on low-key focus group interviews with community leaders, concerned

residents, military, 'Ohana members, and resource people (including kiipuna,

archaeologists, foresters, and historians) resulted in the ftrst comprehensive study on

Kaho'olawe which included and acknowledged the signiftcance of Native Hawaiian values

and world view.

The study looks at the signiftcance of Kaho'olawe from a Native Hawaiian

standpoint, through myth, legend, and chant, and through their spiritual world view.

Several creation legends are recounted (SO~C, 1977:35). The voyaging and navigational

signiftcance of Kealaikahiki, the presence of an adze factory and once flourishing ftshing

villages as well as being the legendary home of Kaumuali'i, the shark god, are explained as

unique features of Kaho 'olawe.

The study also cites the willingness of Kamehameha I to make peace with a

neighboring chief ifhe would cede Kaho 'olawe and three other islands to him, thus

attesting to the fact that the island was considered desirable enough to be included in peace

treaty negotiations. The report concludes:

It seems then, that Kaho'olawe played a major role in the early history of Hawai'i. It
was neither a "forgotten" island, nor was it held in disrepute. Like the other islands,
Kaho'olawe retained its own special attribntes for which it was known throughout tbe
island chain.
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The report includes Native Hawaiian legend and myth as part of legitimate history as other

Euroamerican histories failed to do.

The report also examiues the Hawaiian concepts or values which influence the

Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana (SOHLC, 1977:65-74). This attempt predates later influential

work by George Kanahele (1986) and Lilikalii Kame 'eleihiwa (1992) to identify and

describe traditional Hawaiian values and metaphors respectively, upon which Native

Hawaiian tradition is based and without understanding of which the culture, thoughts,

reasonings, worldview, and actions in the world by Hawaiians are not comprehensible.

Some of these metaphors are discussed Chapter 6.

An entire chapter of the report is devoted to the sacred aspect of Kaho'olawe

(SOHLC, 1977:85-90). The presence of many heiau and ko'a (fishing shrines) attest to

this, as well as testimony by kilpuna that Kaho 'olawe served as a depository for troubles

permitting spiritual cleansing and also a pu'u honna or place ofrefuge. The committee

recommended Hawaiians be allowed to conduct religious ceremonies on Kaho 'olawe.

WasWngton D.C. Washout: The Invisible People

George Helm and the PKO also sent telegrams and letters to President Carter in

February of 1977. They appealed to the federal government to stop the bombing and

desecration of Hawaiian land and culture based on the sacred nature of Kaho 'olawe. A

telegram to President Carter dated February 2, 1977 reads in part (Morales, 1984:62):

United States Navy bas suspended bombing of target island of Kaho'olawe here in
Hawai'i because ofour invasion. Two native Hawaiians Walter Rille and Richard
Sawyer remain on tbis island sacred to us Hawaiians and will continue to occupy it until
bombing of our beiau (shrines) and destruction ofour culture is permanently
stopped....As Native Hawaiians we invaded Kaho'olawe to protest this desecration. We
bave voluntarily returned to Honolulu to tel1the world of the sacred nature of the
island...
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Lack of response prompted a February 161etter (Morales, 1984:65-66), appealing to more

secular values of the island, its historic (archaeological) value, and value of the land:

Regardless of the discoveries by the State's archaeological and historical survey team that
prove the island's historical treasures and value, the desecration continues. Regardless of
the fact that Hawaiians know of a population of fann people once living on the island,
the Navy sees the land as useless. The tradition ofour people has been taken away by
progress and money interest and continues to be so as there is neglect...What is essential
to know is that we are dealing with National Security and the interest of the people.

Despite the switch to Western rhetoric there was no response or action. Helm and Francis

Kauhane traveled to Washington D.C. to meet with President Carter and encountered only

"indifference and ignorance": "The people don't know what a native Hawaiian is" (Keene,

1985:54). What more clear example of the failure of the United States government to

recognize Native Hawaiian rights and worldviews! The government was unable (or

unwilling) to recognize aNative Hawaiian person, much less their values and concerns.

The VIP Tour: Selective Representation

That the Navy was reluctant, to say the least, to return the island to the state is seen

in Secretary of the Navy John Chafee's 1971 statement that Kaho'olawe would not be

returned "and I don't see any way for joint use.. ." (SOHLC, 1977:47). In 1977, the U.S.

military was busy justifying its continued need for Kaho 'olawe as a bombing target While

Helm and Kauhane were in Washington, three-quarters of Hawai 'i's Congressional

Delegation, Senator Daniel Inouye, Cec Heftel, and Dan Akaka, along with members of the

press, were on Kaho 'olawe as guests of the Navy in what Hawaii Observer reporter Pam

Smith called "Operation Kaho'olawe Whitewash" (Smith, 1977; Morales, 1984:25). The

Navy guided the delegation towards "the worst areas, showing them that nothing could

grow, that the soil was useless" (Morales, 1984:25). Reports Smith:

...the congressional party was landed...at the Navy conservation area where a sorry bunch
of trees the Navy planted years ago was shown to them as proof of how hard it is to grow
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anything on Kahoolawe. No agricultural expert was there to point out that the trees were
planted in an area much exposed to wind and heat.

Nor did anyone show the congressional party the green gullies where plants and
shrubs flourish despite the goats. No natural historian was along to explain how
Kahoolawe's once-rich topsoil was exposed by overgrazing and is still being carried out
to sea by the winds. No archaeologists were along, no Hawaiian historians, and the
congressional party did not even visit any of the extensive ruins.

This intentional portrayal of Kaho 'olawe as unproductive barren land is a discourse widely

used by the military, a wasteland discourse, where land is portrayed as a useless, barren

wasteland without value, and thus suitable only for use by the military as a bombing target.

Use of this discourse is also abundantly documented for areas of military nuclear

landscapes (Kuletz, 1998). The selective presentation of the island with carefully staged

exhibition areas and the omissions pointed out by Smith, are also typical tactics by which a

single political reality of place is presented, that of Kaho 'olawe as desert wasteland. Smith

reports the "congressmen and senator were all too willing to buy the picture the Navy has

painted for them". Using a Euroamerican definition of land value, Operation Whitewash

succeeded.

The Value of Land

The military attempted to negatively portray Kaho'olawe in another way. The

Kaho'olawe: Aloha No report analyzed the possible negative impacts on the State if use of

Kaho'olawe as a weapons range were discontinued. The military claimed loss to the nation

in terms of primary preparedness and combat readiness would f!lsult in military forces

withdrawing from Hawai'i if training on Kaho'olawe were not available to them. A

member of the Navy League stated (Keene, 1985:59):

... the Navy needs Kaho'olawe for training; ... the island has no other economic use;
and.. .Ioss of revenue, even partial, from reduction in military forces would have a strong
negative effect on the state's economy.
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The legislative committee, however, found that there were in fact no valid factual data to

support any such conclusion.

Public reactions to the threat of military pull-out included the assertion that

Kaho 'olawe does indeed have economic value as well as resentment of the military

"economic blackmail" in its threat to leave Hawai'i (Keene, 1985:59). This valuation of

Kaho'olawe is based on a Euroarnerican economic discourse, also foreign to Native

Hawaiian tradition. A kupuna interviewed by the legislative committee stated (SOHLC,

1977:114): "in Hawai'i, there is !!2land that is not worth something; perhaps not

monetarily, but as it relates to the people...". According to Keene (1985:59), others

advocated the assertion of Hawaiian rights irrespective of economic valuation. He further

noted Emmett Aluli of the 'Ohana as observing that "visitors to Kaho 'olawe are inspired by

the experience to oppose commercial development on other Hawaiian islands."

The Kaho'olawe: AloM No report also analyzed the level of military use, their

perceived need of the island, and alternatives to use of Kaho 'olawe. The Navy's stated

purposes for use were: 1) the "protection of the United States and the preparedness to

provide that protection"; and 2) to provide troops "an experience as close to combat" as

possible (SOHLC, 1977:97). The importance of Kaho'olawe to the military was

questioned by the committee due to their failure to provide supporting data regarding level

of usage and military land needs, the lack of guidelines and standardized criteria to evaluate

the needs, and their justification of status quo rather than critical evaluation of alternatives to

Kaho 'olawe. The committee also stated that there is no way to predict the circumstances of

the next war and the combat experience needed. Lastly, the committee observed that the

Pacific Fleet was not centered around Hawai'i, thus Hawai'i would not be central to U.S.
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protection in the Pacific. Thus, while describing the significance and value of Kaho 'olawe

from a Native Hawaiian standpoint, the report also questions the military's defmition of

land value.

Expert Knowledge

The archaeological survey ordered by the 1977 ruling on Aluli et al. vs. Brown led

to the identification of over 500 archaeological sites. The Hawai'i Board of Land and

Natural Resources recommended the entire island be placed on the National Register of

Historic Places. In 1981 the entire island of Kaho'olawe was registered as an

archaeological district on the National Register with over 2,000 archaeological sites. It is

the only entire island on the register (KICC, 1993). Although another landmark victory

recognizing the uniqueness of Kaho 'olawe, it is only one facet of what makes a place

sacred, historical significance. The 'Ohana commented on the archaeological survey early

in 1977 claiming that (Bakutis, 1977):

...the sUlVey of historic places leaves out a basic elemeut of both ancient and modem
Hawaiian culture which should he recognized in the State's designation of historic places.
That element is called "wahipana." or the mana or spiritual power of a place commonly
revered by Hawaiians.

The survey documented only what could be found empirically through archaeological,

geological, and other science-oriented methods.

In 1981 a draft Cultural Resource Management Plan (CRMP) was prepared by a

consultant forthe Navy (Ahlo, 1981). Additional consultants, under contract to the

Environmental Impact Study Corporation who had earlier completed an Environmental

Impact Statement for Kaho 'olawe in 1979, prepared a two volume Kaho 'olawe Cultural

Study (Silva, 1983; and Keene, 1983). The study was to provide a foundation for the

CRMP. A third report, The Kaho'olawe Cultural Significance Overview (Keene, 1985),
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was intended to supplement the Cultural Study and further contribute to the management of

cultural and historic resources of Kaho'olawe.

The CRMP deals only with archaeological sites eligible for inclusion on the

National Register (Ahlo, 1981). It does not discuss the cultural significance and meaning

of these historic properties to Native Hawaiians although the Plan does acknowledge the

importance that an understanding of these meanings and cultural values be included in the

decision-making process for site protection and preservation (Ahlo, 1981:17-18). Ahl0

also recognizes that meanings, value, and significance of the historic properties stem from

intangible and non-empirical feelings, beliefs, and associations and not merely from

"quantity or quality of midden deposits or other material manifestations" (AhIo, 1981:18).

Thus, it is left to the Kaho'olawe Cultural Study and the Cultural Significance Overview to

evaluate the cultural significance of Kaho 'olawe and its historic properties.

Although the Cnltural Studies (Silva, 1983; Keene, 1983 &1985) attempt to

document the cultural significance of Kaho 'olawe by describing cultural values and

symbolic meanings associated with Kaho 'olawe, it is done from an Euroarnerican academic

(anthropological ethnographic) framework. The Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana objected to

this treatment in their comments (PKO, 1983:3) to the draft Keene (1983)report:

We strongly believe that the subjects being discussed (i.e., values and symbolic
meanings) sbould be organized and described in a manner that reflects the perspectives of
tbe culture being described. Tbe autbor's limited categories, seemingly based on
anthropological and personal views of religion and a few "secular' subjects, sbould be
replaced with tbose more appropriate to the Hawaiian cuhure, and the other subjects
regrouped under tbese headings.

The 'Ohana objected to the "grouping of almost all subjects under anthropological or non-

Hawaiian religious categories" because it misrepresented the Hawaiian concepts that "there

is 'no separation between religious and secular affairs' and that 'all phases of human
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activity were carried out under ritual of some sort'" (PKO, 1983:15). Although the sanctity

of Kaho'olawe emerged as a central focus of the two Keene reports, the 'Ohana "strongly

object[ed] to the study's treatment of Kaho'olawe's 'sacredness' because they were based

on non-Hawaiian concepts of religion (PKO, 1983:17):

The study's approach does uot do our seutiments justice in that it only equates the
English concepts of "sacred" with Hawaiian words (not concepts) found in the limited
number of specific Kaho 'olawe references, and then uses each reference to argue for or
against the application of this non-Hawaiian concept to Kaho'olawe (a frameworl<)hat
was forced on the historical information instead of arising from it). This approach of
careless mixing an English concept and the Hawaiian culture was destined to fail...In
keeping with many ethnographic attempts to view and present a culture from the
perspective of the people being studied, these topic headings should be categorized in a
Hawaiian manner.

The concept of aloha 'mna was suggested as an alternative (PKO, 1983:21):

For us, aloha taina encompasses so many values and "symbolic meanings" that it
. provides a far more substantial framework for analyzing both past and contempomry

values than the non-Hawaiian religious vs "secular" approach chosen by the author.

Keene (1985), in the Kaho'olawe Cultural Significance Overview supplement to the

Cultural Study, attempted to incorporate some of these suggestions. In his introductory

comments he writes (Keene, 1985:2): .....the cultural and ethnic significance of the

island.. .is discussed, primarily in the context of Hawaiian culture". He justifies his 1983

report as a study of culture described "in terms of universal categories to facilitate cross

cultural comparison" (Keene, 1985:3). The 1985 study uses an approach which attempts to

"understand...culture in its own terms, stressing unique elements and patterns". Although

the report contains a lengthy snmmary of traditional Hawaiian culture, values, and concepts

including aloha 'mna, it still fails to use these values as a framework for a comprehensive

understanding of the overall historical, social, and political context of the events concerning

Kaho·olawe.

Lastly, the very concept of the Management Plan, researched and written under

contract for the Department of the Navy, displays a sort of arrogance. It can be seen as an
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attempt by an outside authority to continue to maintain control over Kaho'olawe by creating

the "official" representation of the island and by reinforcing that representation through

planned management. It also defines Native Hawaiians and dictates their roles in relation to

the island. The Cultural Study and Cultural Significance Overview Report are similar

attempts at control.

Sacred to the People of Hawai'i

In October of 1990, after more than 80 executive pronouncements, legislative

actions at all govemmentallevels, and court decrees relating to halting the bombing,

returning the island to the State of Hawai'i, and ordnance cleanup and environmental

restoration (see KICC, 1983, Appendices 7-9), President George H. Bush issued a

Memorandum to the Secretary of the Navy directing him to immediately discontinue using

Kaho'olawe as a weapons range. Subsequently, the U.S. Congress established the

Kaho 'olawe Island Conveyance Commission (KICC) and mandated it to create a study of

Kaho'olawe recommending the terms and conditions for the island's return to the State of

Hawai'i.

In April and May of 1991, the KICCheld public hearings to help them make

recommendations to the Congress. Aiu (1997:v) noted the importance of these events:

'These hearings are unique in many ways, because they are the culmination of a twenty

year effort to get the United States government to recognize Native Hawaiian claims to the

island." Hawaiians, officially and for the record, were able to reject the impersonal national

history of classroom textbooks and use instead their stories to reaffirm a Hawaiian version

of history, putting their actions, beliefs, and values into perspective. Native Hawaiian

testimony at the hearings focused on their familial relationship to the land and their
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responsibility to care for and honor it as an elder (Ain, 1997). Kaho'olawe is described as

a relative, an elder, a keeper of the culture. The island is a cultural repository where cultural

practices can continue and be nourished, "a safe haven for their culture -- a place where

traditional cultural practices are reborn" (Aiu, 1997:166). In contrast, military testimony

sees value in Kaho'olawe in its sacrifice as use for a weapons range for the greater good of

the nation. Aiu's analysis of the metaphors and narratives (Aiu, 1997) reveal the

importance and uniqueness of Kaho 'olawe to both Native Hawaiian and military cultures

but based on very different philosophies and value systems, and discusses the difficulty of

deciding which viewpoint is the "correct" one.

In addition to the hearings, the KICC contracted a number of special reports and

research projects by various consultants, many of them Native Hawaiians or researchers

knowledgeable about Native Hawaiian culture and values. These reports represent a major

breakthrough in the research done about Kaho'olawe which was, in the past, done largely

by consultants paid for by the Navy and researched for the purposes of Navy management,

planning, and control of Kaho 'olawe.

Of special importance is the report done by Pualani Kanahele of the Edith

Kanaka'ole Foundation (EKF, 1992), E Mau Ana 0 Kanaloa, Ho'i Hou: The Cultural

Proctices and Values Established at Kanaloa/Kaho'olawe Past and Present. Kanahele, a

Native Hawaiian cultural practitioner and kumu hula succeeded in presenting the cultural

values of Kaho 'olawe from a Native Hawaiian viewpoint where Keene failed. She writes

in her preface:

Tbe information berein are insigbts to our ancestral memories wbicb we were born with,
grew up witb, experienced, learned (formally aud informally), taugbt and are now
recollecting and recording...These words are mainly for tbose of us witb Hawaiian
ancestral connection.
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It is also notable that the title E Mau Ana 0 Kanaloa, Ho' i Hou translates to ''The

Perseverance of Kanaloa, Return!" Thus Kanabele reclaims for Native Hawaiians the right

to represent themselves, to describe and define Native Hawaiian cultural values and

practices and to represent Kabo'olawe within a Native Hawaiian framework. She returns

the construction of Kabo'olawe to Hawaiians.

The fmal recommendations of the KICC were presented in a report to the U.S.

Congress, Kaho'olawe Island: Restoring a Cultural Treasure (KICC, 1993). Based On

the pubic hearings and consultant reports, the final report states (KICC, 1993:3):

KlCC's majorfinding is that Kaho'olawe is a wahi pana and a pu'u honua-a special
place with unique and important cultural, an::haeological, historical, and environmental
resoun::es of local, national, and international significance. Because of this, KlCC has
concluded that all military use of Kaho'olawe must cease, and that the State of Hawai'i
must guarantee in perpetuity that the island and its surrounding waters he used
exclusively focthe practice oftraditional and contemporary Native Hawaiian culture,
including religion - and for educational and scientific purposes. .

This statement of Kabo 'olawe as a sacred place to be used for spiritual purposes is now

part of the United States congressional record. The consultant reports, including E Mau

Ana 0 Kanaloa, Ho 'i Hou, were placed in the National Archives in Washington D.C. as

well as the Hawai'i State Archives and the Office of State Planning in Honolulu. Official

documents at the federal governmental level now unequivocally state the sanctity, cultural,

historical, and environmental importance of Kabo'olawe.

On May 7, 1994 a Quitclaim Deed, written in both English and Hawaiian, was

signed conveying Kabo'olawe back to the State of Hawai 'i. A year earlier in 1993,

Chapter 6K of the Hawai'i Revised Statutes and the Hawai'i Administrative Rules Chapter

13-260 were adopted. Chapter 6K established the Kabo'olawe Island Reserve (KIR)

consisting of Kabo'olawe Island and ocean waters extending two miles from the island,
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while HAR Chapter 13-260 detailed permitted and prohibited uses of the KIR. The KIR is

to be solely for:

Preservation and practice ofall rights customarily and traditionally exercised by native
Hawaiians for cnltural, spiritual, and subsistence pnrposes: preservation and protection of
its archaeological, historical, and environmental resources; rehabilitation, revegetation,
habitat restoration, and preservation; and education.

It is notable that spiritual uses are included whereas commercial uses are strictly prohibited

Chapters 6K and 13-260 also established the Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission

(KIRC) to develop rules and regulations to manage the KIR and to govern access and

activities on the island. The KIRC consists of PKO representatives, state and county

officials, and a representative from a native Hawaiian organization, thus insuring Native

Hawaiian representation on the commission.. This is strong legislation recognizing the

significance of Kaho'olawe to Native Hawaiians.

The Commission was mandated to enter into stewardship agreement with

"appropriate Hawaiian cultural and spiritual community organizations" for the "perpetuation

ofnative Hawaiian cultural, religious, and subsistence customs, beliefs, and practices".

This was accomplished in 1995 with a Letter of Understanding (LOU) between the KIRC

and the PKO which acknowledged the ongoing role of the 'Ohana as Ke Kahu 0 Ka 'Aina,

the stewards for Kaho 'olawe. As stewards under the Consent Decree from 1980 until the

signing of the LOU, the 'Ohana had assumed the rights and responsibilities ofhoa'aina for

the island on an on-going basis. The LOU shows legislation which legally recognizes this

stewardship (KIRC, 1995b):

Hoa'aina is interpreted in Hawaiian law as meaning tenant, caretaker and occupant. The
KIRC recognizes that the 'Ohana has exercised the rights and responsibilities of hoa 'aina
pursuant to the Hawai 'i Revised Statues 7-10 and the Hawai'i State Constitution Article
XII. Section 7.
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While these documents recognized the ongoing stewardship of the 'Ohana, it also names

the KIRC as "landowner", holding the island in trust for a sovereign Hawaiian entity.

Thus, there is superimposed onto the Hawaiian concept of hoa'aina in this apparent victory

for Native Hawaiian land rights, the foreign Euroamerican concept ofownership of land

and an authoritative hierarchy whereby the KIRC reviews and approves access requests by

the 'Ohana. This has, insidiously, at times turned these two organizations formed to protect

the rights ofNative Hawaiians against each other.

In 1996 the KIRC signed a Cultural Resolution which adopted a cultural protocol

created by Native Hawaiians as a basis for the implementation of Chapter 6K HRS. The

'Aha pawalu was developed by Pua Kanahele and other Hawaiian cultural practitioners of

the Edith Kanaka'ole Foundation. The Resolution strongly states the Hawaiian relationship

to land, the sanctity of Kaho 'olawe, and its importance to Hawaiian people and culture. It

reads in full:

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, pursuant to Chapter6K, Hawai'i Revised Statutes, the Kaho'olawe Island
Reserve Commission shall provide for cultural, spiritual and subsistence uses of
Kaho'olawe and surrounding waters, as well as educatioual purposes and the protection of
cultural sites; and

WHEREAS, a basic concept of trnditional Hawaiian culture is a recognition, attention
and celebratiou of the spiritual connectiou between people and their environment; and

WHEREAS, this spiritual connection is ofteu intimately experieuced by a connection to,
or presence of, ancestor spirits; and

WHEREAS, the strength of the spiritual connection and presence on Kaho'olawe or
Kanaloa, has been and continues to be consistently experienced by Native Hawaiians and
others; and

WHEREAS, Kaho'olawe has been recognized as a sacred island, a wahi pana, a
pu'uhonua, and a crossroads of past and future generations from which the Native
Hawaiian lifestyle spreads throughout the islands; and

WHEREAS, the nurturing and spiritual nature ofKaho'olawe as a cultural, spiritual and
educational resource is a matter of importance for all of Hawai'i 's people; and
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WHEREAS, the Edith Kanaka 'ole Foundation prepared the 'Aha Pawalu at the request of
Kabo'olawe Island Reserve Commission to provide a protocol to acknowledge, respect
and protect cultural sites on Kaho'olawe. The 'Aha Pawalu provides suggested chants
and ceremonies specific to cleanup related activities as well as general on-island
activities.

NOW THEREFORE, be it resolved by the Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission that
the 'Aha Pawalu be adopted as a foundation to implement Chapter 6K HRS, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLYED, that the Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission
recognizes the Hawaiian culture and its practices as a living dynamic and evolving
expression of who and what the indigenous people of this land are.

May 23,1996

Use of the 'Aha Pawalu to implement state legislation places state law into a Native

Hawaiian framework, thus further reclaiming control over the legal construction and

representation of Kaho 'olawe.

The KIRC's vision statement recognizing Kaho'olawe as a sacred place is included

in all of its planning documents, the Kaho'olawe Land Use Plan (KIRC, I 995a), draft

Culture Use Plan (KIRC, 1995c), Ocean Management Plan (KIRC, 1997a), and

Environmental Restoration Plan (1998). The vision statement acknowledges the traditional

role of Kaho'olawe as a cultural repository, and as a sacred form and refuge of the life

force and energy of Kanaloa (KIRC, 1995a:2-1). It also recognizes the need for spiritual as

well as physical healing of the island. See KIRC (1995a) for a detailed explanation of the

vision statement.

KIRC VISION STATEMENT

The kino of Kanaloa is restored. Forests and shmblands of native plants and other biota
clothe its slopes and valleys. Pristine ocean waters and healthy reef ecosystems are the
foundation that snpports and surrounds the island.

Na po'e Hawai'i care for the land in a manner which recognizes the island and ocean of
Kanaloa as a living spiritnal entity. Kanaloa is a pu 'uhonua and wahi pana where Native
Hawaiian cultural practioes flourish.

The piko of Kaualoa is the crossroads of past and future generations from which the
Native Hawaiian lifestyle spreads throughout the islands.
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Note, however, that although this vision statement is prominent in each planning document,

these Plans represent still more attempts by authoritative agencies, this time the State of

Hawai'i, to plan and manage aNative Hawaiian resource within an Euroamerican

framework. The Plans, with the exception of the draft Cultural Use Plan, list and describe

Hawaiian cultural values and concepts, give Hawaiian language titles to the plans, and

Hawaiian language names to the sections of the plans, but are ultimately unable to really

create management plans within a true Native Hawaiian framework because of the attempt

to place Hawaiian concepts within the larger Euroamerican framework of management, an

arrogant belief that nature, land, its products could be managed by humans, and that

management planned out.

Raising Sanctity to the National Level

Although state level documeuts including legislation, proclamations, resolutions,

planning documents, vision statements, and forms of mass media plainly state in strong

language the fact and nature of Kaho 'olawe's sanctity and significance, federal level

documents continue to beg the issue. The U.S. Navy, as mandated by Title X and the

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Navy and the State of Hawai'i

(MOU, 1994), in 1996 developed a Regulatory Framework (RFW) which includes in its

Appendix B a Site Protection Agreement (SPA) for historic and cultural sites. In 1998, the

Navy also developed a Cleanup Plan (PUXB, 1998b) for ordnance cleanup and

environmental restoration. Both these documents, rather than recognizing the significance

of Kaho'olawe, refer to "other people" who consider Kaho'olawe as a sacred place. The

SPA states (RFW, 1996:22):

"The parties [the Navy, the KIRC, and the Hawai'i Stale Historic Preservation Officerl
respect the views of those who believe that land bas a spiritual aspect, that the spirits of
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ancestors reside in the land, and that these ancestral spirits are to he respected and heeded
[on Kaho'olawe].

This PKO comment to a similar statement made in the Cleanup Plan shows their outrage

and continued frustration (PK0, 1998a:1-2):

The plan states that Kaho'olawe is considered to he a wahi pana (sacred place) and
pu 'ubonua (place of refuge and spiritual regeneration) by "some". This is a gross
understatement and implies that this is not a valid point of view. It also implies that
this is NOT the perspective of those who are writing the document.

Agencies at the national level were recognizing the sanctity of Kaho'olawe by without

committing themselves to that conclusion.

In May of that year, public hearings were held to allow commentary on the Cleanup

Plan. The Cleanup Plan can be seen as a huge official document detailing how the island of

Kaho'olawe will be physically re-constructed through ordnance cleanup and environmental

restoration. In addition to physical reconstruction of place, the Plan also, invisibly, attempts

to hold onto the military status quo representation of the place, through discourse, rhetoric,

and language used in the Plan itself, and in the way the plan is presented to the public and

the hearings conducted. The Plan is presented from an academic, governmental, military

format, as seen in its phraseology, terminology, abundance of technojargon, and style of

presentation.

The Cleanup Plan (and also the KIRC plans) presents its text in an outline form, so

that all topics appear self-contained and discrete, denying continuity and holism among the

various issues and tasks involved in the cleanup, restoration, and healing process. The

topic headings in the outline are technically vague so as to avoid an intuitive reading by a

non-expert: engineering trade-off analysis, logistics study, standard operating procedures,

applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs), Removal Action Scope,

Iterative Coordinated Planning Process, Task Order Specific Mobilizations, Site
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Characterization, Electronic Grid Folder (Review Board), Kaho 'olawe Specific Clearance

Levels (Tier I and Tier II), Streamlined Risk Evaluation, ad nauseum. Also in copious use

are acronyms: UXO, COMNAVBASE, PACDIV, CERCLA, MILSTD882,

EODTECHDIV, PACNAVFACENGCOM, LZ, MOU, NTR, OE, QC, BIP, OB/OD,

PMO, MTO, POT, NRS, HPQCM, ad nauseum.

All of these and more are defined in Section 10 of the Cleanup Plan under

"Glossary of Terms", but were in such fast and furious use during the pubic hearings by

both the military and the cleanup contractor as if they were common words used in

everyday speech by the average person as to defy any attempt at looking up anyone of

these (pers. obs., May 20, 1998). Section 10 is buried in the back of the Cleanup Plan right

next to Section 9, "Definitions", which unfortunately, failed to defme many of the

technojargon used by the military and contractor during their presentation: staging area,

grid map unit, the range, institutional controls, field discrimination technique, and (my

personal favorite) pulse inducted electromagnetic model EM-61. This is truly "obfuscating

technical language" at its finest.

A last twist on the terminology was the common use ofmilitary place names rather

than the use of the traditional Hawaiian place name. Places I'm sure I had been to with the

PKO or the KIRC were unrecognizable as Seagull Road, West Beach, the OB/OD, the

burn pit. An hour into the public hearing, my brain was mushing, too overwhelmed by

technical terminology and unfamiliarity with places on the island that I had been to many

times that were being referred to in a different context and by a different name.

These exclusionary tactics were used by the military and the cleanup contractor

hired by the military in order to confuse, immobilize, and silence opposition to the
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representation of place in the Plan (this representation being essentially that of the military).

By thus resisting opposition, the Plan is able to perpetuate the military sense of place,

leaving no space for a Native Hawaiian sense of Kaho 'olawe. By framing the objectives,

goals, scope for the cleanup, and criteria for evaluation and certification of clearance in their

own technical terms, by presenting the Plan to the public and to the KIRC in this way, the

military and contractor are able to defme what a rehabilitated Kaho 'olawe will look like

with the apparent complicity of the people of Hawai 'i (the public at the hearings) and

Native Hawaiians (represented by the KIRC). By ensuring that the military construction of

Kaho 'olawe is used during the co=ent process and throughout the cleanup itself, there is

less space also for a recouceptualization Kaho'olawe as a Native Hawaiian place, despite

the KIRC Land Use Plan and Vision Statement.

Thus, the 'Ohanaobjection to the co=ent that "some" regard Kaho'olawe to be a

sacred place looms large. The failure to themselves recognize Kaho 'olawe as a wahi pana

and pu 'uhonua indicate the military's unwillingness to commit to a Native Hawaiian

construction of place, and instead to hold their own opinion silent while giving lip service

to public and Native Hawaiian views. The 'Ohana co=entary to the Cleanup Plan states

the need for the cleanup to occur within a Native Hawaiian framework:

The plan needs to approach the clean up of the island in a manner consistent with aloha
'aina...[Clhanges need to be made in order to acknowledge that the island is a wahi pana
and a pu 'uhonua for the perpetuation of Hawaiian cultural customs, beliefs, and practices
for eventual stewardship by a Native Hawaiian sovereign entity...The Kaho'olawe Island
Conveyance Commission (KICC) and the State of Hawai'i Kobo'olawe Island Reserve
Commission (KIRC), together with the Protect Kobo'olawe 'Ohana and the Native
Hawaiian people as a whole, recognize Koho'olawe as a wahi pana (sacred place) and a
pu 'uhonua (place of refuge and spiritual regenemtion). The cleanup of the island needs to
flow from this understanding in order to accomplish the restomtion of the island.
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OFFICIAL VERDICT: SANCTITY OR SECURITY?

Contested Place/Conflicting Representations

Aiu (1997) looks at the ways Native Hawaiians and the military communicate about

Kaho 'olawe and the multiple layers of meaning which their two very different philosophies

about land imbedded in the island. Her analysis of the KICC hearings highlight the

different ways that they construct, represent, and communicate about place. She identifies

the source of conflict between the two groups in the ability of either group to define its own

sense of place while erasing that of the other (Aiu, 1997:166). Both community's

construction and representation of Kaho 'olawe, each group's sense of place of Kaho 'olawe

is valid, coherent, reliable, and makes sense within their own belief system (Aiu,

1997:170). Which then, is the "correct" view, whose truth the rational one? According to

Aiu (1997:181-182), " ...one can only make decisions from within one's own moral

framework. ..While there is nothing inherently wrong with using one's own stories to

interpret the stories of others, decision making then becomes an issue of numbers and

power."

This chapter reveals a similar discrepancy in the way Kaho'olawe is represented by

two cultural groups. There is an eventual proclamation of Kaho 'olawe as a sacred place by

the State ofHawai'i, but grudging acceptance by the federal government without

committing themselves to this view. The federal government and its representatives,

working from within a Euroamerican paradigm, have and continue to use exclusionary

tactics in an attempt to maintain their version ofKaho'olawe, to maintain the hegemony.

Yet, within an official legal framework, the view of Kaho 'olawe as a sacred place has been

shown and stated indisputably.
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These legal representations of Kaho 'olawe are based on disparate realities and

histories. Euroamerican reality is based on empiricism and their histories depend on written

records, whereas Native Hawaiian reality and history is based on myth, legend, oral

tradition, intangible feelings and beliefs. Concepts and metaphors fonnd in the myths and

legends help to form the Hawaiian view ofland and land policy (Aiu, 1997:99). Hawaiian

claims to land and to Kaho'olawe are based on a Hawaiian version of history. From within

this reality their claims to Kaho'olawe and their actions and statements supporting these

claims make as much sense as that put forth by the military to support their own claims.

Each argument makes sense only within its own framework.

Thus the concept of land value is radically different in Hawaiian and Euroamerican

views. Value to Hawaiians sterns from a spiritual ancestral relationship to the land, the

'iiina, which nourishes and feeds them and which they in turn must malama. Value is in

historical and cultural continuity of land use and habitation. Value is expressed in the

concept of aloha 'aina (see Chapter 3).

Land value in the Euroamerican sense is defined within a capitalist economic

discourse, "a world economy that requires for its existence continued expansion, an ever

increasing consumption of natural resources, including forms of power, and eventual zones

of sacrifice..." (Kuletz, 1997:143). Land has value in as much as it possesses exploitable

natural resources or can otherwise be commodified. Land without economic value is

considered to be a wasteland, a zone of sacrifice suitable for use as a nuclear testing ground

and waste storage area (Kuletz, 1997), or in the case of Kaho'olawe, a target zone. The

argument of economic collapse should the military pullout of Hawai 'i only makes sense if

it is believed that increasing consumption and economic expansion is desirable. This scare
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tactic and economic blackmail, as it has been called, only works from within its own

discourse.

In the Euroamerican sense, land which is a commodity can also be bought, sold,

and owned. As mentioned earlier, this is inconceivable in the Hawaiian worldview. From

a Euroamerican point of view the 'Ohana members who protested the bombing of

Kaho 'olawe by landing on the island were arrested for "trespassing", they were "invading"

the island during "illegal occupations". Similarly, the idea of title and ownership was also

expressed in the 1953 Executive Order allowing Kaho'olawe to be "taken" and reserved for

Naval use. From a Native Hawaiian point of view, they were being deprived of access to

ancestral land, cut off from a part of their identity as Hawaiians.

The concept of "sacred" remains contested in legal documents. The PKO response

to the Keene (1983) report makes it clear that a Euroamerican definition of sanctity is

different from and cannot be imposed upon the Hawaiian concept. The statement of the

sanctity of Kaho'olawe to "some" people by the Cleanup Plan and the Site Protection

Agreement is an acknowledgment of the inadequacy of the Western legal system to

comprehend the Hawaiian concept of sanctity.

Nonetheless, there is legal recognition of the island as sacred. Compliance with that

recognition, however, is expectedly less than adequate and off the mark at times due to an

incomplete comprehension of the Hawaiian conception ofKaho'olawe and also to a desire

to maintain the dominant ideology about land. Native Hawaiian obligation to mlilama the

'aina is based on their worldview of the land as ancestor, thus they have a spiritual and

familial duty. Federal and legal compliance, in contrast, is decreed by law based on a

broader framework of national interest and security. Hawaiian obligation is based on their
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concept of the value of the land, whereas federal obligation to act on the fact of Kaho 'olawe

as a sacred place does not stem from their worldview and concept of land value, and thus

fails to make economic sense. Is it therefore any wonder that legal redress to cleanup and

restore Kaho'olawe has been questionable in intent, slow in action and results?

Hybrid Cultures

This legal history of Kaho 'olawe shows continuing attempts to gain political

influence through official narrative accounts of the island. The official representations of

place and people, the official records of projects and events, result in social construction of

place, people, and identity. Cultural identity results from struggles within power relations.

Cultural identity often forms and is transformed at the borders between different ideological

systems where opposition requires cultural identification (Kuletz, 1997:142). This is

where, according to Rose (1994) hybrid cultures form. This is where Wood's second

rhetorical situation is used, Native Hawaiians using Euroamerican monorhetoric to resist

Euroamerican representations of their place and their people.

A merging ofNative Hawaiian and Euroamerican concepts can be seen in several

documents described earlier, to two totally different ends. The Kaho'olawe Cultural Study

and Cultural Resource Management Plan were written within a Euroamerican paradigm

which ultimately displaces Native Hawaiians. These plans attempt to identify and manage

Hawaiian place and people from outside their own worldview, with imposed cultural values

and concepts. They mention Hawaiian concepts and values (i.e. aloha 'aina), but fail to use

them as a framework for the Plan. In contrast, the KIRC Cultural Resolution which uses as

its foundation the 'Aha Piiwalu. and the study of cultural practices and values of

Kaho'olawe, E Mau Ana a Kanaloa. Ho 'j Hou, resist domination, reclaim and create for
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Native Hawaiians their own self-representation and definition. Native Hawaiians within

the Euroamerican legal system, have inserted their own cultural value system thus resisting

the defmition and management by non-Hawaiian values.

Kuletz (1997:32-33) observes an increasing use of scientific and legal discourse in

support of disenfranchised communities. Although the alternative technical data collected

and presented by indigenous people are one of their strongest weapons, she also notes that

these are useless in dealing with the historical and political patterns of environmental abuse

and cultural harm. The construction of Kaho 'olawe as a sacred place within a legal

framework continues the struggle to define the island from a Euroamerican reality of the

world.
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CHAPTER 8: CONTEMPORARY MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS OF
KAHO'OLAWE: THE CONTESTED PLACE

PROLOGUE

Immersed in the military culture ofthe island, I realize the different worlds ofKaho 'olawe
slip and slide in and out ofconsciousness and existence. It is not so easy to remember
woot it is like to be on island with the 'Ohana anymore. Nor is it a majority opinion toot
the island is a sacred place. This article was written in the newsletter ofthe cleanup
contractor in hopes toot it would be an inspiration to my co-workers to check it outfor
themselves.

* * * * * *

Kaho'olawe Makahiki, November 18-21, 1999
Allison Chun, NRS, Assessment 1, PUXB
Thursday, Nov. 18, 1999, 0600

This is about the time myflight usually leaves the MTO. Instead, I was aboard the
Pualele with 18 other people, boundfrom Ma 'alaea to Kaho 'olawe. As my usual
helicopterflight passed overhead, I was seated snugly in the cabin on the Pualele's fly
bridge watching meteor showers streaking through the still darkened pre-dawn sky. About
the time the helicopter was landing at LZI, we were offshore Hakioawa watching the first
rays ofthe sun streaming up out ofthe ocean like pillars offire. Instead ofunloading
dusty backpacks off the helicopter, we were tossing food, water, ho'okupu (offerings), and
camping gear overboard and swimming or passing them ashore. About the time my
assessment team was starting daily ops (machete-oocking through a sea ofkiawe) we were
setting up camp, having breakfast, rinsing offin the ocean, or walking barefoot along the
narrow olivine green sand beach. [Figures I5,I6J

That was how my day started. I couldn't help thinking about how different
Kaho'olawe seemed. After months ofworking on the beaches, sweating my guts out
wearing long pants, boots and long-sleeved shirts for battle with kiawe, sunburn, and
bombs, after staring longingly at the cool crashing waves washing up to ourfeet knowing
all the while toot it was aforbidden relief, this was a long-awaited, much desired treat.
Being on Kaho'olawe with the Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohonafor Makahiki is a totally
different experience ofthe island. There's time to appreciate the fact that we are here at
all, to really experience the trip from Maui rather than sleeping on the helicopter, to look
around at the wonders ofthe sky, sea, and land, and to feel the spirit ofthe place. It made
me feel gratejitl for smaUthings - being able to walk barefoot in the wet sand andfeel the
coolness ofthe ocean breeze on my skin, to feel the warmth ofthe sun after being in the
ocean without cursing itfor making my workday a hot and sweaty hell, to appreciate
ooving fresh water and good food, a warm dry place to sleep, a moon to light the way to
the lua at night, the startling beauty and brightness ofthe stars in pitch blackness once the
moon sets. Does this sound like the Kaho'olawe anyofus recognize from day to day?
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Friday, Nov. 19, 1999, about 4 PM
During a lull in the steady rain that startedjust after lunch. our ceremonial

procession exited the hale at Hakioawa and proceeded up to the lele (altar) above the Hale
o Papa, the women's heiau. All silent except the blowing ofthe pa, the conch, and the beat
ofthe ipu (gourd). A peacefulness rarely heard during the workday with the radio's
incessant blaring and the constant buzz ofhelicopters. The women had been up here
earlier to clean and decorate the lele. Looking across the valley, we could see the men
doing the same at the Hale Mua, the men's heiau. A month ago, I was on an all-female
assessment team in the same spot, looking across the valley at the Hale Mua, where,
coincidentally, Assessment 2 was working. I thought, wow, this is just like at Makahiki. It
again made me think ofhow different it all looked andfelt to be in the same spot during
work versus now, during ceremony.

We stood on the trail and the Mo'olooo (priest) placed our ho'okupu on the lele.
The rain hod stopped and the sky was a hazy gray, the air cool and crisp, everything
sparkled with raindrops. Hakioawa valley appeared unusually lush and green in the mist.
This is why we're here, the Mo'olono told us earlier as we huddled miserably in the hale.
Even though we were wet andfreezing cold, this is why we are here, to ask Lono to bring
the rain to heal and regreen the island. Suddenly, we didn'tfeel so cold anymore. And
this, the lush green beauty ofHakioawa against the rain-gray sky, this wondrous and
unexpected view ofthe islandfrom the lele, was our reward.

Saturday, Nov. 20, 1999, Lunchtime
We hiked up Pu 'u Moa 'ulaiki for our last ceremonial presentation. We all

scattered 'aweoweo seeds along the long hike up to LZI from Hakioawa. I chose to
scatter mine from Moa 'ula and let the wind carry them where it would. From here, there

is an almost 360 0 view ofthe island. It felt like the top ofthe world. We couldfeel the wind
whipping and see the current patterns in the surrounding ocean. We saw rain
approaching from across the channel and traversing the island. Lono was still with us on
Kaho'olawe.

The hike up Pu 'u Moa 'ulaiki was intense. My feet, softened by wearing PPE
required shoes for the last 18 months, were no longer used to walking barefoot. Each
carefully placed step was a detailed examination, above all, ofthe soil surface texture, its
varied colors and coolness or hardness, the reliefofpatches ofcool smooth mud, the
agony ofcrumbly cinders over lichen-covered, sharply angled rocks. Each little plant,
each seedling, clump ofgrass, or flowering shrub turning green with the recent rains was
also noted and thanks silently given. Each step was a dedication to the present moment, a
fitting tribute along the walk up to the top ofone ofthe most sacredplaces on Kaho'olawe.

Sunday, Nov. 21, 1999
Up hours before dawn to break down camp and repack gear in waterproofbags.

We gathered on the beach and chanted a farewell to the island. Some ofus would return
all too soon and it would be within a totally different context, a different culture, making the
island seem another place. The Kaho'olawe that I experience while I'm with the 'Ohana is
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"Reality" to me. 1return to work Monday with a renewed sense ofpurpose, ofwhy I'm
sweating my guts out in PPE and getting ripped up and bloody in the never-ending kiawe
war. Kaho 'olawe is not just a hot, arid dustbowl, it is a sacredplacefilled with beauty
and spirit. This is not just a job, 1feel blessed to be here.

Chun, Allison A. 2000. "Makahki Walk, Nov. 1999." Da Bomb: The Parsons-W{B
Express. February 17,2000. p.5

INTRODUCTION

In 1998 I moved from O'abu to Maui and continue to commute back and forth

between the two islands. The airline I fly sometimes gives a little promotional describing

each of the Hawaiian islands as we fly over them. These (sometimes flowery) descriptions

used by the tourist industry are meant to convey an inviting characterization of the islands.

For example, O'abu is labeled the Gathering Place, Maui is the Valley Isle, and Moloka'i

the Friendly Isle. In contrast, until recently Kabo'olawe has been referred to as the Target

Island or the Isle of Death. Why is the public image of Kabo'olawe so different and where

did it come from? After all, Kabo'olawe has been well-documented as a wabi pana, a

sacred place, and a pu'uhonua, a place of refuge both in historic as well as prehistoric times

(see for example Chapters 3 and 7, this volume).

The environmental and land use history of Kabo'olawe, including its use for

intensive ranching and livestock grazing and ensuing environmental degradation, later

exacerbated by the military as a target range for fifty years, is clearly imprinted in the

landscape as a tragic scene of violence done to the land. This chapter examines two

conflicting ways in which these past events have been interpreted and made meaningful in

the present. This chapter uses as a point of departure the thesis that there are basically two

views of Kabo'olawe, that of a landscape of sanctity and that of a landscape of sacrifice.

These two landscapes will be described briefly. (Chapter 7, this volume, also describes the
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use of these two conflicting landscapes in legal documents and procedures concerning the

island.) I then give an analysis of how these landscapes are imagined, created,

communicated, and perpetuated.

THEORY AND APPROACH

Valerie Kuletz in her book The Tainted Desert: Environmental and Social Ruin in

the American Southwest (1998:Chapter I) uses "conventional" maps (of designated areas

containing spatial coordinates) as well as narrative maps to name and map the nuclear

landscape in the American Southwest. By doing this she opens space for critiques of

narratives about science, power relations used in representation and legitimation, racism,

and cultural marginalization and shows how culture and politics transform place and nature.

These critiques use the political practice of seeing "purposefully unmarked and secret

landscapes" and making visible people and cultures who have been obscur.ed and made

silent within these landscapes.

Kuletz describes spatial maps of uranium mining and milling, maps of the

development, manufacture, and testing of nuclear weapons, and of nuclear waste dumps.

She superimposes these upon maps of traditional and contemporary Native American

Indian lands. What becomes apparent is that Native American Indian and nuclear

landscapes intersect at nearly every point in the nuclear cycle, from mining, development,

and testing to waste disposal. The high-tech scientific and highly militarized nuclear

landscapes superimposed over Indian landscapes reveals a form of environmental racism as

well as an expendable landscape, a pattern ofdeterritoriality comprised of sacrifice zones.

The location and delineation of nuclear landscapes which have emerged through

time and space also shows the transformative influence of militarization and nuclearism on
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the region and its Indian inhabitants. Furthermore, Kuletz's analysis reveals the invisible

centers of power which make the landscape a reality as well as the apparatus for

maintaining these power relations. In her critique is the realization that by focusing on and

listening to those at the margins of the power configuration we can come to know and see

the power at work behind the creation and transformation of place and culture.

This chapter looks at power struggles contained in the conflicting representations of

Kaho'olawe as a landscape of sanctity versus a landscape of sacrifice created by: 1) media

and public images of the island; 2) place names on Kaho'olawe; 3) spatial maps of regions

on the island; and 4) by different contemporary cultures which coexist on the island. It is

hoped that this will create a narrative landscape of Kaho 'olawe which will, like Kuletz's

elegant example of the nuclear landscape in the American Southwest, identify centers of

power and institutions for maintaining power as well as empower those at the margins by

revealing the obscured landscapes and emphasizing the equal legitimacy of these views.

Only with the acknowledgment of opposing but equally valid views of the island will

resolution of conflicts begin to become a reality.

KAHO'OLAWE: SANCTITY OR SACRIFICE?

Landscape of Sanctity

Lowenthal (1975) wrote, "the tangible past is altered mainly to make history

conform with memory. Memory not only conserves the past but adjusts recall to current

needs." Places or sites of violence and tragedy are transformed to reflect retrospective

assessments of the past events (Foote, 1997:5). Foote suggested four possible outcomes:

1) sanctification; 2) obliteration; 3) designation; and 4) rectification.
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According to Foote (p. 8) sanctification involves the creation of acknowledgment of

a sacred place dedicated to the memory of an event, person, or group. There is usually a

ritual dedication and formal public consecration with an explicit statement of the

significance of the place. This clearly demonstrates the relationship of landscape and

memory. Sanctification typically involves a change of ownership from private to public

stewardship as well as continued ritual commemorations such as annual memorial services

or pilgrimages. These sacred places are "fields of care," symbolic monuments, reminders

of a virtue or a sacrifice, or warnings of events to be avoided. These characteristics, typical

of the sanctification of a place, can easily be applied to Kaho 'olawe.

After cessation of the bombing and prior to the conveyance of Kaho 'olawe back to

the State of Hawai 'i, the Kaho 'olawe Island Conveyance Commission (KICC) held a series

of public hearings to help determine the disposition of the island. This can be seen as an

attempt to come to terms with the landscape of violence and tragedy on Kaho 'olawe. The

testimonies fell into two categories: one which saw Kaho'olawe as a landscape of sacrifice

and one which saw Kaho'olawe as a landscape of sanctity (see Aiu, 1997). As mentioned

earlier, (Chapter 7) those seeking to maintain Kaho'olawe as a sacred place were able to

successfully build a case towards their claim, thus starting the transformation of

Kaho 'olawe from a landscape of violence and destruction into one of sanctification, rebirth,

regrowth, spiritual and environmental healing, and Hawaiian cultural revitalization. The

conveyance of Kaho 'olawe back to the State of Hawai 'i followed Foote's criteria for

sanctification of a site. There was a formal and explicit statement of the significance of

Kaho'olawe as a sacred place given in the final report of the Kaho'olawe Island

Conveyance Commission to the U.S. Congress (KICC, 1993). Kaho 'olawe was dedicated
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and formally consecrated in public during the Conveyance ceremonies held in May 1994.

Kaho 'olawe passed from exclusive military access to stewardship of a more public entity,

the Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission (a state agency which is holding Kaho'olawe

in trust until a federally recognized sovereign entity emerges), and access for religious use

given to the Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana, which makes annual visits to the island for

Makahiki celebrations and rituals. In Foote's typology, Kaho 'olawe is now in transition

from a landscape of violence into a memorial, to remind future generations of past events to

be avoided (bombing and land use resulting in enviromnental degradation), to remind them

of unfinished work and great tasks to be done in the future (Le. revitalization of Hawaiian

cultural traditiop.8, use of Kaho 'olawe as a landbase upon establishment of a sovereign

Hawaiian entity), and to remind them of the sacrifices made in the past. This has not

occurred, however, without much conflict over the meaning and interpretation of past

events on Kaho'olawe.

Landscape of Sacrifice

The relationship between tragedy and the negotiation of meaning suggests an important
connection between landscape, culture, and social or collective "memory."
-Foote (1997:33)

Like the geography of sacrifice described by Kuletz (1998) in the nuclear landscape

of the American Southwest, Kaho 'olawe can be seen as part of a global patlern of

deterritoriality, the loss ofcommitment by the U.S. to particular lands or regions (Kuletz,

1998:7). Kuletz describes this phenomenon as "an increasingly common feature of late

twentieth-century industrialized societies, where extensive rones of sacrifice are allowed to

emerge as the price for, and inevitable result of, a particular set of power requirements" (Le.

national security, industry, science and progress, economics). Additionally, Aiu (1997:95)

in her analysis of the testimony given by the military during the conveyance hearings
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identified this metaphor for Kaho 'olawe which explicitly describes its image as a landscape

ofsacrifice:

The importance of Kaho'olawe to the military is in its 'deadness' ...KAHOOLAWE IS A
CITIZEN likens Kaho'olawe to a citizen solider who gives the ultimate sacrifice for his
country....CITIZENSHIP requires compromise and sacrifice on the part of its members
for the greater good ofthe Natiou. Thus, the sacrifice ofKaho'olawe makes sense in the
context of its use as training ground for those who protect the American way of life.

These quotes also touch on what Kuletz (1998:13) calls the wasteland discourse,

the perception ofregions as barren wastelands according to their productive capacity (or

lack thereof). Designation of Kaho 'olawe as a wasteland or badlands by an environmental

science discourse thus justifies use of the region as a zone of sacrifice. Kaho 'olawe, a dry

desert-like island with little vegetation, is easily marginalized as a wasteland and thus its

sacrifice justified. An alternative narrative, however, shows these same areas of "barren"

hardpan to be superimposed upon a landscape rich in traditional Hawaiian cultural history -

artifacts from cultural activity or living areas, storied places or sacred sites where some

mythical event took place or some valuable natural resource once existed.

CREATION AND MAINTENANCE OF OVERLAPPING LANDSCAPES

On Kaho 'olawe a geography of sacrifice and violence is superimposed over another

landscape, a geography of the sacred. How are each of these views of Kaho'olawe made

visible? How are these conflicting images of place communicated and perpetuated and by

whom? These questions are addressed in the rest of this chapter.

Although oversimplifications, for the purposes of this chapter, the following

generalities will be considered. Kaho'olawe as a landscape of sanctity will be considered to

be a view held largely by Native Hawaiian culture whereas Kaho'olawe as a landscape of

sacrifice will be considered to be a view held by military interests. Both have their own
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narratives about Kaho'olawe which conform with their memories and make sense in their

circumstances. Each view of the island is created and perpetuated through different

systems of knowledge and communication. Kaho 'olawe has been "documented" as a

sacred place largely through oral tradition whereas justification of Kaho'olawe as a land of

sacrifice has been created through a written literary system of empirical scientific

knowledge (see Chapters 5 and 7).

Media Images and Other Landscapes of Kaho'olawe Created for Public
Consumption

Reeve (1995) writes:

The twenty-year struggle to reclaim and restore the island of Kaho'olawe has made its
name familiar to anyone in Hawai'i who reads a local paper or tunes in the evening
news...Public pelCeptions of Kaho'olawe have beeu shaped mainly by headlines and news
clips, by the patter of flight attendants, and by the images that photographers and TV
camera crews have captured during quick trips to the island...and in the public eye it
remains small and lifeless and remote, a barren laud of scarred, red earth aud windblown
dust.

These forms of mass media produce an "official" image of Kaho'olawe which becomes

accepted and believed by the general public. Burgess (1989) showed how media constructs

reality and has the power to colonize the social and cultural spheres. She quoted Jensen,

"who ever controls information about social reality is, to a greater or lesser extent, able to

exert power in that reality." This is accomplished by selectively including or excluding

information to create the appropriate or desired image of the island, one which conforms to

memory and fits current needs. This becomes reality for most people who, with no other

knowledge of the place, indiscriminately consume these media images.

The official image of Kaho 'olawe is created by scientists, reporters, researchers,

government officials, and politicians who are given information about the island or who

create their own images based on first hand visits to the island. Information about

Kaho 'olawe as well as access to the island are controlled by the military, who up until
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recently, had exclusive access to the island. Although the Consent Decree granted the

Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana and the Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission access rights

to Kaho'olawe, the military still retains liability for alI people on the island For this reason

the u.s. Navy continues to control access to Kaho'olawe. Even while on the island,

personnel movement is carefully controlled by providing VIP guided tours to visitors or

restricting access to dangerous areas. In this way, the military continues to control

information flow and knowledge about the island (see also for example Operation

Kaho'olawe Whitewash in Chapter 7, this volume).

Currently an unprecedented island-wide cleanup project is being conducted by a

contractor hired by the u.s. Navy. All employees who work on the island for the

contractor are bound by a non-disclosure agreement, a signed statement that they will not

disclose any job-related information about Kaho 'olawe. Furthermore, all work-related

research findings are the exclusive rights of the contractor and the Navy. This gives the

military effective control over knowledge about Kaho'olawe and thus selectively shapes the

image of the island to their needs and circumstances.

Most of the official images of the island are what Kuletz calIs "textual", writings

and scientific reports based on researched facts. Writing, by its nature, tends to be precise

and thus narrow in its meaning and possible interpretations. The official documents,

reports, memorandums, recommendations, public relations press releases, and so on are

carefully worded with specific and precise meanings. Empirical knowledge, based on

observable and rational phenomena, separates objectivity and subjectivity and tends to

fragment landscapes into discrete parts or systems for reassembly as models. Knowledge
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is contained rather than expansive and there tends to be resistance towards the cultural

contextuality of all knowledge.

Traditional as well as contemporary images of Kaho 'olawe as a sacred place are

less readily available through mass media and instead are transmitted through non-written

means - chants, mele (and hula), oral history, and legends and myths using metaphor,

rhythm, pattern, repetition, and poetry. This "mythopoetic knowledge", as Kuletz calls it, is

subject to multiple interpretations and expansive in meaning. It is based on irrational,

emotional, spiritual knowing rather than empirical data. This type ofknowledge, however,

by its very nature, does not have the widespread exposure as do forms of mass media

which are fed by the official lines of information production, thus the lingering pubic image

of Kaho'olawe as a barren wasteland and unproductive dustbowl.

Orality and textuality are not exclusive to either of the groups who produce the

disparate views of Kaho'olawe but tend to be used more by one group than the other.

Increasingly there is use of a bricolage (Kuletz, 1998: 241), or knowledge assembly from

seemingly incompatible narratives. Communication about Kaho'olawe as a sacred place

has come to include scientific and empirical supporting evidence, such as archaeological

studies and reports documenting the numerous historic cultural properties on the island and

their significance thus helping to place the entire island on the National Historic Places

Registry. Other scientific reports document the unique geographical, climatological, or

other physical features of sacred places on the island. Historical reports and

anthropological studies document the origins of myths and traditional cultural meanings of

some of the wahi pana or sacred, storied places on Kaho'olawe. Some of my own research

in the field of spiritual ecology uses Kaho 'olawe as an important case study to show how
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spirituality can promote conservation of biological diversity as well as provide a theoretical

basis forrealizing the intrinsic worth of the 'aina and thus the necessity and ultimate sanity

of the traditional Hawaiian concept ofmalama 'aina, respecting and caring for the land as a

relative (see conclusion in Chapter 4).

Similarly, official documents have begun to appear which recognize Kaho 'olawe as

a sacred place. Most notable of these is the final report of the Kaho'olawe Island

Conveyance Commission to the U.S. Congress which explicitly states that Kaho'olawe is a

wahi pana (sacred place) and a pu'uhonua (place of refuge). The Kaho'olawe Island

Reserve Commission also uses this statement in its vision statement. The KIRC's land use,

ocean management, and environmental restoration plans all recognize the importance of

spiritual renewal and healing of the island.

This does not mean that conflict over meaning and interpretation of Kaho 'olawe is

coming to a resolution. Although sanctification has been the decided outcome of the KICC

hearings, there still exist areas of conflict and contention. For example, a comment in the

cleanup plan prepared by the contractor concerns the fate oftargets on the island made from

tires. The plan suggests that these tires ''representative of Vietnam mock-up targets - which

are a type now rare" have "potential to become eligible for inclusion on the National

Register" as historic properties. The PKO commented:

This is an insult and an outrage...these tatgets if anything are a monument to the
anogance of tbe U.S. armed forces toward tbe Native Hawaiian people and the abuse of
the natural and cultuml resources of the island...As long as tbey are in place, they are a
symbol of the abuse of the Native Hawaiian people. lands, culture, and religion.

This again shows an ongoing and unresolved conflict over the meaning of past events on

the island and the interpretation of the landscape on Kaho 'olawe as a monument in its

transition from a landscape of violence to one of sanctity.
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Another example of the ongoing conflict over meaning and interpretation is the

Media Day held in Jannary 2001 by the cleanup contractors for journalists to visit the

island and witness the progress of the cleanup activities. Like Operation Kaho 'olawe

Whitewash and all other VIP tours, this was a guided tour restricted to certain areas of the

island and along a carefully staged route to visit strategically (re)positioned work teams

engaged in various clearance and mitigation activities which best demonstrated the

contractor's skill, technology, and manpower dedicated to the cleanup effort. For example,

the tour visited Geophysical teams using high tech EM-61 machines for subsurface

detection of anomalies which might possibly be buried ordnance. They visited

archaeologists doing data recovery by screening for artifacts prior to road construction, an

activity noteworthy in it's infrequency of occurrence during the project. Most of the

archaeological activity thus far has been site discovery, recording, mapping, and

description; passive activities which involve a lot of sitting and little movement, less

glamorous work and not as photoworthy for cameras or TV coverage.

The highlight of the tour was the scheduled detonation of a 2000-pound bomb, the

largest single explosive device found on the island thus far. The bomb was located several

hundred meters from the coastline consisting of seacliffs about 100 meters high. Several

days before the detonation, the Pacific Whale Foundation asked for a postponement of the

detonation until the end of whale season to avoid disturbing the endangered humpback

whales that winter in the waters surrounding Kaho 'olawe, Maui, and Liina'1. Instead, extra

precautions were taken including helicopter monitoring for whales by natural resource

personnel in an area extending two miles offshore. No whales were spotted and the bomb

was detonated as scheduled. Despite these precautions and despite the intended focus of
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the tour on the ordnance detection and removal aspects of the cleanup project, the media

spin was on the detonation and possible disturbance to the whales (Hurley, 2001; KHaN

Channel 2 evening news, January 31, 2(01). The Channel 4 newscast (KITV evening

news, January 31, 2(01) focused on the cleanup activities and interviewed Kamalei Hill, a

Native Hawaiian working on a Geo team, who spoke about the future of the island and his

pride in doing his part to cleanup the island for his children and their descendants. In

contrast, the Channel 2 newscast (KHaN evening news, January 31, 2001) with well

known local newsperson Joe Moore focused almost exclusively on the danger to the

whales without mentioning any of the precautions taken, the consultation with natural

resource personnel, or the issues involved with balancing the need for natural and cultural

resource protection versus safely and effectively removing the ordnance (it is not always

necessary to blow bombs in place, many can be moved and detonated elsewhere; those that

are blown in place can only be done so once protective measures for natural and cultural

resources have been taken). In my opinion, the issues involved with ensuring the effective

removal of ordnance and the risk assessment involved in "certifying" the island as cleared

and safe for human activity is a more interesting story and one which has not yet been

covered. Instead of getting a great scoop on a interesting angle, this newscast decided to go

with the more easily dramatized story of the disturbed whales.

Is a Place By Any Other Name Still Sacred?: Multiple Place Names on Kaho'olawe

Contention about interpretation and meaning is also seen in overlap of place names

on Kaho·olawe. Several places on Kaho 'olawe are referred to by multiple names. Kuletz

observed the phenomenon in the nuclear landscape that Western places names had

connotations of death, destruction, and barrenness, perhaps yet another attempt at furthering
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the wasteland discourse. In contrast Native American Indian names for the same places

had connotations oflife-giving properties and indicated the use, fuuction, and spiritual

value of these places to the indigenous people.

A similar situation exists on Kaho'olawe. The names for helicopter landing wnes

originated during the period of military use of Kaho 'olawe. Some of these are: LZ

Seagull, LZ Buzzard, LZ Turkey, LZ Eagle. These are either scavenger birds or birds of

prey. Again there is a connotation of death, decay, tragedy, and violence as well as an

image of a wasteland, where one would expect to see birds such as these. The nicknames

"Target Isle" and "Isle of Death" also provide a similar place imagery of Kaho 'olawe.

An exception is the newly created and named LZ Quail (in use since ca. early

2(01). Quails are commonly found on Kaho'olawe and while not birds of prey, are often

prey for game hunters and jokes abound about having quail for lunch if any were to get in

the way during a BIP (blow-in-place, a term used when an ordnance item can't be safely

moved and has to be detonated where it lies). Quails are the prey. The connotation of

death, tragedy, and violence still persists, this time with the denizens of the island, and the

island itselfby extension, as victim. This also includes an image of weakness, demise, and

destruction, further enhancing the wasteland discourse.

In contrast, Hawaiian place names describe the land and show a close relationship

to being in nature. According to EKF (1992:27), "Many place names of

KanaloaIKaho'olawe reflects the functions and activities of the great God Kanaloa body

forms, inclusive of sacred sites, fishing styles, types of animals and navigation." The

Hawaiian name for LZ Seagull is KeaIialalo and refers to a salt or brackish water pond

which may once have existed in that area. As is common in Native American place names,
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this name refers to water, symbolic of nurturing, life-giving and -sustaining qualities.

Seawater is also of particular significance in traditional Hawaiian culture, and is often used

in purification rituals or after other important events (Kanahele, 1986:192). See also Aluli

& McGregor (1992) for a more detailed description of place names on Kaho 'olawe

associated with the ocean. Kuletz (1997:212-213) also describes how Native American

Indian place names have been overlaid and replaced with Euroamerican names abounding

with Western cultural signs of death.

The negative implications of the loss of traditional place names and their

replacement with modem English language ones are synonymous with the loss of the

Hawaiian language. Place naming is a powerful tool for transforming landscapes (Cohen

& Kliot, 1992). Place names follow the political, religious, social, and cultural ideologies

of the namers. Names give meaning to the surroundings, are the repository of cultural

values, and facilitate communication about place. According to Aiu (1997:14) place names

contain encapsulated histories or full narratives about a place and people's relationship to

that place, thus anchoring communities through space and time. The mention ofplace

names is a communication shorthand which evokes complete stories, imbues the place with

meaning, and describes people's history to that place.

Cohen & Kliot (1992), Berg & Kearns (1996), Kuletz (1997), and Herman (1999)

have shown how renaming places is essentially the act of claiming the land and

reconstructing the place and thus the people in the ideological vision of the newly arrived

colonizer/conqueror. The overlay of the narrative and historical maps contained in the place

names shows how as several names exist for the same space, so do several cultural places

co-exist, creating a contested identity for the space and for people in the spaces. Use of
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different names coincides with different uses of a place. Use of non-traditional indigenous

names secularizes the places, stripping them of their mythic and historic meanings and

cultural values. Like the re-emergence and contemporary use of the Hawaiian language,

referral to places by their traditional Hawaiian names is a form of resistance which reclaims,

reappropriates, and decolonizes the landscape (Berg & Kearns, 1996).

It is interesting to note that although great care was put into providing correct

Hawaiian orthography for place names on maps and documents used by the cleanup

contractor (B. K. Pang, pers. comm., 1999), everyday reference by most employees uses

the Western rather than the Hawaiian place names. Workers say they are going "uprange"

or "downrange" rather than "mauka" (towards the mountains) or "makai" (towards the sea).

Most of the workers are non-local, non-speakers of the Hawaiian language and prefer the

shorter, more familiar English language place names ofWest Beach, North Coast, LZ 4,

Smuggler's Cove, and Opala Bay to the traditional but unfamiliar and tongue twisting

Hawaiian place names of Kealaikahiki, Maka'alae, Honokoa, and Ahupii, Keiilialuna,

Honokanai'a, and Oawawahie Bay. Although some workers make an attempt to use

Hawaiian place names whenever possible, most are not even aware that there is in fact

another name for these places and that traditional Hawaiian names have been replaced by

modern ones.

Conflicting Cartography: Overlapping Maps of Kaho'olawe

I don't know any of the places or Hawaiian names on the island. Just give me a grid
number and I'll know where I am.

Employee, Parsons-UXB Kaho'olawe Cleanup Project. November, 2000

* * * *
Why the %"$&'1# is Task Order 52 called "Honokaa"? We're not even anywhere near
Honokaa!

Allison Chun, Parsons-UXB Kabo'olawe Cleanup Project Employee, August
2001

* * * *
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P: [Looking at GMU map of Kaho'olawe] Where is it?
A: Ifwe get near there I'll be able to fmd it by looking around but I don't know just by

looking at this map.
P: What grid number is it?
A: I don't know. I've been there before but there weren't any grid stakes then. I need to

see a physical Iandmarlc
P: [Hands over the map1 So where do we have to go??
A: I DON'T KNOW!!

Conversation between Cleanup Project employees, December 2001

Most of the sections in this chapter deal with narrative maps, their overlap and

conflict. This section deals with "conventional", that is, spatial maps of Kaho 'olawe.

Maps are like any other image, they are socially constructed and thus create and maintain

power relations through their mapped knowledge.

J.B. Harley (1992) in a paper entitled "Deconstructing the Map" recognizes two

distinctive sets of rules in cartography. The frrst is based on a positivistic epistemology

which governs the technical production of maps (p. 234-235). The second set relates to the

cultural production of maps which must be situated within a broader historical context to be

understood. Harley attempts to "search for the social forces that have structured

cartography and to locate the presence of power - and its effects - in all map knowledge."

These social structures are related to values such as ethnicity, politics, religion, and social

class (p. 236). Through these structures, "maps, like art, become a mechanism 'for

defining social relationships, sustaining social rules, and strengthening social values. ,,, (p.

238).

David Greenhood in his 1964 book Mapping, written as an introduction to maps

and mapping for the layperson, writes, "A map has as much right to be figurative as spoken

or written language has; it too is language." He recognizes the "power of maps" to be

either instructive and educational or persuasive and even misleading (p. xi):
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And because oftbeir instructive aspect, cbarts and maps impress people as being
autboritative...This power of maps is quickly seized upou by propagaudists for swaying
and often misleading tbe public. The wily demagogue in the preteuse of doing
sometbing "educational," or of sbowing "scientific proof," will issue falsified maps or
maps with alluring devices for deception, or maps tbat may be correct for a certain period
or a special pU<pOse...Maps are supposed to give information, but tbey can also put up an
argumeut. This argument will appear so convincing that only anotber map can
successfully refute it.

Greenhood shows how maps, like texts and images, can be used to support certain

agendas. John Pickles (1992) examines the theory of maps as texts which "function as a

form of writing...and are discursively embedded within broader contexts of social action

and power." He recognizes two important implications: 1) maps are socially produced

discursive tools used to persuade others; and 2) as discursive texts, maps must be situated

within a critical theory ofjudgment and evaluation. That is, all maps are constructed

images, and all images are interpretations and distortions within a particular context. All

maps to some extent are propagandist or persuasive.

Like discourses which support cultural hegemonies, propaganda map knowledge is

maintained by having the guise of scientific credibility by virtue of being produced by

specialized experts. Thus, map knowledge possesses authority because it was created by

authorities and can only be refuted by another authority. Similarly, Harley (p. 247) writes,

"Once embedded in the published text the lines on the map acquire an authority that may be

hard to dislodge. Maps are authoritarian images. Without our being aware of it maps can

reinforce and legitimate the status quo."

According to Harley (1992:244-245) maps exercise external as well as internal

power. Power is exerted on and with cartography by political, religious, social, economic,

state institutions for their own external needs. Pickles (1992) explains how persuasive

cartography can be used to establish and maintain cultural hegemony (p. 201), "With such

techniques institutions concerned with the process ofestablishing hegemony capture the
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discursive field and reconstitute the discourse of the age and the place." He gives as an

example the use of maps by states to appropriate space by symbolically constituting

mapped space as national space, and thus creating national identity abroad and a national

ideology within the state. Exercise of power with the help of maps links maps to centers of

political power and facilitates surveillance and control. Harley writes, "All this is power

with the help of maps. It is an external power, often centralized and exercised

bureaucratically, imposed from above, and manifest in particular acts or phases of deliberate

policy."

Internal power comes from the map and how the map is made. "The cartographer's

colour choice, use of lines, orientation of north to the top of the page, and the choice of

material which will appear at the centre of the map, as opposed to at the edges" are all

elements used to manipulate symbols in order to influence and convince viewerslreaders of

the value of some idea, opinion, or action (Pickles, 1992:197-198). Harley (p. 244-245)

also writes:

Maps are a technology of power, and the key to this internal power is cartographic
process. By this I mean the way maps are compiled and the categories of information
selected; the way they are generalized, a set of rules for the abstraction of the landscape;
the way the elements in the landscape are formed into hierarchies; and the way various
rhetorical styles that also reproduce power are employed to represent the landscape. To
catalogue the world is to appropriate it...so that all these technical processes represent
acts of control over its image which extend beyond the professed uses of cartography.
The world is disciplined. The world is normalized...in our cartographic worlcshops we
standanlized our images of the world...nature is reduced to a graphic formula.

Harley makes the point that maps do not exercise internal power over individuals but

control the knowledge of the world that is made available to them.

In some of the older maps of the Hawaiian Islands which show the "main" islands,

Kaho'olawe is either extremely small,left off altogether, or replaced by a fish (D. Kapp,

pers. comm). The local TV news that I usually watch shows Kaho'olawe along with the
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other Main Hawaiian Islands on the map of the weather picture, but a weather forecast is

never given for that island. Little cartoons that show the next day's forecast as sunny or

partly cloudy or windy never appear over Kaho'olawe. The island may as well be

invisible. This is incredible considering the fact that almost 400 people work outdoors on

Kaho'olawe and are highly dependent upon the weather forecast. This is, by the way, one

of the same TV stations that visited the island during Media Day.

Since traditional times, islands in Hawai'i have been divided into districts called

moku or kalana. These moku are further divided into sections called ahupu 'a. Ahupua 'a

are tracts of land generally extending from the mountains to the ocean so that they include

forest reserves, cultivated areas, coastal and ocean zones. Ahupua'a are divided into

smaller sections called 'iii. Kaho'olawe is unique in that the entire island is in the

Honua 'ula ahupua 'a of the island of MauL Kaho 'olawe is further divided into 'ili which

like ahupua'a on other islands, extend from the mountains to the sea A circa 1895 map of

Kaho'olawe found in the State Survey Office identifies the traditional Hawaiian names and

approximate locations of the 'iii of Kaho 'olawe (Map 2).

The KIRC Land Use Plan (1995a) bases it's plans on this 'iii map (Map 1). The

'iii concept, a traditional and time proven Hawaiian concept of land division and use, relies

on prominent geographic boundaries to defme watersheds and other natural ecosystems as

well as cultural areas and thus seems to be a logical format for cleanup and future use of the

island.

The 'iii concept is a vahtable planning tool because it recognizes the integral relationship
between soil disturbance, water, erosion, and runoff tbat occurs within watersheds.
The 'iii concept helps to define appropriate uses and activities on Kaho'olawe. Each 'iii
encompasses several watersheds ranging from the ocean to the central spine of the island.
Ridge lines are used to distinguish the boundaries of the 'iii units. Natural watersheds,
valley bottoms, and embayments, as well as traditional and contemporary cultural uses of
named places bave helped to derme the 'iii for the island. This approach will help keep
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the land use focus on healing the natural and cultural resource, of the island. (KIRC,
1995a:3-3 - 3-4)

By using natural boundaries recognized by centuries of traditional Hawaiian use on the

island, entire ecosystems or cultural areas can be considered as a whole in cleanup

remediation and future use. The 'iii represent such discrete geographic areas.

The PUXB Cleanup Work Plan, however,-imposes another map upon this

traditional Hawaiian map (Map 3). Geometric sections of the island as defmed by Task

Orders are "awarded" to PUXB, the contractor, by the U.S. Navy for cleanup activities (see

PUXB, 1998b, p. 47 for an explanation of the process of awarding Task Orders). The

spatial extent of Task Orders are defined by a grid system using UTM or Universal

Transverse Mercator coordinates. This grid system was developed by the U.S. Army. In

typical grids, horizontal gridlines, the x-coordinate, run from east to west and cross at 90

degree angles with vertical gridlines, the y-coordinate, which run from south to north and

form rectangles or grids. The gridlines are numbered and increase in value from east to

west and from south to north. The lower left-hand comer of each grid is called the

southwest corner and is considered to be the origin of that particular grid. Similarly, the

upper-left corner is the northwest corner, the upper-right corner the northeast, and the

lower-right the southeast. A typical UTM zone is six degrees wide from east to west. For

scale, however, the UTM grid system on Kaho'olawe is subdivided into 100 meter x 100

meter (I hectare) gridli called Grid Map Units or GMUs.

Surveyors working for PUXB physically locate the four corners of each GMU

using real time Global Positioning System (GPS) or total station and mark them with

wooden stakes approximately three meters tall (Figure 17). Each GMU is identified by a

unique eight-digit number created by combining the first four digits of the easting (the east-
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west UTM coordinate) with the first four digits of the northing (the south-north UTM

coordinate) of the southwest comer of the GMU. This number is written on the comer

stake. Each comer stake is also the southwest stake for another GMU (Map 4).

The entire island is thus mapped out in rectangular GMUs. Usually, but not

always, ten GMUs are grouped together to form blocks. A series of blocks are combined

to form Work Areas within larger Task Order (TO) areas (Map 3). A Task Order is an

area of the island awarded by the u.s. Navy contracting office for funding so it can be

worked by the contractor. The blocks, Work Areas, and Task Orders are all assigned

numbers by the contract office. Typically the work area and task order area are also given

names which more or less correspond to the areas on the island which they encompass.

For example, TO 7 is Lua Makika, TO 8 is Moa'ulanui, TO 32 is Kanapou. TO 52

encompasses both North Coast and Honokoa work areas.

This is grandly confusing to anyone even remotely aware of the traditional

Hawaiian system of dividing land and naming places. For instance, TO 7 Lua Makika

includes the physical place Lua Makika but also extends way beyond Lua Makika into

surrounding areas and forms a large rectangular area (see Map 3). Lua Makika itself is

actually a crater or cauldera. On it's lip is Pu'u Moa'ulanui, the highest point on the island.

Pu'u Mo'ulanui is TO 7 Lua Makika. TO 8 Moa'ulanui, however, is the area surrounding

TO 7 Lua Makika. TO 8 doesn't actually contain Pu'u Moa 'ulanui, but it does include

Pu'u Moo'ulaiki, another proruinent point on the island and the location of several sensitive

archaeological sites including the possible location of a traditional navigational school. The

Pu'u and it's surrounding area is an extremely culturally sensitive area, thus it received a lot

of attention by project employees and management. The fact that it is very close in sound to
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Moa'ulanui, the Task Order in which it is in, and the fact that the actual place Moa'ulanui is

physically in a Task Order with a very different sounding name is a source of great

confusion, not only to project employees and management in general, but also to those

people who intimately know these places and where they are.

Confused? This is not the end of it. There is also the question ofTO 52 North

CoastIHonokoa. This is a huge TO which extends along the north coast of the island from

Ahupii Bay to the end of Kealaikahiki. A strip of GMUs 2-4 grids wide along the very

edge of the coast is TO 52 work area North Coast, except for Honokoa Bay itself which

falls somewhere along the middle of this coast. Honokoa Bay is TO 52 work area

Honokoa. The rest of the Task Order extends inland beyond this thin strip of coast. A

wider strip of GMUs, 6-10 grids wide, is also TO 52 North Coast, whereas a much larger

area of grids further inland is TO 52 Honokoa even though it is not anywhere near

Honokoa Bay and does not actually include any other areas called Honokoa.

The Task Order/GMU maps are confusing not only in and of themselves, but also

because they overlap the existing maps created by traditional Hawaiian cultural practices,

not only the map with the 'ili, but also actual living practices of Hawaiian occupants who

left their legacy upon the land. Although for the most part Task Orders include discrete

historic property areas such as TO 32 Kiiheia which includes most of the old Kaho 'olawe

Ranch, some historic property complexes spill over from one Task Order into another. For

example, site complexes which are located within a particular 'Hi run from the mountains

down to the ocean and may cut across Task Order boundaries. For the cleanup effort, any

part of the island which has not yet been awarded by the contracting officer essentially does

not exist. No work can be done in that area, no maps of that area exist as the surveyors
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have not staked out GMUs there. This creates more confusion by artificially dividing areas

which logically, from a cultural or physical perspective, should be considered as

continuous.

And if this were not confusing enough, take a look at Map 4. This is a copy of the

fust map given to me on my fust day of work for PUXB. It is TO 7 Lua Makika. From

previous visits to Kaho 'olawe to do vegetation research I was well oriented to most of this

area and have used many maps of this and surrounding areas well into TO 15 Moa 'ulanui,

including topographic as well as color aerial survey maps. Upon being given this map,

however, I was totally disoriented and had no clue where on Kaho'olawe it was showing

me. Unlike my co-worker who knew no place names and could only orient himself by fust

finding a GMU corner stake, I was lost even with the map grasped tightly in my hot little

hands. Harley (1992:247) writes, "While the map is never the reality...it helps to create a

different reality." As well as disorienting me, the GMU maps of the island also created a

different reality of the island for me. I have found myself more than once systematically

sweeping through a GMU only to realize that it was in an area that I had previously visited

and had spent a considerable amount of time at. I had not recognized it because I was so

caught up in the "reality" created by the GMU map!

Division of the island by GMUs and by Task Order artificially carves the land into

disembodied geometric forms based on the rational logic of UTM grid system. It has no

reference to real geography, physical or cultural. It is imposed by Western scientific

reason, based on a datum or universal coordinate system far removed from the small island

of Kaho'olawe. It is a division used for convenience in accounting for work production

(how many GMUs were staked out, assessed, swept for ordnance, excavated, cleared and
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certified for the intended end use). It is a division which forces Kaho'olawe to become a

mappable space which conforms to the way the rest of the world is mapped and thus can

then be known in relation to the rest of the world. It places Kaho'olawe in the context of

the rest of the U1M world, never mind the local specifics in the day to day existence on the

island.

According to the PUXB Work Plan (1998b:1l2), "The Grid Map Units will

enhance command and control of the work area and enable Range Control to more closely

monitor the location of personnel and types of operations within a given work area." The

GMU system is an example of how maps exert external power and control. It is a way of

controlling access to places by people, of keeping track of where people are and what they

are doing. Granted, it also serves safety purposes, i.e., to ensure no one is nearby when a

BlP (a "blow in place" item is any piece of ordnance that is unsafe to move and must be

blown up where it lies) goes off, or to make sure no one gets left behind at the end of the

work day. But at the same time, it also smacks of restriction and control. Big Brother,

oops, I mean Range Control, is watching.

Exercise of internal power is also apparent in maps of the island. One example is

maps of natural resources and historic properties on the island. Natural resources and

historic properties which are found on the island are mapped and thus catalogued for the

purposes of documentation and management and conservation (read: surveillance and

control, for to catalogue is to control). Note that even the technical terms "natural and

cultural resources" indicate these only have value in as much as they are a resource for use

or potential use.
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Historic properties in particular are subject to surveillance and control. HPs which

are discovered during area assessment of GMUs must be located exactly with real time

GPS so that it can be assigned a field number corresponding to the GMU number, and then

marked with two reference points (Figures 18, 19). Each HP is then recorded during

which permanent site numbers are assigned and mapped to show the site boundaries,

structures, locations of artifacts, and surrounding landmarks and geological features. The

HPs are also mapped on an overall map of the island in the KIGIS (Kaho'olawe Island

Geographic Information System). Certain areas of the island designated as TCPs or

Traditional Cultural Areas have particularly high concentrations of HPs or contain

particularly significant cultural features. These TCPs are shown by bounded lines on the

overall map. This mapping and remapping of Historic Properties are for the purpose of

management and conservation through documentation, cataloging, and comparison with

previously recorded findings. PUXB's Work Plan (l998b: 114) states the importance of

the compilation of information and its utility in management of cultural resources, "This

information will serve as the basis for significance assessments for historic properties and

be used to determine impacts and mitigation actions."

The Work Plan also describes the importance of mapping natural resources (p.

liS), "The ...natural resource findings will be entered into the Data Management System

and, as well as used in preparing electronic grid folders. Findings will be summarized and

make 'fecommendations for land clearing and erosion control strategies..." Maps of the

natural resources also aid in conservation by showing areas with a high density of native

and/or endangered plants or animals which may be near a BIP location or in danger ofother
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disturbance from range burns (of brush), excavation, or infrastructure construction

activities.

Historic properties and natural resources are thus catalogued and made available for

management and protection only after they appear on a map. Until then they do not exist.

The PUXB Work Plan calls the process of finding these cultural and natural resources

"discovery", underlining the fact that until they are catalogued and mapped they are non

existent:

Area Assessment of historic properties will be accomplisbed in two phases. Phase I
involves bistoric property discovery...Phase IT involves the recording of historic
properties discovered within each Grid Map Unit.
Environmental and Natural Resources· The environmental and natural resources Area
Assessment includes the visual assessment and documentation of the existing
vegetation... ; the discovery (ifany) ofendangered species...for each Grid Map Unit.

It is interesting to note that natural resource discovery of endangered species has the

qualifier "if any" whereas historic property discovery does not. This is perhaps an implicit

hope on the parI of the cleanup contractor that no endangered species would be discovered.

Alternatively, it might be due to the fact that natural resources are more ephemeral than

historic properties. Plants dry up and die only to resprout in another location next season,

animals move around. It makes little sense to locate natural resources using real time GPS

which is accurate to within centimeters for natural resources. It makes more sense to

manage and protect ecosystems or habitats. Yet the contractor focuses on exact location by

surveyors using GPS (Figure 20). This is the opposite end of the coin. Whereas Task

Orders assign names without regard to where the named place really is, resources are

mapped too precisely.

Mapping Kaho'olawe may seem to be merely an aid to effecting a productive and

safe cleanup and remediation of the island. I contend, however, that there is an unjustified
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overemphasis on mapping and surveying of the island, much of which does not have to do

with effecting a timely and efficient cleanup. I believe that this is the biggest opportunity

ever in the history of a place to so completely catalogue all its resources and features (both

physical and cultural), and thus amass a huge database of knowledge on a piece of land

which has for decades been a highly contested area. This, for example, is just a partial list

of the duties of the surveyor working on the cleanup project (PUXB, 1998b:115):

Survey - The surveyor will utilize Global Positioning System instrumentation to verify
the position ofGrid Map Unit comers, historic properties and environmental natural
resource significant areas; and topography and planimetric features. A Total Station
survey instrument will be used when the vegetation cover prevents the use of the Global
Positioning System. The surveyor will:

• Record the position of all grid comers, compare the field position to the
proposed, and report any differences noted

• Record the position of all clearance boundary points
• Record the position of marked surface UXO [which can number in the

hundreds per GMU]
• Record the topography and planimetric features of the grid
• Record the reference points for historic properties and map the perimeter of

historic properties sites and features ...
• Record the locations and limits of flora and fauna...
• Record the outlines of eroded areas...
• Record the outline of potentially contaminated areas...
• Record the outline of potential wetlands.. ,

The recorded field data will he reduced and downloaded into the KIOIS, which will
produce a plot on the Grid Map Unit. A Grid Map Unit map, with one-meter contours
will be produced and utilized to implement all future clearance activities.

Of course this is a great opportunity to amass all the knowledge that we can about such an

important place as Kaho'olawe. Surely this is currently the largest and most indepth

archaeological and natural resource survey of the island every attempted. However, to what

use will these maps, especially the one-meter contour topo map be put? Presumably it will

be used to determine the extent of erosion over the years. But when will another survey

like this ever be done, when will we get the opportunity to gather data with which to

compare this benchmark? I suspect, like many other maps, they will be used in some way

to exert power or to maintain the existing uneven power relations between various parties

with vested interests in Kaho 'olawe. Will the resource maps be used to support the view of
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Kaho'olawe as a sacred place filled with unique natural and cultural resources or will they

be used in the future by the contractor and U.S. Navy to show how they were hindered by

protection and conservation of these resources and thus could not finish cleaning up the

entire island? Only time will tell.

It is important to ask what maps of the island are readily available. What do they

depict, what features and what knowledge about the island do they show and how are they

shown? Who produced them, who was the sponsor/patron? For whom were they

intended? How do these compare with traditional Hawaiian maps of the island, where do

these various maps overlap? Examination of the overlap of different maps of the island

produced by different organizations reveal some interesting observations.

For example, it has been my observation that areas with a dense concentration of

historic properties and/or cultural deposits often overlap with areas that have been heavily

bombed and thus abound with frag and unexploded ordnance. Areas with dense

concentration of petroglyphs were readily accessible to the Native Hawaiians who created

them. Those areas are unfortunately also readily accessible to vandals who have created

their own contemporary petroglyphs (e.g. the space man and rocket at Kaukaukapapa) and

to the military who frequently used them as convenient targets. Even a cursory examination

of many petroglyph panels show obvious evidence of chips and indentations in the rock

from bullet and other projectile damage. Boulder outcrops in general seem to have been

nsed as targets throughout the island. Entire boulders in some areas are blown apart and

the nearby ground is riddled with bomb craters.

Many Places in One Place: Multiple Cultures, Multiple Landscapes

To me Kabo'olawe is just the most special, sacred place.
Jenny Picket, 2001
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I must have visited tbe island at least ftfty times since coming to Hawaii, but tbis is tbe
ftrst time I've seen Kabo'olawe tbrougb tbe eyes of the Hawaiians and seen the beauty
tbat they've been ftgbting for all these years.
Tom McCabe, Parsons-UXB Program Manager
(Naboopii, 200I)

Tom McCabe and his family, in addition to over 100 members of different

organizations (including the 'Ohana, Miilama Hawai'i, Polynesian Voyaging Society, the

KIRC, the U.S. Navy, and Parsons-UXB), spent the weekend of June 29, 2001 at

Honokanai 'a Bay during a visit of the Hawaiian sailing canoes Hokale'a and Mo'olele

during a ceremony to start the first traditional navigational school of the modem era. The

McCabes were the invited guests of the 'Ohana. As shown by his quote he had never

before been to Kaho'olawe in any other capacity than Program Manager for the

organization doing the UXO clean up of the island. Jenny Picket is a non-Hawaiian college

student and archaeologist who has studied Hawaiian language and culture with humility

and respect due to an indigenous culture which has repeatedly been subject to colonization

by non-Hawaiians. She and I went to Kaho'olawe in November 1999 for opening

ceremonies for the Makahiki festival. She has never been to Kaho'olawe in any other

capacity than as a guest of the ·Ohana.

As these quotes show, Kaho 'olawe is a different place depending on who you are

with. Many of the different groups which visit the island (the 'Ohana and other Native

Hawaiian organization, the U.S. Navy, the Parsons-UXB workers, the KIRC, the various

biologists, anthropologists, archaeologists, and historians, the news media people, etc.) are

as different from each other as to be different cultures. Each of these cultures differ in how

they view the island, talk about the island, in the things they do while on the island, how

they· prepare to go and leave, how they dress, what they eat, what attitudes and impressions
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they bring with them and how/if they are changed when they leave, what infrastructure they

place on the land, what use they make of the land while they are there, how they deal with

the elements of nature (Le. do they bring shelters, build ones out of existing materials, go

without and trust to the weather, etc.), ad nauseam. Basically each culture views the island

and thus relates to it differently, and in many cases, these differences are in conflict

(Figures 21, 22).

Currently, the biggest difference in how the island is viewed exists between

traditional Native Hawaiian view of Kaho'olawe and a persistent military view of the

island. Kaho 'olawe is often touted as the big success story in the struggle for return of

Hawaiian lands from the military (Wilson, 2000:165; Ferguson & Turnbull, 1999:105), yet

claims that it has been demilitarized (Yoshinaga in Wilson, 2000:165) are premature

(Figures 23, 24). Although a civilian organization, the contractors are working for the U.S.

Navy, the client. The Parsons-UXB cleanup project is run like a military project. As

mentioned earlier (Chapter 7), although the clean up work plan acknowledges Kaho'olawe

as a pu 'u honua and wahi pana, it still suggests the preservation of military target materials

as historic properties, an idea deemed disrespectful by the 'Ohana. Also as described

earlier (see section on maps), work areas are divided into task orders which are awarded

separately by the Navy. Once a task order is awarded the various tearns progress through

the area Once their work is done, "dedicated" Quality Control (QC) managers for the

contractor evaluate the work done in the area The Navy then provides Quality Assessment

(QA) oversight. This is the way a typical military contract is handled.

For the workers employed in the cleanup effort, the culture is that of the military.

Many of the workers, notably the EOD personnel, are ex-military, as is the Range Control
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Officer, the person most responsible for day to day operations on the island. Employees,

who are not referred to by name but by badge number, communicate using radios in

Militaryspeak which is richly laden with numbers, acronyms, and stilted military jargon

("Badge No. 950, this is Control, what's your ETA to the IP?"...."Control, NV4 is at the

ERA in GMU 77394020 at this time with badge numbers 002,896,950,951 and 988,

awaiting arrival of NR and HP monitors, Geo 20 with the EMU, and ASU 037 so we can

begin ops. ETA to the IP one niner mikes after their arrival".. ."950 will you be setting up

an exclusion zone today?"..."That's affirmative Control, 400 meters"..."Good copy NV4, 5

badges, awaiting NR, HP, Geo, and ASU, setting up 400 meter exclusion zone in

77394020, have a good day"..."Tango Yankee, Control, you too"). Most people wear

military fatigues to work and use military surplus gear (backpacks, can-openers, knives,

ponchos, camelbak water packs, etc.). I myself am guilty, I have a discount card at Military

HQ on o 'abu, I wear size extra-small extra-short BOU pants, size 2 combat boots, and size

6H WWII gaiters. The military, after all, makes good quality, practical outdoor and

survival equipment

For those people lucky enough to be working within a mile of Base Camp (at

Honokanai'a), they may enjoy mess in the galley, 1130-1200 hrs. for lunch, or 1700-1800

hrs. for dinner if your extraction (by helicopter) leaves you on island that late in the

evening. Mobilization to Kabo'olawe is also by helicopter, as is much of the transportation

to remote areas of the island not accessible by vehicle. I can almost hear the theme song

from M*A*S*H as I scurry to and from the helicopters everyday. I also mentally review

survival swimming and lifesaving skills (how to use your pants as a lifepreserver after your

helicopter ditches in the ocean) on about a weekly basis.
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TIrrough daily exposure, I have become quite indoctrinated into the military

subculture of Kaho 'olawe. Having virtually no experience of the military up until my

employment as part of the cleanup project, I had not realized that terms like "mobilization",

"extraction" were Militaryspeak, I thought they were just words PUXB dubbed. I have

never worn military fatigues before, but have found them to be practical and comfortable,

never mind that they are unfashionably baggy and unattractive on me. I actually understand

most of the gibberish on the radio (Lima Charley, good copy.. .loud and clear, I understood

it perfectly). I have gained an appreciation of the different kinds of ordnance, I know many

of the technical terms for many ordnance and I have developed the talent of being able to

identify several kinds by their partially blownup and decomposed parts. In order to be

understood, I have learned to say ''uprange'' and "downrange", "LZ Seagull" and "West

Beach" when talking to Range Control and co-workers instead of "mauka" and ''makai'',

"Kelilialalo" and "Kealaikahiki". I have learned how the military runs a project. I still,

however, do not agree with their logic (orlack thereof). I may have become acculturated,

but I am not happy about it.

For myself as well as a number of other workers, Kaho'olawe is not the militarized

place that the cleanup workers see from day to day. Many of us have been to the island

with other cultures, with the 'Ohana or with the University of Hawai'i or with the

Polynesian Voyaging Society or with the Kaho 'olawe Island Reserve Commission. We

have visited to participate in traditional Hawaiian ceremonies or rituals, to practice Hawaiian

culture, to study the unique natural resources, to assess the success of revegetation projects,

to study siltation, runoff, and watershed management, to participate in work projects to

stem erosion, building check dams, water catchments, and irrigation systems, to replant
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native vegetation, to heal the island and ourselves. Some of my co-workers have been

making visits to Kaho'olawe during the period when it was still a bombing range, in order

to protest the bombing and to make a stand for Native Hawaiian rights and the return of

Native lands. These people have experienced a different place, a different Kaho'olawe.

They have seen the island "through the eyes of the Hawaiians", they have seen the beauty

and the sacredness of the place. They know it is a reality, as much so or even more than,

the reality of the place they work at everyday.

Other of my co-workers, like Tom McCabe, have ftrst come tothe island through

the project and then revisited the island with a different culture. Many of these people have

elected to participate in visits with the 'Ohana, during Makahiki celebrations, or during

monthly work accesses to clean up their camp area at Hakioawa or to plant and water native

seedlings. Some of these people are Native Hawaiians or local people who grew up in

Hawai'i. Many of these people are actively involved in Native Hawaiian rights well

informed on land and sovereignty issues. Yet others are ex-military EODs who have

moved to Hawai'i to work on the project. As a result of their experience with the 'Ohana

they have taken a more active interest in their work on the island as well as the issues

surrounding Kaho'olawe and concerning Native Hawaiian rights in general. Some EODs

who have been assigned as escort for an 'Ohana event during the course of work have

become so interested that they have asked to be reassigned for future events and have taken

their families to participate in PKO accesses.

People who have seen Kaho'olawe through several different cultures have seen and

experienced several different places. The extent to which of these places, which

Kaho'olawe is the "real" one differs from person to person, and perhaps also depending
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upon which version they experienced fIrst and/or which most of their experience has been

with. The extent to which version of place is the "real" one also determines the way in

which a person relates to the place and makes decisions regarding the place. This has real

and vast implications. It makes a great difference, for instance, if the Parsons-UXB

Program Manager and the Range Control OffIcer see the island as a sacred Hawaiian place

in need of restoration and healing for future generations ofHawaiians or a bombed out

lump of dirt and rock whose cleanup provides a good salary until the funding runs our

and/or the next project opens up.

I have experienced Kaho'olawe-The-ScientifIc-Place several times during different

stages of my professional career. Each time I saw a different Kaho 'olawe. My life

experiences and motivations were different during each of these times. I have experienced

Kaho'olawe-The-Sacred-Island, mostly during my visits with the 'Ohana and partly

through employment with the KIRC. Through the KIRC I learned about Kaho 'olawe-The

Legal-Place and through my employment with the cleanup contractor, I am experiencing

Kaho 'olawe-The-Still-Militarized-Place. How does a person resolve the dilemma of many

places in one place?

For myself, I fmd the existence in many cultures confusing and stressful. I know

which place I consider the "real" Kaho 'olawe, it is the one which makes my spirit feel

good. I need occasionally to spend time with the 'Ohana when it gets too diffIcult to be at

work. I need to live in the reality of that Kaho'olawe for a while. It refocuses me, makes

work more bearable, and reminds me of the goal of a Hawaiian Kaho 'olawe, a place that is

a resource of Hawaiian cultural tradition.
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Mike Nahoopii has intimately experienced Kaho'olawe as many different places.

Mike is the Senior Project Engineer (SPE) for the Parsons-UXB Kaho'olawe cleanup

project. He is also an ex-Navy officer who spent a lot of time on Kaho'olawe when it was

a military target. He is also an active member of the PKO. As an advisor for Hui Lama,

Kamehameha Schools Science Club, and an active member of 'Ahahui Malarna 0 ka

Uikahi, a Native Hawaiian organization dedicated to preservation and scientific study of

native Hawaiian plants, he has spent countless hours on Kaho'olawe with student groups

sharing his knowledge and love of the island. One of his most memorable experiences

with the Hui Lama was camping overnight on Pu'u Moa 'ulaiki with Nainoa Thompson,

navigator for the traditional sailing canoe Hokiile'a. There they learned about celestial

navigation from an experienced master at the location of the traditional navigational school

on Kaho 'olawe. Mike once made a promise to himself to attend the opening and closing

Makahiki ceremonies for seven years in a row. I think he has exceeded that goal.

Although he is one of the most senior members of the cleanup project, one of the fIrst to be

hired, he has visited the island maybe twice in his offIcial capacity as SPE. Wisely, because

he knows that a place experienced differently becomes a different place, he has chosen to

limit his trips to the island during work so that Kaho 'olawe remains ever in his mind,

experience, and reality, a sacred place of Hawaiian culture and tradition.

A SENSE OF PLACE

As this chapter shows there continues to be multiple, overlapping, and therefore

contested ways of interpreting Kaho 'olawe as a place. The different interpretations are the

result of/result in disparate culture, cultural productions, images, land uses, and basically

different places in one place. Which place is "real"? Which interpretation ofplace is valid?
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Pickles (1992:227) in his study using hermeneutics to interpret propaganda maps

concludes, "We have seen how all attempts to ground interpretation in terms of some

'original' meaning (the author's intention) or correspondence between the image and the

real world (representationalism) are characteristic of a foundationalism which is

increasingly being challenged because no such fInn ground is available to us." He asks if

all interpretations are then valid or if all interpretations are equally valid. He suggests as a

vantage point the clarillcation of interpretive frameworks, a questioning of the current

understanding of texts, writing, and reading. By extension we might also question the

current ways in which place images are created and understood by consumers of the

images.

Pickles (p. 228) suggests a theory of writing and reading which "moves beyond

naive empiricism and representationalism, and which does not trivialize the tracings and

inscriptions of culture or literalize them". Writing and reading or interpretation cannot be

purely literal nor can it be representative of one objective reality. Nor can culture or place

be written about and interpreted as such. Nor should writing and interpretation be confmed

to inscription, but also to other texts. These include media products, pictures, music,

events, actions, and landscapes.

Burgess (1990) describes a theory of production, consumption, and transformation

of meanings in media products. She recognizes "the personal, social and cultural contexts

in which different audiences are situated and the ways in which those audiences make sense

of the different media texts which cross their daily lives." She also recognizes that

audiences transfonn intended meanings of media products. Burgess also theorizes the

inclusion of ideologies of power within media products. She calls these "maps of social
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reality which have a whole range of social meanings, practices and usages, power and

interest written into them." Thus we would be wise to heed Pickles suggestion (p. 228),

''The consolidation of power and the increasing ability to manipulate the media demand

urgent response from a comprehensive theory of interpretation and criticism."

I have tried to show that two different interpretations of Kaho'olawe exist, that of a

landscape of sanctity and that of a landscape of sacrifice. These two landscapes overlap

and are anathema to each other. Yet I live in both, sometimes separately, sometimes one or

the other peeks through unexpectedly. They both exist, they are both real, and they are not

exclusive of each other. Similarly, I have tried to show that two cultures exist on

Kaho'olawe, one which sees it as a sacred place and one which experiences it as still

militarized. I live in both cultures as do many other people. Multiple place names,

overlapping maps, all create a different place, or perhaps each shows a single facet of the

same place.

We need to read and interpret all these productions ofplace as writings and

recognize the simple fact that they all exist. By their existence I would say that they are all

valid, at least to someone, but I would not venture as to whether they are all equally valid.

Thus there can be no "real" or objective place. It is my tendency, however, my bias, to

always privilege the Native Hawaiian interpretations of Hawaiian places such as

Kaho'olawe. This is in deference to what I believe is the inherent right of Native

Hawaiians to self-determination and to define their own land. By doing so they begin to

regain control over their lands and resist colonial and non-Hawaiian interpretations of land,

place, and Kaho'olawe.
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How can a consciously critical framework for interpretation of place help to resolve

the multiple interpretations that arise and contest each other? There is no easy answer or

conclusion that can be made. Hopefully there will continue to be a blending of the disparate

ways ofknowing, a bricolage of knowledge and a recognition of a legitimacy of the

different forms of perception, production, and communicating of knowledge and place

images. The miXing of cultures and people in the different cultures on Kaho'olawe as

shown above suggests the existence of hybrid cultural identities (Rose, 1994:49) in which

"cultures affect one another, cultural forms are adopted, transformed, returned; and cultural

identity is itself constantly renegotiated through such dynamics..." By presenting many

"unpredictable and uncontainable" interpretations, an excess of meanings such as is done

by recognizing the existence of the many interpretations of Kaho 'olawe as facets of the

same place whether or not all are equally valid, the effect is to refuse establishment of a

final or "real" interpretation - this creates or opens space for discussion and negotiation of

interpretation and meaning, this creates a Third Space for negotiating cultural and political

identity (p. 56) and opens new area for negotiation of meaning and representation. This

creates a sense of place of Kaho 'olawe, which like the vision of the world as seen through

a Coatlicue state of the psyche (Anzaldua, 1987), is a sense of place richer, more complex,

and greater than the sum of its parts.

The airlines within the last year have changed their prattle about the island of

Kaho·olawe. They stopped referring to it as the Target Isle, and are using an updated

promotional based on information provided by the KIRC. The Kaho 'olawe cleanup

contractor employs members of the Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana as well as other Native

Hawaiians. Other Native Hawaiians are helping to manage the cleanup effort for the U.S.
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Navy. This provides an opportunity for giving a voice to alternative narratives abOut

Kaho 'olawe in a largely Western setting. Cleanup workers are also required to go through

a four hour cultural orientation and workers doing the cleanup in Hakioawa, a particularly

important site on the island went through an additional refresher. Some of the workers,

both Native Hawaiian as well as others sensitive to some of the cultural issues involved

with the cleanup are making attempts to use traditional place names and to educate

themselves about the island's history and the politics of the cleanup and restoration effort.

Not all of these people are locals, some of them are EODs from the mainland, Canada, and

Puerto Rico, as well as high ranking company officials. This is indicative of the on-going

transition of Kaho 'olawe from landscape of violence and tragedy towards one of sanctity

rather than sacrifice. The hope is that this transition continues in this direction and that

others join the effort and do their part, even if it is as small as the Canadian EOD specialist,

newly arrived to the U.S. and the cleanup project, trying to learn to say "Kealaikahiki"

instead of "West Beach", or the loud redneck EOD from New York making it a routine to

use a well-practiced "Aloha Kakahiaka!" (Good morning!) during his daily morning report

in to Range Control. We create landscapes we live arid work in. These efforts are in the

spirit of the cleanup effort which is intended to include the spiritual as well as physical

healing of the island. These efforts create the space and place needed to negotiate meaning

and representation for Kaho'olawe.
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CHAPTER 9: KAHO'OLAWE: A SACRED PLACE (REPRISE)

PROLOGUE

Personal transformation, lessons from the road I traveled while being on Kaho'olawe.
Conflict!

* * * * * *

2107102, Thursday
Safety "stand-down" today...e. [representing the KIRC and PKOj came to the

stand down to talk to us about the vandalism at Pu'u Mo'iwi. His speech was great-I
really needed to hear it at this point. Ass 2 and 3 are feuding again...!hate it when
everyone is going around being ugly and childish andfighting over rumors withoutfinding
outfacts.

Today e. said he realizes we get used to being on island all the time and seeing it
everyday. He knows for some ofus working here is an honor. For others it's just a job.
For him the island is sacred, a special spiritual place. Ifhe were to go to someone else's
home or church he'd have to follow their rules and respect their beliefs. The island is his
church so he asks us to respect his beliefs and to respect the island...He also invited
everyone to come on access to experience a different way ofbeing on Kaho'olawe (wow,
chapter 7!).

Back at the hootch...both P. and K. said he was terrible. I thought his speech was
exactly what I needed to hear. This is why I'm so irritated at H. guys for being so bitchy
and all the in-fighting. I have experienced "e.'s church" and it's just absolutely annoying
to me. It's childish and disrespectful and I resent it at "church".

K. and P. thought e. was long-winded and took forever to get to the point. I didn't
at all. Everything was relevant. Maybe it's about Hawaiian talk-story vs. haole get-to-the
point-quick-and-begone speech style. Plus I was into what he was saying, they weren't. P.
was offended he pule-ed (Na 'Aumtikua). Oh well, back to this is his church. He asked us
to bow heads and show respect, not participate and he didn't pule into the mic. I told her
as a pagan I find it offensive whenever I'm forced to put up with all the Christian prayers...

J. got up after e. and said more ofthe same stuff. He said there are two kinds of
people here. One kind comes here to work and do a job. And that's okay. The other kind
have experienced a spiritual connection to the island and it's more than just a job. And
that's okay too. But we all have to basically get along and respect each other and each
other's beliefs...He talked about his experience at Makahiki opening a few years ago and
how much he enjoyed it and again about the spiritual connection. Well teammates, that's
why I'm here too. I guess it takes a non-Hawaiian who is either very open-minded and/or
a pagan to really appreciate where e. is coming from... I'm glad I heard e. today and I'm
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glad J. commented. After all the mean-ness andfuss ofthe last few days...I really needed
this reminder ofwhy I'm here and the...reassurance that others hold a vision greater and
more passionate than mine and this is greatly reassuring because it gives me strength and
perspective to deal with the idiot Ass'es.

Talk about the clash oftwo cultures. I'm experiencing it now and hating it.
Analogy: I get a job at a church and I'm a non-member. I'm expected to be respectful of
the beliefs and not disturb the services or desecrate the church, and to behave with
"proper" decorum for the sanctity ofthe church even ifit's not mine. Similarly, even non
Hawaiians should be expected to respect ifnot participate in the rituals or pules, to refrain
from disturbing them and to behave with respectful decorum in the presence ofon-going
ritual, ceremony, or pule. Respect and don't desecrate the church, the island. I think the
feeling ofneed to have this respect is lacking in most people here and I'm saddened. I'm
offended and pissed. It doesn't take that much to show respect. It's not even my church but
I've worshipped here. and been touched...Just be civil that's all. Just respect others...That
simple. That little.

2121102, Thursday
1345 hrs.

1 was thinking this morning on the heli, right when we flew over the shoreline and I
was saying the chant - I say this every morning and it's like announcing I'm arriving at
Kaho'olawe-the-church (as oppased to Kaho 'olawe-the-job-site). Maybe possibly that's
why I'm so annoyed at, offended by, pissed offat people who bring their shit here lind
dump it, on the island (by vandalizing Pu 'u Mo'iwi, talking shit about it being sacred) and
on other people (talking shit about [people who think it's sacred], stirring up shit between
all the Ass teams). Oy vey, aue no ho'i 'e, and all that "alas" stuff...

It also occurs to me, that C. guys know about this multiplicity, the existence ofmany
Kaho'olawe's for different people - have known about it for a long time - and have not
liked it but accepted its fact and injustice. I'm so naive to expect people to understand and
respect Kaho'olawe the Church. Some people...don't care and don't even want to be
offended by someone else's religion and can't be bothered to even be tolerant and/or
respectful. Okay, and some people as well as not caring also don't know any better and
don't want to know any better. Didn't 1know this when I first started tlu's job?! How easy
to forget and get angry. How naive. How do C. guys stand it?!

Wasn't that my goal when Ifirst got on Ass 1, to stick to my beliefs and be an
example and be a teacher ifI could? How hard it's turned out to be, and howfew people
cared, and those few that did, how surprising who it turned out to be (EODs!). How few
people I've actually reached! 1guess it's true what M. and R. and D. guys say, the island
makes the connection, takes those who are needed and touches them and takes from them
what is needed and heals them as they are helping heal the island. I guess I've just been
lucky enough to be along for the trip too. Mahalo e Kanaloa, Kaho'olawe.
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INTRODUCTION

Given an indepth opportunity to intelpret the oral traditions; given an awareness to the
spiritual and physical signs of today; and given the ability and desire to absorb the
testimony of Kupuna and Kama'ains. the mana'o (feelings) from "grassroot" Hawaiian
emotions, the theories of Hawaiian scholars and students, and the mete, songs, poems
and statements of support from all Hawai'i people--the sacredness of Kaho'olawe can be
documented.

-Dr. Emmett Alull (1980) in a quote from the Protect Kaho'olaweFund
newsletter (1978)

In previous chapters I have attempted to show that different environmental

discourses which see humans as part or apart from nature result in different attitudes and

relationships to the land and in different land use strategies. The land use history of

Kaho'olawe, when considered from the progression of stewards of the island and their

environmental discourses show this to be the case. Use of the concept of aloha 'aina as a

framework for analyzing the relationship of humans to the land and their subsequent use of

the land shows a vast difference between Hawaiian and Western (post contact) relationship

to the land and nature. I then attempted to show how various and disparate discourses of

knowledge and environment, including Western scientific and legal discourses as well as

traditional Hawaiian myths, legends, symbols, and ways of communicating knowledge and

place, have socially constructed Kaho 'olawe as a place, and in particular, a sacred place. In

the last chapter, I have discussed some of the politics interwoven in contemporary social

construction of Kaho 'olawe, including some of the multiple and contested place images

which were and are being created and recreated.

At this point, it is appropriate to note several things. I have stated outright at the

beginning of this dissertation that my personal bias was that Kaho'olawe is and always has

been a sacred place and that it Was my intention to create an academic argument for this

bias. I have not explained away or attempted to discredit interpretations of Kaho 'olawe
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which do not support this argument, nor have I explained how I can unequivocally state

that Kaho'olawe is a sacred place when these counterarguments exist. I now attempt to

address these concerns in this last chapter.

A SACRED PLACE

A Dictionary Definition Revisited

Recall in Chapter 1, I dermed 'sacred" using a dictionary.

• dedicated to or set apart for the worship of a deity
• worthy ofreligious veneration
• made or declared holy
• worthy of respect, venerable
• of or relating to religious objects, rites, or practices

I also added, "filled with spirit", and gave dictionary defmitions of "spirit":

• the vital principle or animating force inside living beings
• incorporeal consciousness
• a supernatural being
• a being inhabiting or embodying a particular place, object, or natural phenomenon
• part of a human being associated with the mind, will, and feelings
• the essential nature of a person or group
• a causative, activating, or essential principle
• a mood or emotional state
• a particular mood or emotional state characterized by vigor and animation
• strong loyalty or dedication
• the actual though unstated sense of significance ofsomething
• (v) to impart courage, animation or determination

I now go over these definitions and show how they relate to Kaho'olawe. As shown in the

previous chapters (Chapter 3 especially), Kaho'olawe is the only Hawaiian island named

after a god, the alma Kanaloa. It is both a kuahu or altar dedicated to and a ki'i or

embodiment of Kanaloa and is in numerous ways intimately associated with this alma (see

EKF, 1992 for details). The place names on the island, the amount and types of shrines

and altars, the traditional activities held on the island all attest to this close association.
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Additionally, in 1986, prior to cessation of the bombing, a small private ceremony for

Kanaloa was held on Kaho 'olawe to focus on that akua, to ask his help and for the strength

and skill to protect his land and regain it from the military. EKF (1992:22) states the real

and contemporary presence of Kanaloa on Kaho 'olawe:

The kapu of Kanaloa is practiced on this island. The presence of the elements, the
winds, the buffeting of the ocean, and the white caps appear. Finally the appearance of
the stars in the sky canopy. All of these elements are clearly seen and felt from Moa 'nla,
Kanaloa. The fact of the matter is, one can exist on this land, it has the name and the
essence of the God, it is habitable, it has water, and the elements necessary for studying
navigation manifests themselves.

Thus Kaho'olawe is undoubtedly dedicated to a deity, the akua Kanaloa, who is still

actively worshipped there. The akua Lono is also worshipped on Kaho 'olawe during

annual Makahiki celebrations and rites (see Chapter 6). Hawaiian religious and spiritual

practices have traditionally occurred on Kaho'olawe (see Chapter 3) and still occur today.

Thus associated with these and other akua (see EKF, 1992) as well as being an actual

kuahu for and ki'i of Kanaloa, Kaho 'olawe is a place which is holy, worthy of respect and

veneration. If it were not, these historical and contemporary rites and practices would not

occur on Kaho'olawe, but in some other more suitable place.

As a placed filled with spirit, Kaho'olawe certainly fits the definitions given. As a

kuahu for and ki'i of Kanaloa, the island is filled with the spirit of the akua, with his vital

principle and animating force, his consciousness, as well as that of all other spirits of the

Hawaiian worldview which sees everything in the world as being filled with life and

interconnected with each other. In a Western understanding of the Hawaiian spiritual

worldview, Kaho'olawe is a living being, the island has a consciousness and everything on

the island, all the rocks and trees and landforms are animated by so-called nature spirits and

supernatural beings. It is filled with spirit, it is sacred.
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Kaho'olawe is also fIlled with the spirit of actual humans, that of George Helm as

well as all the stewards of the island both past and present. They have and continue to

imprint their causative, activating, essential natures based upon their views of reality,

according to their discourses on environment, on the landscape of Kaho 'olawe. Thus are

created the landscapes described in this research; landscapes created by the different

stewards of the island with their disparate views of the land; landscapes created by science,

legalese, by Native Hawaiians both past and present; overlapping landscapes created by

contemporary multiple community presences on the island. In keeping with the further

definitions of "spirit", however, I would like to single out the 'Ohana, Native Hawaiians,

and others for whom the island evokes strong emotions of ''vigor'', "animation", "loyalty",

and "dedication". These terms could be related to the concept of aloha 'mna (see Chapter

3). The long struggle to end the bombing, the regain the island from military control, and to

successfully remediate the damage and restore the environment and traditional culture have

been an emotional experience calling for continued strength, dedication, courage, and

determination borne of deep desire for physical and spiritual healing of people and place as

well as decolonization and self determination. The island, what it represents to people

(Chapter 5 and 6) imparted this spirit, its spirit, to the people so that they were and are able

to persevere in their goals. The island is full of an "actual although unstated significance of

something" to these determined people, and this "something" is spirit. Again, such a place

is undoubtedly worthy of respect and veneration, it is holy, it is a sacred place.

Thus according to a dictionary definition, a Western definition, Kaho'olawe is a

sacred place. By this definition, it is sacred to both Westerners and to Hawaiians. Let us

now revisit the four discourses outlined in Chapter 1 and see how they view Kaho·olawe.
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A Hawaiian Definition Revisited

Not much needs to be said here as I have been propounding this view throughout

the dissertation. Kaho 'oiawe is a wahi pana and a pu'u honua. Hawaiians have perhaps

the most complex sense of place of Kaho 'olawe of all the four discourses I have examined.

Sacred to Science

Science has shown Kaho'olawe to be an empirical place rich in natural and cultural

resources (or treasures as they are sometimes called). The presence and quantity of rare

natural communities, the threatened and endangered species, the cultural and historic value

of the historic properties, all make Kaho 'olawe a sacred place to science.

Ken Wood, in his quote at the beginning of Chapter 4, shows that his discovery of

a whole new plant genus on Kaho'olawe touched him in a spiritual sense. He writes of

new awakenings, of life and birth, and calls it a "day of revelation." He also mentions

"another power at work." Wood is a well-known conservation biologist and botanist, yet

this scientist recognizes the sacred in his work. He recognizes the sacred on Kaho'olawe

within a Western spiritual tradition.

Benton Keali'i Pang, friend, mentor, Ph.D. in botany, and Native Hawaiian,

recently remarked to me that endangered species, aside from their scientific value, are the

ancestors ofHawaiian people and thus are sacred and must be protected This was in

response to a question about why Hawaiians would care about threatened and endangered

species. Science, because it has shown these species to be rare and imperiled, helps

Hawaiian people to realize those aspects of their cultural heritage which must be given

special care and protection. In this way, science shows Kaho 'olawe as sacred to Hawaiian

culture.
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The Wasteland Revisited

Consider Kaho'olawe prior to the hindsight of present time, before the spirited

actions of the 'Ohana were seen in the perspective I have presented, before a Native

Hawaiian epistemology was recognized as existing and equally valid as Western values and

knowledge. The U.S. military felt their appropriation and use of the island was justified in

the interest of national security. They did not consider and would not have understood a

Hawaiian view of land. Instead they held (and continue to hold - see below) a view of land

based on utility, advantage, profit, and the desirability of development and capitalist

economic growth.

Aiu (1997) discusses the military narrative which considers Kaho'olawe sacred in a

way, as a training ground and as a citizen. But can this really be defined as "sacred" in the

way that I have defined it? This narrative refers to sacred in the sense of "inviolable" or

"inviolate", as in "Kapu, No Trespassing!" This is a Western understanding of sacred, in

the sense of restriction, exclusive use, and prohibition, ideas which as discnssed above are

not particularly associated with a Hawaiian understanding ofkapu and "sacred". Instead

this militarized view ofland sees Kaho'olawe as "sacred" based upon the island's unique

value to their needs as a zone of sacrifice and a wasteland, not as a place worthy of respect

and veneration. It is sacred only in its quality as a barren place of no use except in its

sacrifice for national security and welfare, these being Western values. Restricted access

and exclusive use by the military is justified by the unsafe and unusable conditions created

by the unexploded ordnance.

The military and as well as ranch definitions (see Chapter 3) of sacred are based on

utility of the land to humans and not on inherent quality of the land regardless of use value.
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Their idea of sacred does not fit in the definition from which this paper is being written and

. argued. Furthermore, I have shown that scientific, legal, and Hawaiian discourses create

Kaho'olawe as a sacred place to both Westerners and Hawaiians, a military discourse

creates a Kaho'olawe which is only sacred to itself.

I attempt here to intentionally reappropriate the Western military view of

Kaho'olawe as sacred to their purposes and as a wasteland, to reclaim this view to support

my understanding of Kaho'olawe as a sacred place. The wasteland discourse of the

military is a particular view of barren places used to support deterritoriality and sacrifice of

lands. In American spirituality, however, there is also a tradition of deserts and wilderness

environments as sacred mythic landscapes. Belden Lane in his book on sacred landscapes

in American spirituality describes the Sonoran desert of northern Mexico and southern

Arizona as "the mirage-soaked sand of that barren landscape" (Lane, 1988:96). He

elaborates (p. 97):

The desert' s compelling indifference, its sparse simplicity and constant proximity to
death, even its expressions of senseless joy amid the brief intensity of life - all these
form the turbid complexity ofany desert hermeneutic.

Lane quotes Edward Abbey, naturalist and anarchist writing in the 1920's (pp. 97-98):

"Something about the desert inclines all living things to harshness and acerbity, " he
writes. It strips reality of any easy meanings. It absolutely refuses to explain itself. Yet
this very indifference to the questions it raises - the unbearably callous uuinterest itself 
is the incougruous attraction that desert exerts on the imagination. The human mind is
drawn by an irresistible grace to utterly senseless wonder...The sheer and unyielding
grandeur of this wasteland incessantly attracts his attention in the way a more docile,
onlered beauty never coutd.

Kaho'olawe is by climatological as well as botanic3l defmition a desert and

similarly has its own brand of stark beauty and intensity of life. Four photographers

capture the physical beauty of the island in the picture book Nti Leo 0 Kanaloa (Reeve,

1995). Members of the 'Ohana upon stepping foot on the island during their first attempt
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at occupation to stop the bombing, were surprised at its beauty and that it was not just a

barren rock. One member wrote, "We woke before the sun anxious to see what the

sunlight would show us. It was even more unbelievable than I expected - Kaho'olawe was

indeed beautiful. Green grass, trees, bold valleys" (Ritte & Sawyer, 1978:16).

Lane and Abbey also speak of the spatial simplicity ofdesert vegetation in which

"strangeness and wonder of existence are emphasized...boldly outlined by nothingness"

and the "clever, malignant adaptivity" of desert plants to their harsh environment which

grow where little else will (p. 99). This is true of Kaho'olawe where often a single green-

leafed tendril ofPa'u 0 Hi'iaka with its bluish white flower stands out in sharp contrast to

an otherwise barren background of rust red hardpan.. Or where one of the oldest and last

remaining wiliwili trees of a now largely vanished dryland scrub forest stands in solitude

on a remnant hummock of grass and dirt, gnarled branches and furrowed leathery bark in

stark outline against a cloudless blue sky. Green leaves appear during winter rains while

summer drought causes them to drop off so that the tree appears dead, reminding one of the

constant close proximity of death. The closeness of death is contrasted with the burgeoning

of life after rain events. Lane writes (p. 101):

The inscrutability of the desert's emptiness raises questions that have no end. It speaks
in Spartan scarcity of death's propinquity, and fmally as well of a joy unreasoned - as if
the scant life it did possess would burst with exultation...There's a drunken festivity in
the desert's succinct, but reckless splendor.

Kaho 'olawe, like oiher deserts, experiences a rush of green growih after heavy rains.

Seedlings and small herbs sprout up that may have lain dormant all summer. I work on ihe

island as a natural resource person year round and fmd small plants ihat I have never seen

before after rains.
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The desert is often referred to in holy writings. Lane quotes an Arabian proverb (p.

96), ''The further you go into the desert, the closer you come to God." The desert is where

Jesus wandered for forty days and forty nights when tempted by the devil and emerged

transformed. Moses and Aaron led their people to the desert in their exodus from Egypt

and it was on Mount Sinai in the desert that the Ten Commandments were revealed to

Moses. Where the threat of death is ever present, one feels also the proximity of God and

come closer to learning of his way and word.

Graber (1976) in Wilderness as Sacred Space describes an American "wilderness

ethic":

The Wilderness Act of 1964 dermes wilderness as land unmodified by human action. It
is a region which contains no permanent inhabitants, no possibility for motorized travel,
and is spacious enough so that a traveler crossing it by foot or horse must have the
experience of sleeping out-of-doors. It is an area .....where the earth and its commuuity
of life are untrammeled by man, and man himself is a visitor who does not remain."

While not "unmodified by man", Kaho 'olawe certainly does fit this description of a

wilderness. Graber (p. 11) goes on to describe the implications of the wilderness ethic:

The axiom of the wilderness ethic is that wilderness is a manifestation of the Wholly
Other from man, and it is to be valued for that reason...One goes to witderness n an
attempt to transcend his ordinary world, self, and manner of perception; in other words,
to have a religious experience. Man needs wilderness for its hypnotic effect
(metaphorically speaking), which puts hitn in a receptive mood for contact with sacred
power. Wilderness helps man to achieve transcendence.

Being on Kaho'olawe, like surviving in the desert or living in the wilderness, is often

described as a religious experience. It was so for the 'Ohana members upon first landing

on the island in 1976 (Ritte & Sawyer 1978). Graber also shows that wilderness serves a

model of perfection (p. 13-14). There is ecological order that described above for deserts.

This ecological order is strongly associated with the absence of humans and our works. As

a model of perfection, wilderness "implies moral order in nature as well as physical order"

(p. 14).
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Kaho 'olawe is a desert and a wilderness. But a barren desert, a wasteland, an

undeveloped wilderness, is not forsaken land by all Western traditions and perceptions. As

shown here, the desert wilderness is also seen as a spiritual place, a sacred place and it is so

due to its very nature as a wasteland, devoid of the influences, "conveniences", and

developments ofhumans. The very fact of its "emptiness" makes it a sacred place in certain

Western environmental discourses.

Politics ofPlace: Redox

In many ways, it is within a legal discourse, where official decisions and statements

are made, where laws are written, where instructions and restrictions for living by these

decisions are detailed, that the politics of place and the struggle for representation,

interpretation, and meaning of Kaho 'olawe as a place are most apparent. In the legal realm,

scientific research as well as Hawaiian traditions were presented as "proof' that

Kaho'olawe is a sacred place. The military gave its own evidence since the island is sacred

to them. The eventual official outcome was that Kaho'olawe is a wahi pana and a pu'u

honna. Based on this declaration, rules and instructions were created (Title X, Chapter 6K,

the various management plans, etc.). Yet, within this idealistic legal framework of official

statements and regulations, there still exists space for multiple representations and

interpretations of Kaho 'olawe.

I return to the debate - was Kaho 'olawe "made" sacred for political reasons, is

sanctity a political ideology rather than a truth ofNative Hawaiian culture? I hope I have

shown that sanctity is a fact predating Western history (Chapter 5), a truth existing from

ancient Hawaiian times to current times. Sanctity is not a recent invention but perhaps

recently realized, i.e. in response to post-conquest consciousness, a realization of the nature
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of indigenous knowledge and worldview and the realization of its differences from Western

knowledge and worldview. Or perhaps it is recently realized because it has been

suppressed by a Western cultural hegemony, by the anti-conquest, which has tried to show

the Western discourse of nature and place to be the truth and the only truth. In any case it is

not a response to the bombing. Sanctity has always been and has become politicized

because of the bombing. Perhaps it took action as drastic as bombing, so disparate from

any action which would be possible under a spiritual discourse governed by the concept of

aloha 'aina, to make people realize what they did not want and what they did want, what

was pono - moral, righteous, and just.

According to Trask (Tobin, 1994), culture is, Hawaiians create Hawaiian culture, it

cannot be false. Linnekin, however, states that nationalist culture becomes defmed and

static, culture as a product, rather than an on-going process. I cannot say to what extent the

sanctity of Kaho'olawe is more product or process, certainly it is a bit of both. I can say

that certainly it is historic and prehistoric fact. The fact that the island is currently

considered sacred and people are actively responding to that belief makes the debate of

product or process moot. All of Linnekin's attempts to show that Kaho'olawe was not

considered sacred in the past (the island being off limits, use as a penal colony and cattle

ranch, reported as being barren, inhospitable and lacking much cultivation) are either based

on an inaccurate defmition of"kapu" or upon a Western economic discourse of the value of

land (see Chapter 3). The current use of Kaho'olawe for spiritual and religious rituals,

ceremonies, and worship as well as the documented presence of prehistoric and

contemporary objects of such confirm the contemporary status of the island as sacred, at

least to Hawaiians and those who respect Hawaiian traditions. This is undeniable fact.
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But what about other discourses, other communities which do not practice or

understand Hawaiian traditions? Although Linnekin supported the cessation of the

bombing, she does not consider the island to be sacred. Her opinion has been used as

expert ethnographic testimony by the military to the detriment of activities to reclaim

Kaho 'olawe. What about ceremonies for Kaho 'olawe sponsored and conducted by the

KIRC, a branch of the State of Hawai 'i, does this practice of Hawaiian spirituality and

tradition by an official State entity officially support and recognize the sanctity of

Kaho'olawe? Is Kaho'olawe a sacred place if there is no consensus over the definition of

"sacred"? Is the status of sanctity dependent upon to whom the island is sacred? I have

attempted to show that Kaho 'olawe is sacred based on I) dictionary definition; 2) historic

events; 3) Hawaiian definition; 4) scientific findings; 5) legal documentation. These are

all valid sources of knowledge and communication and state a particular view ofreality, a

certain truth. Does it therefore hold that the island it not sacred because other discourses

give the truth that it is not?

Again we are back to multiple overlapping views of Kaho'olawe (see Chapter 8)

and how to resolve them and gain some meaning behind these contested interpretations. By

recognizing the validity of these multiple views, there emerges space for negotiation and

discussion, an opportunity to realize a real sense of place. From the start of negotiation

about place and meaning, at the start of negotiations which create policy and draw up plans

and standards, we must recognize the truths of these views to the people who hold them.

At the same time, we must continue to ask, what are the material consequences of each of

these truths and what kinds of nature and place do we want in the future?
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I have purposefully privileged the discourses which create the sacred landscapes of

Kaho 'olawe because I feel these produce a spiritual ecology by which we can realize a

restoration of the physical and cultural health of the island. I also feel that we should

respect and privilege the beliefs and practices of those whose land it is even ifwe do not

share their beliefs or their version of reality. We should cross the beach, learn their

metaphors, and feel privileged to be allowed to do so. We should open our eyes to what

would be a vast and richer existence of place than we had previously imagined, likened to

the unveiling of a mystical, hidden place existing in the same space and previously invisible

to the uninitiated and ignorant. This way of learning of the myriad facets of place,

experience, and knowledge is magical and is truly research.

I'm In It For the Money!: Reconciling Conflicting Views

C: I'm not bere to clean up tbe 'lima!
A: Why are you bere?
C: For the money!
A: But isn't tbis island yonr beritage as a Native Hawaiian?
C: Tbe KlRC doesn't want me. Tbe PKO doesn't want me. Ka Llibni doesn't want
me. Tbe Sovereign Nation of Hawai'i doesn't want me. OHA doesn't want me. Tbis
isn't my beritage. I'll be in Vieques making money there in a few years wben tbis is
over.

. Conversation on Kabo'olawe, December 2001

Just because an official statement of meaning is made does not mean that people

necessarily hold that view. Not all people and certainly not all Native Hawaiians think or

feel about Kaho'olawe as I have described and privileged in this dissertation. Not all think

it is a sacred place or feel empowered by the return of the island to the state and by the

efforts to reclaim spiritual and cultural traditions on the island. Not all feel it is a privilege

or a duty owed to future generations to participate in the cleanup effort. To some, the

cleanup effort is an opportunity to make a living, to get ahead in expenses, to set aside some

money before going on to the next job, a means of survival within a Western world. Many
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of the support workers doing the actual ordnance cleanup are from the island of Moloka'i,

where the economy is bad, where jobs and advancement opportunities are few, where

salaries such as those paid on the Kaho'olawe cleanup project are unheard of. Some people

are concerned with making ends meet and don't have the luxury andlor inclination (the

person quoted above doesn't need the money) to be philosophical about whether or not

Kaho 'olawe is a sacred place. Competing views of Kaho 'olawe exist even among Native

Hawaiians. How can these views be reconciled with those that see Kaho 'olawe as a wahi

pana?

These practical views of Kaho'olawe are rather more distant from the power

struggles over place images and their meanings and interpretations as described in this

research. On a physical level, they do not contribute towards exploitative or destructive

activities on Kaho 'olawe, so long as they are situated within a larger discourse which views

the environment as something which must be held in esteem rather than as something to be

commodified and exploited. In fact, the struggle between these extreme views of land are

apparent among workers on the Kaho'olawe cleanup project (see Chapter 8). Workers, on

a daily basis, leave Maui to fly to Kaho'olawe. They literally leave the Western world of

environment-as-resource to work in a world where the KIRC and PKO presence on the

inland and the four hour cultural sensitivity training butts up against a lifelong immersion in

the Westem view of land-as-resource. This struggle is also complicated with a militarized

culture and landscape, i.e., that of the contractor and of the remnant military occupation..

The competing and overlapping views of the island that I have either touched upon

and privileged or merely mentioned here all contribute towards a complex and ever

changing sense of place of Kaho 'olawe. It has been my intention here to privilege and
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(re)create the sacred landscapes of the island and to show how different discourses have

contributed towards these landscapes. I have basically re-written the history of

Kaho'olawe in each chapter, beginning with a land use history, then a history of the

creation and recreation of the island within a Hawaiian epistemology, ending with a brief

description of contemporary rituals and ceremonies which create and recreate the island in a

spiritually healing context. Finally I examine Kaho'olawe within the Western discourses of

science and law and show how even these discourses have (re)created sacred landscapes of

the island.

I have attempted to (re)create the sacred landscapes of Kaho'olawe 1) to show that

they exist; 2) to privilege these landscapes; 3) to show the complex interweaving of

different views of the island, the overlapping cultures and contested images these cultures

produce and their power struggle for meaning and interpretation, and 4) by identifying the

sources and mechanisms of this politics of place, to open space for negotiation and

reconciliation of meaning and identity, to allow people to see how the philosophical can be

incorporated in their practical views. Whether or not a person feels part of the struggle for

reclamation ofHawaiian traditions, whether or not a person is Native Hawaiian or not, the

secularization of place does not benefit the environment or humans. I contend that despite

the multiple views, despite the image of Kaho'olawe as a wasteland, despite the use of the

island as a political symbol, the island can still be seen as a landscape of the sacred and that

this view is desirable in terms of maintaining both environmental and cultural integrity. In

the following section I discuss some of the implications of this contention.
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RECOVERY, HEALING, AND SPIRITUALITY IN RECLAMATION,
RESTORATION, AND MANAGEMENT

As shown in Chapter 6, Kaho'olawe is a symbol for Native Hawaiians encouraging

political action and solidarity. Tuhiwai Smith (1999:114-118) mentions four elements of an

indigenous research agenda which differ markedly from Western scientific research in

being much too politically motivated and not objective and neutral. Decolonization is one

of the elements. This issue is being recognized and heralded as cutting edge research by

Western academics who specialize in postcolonialism and alternatives to development. The

other three elements - recovery, healing, and spirituality - are in my opinion still largely out

there in the world of Topics Not Suitable For Study in Academia. Perhaps they are too

politically motivated, but like Trask, I think healing, recovery, and spirituality are political

because they have become so in the effort to realize decolonization and self determination.

As Chapter 6 shows Kaho'olawe is a symbol of much more than just political

solidarity and action. It is a symbol for the rebirth of Hawaiian culture. This includes the

remaining three elements of an indigenous research agenda, recovery, healing and

spirituality. The issues surrounding Kaho'olawe and the struggle over creation of place

images and interpretation of Kaho 'olawe as a place epitomize the need to address these

three elements. To perhaps make these three concepts more palatable to Western research, I

equate them with three Western concepts - reclamation, restoration, and management - and

discuss these in relation to Kaho·olawe.

A last disclaimer before moving on. I have used Tuhiwai Smith's elements as a

framework to discuss Kaho 'olawe issues and important implications that have arisen. I do

not claim that this is all there is to these elements, this just scratches the surface. It remains
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for the indigenous people themselves to make the reality of these elements appear in

research and academia.

Recovery = Reclamation: Transfonning Land into 'Aina

One of the important outcomes of the struggle over meaning and interpretation of

Kaho'olawe as a place has been the attempt to reclaim the Native Hawaiian concept of

'iiina, to rescue it from Western development discourse's conception of land. Chapter 3

outlines this transformation. I give a concise summary here.

Aluli (1980:6) gives a concise summary of the changes in the human-environment

relationship in Hawai'i brought about by Western contact:

In the first stages of Western contact, traders and whalers put monetary valne on our
unique resources of the mountains and the sea. Later, missionary-descended businessmen
took large areas of land, replacing Hawaiian self-sufficiency with dependency on cash
crops ofsugar and pineapple. Land became valuable only if it could produce large
profits. Meanwhile, the American military steadily increased its land holdings,
especially in strategic areas, uutil the period of martial law during World War II when
over 200,000 acres of laud were confiscated--twenty-six percent total land area in the
State is coutrolled currently by the Federal governmeut. Since Statehood in 1959,
tourism has flourished, causing rapid depletion of our natural resources aud growing
commodification of our culture...

...Both our natural resources aud our culture have heen transfonned into commodities to
he traded on the international market of tourism. Increasing commodification of every
aspect of Native Hawaiian laud and culture has heen aud will continue to he of great
concern.

He also explains (pp. 5-6) how the Hawaiian Homes Act is a current day example of how

Western values, private ownership, market economy, and materialistic culture have changed

Native Hawaiians' relationship to land. Federal legislation of these lands are entrusted to

the State of Hawai'i for the "betterment of the conditions ofNative Hawaiians" (p. 5).

Only a small fraction of these lands have actually been assigned to Hawaiian families while

thousands of acres are leased to private industrial and ranching interests as well as County,

State, and Federal agencies.
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Kallo 'olawe and the struggle over it's meaning and interpretation as a place

epitomizes the transformation from Western land to Hawaiian 'aina. Chapter 3 shows how

the environmental discourses of the current stewards of the island result in vastly different

attitudes towards the land (i.e. as a commodity vs. as a living entity and relative) and

subsequently disparate land uses. Chapter 7 chronicles the legal struggle to define

Kallo'olawe and the tentative verdict of 'liina over land. Despite the legal verdict of

Kallo'olawe as a Hawaiian pu 'uhonua and walli pana, Western interpretations continue to

persist and be created and recreated. Chapter 8 describes the difficulty ofreconciling the

overlapping place images and the subtle and not so subtle power struggles over creating

and maintaining a dominant place image and meaning for Kallo'olawe. The Kallo 'olawe

Island Reserve Commission (KIRC) in particular continues to be foremost in actively

churning out place images of the island. Operation Whitewash continues unabated for the

KIRC with political visitors (November 16, 2(01) and ever broadening media coverage

(National Geographic visited the island to interview Native Hawaiians in early November,

2001 as guests of the KIRC).

While the 'liina may not have been completely reclaimed from Western discourse,

the issues surrounding Kallo 'olawe have served to highlight these struggles for meaning

and the politics of place in Hawai'i. After Kallo'olawe, there is no peaceful and quiet

return to land as a Western commodity. According to Vandana Shiva (quoted in Tuhiwai

Smith, 1999:1(0), "Over and above rendering local knowledge invisible by declaring it

non-existent or illegitimate, the dominant system also makes alternatives disappear by

erasing and destroying the reality which they attempt to represent." With Kallo'olawe, the

legitimacy ofNative Hawaiian definitions and values have come to the forefront of local
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and national politics as well as academia so that the quiet destruction of alternative realities

through an anticonquest of the land and people is no longer unopposed.

This points out the larger attempt to recognize aNalive Hawaiian epistemology as a

legitimate reality, the recovery and reclamation of the validity of indigenous ways of

knowing and transmitting knowledge. Again, Kaho'olawe has been instrumental in

recognizing the breach between being a Hawaiian and thinking like a Westerner.

Shimabukuro (1977:9) describes the inability of non-Hawaiian media personalities to

understand the Hawaiian concepts of 'aina and aloha 'aina in an interview with 'Ohana

members during the time of the fIrst grassroots struggles to stop the bombing and return the

island to the State of Hawai 'i:

It is at the point of understanding that the Hawaiian departs from the non-Hawaiian in
the disturbing issue of Kahoolawe. The heart gravitates uaturally toward the side of the
Protect Kahoolawe Ohana, but the mind hesitates when it doesn't have all the rational
answers. During the interview conducted by Ron Jacobs on KKUA (Tbursday, February
10) of George Helm and Francis Kauhane, two of tbe Kahoolawe intruders, the problem
of nnderstanding became increasingly apparent. The problem may lie in the Englisb
language-its propensity toward preciseness, toward analysis by breaking things down into
ever-smaller parts. A concept is understood only after it has been thoroughly dissected
into the smallest possible units; when all the parts and their orderly relationships to the
whole can be identified, then the concept is understood. Thns, "aloha aina" has be to
looked np by Keala Kai (KKUA) in her Hawaiian-English dictionary. The dictionary, of
conrse, rednces aloha to "love," and love in the English dictionary is further reduced to
increasingly precise forms. Tbe same is done witb "aina," which is broken down to land,
a piece of real estate...

Kauhane [an 'Obana member] said that the heiaus on Kaboolawe (it's not a barren rock
there are many archaeologically-cuhurally relevant sites) were "built because ofa spiritual
force, not a scientific force." The meaning here is crucial to understanding in the
Hawaiian way: aloha aina cannot be understood in a scientific-rational way. To
understand aloha aina one has to become a Hawaiian, feel (not think) like a Hawaiian.

Chapter 2 describes the difference between indigenous and Western ways of knowing and

the various ways that indigenous knowledge has been Othered, made invisible,

appropriated, and otherwise de1egitimated, discredited, and ignored. Chaplers 5 and 6

attempt to privilege Hawaiian knowledge about Kaho'olawe and to explain their legitimacy

within a Hawaiian rather than Western epistemology. By privileging this knowledge in an
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academic discussion, I hope not to pass myself or my writings off as expert Hawaiian

knowledge, but to open a crack in the door to the Ivory Tower to the depth and richness of

that knowledge which exists in the real world outside the closed in one of academia. I hope

to call attention to this mythical knowledge and hope that the ones that really hold this

knowledge, the Hawaiians, will come after me to correct and add to what I have attempted

here.

What does being a Hawaiian versus thinking like a Westerner mean for people,

especially Native Hawaiians, who are too busy earning a living by cleaning up Kaho 'olawe

to think about the legitimacy of Hawaiian knowledge and reality? For Native Hawaiians,

reclaiming their myths, the traditions, beliefs, and practices ofHawaiian culture, is

reclaiming their heritage and their birthright. It may not mean a bigger paycheck or a

promotion, but a shift in perspective that makes the hard, monotonous job of cleaning up

Kaho'olawe less frustrating and toilsome, perhaps even personally meaningful, is an

improvement. Why not do something you believe in while earning a living (see Hartmann,

1999:288)? For me, even as a non-Hawaiian, it makes a lot of difference. As a marine

biologist who really loves the ocean, hates hiking, and suffers greatly from the constant

dust under my contact lenses, I find my assigned work on Kaho'olawe boring (not in my

field of expertise and mentally unchallenging) and physically taxing. Despite this, because

I believe in the restoration of a Hawaiian Kaho'olawe and because the place has touched

me, I love this job beyond all others and am a fanatic about doing my work to the best of

my ability.

Lastly, the future use of Kaho'olawe vitally depends on the transformation in

meaning and interpretation from land to 'aina. The KIRC Land Use Plan (KIRC, 1995a)
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which details the future uses of the island sees Kaho 'olawe as a cultural repository, a place

where Native Hawaiian cultural traditions will be recovered, relearned, and practiced,

passed on to future generations of young Hawaiians, and will thus ultimately flourish. As

well the island is an historic repository for the archaeological and historic information that

has remained on the island untouched by the development which has erased most such

evidence on other Hawaiian islands. Kaho 'olawe will also be a natural resource repository

for the rare and endangered plant and animal species and communities (also Chapter 4),

along with the remaining individuals of the plant Kanaloa kafwolawensis which exists no

where else in the world. All these future visions depend upon and support the reclamation

ofland as 'iiina and of a Native Hawaiian epistemology which interprets, creates, and

recreates Kaho'olawe as one of the last and truly Hawaiian of the Hawaiian islands.

Healing = Restoration: Healing the Land

The vision statement of the KIRC Land Use Plan (KIRC, 1995a) recognizes the

need for spiritual as well as physical healing on Kaho'olawe. I will discuss these

separately although I will show in the next section that these two concepts are intertwined

and part of the same process. Here I mainly discuss physical healing of the land on

Kaho'olawe (as opposed to the 'iiina).

In order to sustain a viable culture and to prevent further damage and deterioration

of the island, in order to maintain a stable environment as a cultural, historic, and natural

resource repository, physical healing of Kaho 'olawe is necessary and must be dealt with

using objective and rational means. Physical deterioration of the island's environment is

scientifically well-documented (see Chapter 3). Restoration science, however, is a
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relatively new field. New and revolutionary methods for remediating and restoring

physical environments are still being conceptualized, tested, and revised.

The Kaho 'olawe Cleanup Project is the largest range clearance project attempted to

date. A portion of the awarded contract funds are allocated to research and development of

new ways to detect and accurately locate unexploded ordnance as well as safely excavate

and detonate or otherwise dispose of the ordnance. In 1999, Parsons UXB Joint Venture,

the contractors for the cleanup, sponsored the UXO Site Remediation Technology

Conference to discuss new UXO remediation technology as well as methods for soil

erosion control and revegetation (PUXB, 1999). The KlRC has also sponsored numerous

conferences on restoration, revegetation, soil erosion control, hydrology, faunal restoration,

alien species eradication, soil conditioning, developing water sources, et al. (see for

example KlRC, 1997a) and commissioned several consultant reports, culminating in a

comprehensive environmental restoration plan (KlRC, 1998).

There is also the issue of restoration to what ecological end point. The KlRC Land

Use Vision Statement says, '''The kino of Kanaloa is restored", the body of

KanaloaIKaho 'olawe is restored. The meaning of "restoration" is vague. Although

remediation and restoration studies have been nnmerous few have actually been evaluated

(Giambelluca etaI., 1997). There are no baseline data by which to measure the success or

relative lack thereof for most of the studies and there has generally been a lack of follow-up

evaluation until 1997. Thus, it is difficult if not impossible to determine to what endpoint

restoration should be "taken back" to or what effort of restoration is desirable or possible.

For example, changes to the island ecosystem are not all unwelcome. Sailor's Hat,

the flooded bomb crater blasted into the west coast of Kaho'olawe in 1965 now contains an
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anchialine pool which is considered a rare natural community. The pool contains several

species of rare and endemic invertebrates. This man-made crater has enriched the natural

resources of the island, resulting in a community worth preserving and protecting rather

than restoring to original condition.

Another example in the difficulty of restoration is the problem of eradication of

alien species on the island. Feral cats introduced to Kaho'olawe probably during the

ranching period have played a large role in the disappearance of native seabirds and their

nesting areas from Kaho'olawe except in remote inaccessible spots such as Pu'u Koa'e and

'Ale'Ale. Eradication of the feral cats is desirable but would likely bring about protests

from animal rights groups. An even greater problem is eradication of feral mice which

overrun the island by hundreds of thousands annually. While they are not as much of a

threat to the ecosystem as feral cats, they are a nuisance and potential health problem.

Limited trapping is done but is largely ineffectual. Poison may be a more effective method

of eradication, with the additional happy result ofkilling many of the feral cats which feed

on the mice. However, Hawaiian owls or pueo which are endangered on some of the

Hawaiian islands, frequent Kaho'olawe and also feed on the mice. Their eradication would

be an unhappy result.

Most attempts at remediation and restoration on Kaho 'olawe have or are occurring

on an unprecedentediy large scale. Cost for many of these projects are prohibitive and

manpower intensive. Risk management advisors are even now attempting to determine

what are acceptable standards by which to consider an area of the island cleared and safe

for what kinds of uses. Meanwhile, revegetation projects await the release of certified

cleared areas. Lack of substantially large cleared areas forces revegetation efforts to
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proceed piecemeal in small patches at probably an unsuitably small scale. The current

science and technology ofremediation and restoration on Kaho 'olawe is at best an inexact

and inefficient process.

Ifecological restoration is problematic, much more so is the question of restoration

to what cultural endpoint. Consider that people create places and places create people. We

are cleaning up Kaho'olawe but what will the finished product be like? What will the

experience of the place be like? How much of the culture and infrastructure of the cleanup

project will remain in place? Will environmental design and management continue to be a

preoccupation? More specifically, will risk assessment and future management schemes

and controls continue to strncture the experience of Kaho 'olawe i.e., in terms of access, on

island mobility, restricted areas and activities, and so on? The institutional controls or

boundary markers used to clearly demarcate the Tier I and II cleared areas (surface vs. sub

surface cleared) are highly visible and as a result they are also an incredible eyesore as well

as a physical monument to the non-traditional, Western colonial way of viewing, dividing

up, and experiencing land and place. These are necessary for liability reasons, but will

these carry-overs from the cleanup prevent a total immersion in a non-Westernized

Kaho'olawe? Although presumably many of these issues surrounding the installation and

permanence ofinfrastructure and institutional controls have been addressed by management

. plans for the island (i.e. the KIRC Use Plan), I wonder whether anyone fully realized how

these would change the landscape once actually in place.

These questions have extremely significant implications. The culture through which

a person experiences Kaho'olawe shapes that person's view of the island as shown in

Chapter 8. The manner in which a person interacts with and experiences Kaho'olawe is
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crucial. The 'Ohana access allows total immersion in the sacred space/place of the island,

intimate interaction with the natural landscape and elements of nature, close cooperation and

reliance on others as in a tight-knit community or a family. This is in contrast to the PUXB

culture in which one's actions are confined and structured, controlled by restrictions and

rules. In the air conditioned, environmentally modulated, generator and computer

dependent micro-culture of Base Camp and Range Control, personal agendas and cultural

politics between the KIRC, the Navy, and PUXB abound and further structure and shape

the island experience (in an entirely unpleasant and spiritually destitute manner, in my not

so humble opinion). Here is the epitome of contrasts, an Older Culture and a Younger

Culture (see Hartmann, 1999) existing at once in the same place, each providing their own

experience of the island.

The intrusion of too much Western culture prevents immersion in a Hawaiian

Kaho'olawe. While I was making revisions on this dissertation, I was invited to attend a

planting ceremony on Kaho 'olawe as a guest of the 'Ohana. For various reasons I was

unable to participate in the 'Ohana access and had to fly to Kaho 'olawe on a helicopter with

the KIRC guests and meet up with the 'Ohana there. Although I was very excited about

the ceremony and wore my kIkepa, went barefoot, and said the chants with everyone else, I

felt a strange let-down during the helicopter flight back to MauL After the ceremony we

picnicked at the KIRC shed and ate (delicious) food prepared by Base Camp, not by

ourselves. I didn't feel like I had been a part of the 'Ohana, nor did it feel right at all to be

on the helicopter so soon after the ceremony. During other ceremonies I had attended with

the 'Ohana, we always enjoyed being on the island afterwards, being out in the elements,

being part of the group and sharing food we had cooked in the imu (underground oven).
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This was all missing, all wrong. The implications of this anecdote should be recognized as

extremely important for all future planning on Kaho'olawe by all stewards of the island.

This section on physical healing of the land of Kaho,'olawe brings up more issues

than it reports happily solved. However, these issues have been forced to the forefront.

The Kaho'olawe Cleanup Project is high profile, and as an unprecedented project, it is the

prototype for all other range clearance projects of this scale which will occur in the future.

As such, there is space opened up for discussion of these issues of restoration, there will be

evaluations and refmement of technology, there will be lessons learned and hopefully,

action taken from these lessons.

Spirituality = Management: Healing the'AIDa (Aloha'Aina and Spiritual Ecology)

Healing, restoring the land is itself a piecemeal patchwork solution to a man-made

problem. Healing the 'aina, on the other hand, recognizes that ultimate physical healing of

the land to bring about long term health and integrity is intimately connected to spiritual

healing of people and communities, specifically the Native Hawaiian people and

communities associated with Kaho'olawe. To realize the restoration of the kino of Kanaloa

is not just to heal physically but also spiritually.

In a news article titled "Healing Hawaiians means restoring culture, experts say,"

writer Omandam (1997) reports:

Preserving native Hawaiian culture, heritage and the healing arts are among ways to
ensure the health of native Hawaiians, says a University of Hawaii psychology professor.
Professor Anthouy MarseUa told attendees of a National Medical Association symposium
yesterday that the health ofHawaiians depends on restoring their way of life. Marsella
said the tmditionall<anaka maoli family exists within concentric circles that American
cnkure has broken down...Each Hawaiian, MarseUa said, sees himself not as an
individual but as part of an extended family. This family circle, in tum, exists in a
larger circle of nature, and then of spirituality, he explained. "No person existed apart
from the native Hawaiian family," Marsella said. The introduction of the American way
of life more than 100 years ago in Hawaii has created disorders of the soul, which must
be addressed, he said.
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Western experts are finally beginning to realize that Native Hawaiians are intimately,

farnilially, and spiritually related to nature, to the land, the 'airw. The metaphor of mlilama

'aina is a mythic reality, and healing of Hawaiians must come from an understanding of and

action within this metaphor. Renown scholar Joseph Campbell makes this observation

about health and the importance of retaining myths (1961:11-12):

.. .it will be more and more, and with increasing urgency, the task of the psychologist
and compamtive mythologist not only to identify, analyze, and interpret the symbolized
"facts of the mind," but also to evolve techniques for retaining these in health and, as tbe
old tmditions of the fading past dissolve, assist mankind to a knowledge and
appreciation of our own inward, as well as the world's outward, orders of fact. ..

For since it has always been on myths that the moml orders of societies have been
founded, the myths canonized as religion, and since the impact of science on myths
results - apparently inevitably - in moral disequilibrium, we must now ask whether it is
not possible to arrive scientifICally at such an understanding of the life-supporting nature
of myths...

Well before the findings of the expert psychologists, Campbell states the need for a

scientific understanding of myths. Without this understanding, the science of restoration is

only a partial healing.

Suzuki & Knudtson (1992) have compiled a volume of vignettes of indigenous

wisdom on nature juxtaposed with modern scientific principles of ecology, biology, or

evolution in order "suggest rather than to 'prove' the vibrancy and validity of their moral

and ecological insights" (pp. xvii-xviii). Kanahele (1986) has similarly examined many of

the evolutionary, biological, ecological, and technical scientific principles contained in

traditional Hawaiian knowledge. These and other scientific inquiries into indigenous

mythic knowledge as well as the statements by Joseph Campbell and Professor Marsella

show that the use of aloha 'iiina as a framework for a spiritual basis for land use and

environmental management is sound expert psychological as well as ecological advice.
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In addition, using spirituality as a basis for preservation of biological diversity also

has a positive consequence fbr preserving cultural diversity. Suzuki & Knudtson quote

from the Brundtland report to the 1987 World Commission on Environment and

Development on the value of ecological wisdom of indigenous peoples (p. 22):

Their very survival has depended upon their ecological awareness and adaptation...These
communities are the repositories of vast accumulations of traditional knowledge and
experience that links humanity with its ancient origins. Their disappearance is a loss for
the larger society, which could learn a great deal from their traditional skills in
sustainably managing very complex ecological systems. It is a terrible irony that as
fonnal development reaches more deeply into rain forests, deserts, and other isolated
environments, it tends to destroy the only cultures that have proved able to thrive in
these environments.

Again, this shows that healing and preserving the land are intimately tied to healing people

and communities. This quote is especially relevant to Kaho 'olawe a desert island that has

remained remote and free of development.

Also it should be mentioned that the very concept of management itself is a Western

idea, and an exceedingly arrogant one at that. As mentioned earlier, indigenous peoples

tend to view nature very differently from Westerners. Suzuki & Knudtson state one of the

differences (p. 16):

...traditional Native knowledge about the natural world tends to view all - or at least vast
regions - of nature, often including the earth itself, as inherently holy rather tban profane,
savage, wild, or wasteland. The landscape itself, or certain regions of it, is seen as sacred
and quivering with life. It is inscribed with meaning regarding the origins and unity of
alllife, rather than seen as mere property to he partitioned legally into commercial real
estate holdings. .

Western society tends to view undeveloped land as in need of improvement, as wild,

unproductive, and therefore without meaning, a wasteland. Is it necessary to "manage" the

natural world? Is it even possible?

According to Willers (1999) the idea that humans can effectively manage nature is

an almost universally accepted assumption in Western society. Despite the fact that nearly

all significant environmental problems stem from human actions, the solution is thought to
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be better management, more human intervention. History, on the other hand, does not seem

to prove out that resource management has ever been or will be an effective means of

achieving environmental integrity or sustainability.

David Orr (1999) critiques the assumption that humans are capable of managing

nature and points out that this assumption is based on our belief of the truth and infallibility

of science and technology and desire to control what we do not entirely understand:

I do not doubt that something needs to be managed. I would like to raise questions,
bowever, about wbat and how we manage. For would-be planet managers, it is a matter
of no small consequence that God, Gaia, or evolution was doiug the job nicely until
human population, technology, and economics got out of control. This leads me to
think that it is humans that need managiug, not the planet. This is more than semantic
hairsplittiug. "Planetary management" has a nice riog to it. It places the blame on the
planet, not on hnman stupidity, arrogance, and ecological malfeasance, which do not
have a nice riog. The tenn avoids the messy subjects of politics, justice, and the
discipliue of moml choice. Planetary management, moreover, appeals to our desire to be
iu control of thiugs. It appeals to our fasciuation with digital readouts, computer
priotouts, dials, gauges, and high tech of all sorts. Management is mechanical, not
organic, and we like mechanical thiugs, which reinforce our belief that we are iu control.

Ehrenfeld and Orr point out the arrogance of these assumptions:

We live in a society that worships expert knowledge, and sometimes worships the
experts themselves. This can be very pleasant ifyou're an expert, but has seveml curious
and important dmwhacks for the rest of us. The first and maybe the most important
drawback is that expert knowledge is mrely sufficient for analysis, prediction, and
management ofa given situation...(Ehrenfeld, 1999:62-63)

'The word "hubris," meaning overweening arrogance, is not heard much any more, but
applies, I think, to the belief that we can sufficiently understand the complexities of the
Earth to manage it for good purposes. It is also hubris to believe that technologies,
mindset, and methods of management are always benign. They are not. The attempt to
manage anything carries with it political, social, ecological, and moral consequences.
We may assume, I think, that these rise with scale. (Orr, 1999:8)

Ehrenfeld (1981) explains in a book-length critique the false assumption that environmental

problems are solvable by technology, that is, that they are manageable. Likewise, Jerry

Mander (1991) puts forth a similar argument in his well-known book In The Absence ofthe

Sacred: The Failure ofTechnology & the Survival ofthe Indian Nations.
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More importantly, Ehrenfeld (1981) also points out the problem of humans'

"irrational faith" in our limitless power, in our ability and arrogance to call ourselves

knowledgeable experts despite his many examples given to disprove these assumptions:

...we must come to terms with our irrational faith in our own limitless power, and with
the reality that is the widespread failure, in their largest context, of our inventions and
processes, especially those that aspire to environmental control...We have been fooled by
our own humanist cant into thinking that we are actually learning how to steer the planet
in its orbit. (Ehrenfeld, 1981: 5,16)

This "irralional faith;' sounds exactly like the emotional, irrational, non-objective religious

and spiritual beliefs of indigenous peoples that Western researchers and academicians have

been discrediting. For what is Western culture's belief and faith in economics,

development, and technology but another form of religion? Consider this expert from an

article in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in March 1988:

Star Trek -the Religion. No, that's not the name of the next corner church in Atlanta,
but a belief system that is explored ou the Internet. The futuristic program that began
exciting science fiction fans in the late '60s has become, well, a religion, complete with
its own theology.

If Star Trek, why not what Ehrenfeld calls "humanism":

Humanism is one of the vital religions, perhaps no longer growing but very mnch alive.
It is the dominant religion of our time, a part of the lives of nearly everyone in the
"developed" world and of all others who want to participate in a similar development.
(p.3)

Contemporary humanism is "the religion of humanity"...Setting aside the notion of
human worth and dignity, which is part of many religions, we come at once to the core
of the religion of humanism: a supreme faith in human reason - its ability to confront
and solve the many problems that humans face, its ability to rearrange both the world of
Nature and the affairs of men and women so that human life will prosper. Accordingly,
as humanism is committed to an unquestioning faith in the power of reason, so it rejects
other assertions of power, including the power ofGod, the power of supernatural forces,
and even the undirected power of Nature in league with blind chance. The first two don't
exist, according to humanism; the last can, with effort, be mastered. Because human
intelligence is the key to human success, the main task of the humanists is to assert its
power and protect its prerogatives wherever they are questioned or challenged. (pp. 5-6)

AJJ a religion, what makes humanism any more rational or irrational than any other religion?

As Willers and Ehrenfeld point out, history has shown that the religion of humanism,

especially because of its self deception about the elements, consequences, and available
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solutions within its belief system, is not effective in slowing or repairing our environmental

crises.

As a religion humanism provides an ethic which encourages domination over

nature, exploitation of natural resources, and which leads to environmental degradation.

Since the cause of environmental crises are religious in scope, the solutions or response

should be also (Kinsley, 1995). As I have attempted to show, an effective solution needs

to include spirituality. Additionally, I agree with Rosemary Reuther (1992:4), theologist

and ecofeminist, who states that effective ecological healing must address not ouly

spirituality but also political, social, and moral issues with which they are intimately tied by

acts of humanism described by Orr and Ehrenfeld:

A healed relation to each other and to the earth then calls for a new consciousness, a new
symbolic culture and spirituality. We need to transform our inner psyches and the way
we symbolize the interrelations of men and women, humans and earth, humans and the
divine, the divine and the earth. Ecological healing is a theological and psychic-spiritual
process. Needless to say. spirituality or new consciousness will not transform deeply
materialized relations of domination by themselves. We must be wary of new forms of
privatized intrapsychic activity, divorced from social systems of power. Rather we must
see the work ofeco-justice and the wod< of spirituality as interrelated, the inner and outer
aspects ofone process of conversion and transformation.

A solution to environmental crises then is not just dependent upon physical mitigation, but

also upon human relationships including issues of human rights, acknowledgment of the

legitimacy of other ways of knowing and being besides that ofWestem cultures, and self

determination and self government of indigenous and sovereign peoples.

In Hawai'i such a belief system which encompasses ecological, spiritual, cultural,

social, economic, and political dimensions is the traditional Native Hawaiian world view

(see Chapter 3), including the concepts of aloha 'iiina and malama 'iiina as previously

discussed. Such a holistic worldview precludes the assumption of a closed system as an

approximate model of reality, an assumption so vital to the humanistic analysis, prediction,
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and management of a given situation (Ehrenfeld, 1999:63). These closed systems, the

compartmentalization of knowledge and of the world is what Reuther is speaking out

against. The failure ofhumanism to recognize the interconnection of people, places, nature,

and spirit is I believe the root of our ecological (and cultural) crises today. As I have tried

to show in this dissertation, Kaho'olawe is an ideal case study of the validity of these

statements and of the complexity and elegance of a Hawaiian world view and epistemology.

Healing the 'aina isa complex, multi-dimensional, and multi-disciplined task according to

Western belief. According to Native Hawaiian tradition, it is merely a matter of aloha 'aina,

the loving and caring for an elder as mandated by the divine revelation of mythic reality.

THE SACRED IN THE WORLD

In the above section I showed that Kaho 'olawe meets the common definition of the

concept of "sacred", whether from a Western or Hawaiian point of view. The examination

of deserts and wastelands as sacred places is a counterargument to the usual negative

Western and military view of the island as barren and thus unproductive. I also addressed

the contention that Kaho'olawe was "made" sacred for political reasons. My arguments on

these issues help to show how and why I unequivocally state that Kaho 'olawe is a sacred

place.

I have also touched on some of the implications of stating that Kaho'olawe is a

sacred place particularly for an indigenous research agenda. I examine how Kaho'olawe

contributes to the elements ofhealing, recovery, spirituality, and ultimately decolonization.

I point out the futility and arrogance of the concept of environmental management and

instead emphasize the importance ofspirituality in realizing a solution to environmental

crises. I now turn to other places in the world and look at how their situations parallel that
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of Kaho 'olawe, the implications that issues concerning Kaho 'olawe may have for these

places in the future, and what we may learn and apply to Kaho'olawe from these other

places. I am particularly interested in the recognition of a place as sacred, the social,

cultural, and political implications of identification and protection of sacred places, as well

as the protection against (re)appropriation of sacred places.

Unique and Necessary to Our Purposes

The bottom line is that Kaho'olawe is the sole area which provides the training realism
so critical to our operational readiness. (Aiu, 1997:94; Colonel Jackson during the
Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission hearings.)

.. .it is a fact that Kaho'olawe is unique as a training area...Ifwe don't have a place like
Kaho'olawe that's close to the ships and close to the sea, then we don't get a chance to
work with - to team work with our naval connterparts...What I can only assure you is
this: Marines, if we can't train on Kaho'olawe we're going to have to train someplace
else. (Aiu, 1997:148-149; Colonel Campbell, U.S. Marine Corps, testimony during
KICC hearings.)

This unique ocean range...can simulate a realistic environment for testing and training in
the use of air, submarine and surface weapons systems as well as land-based weapons
systems...(Burris, 1998) •

A new environmental study concludes that proposed military installations...would have
some adverse effects, but that they would be balanced by economic benefits for the
Native Hawaiian residents oftbe island. (TenBruggencate,1998a:A-l) ••

The Navy, which controls about two-thirds ofthe island, contends there is no adequate
alternative site for such training...(Kakesako, 1999:1) •••

The Navy says the range provides unique training that saves U.S. lives in combat. (The
Honolulu Advertiser, 2001:A3) •••

The Pentagon has called the ...range "the best in the Atlantic" and argued that it is vital
to national security because no other locale suitable for battle simulation is available.
(HSB, 2001a) •••

.....ideal for large-scale military training exercises." (Scoop, 2001 b) ••••

[This] is the only place...wherethe Army can conduct live-fire training for large units.
This training is essential to maintain combat readiness. (HSB,2001) •••••

"If we couldn't train here to meet our readiness requirements," Maber said during a recent
media tour of the site, "the Defense Department would· have to look elsewhere to station
their soldiers." (Kakesako, 1996) •••••

• Pacific Missile Range Facility at Barking Sands, Kaua'i, Hawai'i
•• Ni'iliau Island, Hawai'i
••• Vieques Island, Puerto Rico
•••• Farallon de Medinilla, Northem Mariana Islands
• •••• Makua Military Reservation, Milia Valley, 0 'abu, Hawai'i
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Each of the above quotes are so similar in the text as to have been written about the

same situation. As shown, however, only the fIrst two refer to Kaho'olawe. I have

purposely deleted specifIc references to the places from the quotes to show how similar

they all are.

Barking Sands on the Hawaiian island of Kaua'i is the location of the Pacillc

Missile Range Facility. In 1998 the U.S. Navy released an environmental impact statement

for the proposed Theater Ballistic Missile Defense testing program (TenBruggencate,

1998a; Jones, 1998. This includes plans to expand the Facility on Kaua'i as well as

constructing launch and/or instrumentation sites on Ni'ihau Island (Hawai'i), Johnston

Atoll, and Tern Island at French Frigate Shoals (both in the Northwestern Hawaiian

Islands). Johnston Atoll is already the site of extensive major pollution caused by the U.S.

military, including radioactive contamination from an accidental nuclear warhead

detonation, leakage of Agent Orange and PCB containers stored on the island, and heavy

metal contamination from use of galvanizing on pipes, roofmg, and other material

(TenBruggencate 1998b). Despite the facts that all four locations are frequented by the

highly endangered Hawaiian monk seal as well as other endangered marine life and that the

Fish and Wildlife Service considered the use of these places as launch and instrumentation

sites to be incompatible with protecting the wildlife, they are still being considered at

possible sites (Jones, 1998).

Ni'ihau in particular has been newsworthy in local media. Privately owned by the

Robinson family, Ni 'ihau has a population of less than 200 residents, all whose fIrst

language is Hawaiian (TenBruggencate, 1998c). Ni'ihau Ranch provides most of the

income, supplemented by hunting, fIshing, and shoreline gathering. Ni'ihau, like
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Kaho'olawe, is unique as a refuge of Hawaiian culture. The impact of Pacific Missile

Range operations on this island is considered to be more significant due to its remoteness

and lack ofdevelopment.

The Robinson family, however, has in recent years scaled back ranching operations

after years of losses and the military has become a major alternative source of funds for the

Ranch (TenBruggencate, 1998a). Editorials to Honolulu newspapers indicate that Ni'ihau

residents, many of whom are surviving on welfare benefits, welcome this source of

income. The military proposals are seen as providing jobs which would help them survive

economically and maintain their unique Hawaiian lifestyle (Honolulu Star Bulletin editorial,

April 24, 1998).

Here we see three themes which Aiu (1997) has pointed out run through the

military testimonials during the Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission hearings to

determine whether to return Kaho'olawe back to the State of Hawai'i. First is the

contention that Kaho 'olawe (Ni'ihau, Kaua'i et al.) is vital and unique to their purpose of

military training and maintaining combat readiness to protect national security. _

(fill in the blank with appropriate place name) is the only place where such training can

possibly occur. Second, there might be some negative impact, but training is more

important and economic benefits will make up for the risks, and besides the military will

clean up after this site is no longer needed for training. Third, if the troops can't train here,

they will go elsewhere, causing economic disaster (economic blackmail).

Another highly publicized parallel is that of Vieques Island, Puerto Rico. Vieques

has been used by the U.S. Navy for live-fife practice for over fifty years (AP, 2(00). The

military occupies approximately three-fourths of the island. Unlike Kaho'olawe, 9,400
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residents live on Vieques and are affected by the military activities (Kajihiro, 2000).

Contaminants including depleted uranium and heavy metals, are present in the air and in the

drinking water, and probably are the cause of cancer rates 28% higher than in the rest of

Puerto Rico. Militarization and occupation of most of the island result in a poor economy

due to limited farmland and restricted access to ocean resources. Tourism is not even a

consideration. Despite the death of a civilian guard killed in 1999 by a bomb dropped a

mile and a half off target, Puerto Rico's Governor Rossello in early 2000 continued to

allow the Navy to use inert ordnance until 2003 after being promised $40 million in u.s.

aid. The money would ostensibly be used to remediate environmental damage, promote

economic development and jobs, and address other social and environmental issues

resulting from the U.s. Navy presence (AP, 2000).

In an incredible feat of economic blackmail, the U.S. promised an additional $50

million if voters approved the use oflive bombs (Kajihiro, 2(00). As at Kaho'olawe,

protesters have periodically attempted to occupy portions of the Vieques range after the

death of the civilian guard (Kakesako, 1999; HA, 2(01). Protesters, including high profile

U.s. citizens (politicians, environmental lawyers, actors, and labor leaders) broke into the

restricted Navy grounds and even buried themselves on the range. The $40 million

promisedin 2000 was to be withheld by U.S. Congress until the Navy "certifies that illegal

protests on Navy land have ceased and that training can be resumed as normal" (AP, 2(00).

In 2001 Puerto Rico's governor eventually fIled a lawsuit against the u.s. Navy to

halt the bombing exercises. The U.s. refused the request for the temporary restraining

order to halt the exercises, resulting in more protests, turning violent at times and resulting

in the use of tear gas by military police. Although the protests on Kaho 'olawe did not turn
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violent as these have, they do mirror the events. Kajihiro (2000) states the important

implications of the Vieques struggle:

The movement in Vieques is really about self-determination. As the champion of human
rights, the United States should be first to honor Vieques calling for peace, freedom and
a heakhy environment. However, it continues to press for access to Vieques like an
obsessed suitor, indicating that it would even use force to get its way.

The struggle in Vieques has implications for Hawaii. Despite the return of Kahoolawe,
military occupation ofHawaiian lands at Makna, Pohaknloa, Mokapu and elsewhere
continue to violate kanaka maoli rights.

The people of Vieques are demonstrating how a small community can protect itself when
its members unite and work in solidarity with a broader movement for justice. Vieques
helped to expose the destructive impacts of foreign military bases around the world.

Vieques is unofficially being thought of as the next big UXO cleanup and remediation

project after Kaho'olawe (the U.S. is supposed to end use ofVieques in 2003, the same

year that the Kaho'olawe cleanup is scheduled to end).

In the Pacific the uninhabited coral island Farallon de Medinilla in the

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) has been used by the U.S. Navy,

Air Force, and Marine Corps as a live-ftre range since 1976. It is located about 45 miles

north of Saipan. Farallon de Medinilla is classifted as public land and is under lease from

the CNMI to the U.S. military until 2075 (Scoop, 200la). It has been used to train special

operations units for air bombardment, naval gun fIre readiness, amphibious landings, and

parachute drops. Bombing exercises have increased there since the U.S. and allies began

launching air strikes on Afghanistan's Taliban (PlOP, 2001).

In December 2000 the Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund on behalf of the Center for

Biological Diversity filed a lawsuit against the U.S. military to halt their use of Faral10n de

Medinilla, claiming the shelling is disrupting breeding colonies of migratory seabirds,

including several endangered species, which live on the island (Scoop, 2001a; Brooks,

2(01). This is in violation of the 1918 Migratory Bird Treaty Act. CNMlofftcia1s,
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however, are concerned about the economic loss if the military closes the range. Brooks

(2001) reports:

SAIPAN - A. the Navy and an environmental group continue .parring over the u.e ofa
live-fire range in the Northern Mariana I.land., officials here are hoping to avoid the loss
of economic benefit.. Environmentalist. want the U.S. military to halt bombing on
Farallon de Medinilla becau.e they .ay it endangers wildlife. But officials from nearby
Saipan dou 't want tbe rauge to close becau.e it would mean a 10•• of millions of dollars
generated by port visits.

Furthermore, a PIDP (2001) shows that the U.S. military, as in the case ofVieques, has

also offered economic incentives (read blackmail) for the CNMI to retain the U.S. military

presence, "Northern Islands Mayor Joseph T. Ogumoro has offered other island to the

U.S. Navy for military training in exchange for the construction of ports and other

infrastructure projects...the request remains pending." As the U.S. continues to try to

convince the CNMI of the importance of Farallon de Medinilla to the military, CNMI

officials emphasize their desire for the military: "I don't want to appear to be not

welcoming the military. We want more military presence, " said Senator Paul Manglona,

senate president of the Northern Marianas Commonwealth Legislature (Brooks, 2001).

Lastly, I give the example of Makua Valley on the Hawaiian island of O'ahu. At

the start of World War II, the U.S. Army took over Makua Valley on the Wai'anae coast of

O'ahu for a live-fIre military training center. According to the Army, Makua Valley has

also provided training for U.S. troops in Korea and Vietnam. The Makua Military

Reservation provides live-fIre training for 80% of the Army soldiers and Kline~oheMarine

Corp marines on O'ahu and is in use 80% of the year (Kakesako, 1996). A spokesman for

the military reservation states that with pressure to get more out of defense dollars the

Makua facility takes on greater importance, and failure to be allowed to train there would

result in the military going elsewhere to station their soldiers.
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Although the Army completed a comprehensive environmental analysis for the

program in 1974, a full environmental impact statement has never been prepared. The live

ftre training has possibly impacted more than 40 endangered plant species, two endangered

birds, the endangered Hawaiian hoary bat, and an endangered endemic tree snail,

Acahtinella mustelina, which is found nowhere else on earth. Additionally, four

archaeological sites have been found in the range, 17 along the perimeter, and 45 scattered

throughout Maleua Valley (HSB, 2001).

In 1998, through Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund, the grassroots Native Hawaiian

organization MaIama Maleua fIled a lawsuit against the U.S. Army to develop an

environmental impact statement disclosing potential impacts from training at Makua.

Training was temporarily halted in 1998, but began again in the fall of 2001, after a

settlement was reached between Earthjustice and the Army (Kakesako, 2001c). The

settlement allows the Army to train in the valley as long as it completes a full environmental

impact statement within the next three years. MaIama Makua members are also allowed

limited monthly visitation privileges.

According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the Army has been

very cooperative in attempting to implement natural and cultural resources protection

(Kakesako, 1996). The Army has incorporated USFWS ftndings in developing a ftre

management program (Kakesako, 1996; Kakesako, 2001b) and has also attempted to train

its soldiers to recognize and avoid cultural and historic sites in the valley. The 25th Infantry

Division also employs a cultural resource manager as well as archaeologists, and funds

fteldwork at cultural sites (Kakesako, 2001 a).
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Despite these good deeds and intentions, a Western discourse about land prevails.

None of the four sites found in the live-fIre range were considered by the Army to be

historically significant (Kakesako, 2001 a; HSB, 2(01). Although the Army cultural

resource manager and archaeologists plan to do additional fieldwork at the site, this

statement smacks of the "expert knowledge" tactic of making indigenous knowledge

invisible. Furthermore, eight years ago archaeological sites within the target area were

"repositioned" so that ''the soldiers are never shooting at an archaeological site"

(Kakesako, 2001a; HSB, 2(01). While well-intentioned, this does not take into

consideration that the original locations of the sites might have cultural or historical

significance. During recent resumption of training, the Army either strung 5,000 feet of

concertina wire around archaeologically significant areas or marked them with red

triangular flags labeled "mines" (Kakesako, 2001c). The flags were also intended to teach

soldiers that markers are used universally to designate minefIelds. This juxtaposition of the

concertina wire and the mock designation of cultural sites as "minefIelds" associates

culturally signifIcant and meaningful Native Hawaiian sites and places with symbols of

military violence and death. It implicitly states that while the military will pay heed to what

it must do to continue usage of Miikua Valley as a training range, it does not itself see the

place as Native Hawaiians do. Kakesako (2001c) states prior to the resumption of training,

'The Army has not been able to fIre any of its weapons in the 456-acre training area

because of a 1998 lawsuit fIled by Malarna Makua, whose members believe the area is

sacred and should be returned to the state." This statement suggests that if not for the

lawsuit, the Army would still be training withoutregard to the signifIcance of the valley.

This statement is also eerily similar to that made in the cleanup plan put together by the
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Kaho'olawe cleanup contractor Parsons UXB, who stated that Kaho 'olawe is considered

by "some people" to be a wahi pana and pu'u honua. Lastly, like the "good citizen"

Kaho'olawe, Mlikua Valley makes a sacrifice in the name of national security and the

public good. Kakesako (2001b) writes, "In Hawai'i, the Army believes the public interest

"is best served" by letting soldiers of the 25th Infantry Division resume training in Makua

Valley, in what the Army maintains is 'an environmentally conscious manner' ..." That any

bombing and live-fIre can be considered "environmentally conscious" is questionable to say

the least.

The military continues to use economic persuasion to convince the state of its need

for Mlikua Military Reservation (HSB, 2001), "Hawaii's value as a base of military

operations in the PacifIc would be reduced if Makua Valley was lost to use permanently.

The Army says that even the two years it has not used the range has affected readiness."

The U.S. military also continues to claim that, like each ofits military targets, Mlikua Valley

is unique and necessary for its purposes. However, the reasoning that Mlikua Valley is

uniquely necessary is contradictory with the threat of fInding a suitable replacement should

Mlikua Valley not be available. A Honolulu Star-Bulletin editorial summarizes this

incongrnity (HSB, 2001a):

The Pentagon has a powerful argument in asserting tbat a particular area is vital because
it cannot be duplicated for training elsewhere. When tbe president provides assurances
tbst training will end in one area that the Pentagon has called nnique and says that
anotber place can be found, however, the credibility of that justification in other areas
comes into dispute.

Another editorial (HSB, 2(01) urges a compromise between resource preservation and

military presence:

In recent years, the military has been forced to take account ofenvironmental and cultural
issues related to its operations, which is healtby. However, opponents will be satisfied
with nothing less than total denial ofMakua Valley's use for military purposes. That
position ignores !be need for realistic training for tbe armed forces and the importance of
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tbe Makua range for tbattraining. In the interest of national security - and of
maintaining the military presence in Hawaii - a balance must be struck between
environmental and cullUral preservation and military requirements.

Contrast this position with that of a Native Hawaiian view of the use of Miikua Valley as a

military range (Cole, 2(01):

Sparky Rodrigues, a board member of Malama Makua, said seeing soldiers return to
training in tbe valley was "prelly depressing". "No mailer what the agreement (with the
Army), there's still that feeling ofloss here," he said. "Within the Hawaiian belief the
land - the papa - is the female part of the environment. If you relate that to being your
mother or grandmother, this is a form of violent abuse."

As with Kaho'olawe, there are two disparate epistemologies at work here, two realities,

two views about environment, land, nature, and the position of humans in the world,

leading to two conflicting interpretations ofplace and its meaning.

Lastly, lets consider a short comparison of these sites of military presence. As the

use ofMiikua Valley as a live-fITe range is for the public good, the public land of Farallon

de Medinilla is sacrificed for the economic good of the CNMI. Unlike Miikua Valley,

however, the Earthjustice lawsuit for the Center for Biological Diversity is based on natural

resource protection, whereas Miilama Miikua members consider the valley sacred and want

its return to the state and to Native Hawaiians. The Miikua Valley situation is more

comprehensive and most like that of Kaho'olawe, touching on issues of spirituality,

decolonization, sovereignty, and selfdetermination in addition to environmental protection.

Again, these are many of the elements that Tuhiwai Smith advocates for an indigenous

research agenda. None of the other debates over military use (Kaua'i, Ni'ihau, Vieques, or

Farallon de Medinilla) are as holistic as the Miikua Valley claim. Note that each place is

either a refuge of indigenous culture (Ni'ihau, Miikua Valley on the Wai 'anae Coast where

Native Hawaiian residents are more populous that other places on O'ahu) and/or dependent

upon U.S. aid for economic growth and development (Ni'ihau, Vieques, Farallon de
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Medinilla). The pattern of U.S. colonization and environmental racism continues as we

continue to look for other options for our military training. It will be interesting to see how

each of these places which have been deemed unique and necessary to military purposes

deal with their separate issues.

Cannibalizing Kaho'olawe?: Protecting Against (Re)Appropriation

Native Hawaiian representations have been gaining a limited measure of acceptance

by Western academic and other institutions. With this acceptance there exists yet another

danger; that is the appropriation and/or commodification ofHawaiian representations.

According to Duncan & Sharp (1993:480):

One of the majorthemes of the discourse of cultural survival, from the Western point of
view, that has heen prominent in anthropology, travel writing, and in popular journals
such as the National Geographic is 'salvage'. Enlightened, well-intentioned Western
scholars have long believed that so-called puce authentic cultural traditions must be
salvaged from the "ravages" of Westernization and modernization...

Indigenous spirituality, particularly their general belief that the earth is "sacred and

quivering with life", is one of the primary cultural traditions which is susceptible to

salvaging (savaging) becanse it is at the very heart of the differences between indigenous

and Western worldviews. It is, according to Gelder & Jacobs (1998:1), this idea which is

so out-of-step with modernity that makes it the very thing modernity needs the most. Most

humans want to be spiritual. However, the Western response to salvaging appears in a

typically Western disguise, that of commodification of the very thing it is salvaging,

resulting in another form of appropriation, Western-style.

A particularly insidious and appropriatative example is given by a half-page

advertisement in a recent edition of The Maui News (MN, 2001 :A-5) which reads, "First

Hawaiian Bank and the Maui Board of Realtors are pleased to announce the Maui Aloha

'Aina Realtor Awards Program 2001 recognizing excellence in the real estate industry."
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Aloha 'aina, the Native Hawaiian value at the foundation of the efforts to protect

Kaho'olawe, is being coopted and used to sell real estate. The idea that land can be

parceled out, bought and sold is an entirely Western concept and the very antithesis of the

Hawaiian concept of aloha 'aina, which as explained above, is based on the mythic reality

that the Hawaiian people are farnilially related to the 'aina and reciprocally responsible to it.

The use of "aloha 'aina" in a real estate advertisement is intended to associate real estate

sales with Native Hawaiian values and to disassociate it with the blatant capitalistic

exploitation of land and its resources that so typifies the Western discourses ofenvironment

and development which allows (worships) commodification and accumulation of land.

Hawaiian values are, after all, currently fashionable if one wants to seem politically correct.

Better yet, the concept of aloha 'aina is also associated with Native Hawaiian spirituality.

Since indigenous spirituality is so lacking in the modem world it is in high demand and

eminently marketable at great price and profit.

Tuhiwai Smith (1999:102) writes:

Commodifying indigenous spirituality·· This is not so new- but the spirituality industry
will continue to expand as people, particularly those in First World nations, become
more uncertain about theiridentities, rights, privileges and very existence. New Age
groups currently appropriate indigenous spiritual beliefs at will...

Root (1996), Thomas (1994), Rose (1992), and others (see bibliographies in each of these

citations) have written sometimes scathing (Root, 1996) critiques of New Age

appropriation of indigenous cultures and the problems associated with their primitivist

romanticism of these cultures. Besides the fact that cooption frequently involves

inappropriate use of the indigenous cultural traditions (Jacobs, 1994:175), the common

practice of commodification of indigenous spirituality by New Agers leads to a

stereotyping of the tradition so that it can be marketed as an "authentic" spiritual product.
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These popularized versions delegitimize the "real spiritual people" (Root, 1996:92). The

appropriation of culture itself is a colonialist practice. Root (1996) calls the New Age idea

that spiritual knowledge belongs to anyone (non-Native) who desires it, the new (spiritual)

version of the Manifest Destiny. As well, the primitivist romanticism of indigenous culture

perpetuates the dualism of colonizer/colonized Native, essentializes indigenous culture,

imposes an outsider colonialist authenticity on indigenous people, and marginalizes

urbanized Natives who no longer follow traditional practices (Root, 1996; Thomas, 1994;

Rose, 1992).

The most glaring example is the commodification of Hawaiian culture for tourism.

Trask writes in an essay titled "Lovely Hula Hands: Corporate Tourism and the

Prostitution of Hawaiian Culture" (Trask, 1993b:193), "Our language, our dance, our

young people, even our customs of eating are used to ensnare tourists." Although

Kaho 'olawe is protected against this prostitution by Title X which explicitly prohibits

commercial gain from any present or future use of the island, appropriation of the island, its

images and what it symbolizes is not beyond the possible. Thus Tuhiwai Smith (1999:104)

makes the comment:

While tbe language of imperialism and colouialism bas changed, the sites of struggle
remaiu. Tbe struggle for tbe validity of iudigenous knowledge may no longer be over
tbe recognition tbat iudigenous people bave ways of viewiug tbe world wbicb are unique,
but over proviug the autbenticity of, and control over, our own forms of knowledge.

She recognizes the necessity for Natives to maintain ownership of their representations and

their forms ofknowledge.

In a Native Hawaiian recovery project, Hawaiian culture, rather than being

cannibalized, is made visible, legitimated, and used as resistance. Kamahele (2000:40) cites

Frantz Fanon who points out that "colonialism distorts, discredits, and destroys the national
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culture of a colonized people because it can be a rallying point of resistance-something the

colonizer tries to prevent at all costs, from happening." She also states (pp. 41-42), "Our

national culture is political precisely because we live under colonial domination where

another nation and people have the power to exterminate our way of life and our lives as we

struggle to assert that which is rightfully ours." The romanticization, appropriation, and

misuse ofHawaiian culture, rather than being respectful is merely another anticonquest,

another way of maintaining cultural hegemony.

CONCLUSIONS: ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

I hope to have made the following conclusions clear in this dissertation:

• Kaho'olawe is a sacred place;

• the environmental discourse of the stewards of the island have resulted in

disparate forms of land use and environmental integrity

• the sanctity of Kaho'olawe and the spiritual relationship of Hawaiians to their

'liina was a key factor in stopping the bombing, regaining the island from the

military, and securing its conveyance back to the State ofHawai 'i;

• nevertheless there continue to exist multiple images and interpretations of

Kaho'olawe

These conclusions have the following implications:

• spirituality and sacredness of place are essential for maintaining environmental

integrity; spiritual ecology or the (re)formation of (new) spiritual relations

between humans and nature is essential for addressing our current environmental

crises;
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• spirituality and sacredness of place will be key factors in struggles for

decolonization, healing, and recovery of lands and indigenous cultures in other

places in Hawai'i as well as around the world;

• the hegemony of Western culture is still a reality, thus place images and

interpretation of these images continue to be multiple, contested, and political;

• the recognition, legitimation, and privileging of indigenous place images and

interpretations as well as recognition of the social process and power struggles in

creating places and places images challenges and disrupts Western hegemony and

opens space for negotiating cultural and political identity, decolonization, healing,

and recovery.

The continuing hegemony of Western culture and its values has another implication

which has been mentioned above in the examination of other sacred places and the struggle

over other bombing ranges in the world, that is, an environmental racism exists in which

Third World, "developing" and "underdeveloped" countries, indigenous peoples, and

communities of color are targeted by First World, developed, industrialized countries for

. nuclear and other toxic waste disposal, introduction of risky and polluting technologies,

exploitation of natural resources, and as described above, military target training. The use

of Vieques and Farallon de Medinilla as bombing ranges by the United States are examples

ofenvironmental injustice and military colonialism. The best example of environmental

racism committed by the United States and other developed industrialized countries is the

nuclear colonialism of Pacific Island nations nuclear superpower First World nations (FIrth,

1987; Robie, 1989; Madeus, 1990; Hanlon, 1998; HA, 1998).
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Firth (1987:13) describes the close association of nuclearism and colonialism in the

Pacific:

In the nuclear history of the Pacific. colouies aud bomb tests go together. The USA, the
UK and France all chose Pacific islaud colonies as the places best suited for the biggest
mushroom clouds and the most fallout. As for Australia, the British could use it as a
nuclear colony because the Australian govemment was so keen to please.

These locations in the Pacific were chosen because they were remote (from the superpower

country), supposedly uninhabited, or politically subordinated so that local opposition to the

nuclear tests could be "ignored or, if necessary, suppressed" (Firth, p. 13). Indeed,

opposition to nuclearism as well as development in general is often dealt with by economic

blackmail ( see Robie, 1989; Hanlon, 1998). The effects of nuclearism on the Pacific

Islanders' environment, health, culture, and lifestyle are well-documented (see for example

Firth, 1989; Madeus, 1990; and Hanlon, 1998) and border on the insane. Ebeye, an island

in the Kwajalein Atoll complex of the Marshall Islands where the United States Army

Kwajalein Atoll branch of the Pacific Missile Range is located, provides a particularly

evocative example (Hanlon, 1998:187):

Ebeye, often likened to a small urban ghetto by the early 1960s, served as a convenient
site for the.placement of all of the unexpected, barely imaginable, and little-eared-about
problems that testing in Kwajalein caused, all of the problems that America's military
and later civilian administrations had no time to confront or resolve...Ebeye, in
particular, became a dumping ground for all of the problems resulting from American
nuclear testing in the Pacific.

Jonas Madeus, a native of Chuuk in the Federated States of Micronesia, gives a summary

of the irony of the nuclear presence in the Pacific (Madeus, 1990:3)

There are many effects of nuclear weapons and nuclear testing which may lead to a great
destruction on human beings, our environment, and onr own home Eatth. So it is a
threat to us, even to those who do not possess any nuclear weapons, especially the
Pacific countries."

Environmental racism does not occur solely in Third World countries. Kuletz

(1998) describes the nuclear colonialism of the American Southwest and communities of
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Native American peoples by United States scientific and military interests. Bullard (1994)

likewise describes internal colonialism and white racism in the United States in the lack of

government legislation and protection of poor colored communities from pollution,

industrial encroachment, lack of municipal services, exposure to environmental and health

risks, lack of enforcement of environmental regulations, and in the lack of accessibility to

adequate health care. The cases of Kaho 'olawe, Kaua'i, and Ni 'ihau are also examples of

internal colonialism within the United States. Ferguson & Turnbull (1999:xiv) describe

how the American military order is inscribed and so normalized in the social, cultural,

political, and economic landscapes of Hawai 'i that "[t]hrough its dense ordinariness it

becomes constitutive of Hawai'i", and how, as in the case of developing and

underdeveloped nations, "narratives of reassurance mask a form of bribery, in which

Hawai 'i 's economic and physical security can only be guaranteed by the military presence"

(p. xv).

Kaho 'olawe is clearly a victory for environmental justice. Although power

struggles still exist over the creation and interpretation of place images of Kaho'olawe, over

its social construction as a place and the dominant images and meanings which emerge and

gain prominence, still the conveyance of the island back to the State of Hawai'i and its

promise as an eventuallandbase for a sovereign Hawaiian nation, the cleanup and

remediation of the physical landscape, and the recovery, healing, and reestablishment of the

cultural landscape, is a great victory indeed. TIlls victory has been brought about in large

part by the realization of the island as sacred and by ceremonies and rituals which have

reconsecrated the islaud and reclaimed and rededicated it in the names of Hawaiian akua
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For it is the "reenchantment of nature" Merchant (1994:20) claims, that allows a

partnership ethic in which human communities are in sustainable ecological relationships

with surrounding natural communities. She writes (p. 21):

The continuance of life as we know it requires an ethic of restIaint, a holding back in
implementing and prodncing some of the things potentially possible through science and
technology (nnclear bombs and power, for example). It reqnires an active effort to restore
the earth through replanting prairies, forests, and meadows. It reqnires reparations to the
earth and social justice for human beings oppressed by the colouization of their lands,
bodies, and hearts.

I argue that "life as we know it" is not possible or even desirable. According to Wendell

Berry, noted Sierra Club environmentalist (quoted in Orr, 1999:9), "we must acquire the

character and the skills to live much poorer than we do. We must waste less. We must do

more for ourselves." Berry considers the environmental crisis one of character, or rather, a

lack of character resulting in a lack of sense of duty, rightness, or righteousness. What is

needed are traits such as frugality, truthfulness, and goodheartedness. What is needed is to

let go of the fiction that sustainable growth is desirable or possible. We need to live poorer

in terms of capitalist growth, accumulation, and consumption, and richer in terms of spirit

and soul. The reenchantment of nature is not only a good place to start, it is the root of the

matter. Merchant (p. 21) qnotes from the "Principles of Social Justice" written during the

First National People of Color Environmental Summit in 1991:

Enviromnental jnstice affirms the sacredness ofMother Earth, ecological nnity and the
interdependence ofall species, and the right to be free from ecological
destruction...Enviromnentai jnstice requires that we, as individnals, make personal and
consnmer choices to consume as little of Mother Earth's resources and to prodnce as little
waste as possible; and make the conscions decision to challenge and reprioritize our
lifestyles to insure the health of the natural world for present and fnture generations.

The healing and recovery of Kaho 'olawe continue as I write this. I am proud that I

am a part of this process and feel privileged to have been a participant with the 'Ohana

during their monthly accesses and during several Makahiki celebrations on Kaho 'olawe. It

is on Kaho'olawe, both with the 'Ohana and also with the cleanup project (stuck on a small
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team in remote work locations accessible only by foot - and a long hike at that) that I have

learned to do with less, to carryon my back everything I need and to make do with that if I

don't have everything I need and to pack out all the trash that I generate. I have

unexpectedly come across trash on the island and keenly felt shame at this irresponsibility

and defilement. I have learned to trust and depend on my fellows in times of need, and in

turn to give aid. I have learned to appreciate shelter from the weather, cold fresh water, a

cool gentle breeze, and dry socks. Kaho 'olawe has taught me to live much more simply,

what is really important to survival. Kaho'olawe has also taught me to live much more

richly in terms of spirit. How much more profound must these lessons be for the people

who have been fighting for this island since the 1970's or for the Native Hawaiians and

their descendants for whom this land is their heritage.

All things are possible. Kaho'olawe is a start. It is the shining beacon that shows

the way.

EPILOGUE

Pule
Nii 'Aumiikua

Nii 'aumiikua mai ka Iii boo a ka Iii kau

Mai ka bo'oku 'i a ka balawai
Nii 'aumakua iii ka bina kua iii ka bina 'a10

Ia ka'a 'akau i ka lani

o kinii i ka lani
'Owe i ka lani
Nunulu i ka laui
Kabolo i ka !ani
'Eia ka pulapula a 'oukou
'0 kiikulu ke ea a Kanaloa

E miilama 'oukou iii makou
E ulu i ka lani
E ulu i ka bOnua

Guardian spirits from tbe rise
to the setting sun

From tbe zenitb to tbe borizon
Guardian spirits to my back,

to my front
To tbose in tbe nortbern

position of tbe
beavens

Whispering in the beavens
Murmuring in the beavens
Reverberaring in tbe beavens
Running across the beavens
Here is our prayer
Establisb tbe spirit and

foundation of Kanaloa
Take care ofus
Allow growtb in tbe beavens
Allow growtb upon tbe eartb
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E ulu i ka pae lama 0 Hawai'i

E ho mai ka 'ike
E ho mai ka ikaika
E hO mai ka 'akamai
E hO mai ka maopopo pono
E ho mai ka 'ike pliplilua
E hO mai ka mana.

E Lono i ka ao ola i ka lani

E Kanaloa i ke kai nupanupa
E Kane ka wai ola
E Ko i ke ko uluuln

Eia ka 'liIaua
He 'awa hiwa he nui hiwa
He i 'a 'nla he kalo mana
E hO'eamaika 'ainaa Kanaloa

(Ulu) mai ke ao poko
Maike aoloa
Mai ke ao Ialapa
Maikeao 'eka'eka
E ho'ea mai ka ua a Kanaloa

Maike kai hohonu
Maikekaiko'ako'a
Mai ke kai 'ula 'ula
Mai ke kai pO ea
E hO'ea mai ke kai a Kanaloa

Allow growth upon the
islands of Hawai'i

Grant us the knowledge
Grant us the strength
Grant us the wisdom
Grant us the understanding
Grant us the foresight
Empowerns.

Pule Ho'ouluulu Ai
NlilauiKanaka'ole

o Lono in the life giving clouds of
the heavens

o Kanaloa of the luxuriant seas
o Kane of the life giving waters
o Ko of the upward growth

Here is my offering
Here the black 'awa, the black niu
The red fish, the yellow taro
Bring life to the land of Kanaloa

From the short cloud
From the long cloud
From the flashing cloud
From the dirt colored cloud
Bring life to the rains of Kanaloa

From the deep blne sea
From the coral sea
From the red sea
From the life giving sea
Bring life to the seas of Kaualoa

Mai ka 'liina Iau 'ai
Mai ka 'liina i ke kuanli
Mai ka 'liina i kahe ka ai
Mai ka 'aina i na waimapuna
E ho'ea ke ola i ka 'liina a Kanaloa

Mai ka lli i ka hikina i napo'o 0 ka lli

I ka makaui A'e oulunui ike Kona
hili mai'a

E hO'ea mai a Kanaloa

* *

From the land of the food plauts
From the land of the verdant ridges
From the land of the streams
From the land of the springs that gush
Bring life to the land of Kanaloa

From the dawning of the sun to the
setting ofthe snn

In the A 'e trades ofthe north to
whipping banana prop south
winds

Bring life to Kanaloo

* * * *

Personal transformation, lessons from the road I traveled while being on Kaho 'olawe.
Resolution??

* * * * * *
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University ofHawai'i, Dept. ofGeography, Kaho 'olawe Field Trip to Study Previous
Restoration Projects

PKO Access, Sept. 19-22, 1996
Friday, Sept. 20, 1996, Hakioawa

Kakiikiikii after dinner...! really liked B. 's sharing. He said last time he was on access was
like my experience - a huge group ofmostly school people, and him one oftwo
archaeologists. Non-scientists are the majority, yet the spiritual aspect is still here - you'd
have to be spiritually dead not to recognize it he said. Exactly. [felt so weird last time
being on the science team and so separate from the main group.

C. was also touching. She came here expecting to be a scientist and do power science and
ended up being most touched by the human aspect ofbeing here. She lost her glasses
during the arrivallaulima line and immediately had three offers ofloans ofglasses and
was really touched by everyone's offer to help...

H. said something really cool about when we're all back home and things are going bad
and you 're tense and pissed, try to remember back to thefeeling you had on the island, try
to take it with you to everyday life. Reminded me ofR. saying take the voice ofthe island
with you. [also like his comments about being from L and people freaking when he
comes to lead the access or meet them at the airport and he's not Hawaiian but after the
access everyone comes back different people.

D. was longest but always deep. He said everyone has something to offer, to give the
island even if it's as simple as a smile. He talked about our project and his hopes for it,
that it will show how much effort and progress has occurred to help this island. Then he
said to everyone, keep coming back, we need volunteers, and the island will teach you what
you need to know, and what to do...

Really liked N. 's kiikiikiikii. She said she was really glad we all spent the time with them on
the island and now that we've share similar experiences she doesn't feel strange about
approaching us and asking us questions about our work and about stuffshe wants to
know. She said something similar to what R. told me once - that the experience on the
island changes you, and takes what it needfrom each person. This is like what D. said
too. N. said she'd been away a long time and was ready to be back in 1993 but it didn't
happen til now, that she'd changed a lot since last being here, but the right time was now
to be here. this really struck home to me -1'd last been here in 1980, and it never came up
for me to be here again, even though it would've been sort offun to redive some ofthe
same locations. Then T.'s project came up - still don't know why he recruited mefor this
project, but 1'm here and [ know [ should be. The island is teaching me and taking from
me what skills and smarts [ can contribute to this project. Plus 1've changed a lot, leamed
a lot, thought a lot, since being here in 1980. Went from natural sciences to SOEST, to
social sciences, gotten passionately interested in subjects [couldn't have given a shit about
in 1980. 1've really grown a lot and [ guess it's time now for me to be here again, [had to
wait like N. did. Which is why [feel like 1'm supposed to be here. N. also said
Kaho'olawe gave her two gifts, the gift ofreflection and the gift to be herself. [really
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identity with this too. Ifeel (and R. gave me this thought) that there is some unique way
thot I'm to contribute and it has to do with what I've learned, what my background and
combination oftraining has given me, !!!l:: gifts to the island. This is a gift, to be myself, do
my best in my own way as only I can, and to be passionate about it. I think this is my wake
up call in N. 's mana'o...Pennission to be myself- to stop worrying about what I'm
possibly contributing to this project being a marine biologist by training and an aspiring
cultural geographer, and not a botanist or terrestrial ecologist ofsome sort.
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Figure 1: Aerial view of Kaho'olawe showing extensive areas of bare hardpan and patchy
kiawe forest.

Figure 2: Terrestrial vegetation is characterized by kiawe forest, dry alien grassland, and
small shrubs.
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Figure 3: Wind erosion at LZ3 near the island's interior. This area is characterized by bare
hardpan with little or no vegetation.

Figure 4: Water Erosion. Kat Kikuchi and Dennis Warner demonstrate the size of one of
the smaller erosional gullies on Kaho 'olawe. Photo by Kathy Brown.
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Figure 5: Hibiscus brackenridgeii. Myself and Lyman Abbott stand next to an adult plant
in 1998. Several individuals were out-planted in the 1980's and have since died, but
numerous seedlings from these adults were observed in 2002.

Figure 6: Vigna o-wahuensis. This endangered plant has only been found in a few
locations on Kaho 'olawe. This individual was observed in Lua Makika crater in March
2002.
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Figure 7: Blackburn's sphinx moth. Natural Resource personnel examine a larva of the
endangered Manduca blackburnii on a branch of tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca).

Figure 8: Hawaiian monk seal at Keanakeiki Beach. The endangered monk seal, rarely
seen in the Main Hawaiian Islands frequents beaches along the west and north shores of
Kaho 'olawe.
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Figure 9: Archaeologist Kathleen Kikuchi demonstrates hand placement on a
hammerstone found at a site on the hardpan. The historic property is an extensive scatter
including shell and coral midden, fue-cracked rock, basalt glass flakes, and worked basalt
cores as well as other artifacts.

Figure 10: Adze preform found at another scatter. Photo by Kat Kikuchi.
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Figure 11: Archaeologist Missy Kamai examines a petroglyph panel at Kaukaukapapa.

Figure 12: Missy and EOD (Explosive Ordnance Disposal) specialist Luis Rodriguez step
over a ranch wall at Kuheia Ranch Complex.
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Figure 13: Ke Ao 0 Ka Lewa Ceremony. This ceremony was held at Pu'u Mahoe,
'Ulupalakua, Maui on December 1997 to encourage the Naulu rains to return to
Kaho 'olawe.

Figure 14: Memorial to George Helm and Kimo Mitchell
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Figure 15: Assessment Team I, Winter 1999: Surveyor Riz Mangaoang, Natural Resource
Specialist Allison Chun, Archaeologist Supervisor James Head, EGD Supervisor Rick
Booth, and Archaeologist Assistant Colleen Medeiros. Photo by John Boyden.

Figure 16: Hakioawa, Makahiki, November 1999. Relaxing after swimming ashore and
setting up camp. Photo by Jenny Picket.
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Figure 17: GMU Stake

Figure 18: Surveyor Stewart Chong uses his GPS to locate the "A" stake marking a
historic property while archaeologist Tom Deveraux looks on. Photo by Kat Kikuchi.
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Figure 19: A wooden "B" stake is also used to mark the site. The GMU number is written
on the stake, as well as a metal tag with the site information. Photo by Kat Kikuchi.

Figure 20: Endangered 'akoko (Chamaesyce celastroides) is staked and roped off and
located by four GPS points.
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Figure 21: Target Rocks. Archaeologist Kathy Brown sits atop boulders used for target
practice during the military use period ofKaho 'olawe. Traditionally, Hawaiian people
consider rocks to be sacred. Photo by Kat Kikuchi.

Figure 22: Unwitting cleanup project personnel placed a portapotty on top of a large
historic property.
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Figure 23: Danger Sign. These signs, placed along all the shorelines of Kaho'olawe
proclaim the continued presence of unexploded ordnance on the island. The landscape of
the island continues to be militarized and, as such, access is controlled, restricted to
authorized personnel only. Photo by Kat Kikuchi.

Figure 24: Ordnance Board at Base Camp. EOD specialist Troy Lawson gives an
ordnance recognition and safety briefing for newcomers to the island.
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APPENDIX A: CHRONOLOGY OF HUMAN EVENTS ON KAHO'OLAWE

Time Period Chain of Events Chain of Title

ca. 1000 ca. 1000 A.D. Kaho 'olawe first settled by ancient Hawaiian people Lands held in common
A.D.-1800's 1000-1400 Low intensity fishing and coastal settlements

14()(}"1778 More intensive nse of inland plateau possibly for agriculture and
semi-permanent settlement; fire used for clearing and enhancing grass production
(Kirch, 1982)
1778-1800 Population decrease due to interisland warfare, foreign disease,
emigration

1800's 1800's Livestock, including goats, introduced to Kaho'olawe, numerous 1790-1819 Kamehameha I ruled
Western explorers record their observations of the island including reports of 1819-1893 Lili 'uokalani ruled,
erosion and environmental deterioration dethroned in 1893
1830's-1850's Kaho'olawe nsed as a penal colony 1853 Great Miihele, Kaho'olawe
1854 Z. Ka'auwai tried to lease the island designated government land
1857 P. Nahaolehua (Maui Governor) tried to lease the island 1895 Provisional Government
1858 RC. Wylie leased the island for 20 years but his sheep died established, Crown and Government
1864 Elisha H. Allen leased the island for 50 years and also tried to raise sheep lands became public lands, Hawai'i
1880 A.D. Courtney and W.H. Cummins assumed Allen's lease and brought proclaimed a republic
cattle 1898 Hawai'i annexed by the United
1887 R. Von Tempsky and the Kinserlv brothers assumed the lease States, public lands ceded

1900-1959 1901 B.F. Dillingham assumed the lease to raise sugar cane 1900 Territorial Government
1903 C.C. Conradt assumed the lease to raise sheep established, U.S. Organic Act passed
1906 Eben P. Low assumed the lease
1909 Reports of severe erosion due to overgrazing of livestock
1910-1918 Kaho'olawe proclaimed a State Forest Reserve for restoration efforts
which proved unsuccessful
1913 Stokes archeological expedition1919 Angus McPhee leased the island for
$IOO/year for 21 years
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1900-1959 1927 E.O. 308 set aside land for a lighthouse on Kaho 'olawe
(contd) 1929 McPhee accepted Harry Baldwin as a partner, Kaho'olawe Ranch Co.

established
1933 Lease reissued to McPhee and Baldwin for 21 years
1941 WWII started, Kaho'olawe commandeered by U.S. military, subleased for
$l/yr. by Army and Navy and used as a target, ranchers banished
1952 Kaho 'olawe Ranch leased canceled, Special land committee recommended
Kaho'olawe be turned over to the DOD
1953 E.O. 10436 placed Kaho'olawe under Navy jurisdiction

1959-1975 . 1965 Sailor's Hat created by simulated nuclear blasts on Kaho'olawe 1959 State of Hawai'i Admissions
1967, 1969 Hawaiian Humane Society complained about goat population on Act made Hawai 'i the 50th state of the
island U.S., ceded lands include Kaho 'olawe
1969 Maui Mayor Elmer Cravalho says goat population violates B.O.; Maui
residents and FAA filed complaints about the bombing; Maui City Council
complained about the impact to West Maui resort development; State legislature
passed resolution against the bombing and for return of Kaho 'olawe to Hawai'i
and questioned compliance with the E.O.; Navy study reported 10,000+ tons of
UXO on the island; a 500# bomb is dropped on Maui by accident; Inez
Ashdown makes the first printed mention of Kaho 'olawe being a sacred place
1970 Kaho'olawe vegetation plan established by the U.S. Dept of Agriculture;
Sen. Hiram Fong requested a stop to the bombing by 1972
1971 Gunderson plan to build a nuclear power plant on the island; E.O. 11593
passed requiring federal agencies to locate, inventory, and nominate sites that may
qualify for listing to the Federal Registry of Historic Properties according to the
National Historic Preservation Act; Navy Secretary John Chafee says
Kaho'olawe will not be returned to Hawai'i, making Mayor Cravalho and
Council Chair Gore Hokama really pissed; Cravalho and Life of the Land fIle suit
to stop the bombing and to request an EIS; in Nov. Federal Judge Tavares
reQuests the Navv to submit an EIS
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1959-1975
(conld)

1976

1972 Civilian group attempted planting in restoration effort; Navy submits EIS
and Tavares dismisses Cravalho's complaint
1973 Cravalho asked Hawai'i Congressional Delegation to include Kaho'olawe
rider for cleanup, restoration, and goat control to Vietnam rehabilitation bill;
reforestation programs continue, DLNR preliminary experiments report success
with tamarisk and ironwood plantings; Charlie Maxwell of ALOHA organization
wants the return of Kaho'olawe to Hawai'i
1974 Senator Hiram Fong passes a resolution requiring the Navy to
immediately look for an alternative to bombing Kaho 'olawe
1975 Representative Patsy Mink introduced legislation requiring the return of
Kaho 'olawe; President Ford signed a bill pushed through by Senator Daniel
Inouye for a DOD study on the possibility of returning the island to the state and
cleanup of the UXO
January "Hawaiian Renaissance" begins; Charlie Maxwell and "Kaho'olawe
Nine" occupy the island and telegram President Ford to stop the bombing; series
of occupations follow; Governor Ariyoshi wants Kaho'olawe to be used for
recreation; State ofHawai 'i and Navy joint program to identify and survey
historic properties on the island for listing on National Register of Historic
Places,largest archaeological survey in Hawai 'i at the time; Councilwoman Lai
passes legislation to halt the bombing until theState legislative study is completed
February -Religious ceremonies permitted on Kaho 'olawe and conducted by Sam
Lono, Emma DeFries, and over 70 other participants; State Senators Takitani and
Yamasaki pass resolutions to rescind the E.O. giving the Navy authorization over
Kaho'olawe
May-First reference to the Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana; FAA established new air
route between Maui and Kaho'olawe and withdrew Navy authorization for ship
to shore ftring outside Kaho'olawe warning area
August-Alull vs. Brown lawsnit med claiming Navy activities are in violation of
environmental, historic site, and freedom ofreligion laws
October-State Chamber ofCommerce resolution against continued bombing



1977 I January-Walter Ritte and Richard Sawyer occupy Kaho'olawe and stay there
February-George Helm addressed the House of Representatives, HR 321 passed;
Judge King denied PKO and Maui County requests to stop the bombing since
Ritte and Sawyer are still on island; Maui County Council wired President Carter
to stop the bombing; Local 142 Hawai'i ILWU against the bombing; Council of
Hawaiian Organiz.ations appeal President Carter to rescind E.O. 10436; PKO,
George Helm, and Ka'uhane go to Washington D.C. to see the president
March-Kimo Mitchell and George Helm reported missing at sea in attempt to
rescue Ritte and Sawyer; Senator Daniel Inouye gets President Carter's support
for a study on the use of non-explosives
April- $50,000 approved for archaeological studies on Kaho'olawe
May-Navy announced use of puff rounds 50-70% of the time
June-PKO med a motion for injunction to stop the Navy from bombing due to
noncompliance with environmental and historic preservation laws

;!: I September-Judge Wong found the Navy in violation of federal laws and required
N a newElS

1978-1990 1980 Alull vs. Brown Civil Act no. 76-0380 determined in favor of Aluli etal.;
Consent Decree granted access to PKO and limited bombing to part of the island
1981 Entire island placed on National Registry of Historic Places
Oct. 22, 1990 Bombing stopped by President Bush via memo to Secretary of
Defense Richard Cheney

1990's I 1992 Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission (KICC) had hearings to
determine fate ofisland and found in favor of returning the island to the State of
Hawai'i; KICC consuhant reports solicited and studies completed
August 1992 Ceremony held on Kaho'olawe, island rededicated to Kanaloa
Nov. 11, 1993 Title X enacted into law
January 1994 HRS adds Chapter 6K establishing the Kaho'olawe Island
Reserve (KIR) and the Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission (KIRC)
May 6,1994 MOUbetween the Navy and State of Hawai'i regarding terms and
conditions of Title X siWled
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1990's May 7, 1994 Hawaiian and English language versions of Quitclaim Deed
(contd) conveying Kaho 'olawe to State of Hawai'i signed

May 9,1994 Conveyance Ceremony August 1994 Hawai'i Administrative May 9, 1994 Conveyance Ceremony
Rules Chapter 13-260 stating allowed uses of the KIR held to convey Kaho'olawe back to the
Feb. 16, 1995 LOU the PKO and KIRC recognizing PKO at hoa'aina of the State of Hawai'i, Kaho'olawe to be
island held in trust and managed by the
May 23, 1996 Cultural Resolution adopted by the KIRC, the Aha Pawalu to be KIRC until such as time as a sovereign
used to implement Chapter 6K Hawaiian entity is recognized
May 1996 MOU adopted between Navy organizations regarding the Navy role
in the cleanup November 1996 Regulatory Framework, Site Protection, and
Public Participation Plan created; KIRC resolution, KIRC Vision Statement
created; Navy Clean-up Plan drafted1996 KIRC Land Use Plan completed
1997 KIRC Ocean Management Plan completed
Dec. 1997 Ke Ao 0 Ka Lewa Ceremony held at Ulupalakua on Maui to ask the
Naulu rains to return to Kaho'olawe
1998 Public hearings held to review Navy cleanup plan, plan fmalized
1998 KIRC Ecological Restoration Plan completed
July 1998 Parsons UXB N begins field work for cleanup due to be completed
Nov. 2003
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APPENDIX D: DISCOGRAPHY AND VIDEOGRAPHY

DISCOGRAPHY OF SONGS RELATED TO KAHO'OLAWE

Song Title: "Kaho 'olawe"
Composer: Emma Kahelelani Bishop
Producer: 49th State Record Company, HRC 204-A (78 rpm record), by Emma

Kahelelani Bishop with Julia Nui's Kama 'ainas, circa 1950.
Album Title & Recording Artist: Girl From Papakolea, Makaha Records Inc., MS2052

(33 1/3 rpm record), by Marcella Kalua with the Sons of Hawai'i, circa 1970.
Hardly Working, Kahanu Records Company, KHR 1004 (33 1/3 rpm record), by
Kipapa Rush Band, 1985

Song Title: "Aloha Kaho'olawe"
Composers: Inez Ashdown, Pilahi Paki, Irmgard Farden Aluli, 1963
Album Title & Recording Artist: Right on Keia, Hula Records, HS-550 (33 1/3 rpm

record), by The Kihei Brown Trio, 1975

Song Title: "Kaho'olawe Song"
Composer: Steve Mai'i
Album Title & Recording Artist: Catching a Wave, Kealohi Productions, KP-lOl (33

1/3 rpm record), by Steve & Teresa (Steve Mai'i and Teresa Bright), 1983

Song Title: "E Hua"
Composer: traditional, music by John Clark
Album Title & Recording Artist: E Hua, Loea, Loea Productions, n.d.

Song Title: "Hawaiian Soul"
Composer: Jon Osorio and Randy Borden
Album Title & Recording Artist: Hawaiian Eyes, Jon & Randy, Hana Ola Records,

1993

Composer: various
Album Title & Recording Artist: The Music o/George Helm, George Helm, Hana Ola

Records, 1996

Song Title: "Kaho'olawe"
Composer: Emma Bishop
Album Title & Recording Artist: Ho'ala, Makaha Sons of Ni'iliau, Tropical Music,

Inc., 1986, 1999

Song Title: "He Lei No Kaho'olawe"
Composer: William Kahakuleilehua Haunu'u Ching
Album Title & Recording Artist: Ho 'oulu I Ka Na 'auao, Sonny Ching, Four Strings

Productions, 2000
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Song Title: "Na Wai Puna a Kamohio No Kaho 'olawe"
Composer: traditional, Uncle Harry Mitchell
Album Title & Recording Artist: Ho'oulu I Ka Na'auao, Sonny Ching, Four Strings

Productions, 2000

Song Title: "He Mele No Kaho'olawe"
Composer: Makalapua Ka 'awa, Kalani Whitaker
Album Title & Recording Artist: Kalapawai Ku 'u One Hlinau, Chinky MOOoe,

Tropical Music, Inc., 2001

Song Title: "He Mele No Kanaloa"
Composer: Makalapua Ka'awa, Kalani Whitaker
Album Title & Recording Artist: Kalapawai Ku'u One Hlinau, Chinky MOOoe,

Tropical Music, Inc., 2001

Song Title: "Aloha No Kanaloa"
Composer: Chinky MOOoe, Kalei Tsuha
Album Title & Recording Artist: Kalapawai Ku 'u One Hlinau, Chinky MOOoe,

Tropical Music, Inc., 2001

Song Title: "Kaho 'olawe I Feel Your Pain"
Composer: ?
Album Title & Recording Artist: ?

VIDEOGRAPHY OF FILMS RELATED TO KAHO'OLAWE
(Based on University of Hawai'i Library Voyager search)

Title: "Hawai'i's Congressional Delegates" [videorecording].
Publisher: [1997]
Description: 1 videocassette (60 min.) : sd., col. ; 112 in.
Subject(s): Legislators--United States. Hawai'i--Politics and government--1959
Other Name(s): Simmons, Charlotte. Waters, Lynne. KHET-TV (Television station:

Honolulu, Hawaii)
Notes: Recorded off-air from the Aug. 22, 1997 telecast of the program Dialog, with

permission ofKHET, Honolulu. VHS. Open signed.
Uniform title added entry: [Dialog (Television program)]
Summary/Abstract: Two congressional delegates from the United States Senate and two

from the House ofRepresentatives meet with Lynne Waters to discuss how they
work together and why there are only Democrats in these seats. Other issues
considered were: the Bishop Estate, problems of the Native Hawaiians and
sovereignty, the true impact of President Clinton's apology to the Hawaiians, the
Kaho 'olawe cleanup, Ni'iliau, need for a better climate for small businesses, term
limits for politicians, gambling, social security, Barber's Point and many other
problems influencing the economy.
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Title: "Kaho'olawe: Kaho 'omalamalama Hou Ana Ka Mauli Ola" [videorecording] /
writer, producer, director, David H. Kalama, Jr.

Variant Title: Kohemalamalam.a 0 Kanaloa
Publisher: [Honolulu]: Kalama Productions: Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana: Office of

Hawaiian Affairs, c1997.
Description: 1 videocassette (57 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Kaho 'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Kalama, David H. Kalama Productions. Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana.

Office of Hawaiian Affairs.
Notes: "Kohemalamalama 0 Kanaloa." VHS. Chiefly English; some Hawaiian.
Summary/Abstract: Shows the history of the island from the early settlement by

Hawaiians, to military use for bombing practice, to the 1994 transfer of ownership
from the United States to the state of Hawai'i.

Title: "Aerial Survey Island of Kaho'olawe March 1988" [videorecording].
Variant Title: Title on container: Aerial survey Kaho'olawe, Island of Kaho 'olawe
Publisher: [Na'alehu, Hawai'i] : Na Maka 0 ka 'Aina, cl996.
Description: 1 videocassette (90 min.) : si., col. ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)--Aerial views. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)--Antiquities.
Notes: Place names identified on screen. VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Documents both shoreline and inland areas, with special focus on

archaeological sites.

Title: "Kaho'olawe '96" [videorecording].
Publisher: 1996.
Description: 1 videocassette (30 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Bombing and gunnery ranges--Hawai 'i--Kaho'olawe. Kaho'olawe

(Hawai'i)--History.
Other Name(s): Burgoin, David 1. VIEWS (Television station: Honolulu, Hawai'i).

Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum. Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission (U.S.).
Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana.

Notes: Telecast July 9, 1996, on VIEWS, Honolulu. VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Presented by Bishop Museum in cooperation with the Kaho'olawe

Island Reserve Commission (KIRC) and Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana (PKO), this
program shows a Bishop Museum exhibit, gives video inserts from "Kaho'olawe
aloha 'aina" and fIlms of the Makahiki celebrations created by Na Maka 0 ka 'Aina,
and gives a short history from the end of the bombing on October 22, 1990 to May
7, 1994 when the island was placed into Hawaiian hands. Now a massive cleanup
is progressing. Cultural sites are identified. The Federal government has given the
entire island national historical place status and over 540 traditional sites have been
discovered. The island has now become a place of life, refuge, and renewal for the
Hawaiian people.

Title: "Kaho'olawe: The Revival." [videorecording]
Publisher: [1996]
Description: 1 videocassette (26 min.) : sd., col. with b&w sequences; 1/2 in.
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Subject(s): Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Gennaula, Kim. Ennis, Randy S. KGMB (Television station:

Honolulu, Hawai'i). Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana.
Notes: Telecast Apr. 22, 1996, on KGMB, Honolulu. VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Members of Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana discuss the history of the

island. This organization, formed in 1976, was responsible for the return of the
island to the Hawaiians. After the huge job of clearing the island takes place it will
be a haven where native Hawaiians can practice their customs, beliefs and traditions
without interference.

Title: "Storytellers of the Pacific" [videorecording].
Publisher: [United States] : Native American Public Telecommunications, Inc.: Pacific

Islanders in Communications, cl9%.
Description: 2 videocassettes (60 min. ea.) : sd., col. with b&w sequences; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Indigenous peoples--Pacific Area. Pacific Area--Colonizatioll.
Local Subject(s): OCEANIA.
Other Name(s): Pacific Islanders in Communications. Native American Public

Telecommunications, Inc.
Notes: "Co-Producers: ABC TV Australia, Native American Public Telecommunications,

Inc., Pacific Islanders in Communications, Nebraska Educational Television
Network, TV New Zealand, TV Ontario." "Distributed by Pacific Islanders in
Communications"--Container. VHS. Some segments in Chamorro, Maori, and
Seri with English subtitles.

Contents: Program 1. Identity -- program 2. Self-determination.
Summary/Abstract: Indigenous peoples of the Pacific and Pacific Rim tell their personal

stories of culture, spirituality, histories, experiences and survival from colonization.
Includes stories told by Anstralian Aborigines, Native Hawaiians, New Zealand
Maori, Chamorro of Guam, Seri of Mexico, Samoans, Alaska Aleuts, Northwest
Coast Indians, California Indians, and Inuit of Canada.

Title: "Uncle Harry Kunihi Mitchell" [videorecording].
Publisher: [Honolulu]: Nii Maka 0 ka 'Aina, 1996.
Description: 2 videocassettes (201 min.) : sd., col. ; 112 in.
Subject(s): Hawaiians--Interviews. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Notes: VHS.
Contents: Pt.l- Interview, Maui 1982 ; NFIP conference, Vanuatu, 1983 ; RIMPAC

rally, Waikiki, 1984 ; tour of Kaho'olawe, November 1987 ; Mele 0 Kaho 'olawe,
Vanuatu, 1983 -- pt.2- Interview at Moa'ula, Kaho'olawe, November 9,1989;
Opening of Makahiki.

Summary/Abstract: A series of interviews from 1982-1989 with "Uncle" Harry on his
beliefs and knowledge on Hawaiian culture and traditional lore which includes
navigational, medicinal, and status ofHawaiians within the Pacific community. He
speaks about the cultural value of Kaho'olawe and the bombing by the Navy and
RIMPAC exercises on the island.
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Title: "Kaho'olawe: Restoring a Cultural Treasure" [videorecording] / produced for the
Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission by Juniroa Productions.

Main Author: Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission (U.S.)
Publisher: [Wailuku, Hawai 'i]: The Commission, 1993.
Description: 1 videocassette (13 min.) : sd., col.; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Hawaiians--Claims. Bombing and gunnery ranges--Environmental aspects-

Hawai'i--Kaho 'olawe.
Notes: VHS.
Summary/Abstract: A summary view of the history and uses of Kaho'olawe.

Title: "Kaho'olawe: Restoring a Cultural Treasure" [videorecording] I produced for the
Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission by Juniroa Productions Inc.

Publisher:· [Wailuku, Hawai'i] : The Commission, cl993.
Description: 1 videocassette (13 min.) : sd., col. with b&w sequences; 1/2 in.
Series: Consultant Report (Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission (U.S.) ; No.5.
Subject(s): Hawaiians. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission (U.S.). Juniroa

Productions.
Notes: Consultant report no. 5 of the Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission. VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Brief history of the island and efforts to stop its military use as a

bombing target and return it to the State of Hawai 'i.

Title: "Legislature Analysis" [videorecording].
Publisher: [1993]
Description: 1 videocassette (60 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Sovereignty. Hawaiians. Social problems--Government policy--Hawai'i.

Hawai'i--Social conditions. Hawai'i--Politics and government--1959
Other Name(s): Scheder, Jo. Trask, Haunani-Kay. Stannard, David E. ATIN

(Television station: Honolulu, Hawai'i)
Notes: Title from narration. Telecast May 7,1993, on the program First Friday, the

unauthorized news, on ATTN, Honolulu. VHS.
Uniform title added entry: [First Ftiday (Television program)]
Summary/Abstract: Topics discussed: urbanization of historic conservation land near

Kaniakapupu, owned by the Midkiff family; Waihee's bill addressing graft and
corruption; Ohana Council at Mokapu and occupation of trust lands; return of
Kaho'olawe; general discussion of sovereignty including background on the need
for sovereignty; state involvement in the sovereignty process.

Title: "Halawa Valley and Kaho'olawe" [videorecording].
Publisher: [1992]
Description: 1 videocassette (60 min.) : 00., col. ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Hawaiians--Antiquities. Hawai'i--Politics and government--1959.

Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i). Halawa Valley (Oahu, Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Scheder,Jo. Trask, Haunani-Kay. Stannard, David E. Tra~k, Mililani.

ATTN (Television station: Honolulu, Hawai'i)
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Notes: Title from narration. Telecast Oct. 1992, on the program First Friday, the
unauthorized news, on ATm, Honolulu. VHS.

Uniform title added entry: [First Friday (Television program)]
Summary/Abstract: Topics covered: Hiilawa Valley, the H-3 freeway, the Dept. of

Transportation and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs' Preservation Council;
politicians' misuse of Kaho 'olawe for political gain; assimilation and racism.

Title: "Island To Island Heritage: Preserving Hawai'i's History: Maui I Ke Au Mua =
Maui in the First Era." [Videorecording]

Variant Title: Preserving Hawai'i's history. Maui i ke au mua. Maui in the first era
Publisher: [Honolulu]: Hawaiian Electric Co., Inc., c1992.
Description: I videocassette (45 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.

.Subject(s): Historic sites--Hawai'i--Maui County. Historic buildings--Hawai 'i--Maui
County. Hawaiians--Antiquities.

Local Subject(s): ARCHITECTURE.
Other Name(s): Keith, Victoria. Historic Hawai'i Foundation. Hawaiian Electric

Company.
Notes: VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Presents an overview of Hawaiian history from settlement by

Polynesians to the development of a multi-racial population. Shows historic sites
and buildings on the islands of Maui, Kaho'olawe, Moloka'i and Lana'i.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Aloha'Aina" [videorecording] / produced by Protect Kaho 'olawe
'Ohana ; directed by Nii Maka 0 ka 'Aina ; written by Rodney Morales, Davianna
McGregor, Joan Lander.

Publisher: Honolulu, Hawai'i: Nii Maka 0 ka 'Aina, c1992.
Description: I videocassette (ca. 56 min.) : sd., col. with b&w sequences; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana. Bombing and gunnery ranges--Hawai'i--

Kaho 'olawe. Hawaiians--Rites and ceremonies. Kaho 'olawe (Hawai 'i)--History.
Other Name(s): Lander, Joan. Morales, Rodney. McGregor, Davianna Protect

Kaho'olawe 'Ohana. NiiMaka 0 ka 'Alna (Firm).
Notes: VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Examines the cultural, spiritual, and political significance of

Kaho 'olawe to Hawaiians. Presents a historical overview and focuses on the
efforts of the Piotect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana to stop the bombing of Kaho 'olaweand
to revive the natural resources of the island.

Title: "Kaho'olawe, First Cut" [videorecording].
Publisher: [1992?]
Description: I videocassette (60 min.) : sel., col. ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana. Hawaiians--Rites and ceremonies. Kaho'olawe

(Hawai'i)--History.
Other Name(s): Kanahele, Pna Kanaka'ole. McGregor, Davianna. Aluli, Emmett.
Notes: Title supplied. Rough cut of a video program in production, without title, credits.

VHS.
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Summary/Abstract: In mid-August, 1992, 400 native Hawaiians were brought to
Kaho'olawe for a sacred healing ceremony. Footage from this ceremony is intercut
with cultural and historical commentary and interviews.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission: Public Hearing, Hilo."
[videorecording]

Publisher: Honolulu: Nii Maka 0 ka 'Mna, [1991]
Description: 2 videocassettes (ca. 190 min.) : 00., col. ; 1/2 in. + 1 guide
Subject(s): Hawaiians. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Na Maka 0 ka 'Mna (Firm). Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance

Commission (U.S.)
Notes: VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Proceedings of the public hearing, conducted by the Kaho'olawe

Island Conveyance Commission in Hilo on May 8, 1991, to hear testimony on the
possible return of Kaho'olawe to the State of Hawai 'i. This is the second hearing
forHilo.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission: Public Hearing, Hilo, Hawai'i."
[videorecording]

Publisher: [Honolulu]: Na Maka 0 ka 'AiDa, [1991]
Description: 1 videocassette (128 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Hawaiians. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Na Maka 0 ka 'Mna (Finn). Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance

Commission (U.S.)
Notes: VHS fonnat.
Summary/Abstract: Proceedings of the public hearing, conducted by the Kaho 'olawe

Island Conveyance Commission in Hilo on April 16, 1991, to hear testimony on the
possible return of Kaho 'olawe to the State of Hawai 'i.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission: Public Hearing, Kailua-Kona."
[videorecording]

Publisher: Honolulu: NaMakaoka 'Aina, [1991]
Description: 2 videocassettes (ca. 163 min.) : 00., col. ; 1/2 in. + 1 guide
Subject(s): Hawaiians. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Nii Maka 0 ka 'Aina (Firm). Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance

Commission (U.S.)
Notes: VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Proceedings of the public hearing, conducted by the Kaho 'olawe

Island Conveyance Commission in Kailua-Kona, April 17, 1991, to hear testimony
on the possible return of Kaho'olawe to the State of Hawai 'i.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission: Public Hearing, Kaua'i."
[videorecording]

Publisher: Honolulu: NiiMakaoka 'Aina, [1991]
Description: 3 videocassettes (ca. 269 min.) : 00., col. ; 1/2 in. + 1 guide
Subject(s): Hawaiians. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
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Other Name(s): Na: Maka 0 ka 'Aina (Firm). Kaho 'olawe Island Conveyance
Commission (U.S.)

Notes: VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Proceedings of the public hearing, conducted by the Kaho'olawe

Island Conveyance Commission on Kauai on May 15,1991, to hear testimony on
the possible return of Kaho'olawe to the State of Hawai'i.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission: Public Hearing, Lana'i."
[videorecording]

Publisher: Honolulu: Na: Maka 0 ka 'Aina, [1991]
Description: 1 videocassette (81 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in. + 1 guide
Subject(s): Hawaiians. Kaho 'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Na: Maka 0 ka 'Aina (Firm). Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance

Commission (U.S.)
Notes: VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Proceedings of the public hearing, conducted by the Kaho'olawe

Island Conveyance Commission on Lanai, on May 30, 1991, to hear testimony on
the possible return of Kaho'olawe to the State of Hawai'i.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission: Public Hearing, Maui."
[videorecording]

Publisher: Honolulu: Na: Maka 0 ka 'Aina, [1991]
Description: 3 videocassettes (ca. 120 min. ea.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in. + 1 guide
Subject(s): Hawaiians. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Na: Maka 0 ka 'Aina (Firm). Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance

Commission (U.S.)
Notes: VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Proceedings of the public hearing, conducted by the Kaho'olawe

Island Conveyance Commission in Wailuku, on May 14, 1991, to hear testimony
on the possible return of Kaho'olawe to the State of Hawai'i.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission: Public Hearing, Mo10ka'i."
[videorecording]

Publisher: [Honolulu]: Na: Maka 0 ka 'Aina, [1991]
Description: 1 videocassette (174 min.) : sd., col. with b&w sequences; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Hawaiians. Kaho 'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Na: Maka 0 ka 'Aina (Firm). Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance

Commission (U.S.)
Notes: VHS format.
Summary/Abstract: Proceedings of the public hearing, sponsored by the Kaho'olawe

Island Conveyance Commission and held in Kaunakakai on April 9, 1991, to hear
testimony on the possible return of Kaho 'olawe to the State of Hawai 'i. Includes a
slide show and video tapes presentations.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission: Public Hearing, O'ahu."
[videorecording]
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Publisher: Honolulu: Nli Maka 0 ka 'Aina, [1991]
Description: 4 videocassettes (ca. 120 min. ea.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in. + I guide
Subject(s): Hawaiians. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Nli Maka 0 ka 'Aina (Firm). Kaho 'olawe Island Conveyance

Commission (U.S.)
Notes: VHS.
Summary/Abstract: Proceedings of the public hearing, conducted by the Kaho'olawe

Island Conveyance Commission in Honolulu, on April 25, 1991, to hear testimony
on the possible return of Kaho'olawe to the State of Hawai'i.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission: Public Hearings." [videorecording]
/ produced by Nli Maka 0 ka 'Aina.

Variant Title: Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance Commission highlights
Publisher: [Honolulu]: Nli Maka 0 ka 'Aina, [1991]
Description: 3 videocassettes (ca. 60 min. each) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in..
Subject(s): Hawaiians. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Nli Maka 0 ka 'Aina (Firm). Kaho'olawe Island Conveyance

Commission (U.S.)
Notes: Title on container: Kaho 'olawe Island Conveyance Commission highlights: public

hearings ...Pt. 1-2 covers hearings on O'ahu, Maui, Kaua'i, Llina'i and Hilo; pt. 3
covers hearings on Moloka'i, Hilo, Hawai'i and Kailua-Kona. VHS.

Contents: pt. 1. The military vs. aloha 'liina -- pt. 2. Restoring Kaho'olawe -- pt. 3.
Kaho 'olawe, 'aina aloha.

Summary/Abstract: Contains highlights of the testimony given at a series of public
hearings on the various islands which include the effects of the military bombing on
Kaho'olawe, efforts to restore the island, the status of the Protect Kaho'olawe
'Ohana and the importance of Kaho'olawe to the culture ofNative Hawaiians.

Title: "Kaho'olawe: Watershed Management." [videorecording]
Publisher: [1990]
Description: I videocassette (60 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Watershed management--Hawai 'i--Kaho'olawe. Kaho'olawe ([-lawai'i)-

Antiquities.
Other Name(s): Scheder, Jo. Trask, Haunani-Kay. Stannard, David E. Farrell, Ian.

Witeck, John. Vandemoer, Catherine. A1TN (Television station: Honolulu,
Hawai'i)

Notes: Title from narration. Telecast Mar. 17, 1990, on the program First Friday, the
unauthorized news, on ATTN, Honolulu. VHS.

Uniform title added entry: (First Friday (Television program)]
Summary/Abstract: Panel discussed ceded lands, Local 5 strike, the Blood Quantum bill,

the U.S. Institute for Peace, the Legislature audit ofORA and the Nicaraguan
election. Hydrologist Dr. Catherine Vandemoer did a water study and expresses the
benefits and necessity of preserving this resource in Kaho'olawe and the need to
protect the archeological sites which are being washed away. As sovereign people,
the Native Hawaiians must work to oorrect these situations. Video segment
"Kaho'olawe I Feel Your Pain" appears courtesy ofNli Maka 0 ka 'Aina.
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Title: "Aloha'Aina Concert" [videorecording]
Publisher: Honolulu: NiiMaka 0 ka 'Aina, 1988.
Description: 2 videocassettes (VHS) (120 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Music--Hawai'i.
Local Subject(s): PERFORMING ARTS
Other Name(s): Nii Maka 0 ka 'Aina (Firm). Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana. University of

Hawai 'j at Manoa. Hawaiian Studies Program.
Summary/Abstract: Concert of Hawaiian music held at Andrews Amphitheatre,

University of Hawai'j at Manoa, in July 1988. Presented by Nii Maka 0 ka 'Aina,
Hawaiian Studies Program and the Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana.

Title: "Belau (Palau)" [videorecording].
Publisher: [1988]
Description: 1 videocassette (60 min.) : sd., col. with b&w sequences; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Palau--Politics and government.
Local Subject(s): OCEANIA.
Other Name(s): Scheder, 10. Trask, Haunani-Kay. Stannard, David E. Tellai, Patrick.

ATIN (Television station: Honolulu, Hawai'i)
Notes: Title from narration. Telecast Sept. 2, 1988, on the program FIrst Friday, the

unauthorized news, on ATTN, Honolulu. VHS.
Uniform title added entry: [First Friday (Television program)]
Summary/Abstract: Panel discusses Hawaiian reparation and Congress, Kahuku

eviction, Kanak settlement in New Caledonia, the Philippines, the United
Farmworkers struggle in California shown on a segment of a video "Wrath of
Grapes", West New Guinea and an explanation of the bombing of Kaho'olawe
which is believed to have cracked the spring water source. For the second time in
two years a president of Belau died. Guest Patrick Tellai tells what this means to
the people of these beleagnred islands.

Title: "Remembering George Helm" [videorecording]. Waipii project. Haili's Hawaiian
Foods. 'Olelo Hawai'i = Hawaiian language. Musical notes: Genoa Keawe.

Publisher: [Honolulu]: luniroa Productions, c1987.
Description: 1 videocassette (VHS) (30 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Series: Endnring pride =E mau ana ka ha'aheol Endnring pride; v. 8.
Subject(s): Helm, George Jarrett, 1950-1977. Keawe, Genoa. Haiti's Hawaiian Foods.

Taro--Hawai'i--Kauai. Hawaiian language--Study and teaching.
Other Name(s): Keawehawai'i, Karen. luniroa Productions.
Summary/Abstract: First program. Biographical program on George Helm, Hawaiian

activist, who was lost at sea off Kaho 'olawe. In 1976 George Helm landed illegally
on the island of Kaho'olawe; his efforts to save the island from bombing and
destruction resulted in the creation of the Protect Kaho 'olawe Ohana. Second
program. Describes the Waip-a project on Kauai, where traditional Hawaiian
methods of growing taro are implemented. Third program. Description of HaiJi's
Hawaiian Foods at the Ala Moana Farmers' Market where the shopper can buy
authentic Hawaiian food. Fourth program. Kaipo Hale gives us another brief
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lesson in the Hawaiian language. Also includes an interview with Hawaiian
language authority Larry Kimura. Fifth program. Interview with Genoa Keawe,
premiere Hawaiian singer.

Title: ''The Islands of Liina'i and Kaho'olawe" [videorecording]
Publisher: [Honolulu]: Hawai'i State Dept. of Education, 1985.
Description: 1 videocassette (VHS) (20 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Series: Nli Ki'i hana no'eau Hawai'i; v. 4
Subject(s): Lana'i (Hawai'i). Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): McNulty, Edward. Nli Maka 0 ka 'Aina (Firm). Hawai'i. Dept. of

Education.
Summary/Abstract: Lana'i the pineapple island, is seen through the eyes of Kupuna

Lloyd Cockett who has worked in the pineapple industry most of his life. He takes
us through a cultural journey to the days of old Lana'1. Kaho'olawe is now being
used as a target practice island by the military but carries its own cultural
significance. A group called Protect Kaho 'olawe 'Ohana has arranged with the
military to make visits to the island to build Hawaiian structures and plant native
plants in one area of the shore.

Title: ''The Islands of Lana'i and Kaho'olawe; The Island of Maui ; Hawai'i, The Big
Island" [videorecording]

Publisher: [Honolulu]: Hawai'i State Dept. of Education, 1985.
Description: 1 videocassette (60 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Series: Nli Ki'i hana no'eau Hawai'i; v. 4--6
Subject(s): Kamehameha the Great, King of the Hawaiian Island~, d. 1819. Lana'i

(Hawai'i). Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i). Maui (Hawai'i). Hawai'i Island (Hawai'i)
Local Subject(s): HAWAII.
Other Name(s): McNulty, Edward. Nli Maka 0 ka 'Aina (Firm). Hawai'i. Dept. of

Education.
Notes: VHS.
Summary!Abstract: First program: Lana'i the pineapple island, is seen through the eyes

of Kupuna Lloyd Cockett who has worked in the pineapple industry most of his
life. He takes us through a cultural journey to the days of old Lana'1. Kaho 'olawe is
now being used as a target practice island by the military but carries its own cultural
significance. A group called Protect Kaho 'olawe Ohana has arranged with the
military to make visits to the island to build Hawaiian structures and plant native
plants in one area of the shore. Second program: Features historical sites such as
Keone'o'io Village, the battle site at 'lao Valley, and theHana coast. Lahaina
restoration director Jim Luckey takes us through time to old Lahaina. Third
program: A short biography of Kamehameha I from his early days in Kohala, to
the years in Kona late in his life, is seen in this program. In addition, we look at the
adze quarry at Mauna Kea, and the cultural and geological significance of the still
active volcanoes on the Big Island

Title: "Kaho'olawe: RIMPAC 1982." [videorecording]
Publisher: Honolulu, Hawai'i: Nli Maka 0 ka 'Aina, [1984?]
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Description: I videocassette (23 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Snbject(s): Bombing and gunnery ranges--Hawai'i--Kaho'olawe. Kaho 'olawe (Hawai'i)
Local Snbject(s): HAWAil.
Other Name(s): Ahmad, Puhipau. Buehring, Joan. Nil Maka 0 ka 'Aina.
Notes: Title from data sheet. VHS format. .
Snmmary/Abstract: Shows historical and archaeological sites on Kaho'olawe, with

resulting damage from the U.S. Navy's RIMPAC exercises. Explains from a
Hawaiian cultural point of view why Kaho'olawe should not be bombed.

Title: "Hawai'i's Endangered Past: A Matter Of Time." [videorecording]
Publisher: [Honolulu?]: Society for Hawaiian Archaeology Education Committee, c1982.
Description: I videocassette (30 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Excavations (Archaeology)--Hawai'1. Archaeology--Hawai'1. Hawai'i-

Antiquities.
Local Subject(s): HAWAil. ANTHROPOLOGY.
Other Name(s): Society for Hawaiian Archaeology. National Endowment for the

Humanities.
Notes: VHS format. "Public program of the National Endowment for the Humanities."
Snmmary/Abstract: A search for Hawaiian identity through archaeology. Includes

accounts of projects on Kaho 'olawe, Moloka'i, Kona, Barbers Point, and others.

Title: "Kaho'olawe Aloha 'Mna: George J. Helm:' [videorecording]
Publisher: [Honolulu, Hawai'i] : Protect Kaho 'olawe Ohana, 1977.
Description: I videocassette (ca. 25 min.) : sd., b&w ; 1/2 in.
Subject(s): Helm, George Jarrett, 1950-1977. Bombing and gunnery ranges--Hawai'i--

Kaho'olawe. Kaho'olawe (Hawai'i)
Other Name(s): Yaso, Ken. Lander, Joan. Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana.
Notes: VHS format.
SummarylAbstract: Provides highlights of George Helm's active role in the movement to

stop the military bombing of Kaho'olawe and to educate the people ofHawai 'i as to
why Kaho'olawe has a sacred significance to Hawaiians.

Merrie Monarch Competitions, 1996, 1997
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APPENDIX E: WHO IS ALLISON AND WHAT IS SHE DOING??

It is a difficult task to look at oneself and recognize the subjectivity, the positionality

that one's beliefs and one's view of the world actually constitute; to recognize that reality as

one perceives it, is just one person's reality. I have found it a great challenge and revelation

of recent to discover just this. It is a very humbling and sobering experience. I find it

instructional, at least to myself, to contemplate at some length upon this epiphany and to

consider the past as well as future implications of who I am.

A note about the present implications of Who I Am: Who I Am obviously has a

profound affect upon the writing of this dissertation. Although this section may seem a bit

self serving and useful only to clear my own head, it is also important because it shows

how my view of the world and reality and my biases have tinted this piece of writing. This

section serves to position myself in order to give the context for which this research was

undertaken, interpreted, and produced as a document.

Who am I to be doing this research? This can partially be answered as an

"intellectual genealogy" (Reilly, 1995:139). I was born and raised in Hawai'i. My

upbringing was in a middle-class Asian household. I am not Hawaiian by blood, nor do I

consider myself Hawaiian by culture. My public school education of Hawaiian history

(then called "Hawaiiana") has undoubtedly colored my perceptions. "Hawaiiana" is a

history written from a Western colonial point of view, i.e. the struggle for annexation and

statehood, and the eventual triumph making Hawai'i the fiftieth state, a wonderful victory

desired and supported by all inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands, and an occasion for

celebration. It has only slowly dawned on me over the years, and especially after viewing

the recently produced documentary film Act ofWar: The Overthrow ofthe Hawaiian
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Kingdom, of the extent of bias inherent in the history of Hawai 'i that I learned. The myth

ofhaving been given a education in Hawaiian history thus gives me an actual disadvantage

in studying Hawaiian culture in that I am now faced with the task of sorting out the

"Western colonialist history" that I learned as a child and had not critically questioned until

very recently, from the "suppressed history of the colonized" (Binney, 1987:16) which I

am only now beginning to realize.

My Western education also included a virtual life-long emphasis on the

epistemologies and ontologies of natural and physical sciences (I am a trained marine

biologist as well as a biogeochemical oceanographer), with their focus on empiricism and

positivism, the beliefs that reality is observable, measurable, and objectively knowable.

Only within the last few years have I been exposed to other epistemologies and ontologies

(for example, Johnston, 1991 and Cloke et al., 1991). It was a great revelation to fmd out

that these other ways of thinking and doing research even existed. It was a great challenge

to grasp their possibilities and acknowledge their validity. To be able to use these other

ways of knowing in my own rysearch is the greatest challenge of all. Although I am

excited at the worlds of possibilities that have opened up to me, it is inevitable that the life

long discipline in science will inadvertently be the source of poorly conceived assumptions

and conclusions in my attempts at embracing other ways of knowing.

I consider myself an environmentalist, I believe that the roots of our current

environmental crisis stem from the separation of humans from nature, from the land, from

the secularization of the world (Birdsell, 1996:625). I further believe that the imposition of

Western discourse about progress and development (i.e., I "bought" Escobar's [1995]

argument in his book Encountering Development) and the replacement of indigenous
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values by Western ones (Martin, 1974) has contributed a large part towards environmental

degradation and loss of cultural diversity worldwide. I believe that a reconnection with

indigenous values (see for example Friesen, 1991) and especially a realization of the

sacredness of the land, nature, and the natural world is necessary for human survival. I

believe this will only come about through a revolution, a conversion in thinking and beliefs

on the scale of a religious conversion.

In these regards I can be labeled as a radical spiritual ecologist. My agenda is that

environmental integrity above all should be a goal ofhurnanity. I acknowledge that this

agenda has arisen largely from an intellectual Western-academic setting, that it is a

discourse as much as is development. It was a recent epiphany to me to realize that this

was indeed a discourse and not the divine natural order of the universe!

Sponsel (2002b) acknowledges the detrimental effects that religious power

struggles may bring about (e.g. the Holy Crusades, and fanatic cults such as he Davidians

in Waco, Texas and the Heaven's Gate cult in California) but he does not consider this

grounds for dismissal of the positive potentials of spiritual ecology. I agree with this

position. Lewis (1992), however, is much more openly critical of radical ecology (eco

radicals). He claims that an eco-radical approach would prevent the formation of an

ecologically stable and sustainable economy and the development ofappropriate technology

(p. 7). Furthermore, Lewis argues that intellectualizing will not convert people to the

changes in lifestyle that radicals would like to see come about (p. 12). He lastly accuses

eco-radicals of being mired in modernist discourse (p. 25) as well as entertaining primitivist

myths (see for example, Thomas, 1994) in a reverse orientalism (pp. 244-246).
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While I recognize that spiritual ecology is an intellectual approach and not practical

in most cases, I do not agree with Lewis that technology holds unlimited solutions to

environmental problems, or that sustainable economic growth is desirable or even possible

without further environmental degradation. I believe in the wisdom ofthe "small is

beautiful" ideas ofE.F. Schumacher (Schumacher, 1973). I believe that globalization and

universalization ofeconomies, cultures, political relations, and environmental crises are the

roots of many of the world's problems today. Although I am a proponent of

decentralization, I am not under the delusion that humanity should (or could) revert back to

isolationist or decentralized situations. I do not advocate an apocalyptic destruction and

rebuilding of a better, primitive society as Lewis claims all eco-radicals would like. I

consider myself to thus be more nostalgic and wishful than seriously primitivist.

Many of my beliefs come from the personal belief that the earth is a sacred and

living being, in the sense that it is infused with a spirit, a divinity that is immanent in

everything on earth, be it living or not. These beliefs can be characterized generally as

"Pagan" (Adler, 1986; Hardman & Harvey, 1996; Crowley, 1996). I have felt personal

peace in "nature worship" since I was a child. I was not "born again" with the recent New

Age movement, nor do I associate myself with that movement. Many Pagan beliefs,

however, and unfortunately, do correspond and overlap with those of the New Age

movement (York, 1996). Both belief systems recognize the sacredness of the earth and

celebrate seasonal holidays related to the earth's fertility cycle. Both are faced with the

dilemma of reviving rituals from a now largely lost system of practices. Pagans generally

attempt to follow traditional pre-Christian rituals which have been preserved, or create new

ones based upon personal circumstances but rooted in tradition. New Agers also do this,
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but in addition, have a tendency to appropriate rituals and ceremonies from other cultures as

well (Root, 1996). This, in my opinion, is the difference between Pagans and New Agers

(see York, 1996 for details on other distinctions). Root (1996), Thomas (1994), Rose

(1992), and others (see bibliographies in each of these citations) give detailed critiques of

New Age appropriation of indigenous cultures, the problems associated with their

primitivist romanticism of indigenous cultures, and their often inappropriate use of

indigenous cultural traditions (Jacobs, 1994:175).

It is my fervent hope that my beliefs not be confused with that of the New Age

movement! For these reasons I generally avoid bringing up my own spiritual beliefs at all.

The appropriative nature of the New Age movement is already a recognized problem in

Hawai'i (Bordner, 1995). Hawaiian cultural traditions are ofgreat fascination to New

Agers (see for example the proliferation of recently published books on "the secrets of

Hawaiian huna", the plethora of ads in New Age magazines for Hawaiian shamanic

journeying, lomilomi, and huna healing classes and treatments). Kame'e1eihiwa (1992:325)

derisively dubs non-Hawaiians who desire to adopt Hawaiian identity "wannabes". The

claim of sincerity of one non-Hawaiian must certainly sound like that of many others.

What right have non-Hawaiian people to adopt Hawaiian traditions, or even, to

attempt to represent or speak for them? Trask (1993:248) claims the impossibility of non

Hawaiians being able to truly understand the cultural values ofHawaiians. Karne'eleihiwa

(1992:3-4) states the need for more histories ofHawai'i to be written from a Hawaiian

perspective, Le. by Hawaiians themselves. Similarly, Pere (1991 :45-6; cited in Reilly,

1995:20-21) redefines Maori history as one which is written by a redefined Maori

historian, or one who has kinship connections through genealogy with the group being
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researched. These studies state the need for indigenous peoples to speak: for themselves

about themselves.

What then is a non-Native, non-Hawaiian doing writing on Hawaiian culture and

place? What is my interest in Kaho 'olawe, what agendas do I have in doing research there,

what do I hope to accomplish? More problematically, how, as a non-Hawaiian, do I hope

to accomplish this without adding to an already overly-long list of colonialist Western

accounts, and without playing the role of an appropriative wannabe? Who am I to speak:

for Hawaiians?

My interest in Kaho 'olawe stems in part from my beliefs in the need for a radical,

revolutionary overthrow of current Western development discourse and the need for

revaluation of indigenous values, especially those relating to the sacredness of the natural

world. While this is acknowledgedIy idealistic and unlikely as mentioned earlier, this is just

what appears to be happening on Kaho'olawe. It is the only one ofthe eight main

Hawaiian Islands that does not have an appreciable amount of Western infrastructure on it.

It is being held in trust for Hawaiian people until such time as a sovereign Hawaiian entity

is recognized. Currently, traditional Hawaiian cultural practices and uses of the island are

being planned and reviewed with input by Hawaiian people. Hawaiian values and concepts

are being used to develop land use, restoration, ocean management, and cultural use plans

for the island. This is truly revolutionary as well as unprecedented. I am fascinated and

intrigued by these events which seem to be living out and actualizing my wishful ideals for

"a better world", radical and untenable though they seemed to be. Thus, I am drawn to

further examine and witness this exciting process, and if possible, but only with the consent

of people who are the driving forces behind these events, to participate in some of them.
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Furthermore, in my personal search for Pagan roots, I gain inspiration and

knowledge of the discovery and revival process of traditional practices from the Hawaiian

revival and practice of their culture on Kaho'olawe. Again, I profess not to be a New Age

wannabe, I am not particularly interested in basing my personal spiritUal rituals and

practices upon the Hawaiian traditions I observe being used on Kaho'olawe, as those are

not my beliefs or rituals. I am quire satisfied being what I am, I hold valuable my Pagan

beliefs. There are, however, striking similarities between the concepts of mlilama 'iiina (see

Kame'eleihiwa, 1992:25-33) and the Makahiki festival, with Pagan concepts of spirituality

and sacredness of the earth and Pagan seasonal festivals and cycles. Thus, my study of

Hawaiian spiritual traditions on Kaho'olawe is in part to enrich my own personal spiritual

beliefs, which are admittedly not appropriations of Hawaiian traditions.

Lastly, my interest in Kaho'olawe comes from a feeling of being drawn to the place.

Walter (1988:2) stated that a sense of a place is twofold; it draws upon the meaning of the

place and also the feeling people have for it. I have already discussed the meaning of

Kaho'olawe for me intellectually and personally. The feelings, emotions, and experiences I

associate with Kaho'olawe are admittedly not as intensely vital to my identity and culture as

they are to some Hawaiians intimately involved with Kaho'olawe's cultural restoration.

Nonetheless, I have had positive experiences there due to being able to some extent to sense

the energies of places on the island. I have a desire to offer something in return, from my

own intellectual genealogy, that will hopefully contribute towards the island's restoration

and rehabilitation. I particularly hope to make an academic case for the legitimacy of other

forms of knowledge than scientific empiricism, in other words, the epiphany that I had

experienced.
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14 October 2001 Addendum

Finally, I would like to address feelings of discomfort and misgivings that I have

had throughout this project. I just finished reading the Amerasia Journal edition on Asian

settler colonialism in Hawai'i and it felt like fog lifting and my vision clearing. I have long

been aware that at times my presence at Native Hawaiian events has been more tolerated

than welcomed and I recognize that I was fortunate to be included and am thankful for the

experiences chances to be a participant. I had intuitively surmised that this was due to my

Asian ancestry and also because of my generally quiet demeanor which can be construed as

"typically Asian" - stoic and stand-offish. What made the fog lift was the journal articles

which spelled it out for me - Asians as much as haole have been implicated in the colonial

oppression of Native Hawaiians. It dawned on me that while Asians were oppressed when

they first arrived in Hawai 'i, they willingly left their homeland and embraced the American

Dream and strove to realize it, in the process becoming the colonizers themselves. The

Hawaiian people, on the other hand, never had the choice. Their homeland was invaded

and their culture taken from them, they were perfectly content with their values and lifestyle

and thus had no incentive to strive for the American Dream.

I have attended enough Native Hawaiian events, ceremonies, and 'Ohana accesses

to see the dynamics of where I fit in. I have been on PKO access with haole friends (not

originally from Hawai 'i) who have fit in with the group with more ease and comfort than I

have even after repeat visits. I now consider the reason is because they were respectful and

open-minded, not having the "taint" of growing up local haole. I think their open

mindedness and apparent interest in and respect for Hawaiian culture and particularly their

support for revival of traditions and Hawaiian sovereignty issues made them more
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acceptable than me, a third and fourth generation Asian whose family almost certainly has

contributed to the continued colonial oppression of Native Hawaiians in some way or other.

Since I am generally quiet and not as outgoing and open as my friends have been, I can

now see that my silence and attempts to lay low and keep out of the way and learn by

listening and observing might instead have been construed differently. I may instead have

presented an impression of typical Asian interested in Hawaiian affairs and knowledge only

to appropriate it once more for personal and academic gain. Whereas there have certainly

been Asians and non-Hawaiians who have been accepted by Hawaiian rights groups, these

people have been very pro-active, vocal, and aggressively supportive of the groups. My

reluctance to jump in whole-heartedly, while stemming from the intuition that it is not my

place, has thus actually made it not my place.

Someone once told me, "as you imagine so shall it manifest." By politely keeping

out of Hawaiian rights activism in order to avoid butting in where it was not my place since

I am a non-Hawaiian, I have contributed to settler colonial oppression rather than helping to

overcome it. Inaction caused by fear of offending has actually led to offense. Although I

have made inroads into the Hawaiian community concerned with the spiritual recovery of

Kaho'olawe, I have not became a true "insider". In consequence, this dissertation is not as

in-depth as I would have liked, nor can I claim that I represent aNative Hawaiian

viewpoint, nor have I ever intended to claim such.

I truly believe in the sanctity of Kaho 'olawe have experienced the beauty and spirit

of the island. I have dedicated the last three years of my life to the cleanup project working

under hot, dusty, and windy conditions doing a job which requires me to hike all day long

(I hate hiking) because I want to contribute in the best way that I can to the environmental
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and spiritual healing of the islam!. Although I have done what I am best at from my

expertise within a Western scientific discourse I am ashamed to say that I have been fence

sitting. It is now time to realize my place as an Asian in the collaboration of colonial

system and to consciously resist that collaboration. This dissertation, still an effort within a

Western academic discourse, is but a small and feeble attempt. It's time to get off the fence.

This, I think, may be the most important that that I have learned while working towards

completion of this degree program.
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